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The point of departure of my thesis is to discuss the forms of ’Black Wave’ films
made in Yugoslavia during sixties and seventies in relation to political
contradictions of socialist self-management. Instead of explaining filmic forms
as representation of social and political dynamics; my aim is to propose a
distinct methodology and conceptual apparatus that would enable to grasp
social dynamics through their inscription inside the art form. The new
methodological reading that I am proposing is largely based on actualization of
certain theses proposed by Russian Formalists, Walter Benjamin and Louis
Althusser. Combining these distinct theoretical positions my aim is to propose a
model of including contradictions in researching the political art without
reducing formalism to a mere representation. Basing largely on the work of
Dušan Makavejev I have showed that political engagement of avant-garde
artists and film makers contribute to the richness of artistic forms. My aim is to
find the ways to detect these contradictions. By attentively looking at concept of
slogans and cultural policy in the writings and artistic work of Makavejev my
aim is to show that the conceptualization of political terms in artistic production
has a distinctive characteristic. Advancing this observation my aim is to
propose different reading of cultural politics and artistic practices during
socialist Yugoslavia. By addressing theoretical and historical debates
concerning representation of politics, nationalism, transformation of style, the
realism and relation between philosophy and art I have showed the
advancements of Formalist approach in understanding of ‘Black Wave.’ Also in
my dissertation I have dealt with ideological consequences of various other
readings of Yugoslavian ‘Black Wave’ and tried to delineate them from
Formalist reading which I am proposing. Yet on another level, in my text on
‘New Collectives’ in post-Yugoslavia I am applying this methodology to
contemporary art scene pointing at some formal transformations that occurred
in discourse on art in transition from socialist to neo-liberal conditions.
Keywords: political art, cultural policy, Black Wave cinema, Yugoslavia, selfmanagement, Louis Althusser, Formalism, contradictions, ideology, realism,
historicism.
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FOREWORD
In the mid-nineties when it would have been the time for me and many from
my generation to engage with interesting avant-garde and experimental art
productions of the Socialist Yugoslavia, that country was devastated in bloody
civil war. At that time for me and many from my generation it was impossible
to engage with any question regarding Yugoslavia that would not have had an
already historically inscribed answer. Logic of that historical explanation was
simple: everything from self-management to punk music, just to name two examples, of socialist Yugoslavia, indicates that the civil war, the nationalist neoliberal plundering, and break-up of the country was inevitable. This was my
understanding of Yugoslavia in the nineties, when I was engaging with Situationist International, with Godard, with Michael Haneke, rock-in-opposition,
free jazz and other things. The name Yugoslavia was at the time nothing more
than a suspicious construction based on certain mythologies which would soon
confirm to be false. In this falsity there was no room for serious engagement.
Waking up from the historical dream of Yugoslavia, to paraphrase Walter
Benjamin, was for me a painful and contradictory process. Slowly I started to
understand that the historical logic which I had shared with many about Yugoslavia was not so distinct from the elitist logic of nationalist and conservative
discourse. This ideology had many different forms; but what seemed to be
common to most of them was truism in these apparent and obvious claims. It
was argued that the multi-national and self-managing Yugoslavia was in contradiction to inherent nationalism and to residual elements of feudalism. These
contradictions, as proponents of this logic tirelessly repeat, are the main reason
why the country stopped to exist.
As I said, in the nineties it was impossible to resist this logic; everything
seemed fitting to what we were seeing in our everyday life brutality. The official discourse at the 90s always reminded us that this was a reprise of the thirties, or of the First World War, or even earlier periods of Yugoslavian history,
where wars were happening almost as natural catastrophes, as film director
Emir Kusturica once said about the recent war in Bosnia.
What we start to realize is that the logic of inevitability was not a product
of the nineties. It had always been there, from the very beginning of the Second
Yugoslavia, from 1945. This was the case especially in argumentation that the
self-management is alien to Yugoslavian context, or that multi-national coexistence is generally alien to human nature. But also we started to realize that
parallel with this logic, in Yugoslavia there existed yet another position that
could be described as the internationalist, avant-garde position (the core of antifascist Partisans in the Second World War), which was the driving force in the
theory and practice of self-management. It was this position that struck my interest, especially how this avant-gardist and internationalist position related
itself with art and culture.
My thesis is a product of this engagement, which is not result of only a
personal endeavor. It was a long journey of collective engagement in many dif-

ferent intellectual and especially artistic platforms in post-Yugoslav spaces (in
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Ljubljana, Zagreb, Sarajevo, Skopje and Prishtina), it is a
result of many harsh debates (both public and private, some still continuing),
spirited discussions, exciting random discoveries (in archives, flea markets, personal collections of people), exhibitions, film screenings, editorial meetings, etc.
Just thinking of how many people I can name who contributed to all these discussions makes me excited and at the same time hopeful that we are not only a
few isolated artists and researchers who do not want to believe in the official
historical hypothesis on the legacy of Socialist Yugoslavia. But especially I am
in debt to discussions and friendship with Slobodan Karamanic and others from
journal Prelom, Gal Kirn, editorial board of Journal Kino! (Andrej Sprah, Jurij
Meden, Nil Baskar, Maja Krajnc), Branimir Stojanovic, Nebojsa Jovanovic, Vladan Jeremic, and many others.
Also I have to mention how I have initially started my dissertation in
Jyväskylä University. I was spending the winter 2008-2009 in Belgrade where I
used my free time, actually then I had nothing but a free time, in Archive of Alternative Film at Culture Hall “Studentski Grad”, which was run by cinephile
and film maker Ivko Šešiþ. After realizing we have many common interests he
introduced me to his partner, Milena Dragiþeviþ-Šešiþ, whose book Art and Alternative I already knew. She recommended me to get in touch with the Cultural
Policy Unit at Jyväskylä University. This is how I met with one of my supervisors Anita Kangas, who from the beginning understood and supported my research. The second supervisor Kia Lindroos, then from Political Science department, gave a very different and productive twist to my research. I am really
grateful to both of them.
The reason why I was in Belgrade in winter 2008-2009 is yet another interesting circumstance. It was artist-residency stay of my partner Minna Henriksson, originally based in Helsinki, who at that time was working on artistic project to map the art scene of Belgrade. The “artistic” side of my research on Black
Wave thus follows me from the beginning of my research. Even at the most difficult period when I was dealing with methodology and other scholarly work,
my research on film was never separated from artistic practice. I met Dušan
Makavejev, Zelimir Zilnik and Lazar Stojanovic for the first time in the gallery
spaces in Belgrade, Ljubljana and Prishtina respectively; most of my lectures on
Black Wave were part of contemporary art exhibitions; also during my PhD I
took part in realization of two artistic projects using models of experimental
cinema. Thus my special thanks go to Minna.
Also I am in gratitude to Sovako and the University of Jyväskylä for financial support. Also I would like to thank all my loved ones; Roza, Engin, Elmas
and Anush. I dedicate this work to memory of my father.
Helsinki, November, 2014
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INTRODUCTION

In my research I have extensively worked on the issue of how to conceptualize
the relation between art and politics. The starting point of my research on the
relation between art and politics was a theoretical discussion on the formal
challenges in cultural politics. Or more precisely, the starting point of my research was the conceptualisation of cultural policy as a field that is determined
both by politics and by the arts. As such my main question deals with the contradiction of cultural politics: how is possible to understand the political avantgarde artwork positioned as it is somewhere between assumed practicality and
the negation of utilitarianism. My position (referring to materials, methodology
and the conceptualisation I have used) is based on the assumption that through
the conceptualisation of this contradiction we can understand the formation of
the artwork in its full complexity.
In order to conceptualize this contested field of political, artistic and cultural studies I have used many different empirical and theoretical sources and
materials. In my articles published over a period of three years I have reflected
on this difficult theoretical field of the relation between art and politics through
different perspectives. The red thread running through these published articles
is Yugoslavian Black Wave films and particularly the films of Dušan Makavejev.
Because of my particular subject, certain issues such as conceptual periodization
(temporality, historicisation), national and economic contradiction, complex
and uneven social and cultural relations, representation and the genealogy of
forms have taken up an important part of my research. In this introduction my
aim is to reflect more concisely on the conceptual elements involved in my research and try to configure these elements inside a more rigorous methodological frame. This particularly involves my theoretical orientation and how it is
brought to bear on the material. But apart from scientific work, my study of
Black Wave and Yugoslavian cultural politics could also be seen as engaging in
an actual debate on issues that have wider repercussions than strictly those
concerning academic institutions. I could say that partly my work is the result
of a theoretical and methodological intervention in the existing discussions on
Black Wave studies. Furthermore my aim was to construct a conceptual scheme
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that would render the abstraction on the above-mentioned issues in a concise
theoretical work. In order to come up with the terms for my theoretical orientation in following pages I will condense the discussion about the relation between art and politics, which constitutes the axis of my overall conceptualisation and methodology.
In order to summarize the methodological and theoretical orientation of
my research I will start by emphasizing some of the inherent contradictions and
challenges that have determined the way my work has taken shape. In other
words, I could say that the complex structure of my methodology has emerged
through the very subject of my research that deals with the relation between art
and politics in the case of Yugoslavian cinema. These methodological complexities have shown themselves most clearly in the aspect of collecting and discussing the data and in the overall theoretical interpretation of these materials. But
most directly these complexities start from the point of conceptualisation itself
that I will extensively discuss in following pages.
There are a few questions that are often repeated in discussing the formation of avant-garde art and cinema in the context of Yugoslavian political
conditions. My aim is not to avoid these question and challenges, but to face
them directly. One of the most enduring challenges in this conceptualisation is
issue of temporalization, or the retroactive interpretation of Yugoslavian avantgarde art in the sixties from a contemporary perspective. The main implication
of this challenge is not only related to the historiography of artistic formation
but also to the general theoretical temporalization of an artwork itself. In order
to formulate this methodological challenge in a concise way I could start with
this simple question: how does avant-garde temporality differ or correspond to
political temporality? This question directly refers to the very nature of an artwork itself. Grasping the contradictions of Yugoslavian cultural politics from
this perspective means elaborating the discussion on the higher theoretical level
of artistic formation itself. Because of this, my ultimate methodological proposition is based on the actualization of the temporal aspect of the artwork. In brief,
the temporal complexities inherent in artistic formation are a crucial component
of my theoretical and methodological approach. In the following pages it will
be clear that the issue of actualization has far reaching effects also to a general
conceptualization of political art.
The second theoretical and methodological challenge in dealing with
Black Wave is the issue of representation, or more precisely the representation of
Yugoslavian singularity through the perspective of its intersecting with the
global conditions of cinema production. In order to understand the formation of
Yugoslavian Black Wave films my aim is to avoid the contextualization of Yugoslavian cultural politics as a closed, or autopoietic system that generates its
own truth. Contrary to these kinds of prevailing discussions I have located Yugoslavian Black Wave cinema in a global context of international cinema studies.
By extensively looking at available written texts on the films of Dušan
Makavejev I have demonstrated that the inclusion of the Yugoslavian filmmaker in the internationally recognized system of film theory usually repro-
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duces certain patterns of representation that persist in this process of inclusion.
Furthermore I claim that by looking at these patterns it is possible to discuss the
cultural politics of cinema from a more concrete and historical perspective.
Thirdly, a more specific theoretical challenge of my research is related to
the issue of philosophical legitimacy, or more precisely to the issue of the relation
between artistic practices and progressive intellectual platforms active in Yugoslavia.
In order to deal with these theoretical challenges my aim is to propose a
methodology that will reflect on these heterogeneous and diverse conceptual
elements as a result of the contradictory formations of the artwork. I will argue
that the theory and methodology of Russian Formalism is the most suitable approach in understanding the complexity and contradiction of art formation.
Apart from offering a new understanding of the intelligibility of the artwork,
Russian Formalism also provides a scientific model for grasping the unevenness
of artistic formation in a most interesting and rigorous way.
In following pages I will discuss which terms I am referring to in Russian
Formalism and conceptually justify the use of this model in my methodology.
Also, I will speculate along possible conceptual lines of including the temporal
model of Walter Benjamin in my overall theoretical and methodological framework.

2

RUSSIAN FORMALISM

The main conceptual task of my research is to formalize the distinctive and singular contingencies in the arts and in politics through their specific intelligibilities. Methodologically speaking the most advanced position in dealing with the
formal distinctiveness of art is Russian Formalist theory, which initially developed in twenties and thirties Russian Formalism is not a monolith intellectual
position. Begun as a quest for the specificity of forms, regulations, laws and the
historical development of art, it encompasses a variety of models developed
primarily by Viktor Shklovsky, Roman Jakobson, Jurij Tinjanov, Boris Exhenbaum, V.N. Voloshinov, P. N. Medvedev and Mikhail Bakhtin. In the following
there are some theoretical observations presented as drafts on the possibility of
using of Formalism in my study of Yugoslavian cinema.
Usually most of the analyses dealing with political avant-garde artworks
tend to describe the elements involved in the formation of a given work by extrinsic processes which have some arbitrary relation to the artwork itself. Roman Jakobson, one of the most eminent theoreticians of Formalism, explained
this by a striking metaphor that serves as a leit motif to my methodology: “The
subject of literary scholarship is not literature but literariness, that is, that which
makes a given work a work of literature. And yet literary scholars up to now
have often behaved like policeman who, in the course of arresting a particular
person, would pick up, just in case, everybody and anybody who happened to
be in the apartment, as well as people who happened to be passing on the street.
Similarly the literary historian used anything that came to hand: biographical
evidence, psychology, politics, and philosophy. Instead of literary science they
created a conglomeration of home-grown disciplines.” (Jakobson, 1997: 179)
How to deal with the intelligibility of art without necessarily inverting the
scope of the work of art to a mere reflection of social and political transformations is a problem. Formalists have described the ‘literariness’ of Jakobson, in
different ways, but generally they all refer to emancipation from the “traditional correlation of 'form-content' and from the conception of form as an outer cover or as a vessel into which a liquid (content) is poured” (Ejxenbaum, 2002: 12).
What makes Formalism genuine, distinct and an advanced method in compari-
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son to other literary and artistic scholarly approaches is that it does not unfold
the form of an artwork to explanations of ad hoc transformations induced by
social content. According to this methodology form is content. By keeping in
mind that the artwork is not transcendental, separate, or independent from social transformations (institutions responsible for supporting this art, larger economical-political transformations influencing these cultural institutions, the
global conjuncture which determines the economic, political contingencies, etc.)
Formalism is proposing to deal with these determinants through their existence
inside the artwork.

2.1 Methodological Device’s of Russian Formalism
In showing how the extrinsic determinants (such as historical, political and social factors) have been transformed to an artistic form, Formalist methodology
has advanced certain approaches that will be present in this part of the text.
These tools or models (Jameson, 1972; Steiner, 1984) of researching the correspondences and conflicts between socially extrinsic materials and intrinsic artistic forms are: devices (Shkovsky, 1990); realism of art (Jakobson, 2002); evolution (Tynjanov, 2002, Tinjanov, 1998), dominant (Jakobson, 2002; Jakobson &
Tynjanov, 2002), mechanism, organism, synecdoche, (Steiner, 1984; Striedter,
1989), literary fact (Tynjanov, 1998; Fore, 2006), automatism, estrangement, and
heroism (Shklvosky, 1990). Since Formalism has multiple ways of dealing with
the form of the artwork it is difficult to reduce it to a typical artistic scholarship
or methodology. For that reason some Formalists were strictly against using
'method' as their approach and instead proposed a larger and conceptual term
as 'Formalist principles' (Ejxenbaum, 2002: 4-5).
These principles in the last instance were based on linguistic approaches
in the analysis of artistic materials and forms. Even if it started as a general
quest for artistic form, the usual material of Formalists research was literature
(both poetry and prose). Consequently most of their crucial works were based
on formal analysis of certain novels and poems; such as 'How Gogol's Overcoat
is Made' (Ejxenbaum, 1964), 'The Making of Don Quixote' (Shkovsky, 1990),
Xlebnikov and Majakovskij (Jakobson, 1997), Trsitam Shandy (Shkovsky, 1990),
etc. In this regard I have to answer the crucial question regarding the 'literariness' of the Formalist principle: how is it possible to use analyses based on language in research dealing with cinema studies? Firstly, my two texts dealing
with slogans (The Art of Slogans: Constative Part and The Art of Slogans: Performative Part) are directly linked with the issue of linguistics related to a work
Dušan Makavejev. Following Makavejev's early writings on political language,
particularly on slogans (Makavejev, 1964), I have researched how this initial
formal quest of Makavejev on 'how political slogan can be written' influenced
also the cinematic form of his later avant-garde films. Comparing linguistic postulates on slogans as it was proposed by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987: 75-110) in comparison with political writings of Len-
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in on slogans (Lenin, 1967) I tried to show how the intrinsic friction and contradiction between politics and arts should be detected in a formal way by looking
at the nature of slogans. Furthermore, by using linguistic materials such as slogans I tested the methodology of showing that the relation of cinema to the Yugoslavian socialist system was more complicated than some scholars dealing
with this subject assume it. Secondly, some of the most advanced cinema theories developed in the sixties and seventies, particularly in France, were using
linguistic theses in their conceptualisations. Generally this cinematic theories
influenced by linguistic approaches were under the influence of Ferdinand de
Saussure's structural and binary theses on the strict distinction between diachronic and synchronic conceptions of language (Metz, 1982; Heath, 1981).
Formalist theories that were critical toward De Saussure’s reductionist division
between diachrony and synchrony offered more complex and process based
approach to the formation and transformation of linguistic systems (Steiner,
1984: 217-225). This complex formal thesis on the relation between diachrony
and synchrony is also more useful for researching the language of other arts
than literature, for example the art of cinema, in relation to history. Thirdly,
some applications of the principles of Formalist Method such as dominant, hero
and plot, estrangement, devices, and synecdoche would be very useful in dealing with the forms of cinematic language. For example in dealing with the
transformation of political subject, or hero in films of Dušan Makavejev from
worker to immigrant, use of Viktor Shklovsky's 'theories of prose' analysing the
relation of the hero to an artwork's plot would be very useful (Shklovsky, 1990).
Also the device of estrangement is in direct connection with the form of juxtaposition and shock of Makavejev's film-form, which was heavily based on the
theory and practice of Eisenstein. Fourthly, there is extensive scholarly use of
Formalist theories in cinema studies dealing with social issues. Especially prevalent since the eighties is the approach that uses Mikhail Bakhtin's specific literary tools such as chronotopia, carnivalesque and polyphony in cinema studies
(Stam, 1992), or studies that linked the work of Makavejev with a writings of
Bakhtin (Horton, 1990). But Formalists themselves have used their methodologies in dealing with cinema. Shklovsky was among the most eminent Formalist
scholars dealing with cinema; he wrote extensively on the relation between literature and cinema (Shklovsky, 2008; Shkovsky 1982), on Eisenstein (Shklovsky,
1975), and he also wrote literature and fiction pieces using cinema devices
(Shklovsky, 2001). In 1927 during the most interesting period of the Russian
avant-garde film production, the Formalists published a book 'Poetics of Cinema', which included articles on 'cine-stylistics' (Ejxenbaum, 1982: 5-31) and
'fundamentals of cinema' (Tynjanov, 1982: 32-54). Lastly, another interesting
scholarly work pursued the thesis that certain film directors in producing their
works used Formalist methods. According to this research, both the cinema of
Eisenstein (V.V. Veselinov, 1971: 226-236; V.V. Veselinov, 1985: 221-235; Salvaggio, 1979: 289-297) and Dziga Vertov (Petric, 1987) had a complicated relationship to Formalist theories; they were both influenced by these theories and criticized them as insufficient for cinematic productions.
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2.2 Philosophical Concepts of Formalist Theory
Conceptually it is easy to find the historical links of the intellectual relationship
between Walter Benjamin and the Formalists. Benjamin used the theories and
work of Sergej Tretiakov in his 'Author as Producer' text, and of Ejxenbaum in
his 'Storyteller (Striedter, 1989: 55-58), Brecht had a strong relation to Shklovsky
(Brewster, 1974). But it is more interesting to look at the conceptual connections
between these two. One philosophical link between Benjamin and the Formalists was their reference to Goethe's concept of the 'morphology of forms' (Steiner, 1984), another strong conceptual link is their rejection of historicism. Probably the most 'formalist' notion of Benjamin's work, which is directly linked
with his theses on cinema and spiel-raum is the proposal of a 'second nature' or
'second technology' as he developed in his text 'Author as Producer'. Dealing
with technology and the culture of technology as a 'second nature' that develops independently of 'real' or 'first nature', Benjamin had advanced his 'nichtsynthesis' model towards the possible formal analysis of art. (Leslie, 2000) What
I believe is the most valuable contribution in the encounter between the Formalist methodologies and Benjamin's 'nicht-synthesis' model is the possibility of
further intensifying the conceptual proposal for dealing with the intelligibility
of art, in this case of cinema. If we already detected that conceptually Benjamin’s cinematic reality (“cinema-country”) exists independently, on its own,
then the Formalist methodologies could be used in dealing with the intelligibility of this distinctiveness.
Regarding the work of the Formalist’s and their theoretical intervention in
issues such as literary evolution, development and the transformation of artistic
styles we can also include a temporal aspect, which is an important point for
Benjamin, in the actualization of Formalist theory today. The temporal aspect of
the Formalist model is best seen in its criticism of Ferdinand de Saussure's
structural linguistics. Instead of the synchronic approach to a structure they
preferred to work on the model which could be described as a dialectical relation between diachrony and synchrony, or better between history and structures (Striedter, 1989; Steiner, 1984; Jameson, 1972). Another important issue of
this part of the text will be the relation between Marxism and Formalism. Extensive reference and use of Formalist theories in the Marxist literary field, as a
possible model for analysing avant-garde art, has been discussed in many other
scholarly works (Jameson, 1972; Bennett, 1979; Groys, 2011, Yurchak, 2005).

3

NICHT-SYNTHESIS

As I have already mentioned, it is impossible to reduce the notion of temporality in avant-garde art and politics to a linear narrative of an easily applicable
methodology. A more appropriate way to use the concepts of temporalization is
to actualize them as some kind of performative methodology. This will allow
me to freely orient the research in the field of politics and art and also will give
me clues for the actualization of historical sources for contemporary conditions.
Since my thesis is based on the assumption that the intelligibility (or conceptualisation) of art and politics as historical categories in contingent forms give
possibility to their distinctive singular conceptualisations, the aspect of temporalization will provide mostly the creative and at the same time mainly rigorous
direction to my research. One of the most important theoretical positions that
deal overtly with the issues of the historical conceptualisation of political contingencies is Walter Benjamin's model of 'nicht-synthesis', or 'dialectics of
standstill'. This historical model of Benjamin, epitomized in his posthumous
text 'Theses on Philosophy of History' (Benjamin, 1968 /Illuminations), proposes a survey of temporalization that would lead to politicisation of history, or to
a model of historical survey which could be described as “historical materialism”[“Historical materialist cannot do without the notion of a present which is
not a transition, but in which time stands still and has come to stop” (Benjamin,
1968: 262, Thesis XVI)]. This concept of stasis, or non-reconciliation is directly
alluding to the historicist notion of continuum, which homogenizes the social
transformations as some latent inscriptions of abstract thought. As such the
model of 'dialectics at a standstill' and 'nicht-synthesis' are ultimately political,
or as Rolf Tiedemann described about the former, it is where “politics was to
retain its 'primacy over history'” (Tiedemann, 1988: 272-273); or about 'nichtsynthesis': “this notion as further creating an approach to 'kairological' temporality that unfolds the historical contingency and the sudden appearances of
known and unknown historical elements in a way that also characterises the
politics of historical interpretation” (Lindroos, 2006: 127-128).
In order to clarify the proposed model of formalisation and temporalization that implies a certain political effectivity to my conceptualisation, I need
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briefly to point out how I have used the notion of politics in my texts. The starting point for my discussions related to politics are based on the assumption that
politics, just as art, also has a specific and distinct intelligibility. Furthermore, I
assume that this intelligibility in politics and in art is attained through the formalization of this distinct intelligibility. I have discussed the formalization of
political and artistic intelligibility, respectively referring to the writings of Louis
Althusser and other political philosophers akin to this model of political formalization (such as Alain Badiou, Etienne Balibar, Miko Lahtinen, and others). This
set of political form which appears in my discussion is related to the conflictual
and contradictory character of the formalization of the singular intelligibility of
politics. I could name this as the conflictual characteristic of politics. This characteristic which is highly important for my discussion on the relation between art
and politics has lead me to second important characteristic of politics; namely to
the temporalization of the political. It is possible to approach this field from two
intellectual perspectives, one is a Benjaminian model of temporalisation of historical contingencies (as I have discussed through reference to Peter Osborne
and Kia Lindroos), and the second is an analytical model of formalization of the
contingencies. To this proposition, which is also akin to Benjamin's concept, as
well to the radical aleatoriness inherent in the Althusserian model, it is possible
to approach via the philosophical use of the Machiavellian concept of fortuna.
From Althusser to Lefort and Paul Ricoeur, the contingency of politics that is a
condition of its temporalization could be formalized further, as Kari Palonen
has done, through two opposite tendencies in conceptualizing politics, namely
politicisation and politicking. The proposed division between politicisation and
politicking in general terms corresponds to politics-as-activity and game in
former and, opposite to that, politics as discipline, which the latter corresponds
to (Palonen, 2007).
I can thus claim that the temporal and conflictual aspect of politics that I
am referring to is closer to the definition of politicisation. Following this, I can
claim that the general tendency of my published articles is the formalization of
temporality and the contradiction of artworks that are generated by various
contingencies. Eventually my aim is to discuss these contingencies in relation to
politics.
The conceptual “[possibility] of something unexpected, contingency, conflict … a sudden presence … brought into present as an active and constitutive
moment, including [the] political perspective as the politicisation of the situation” (Lindroos, 1998: 89), which as a 'non-reconciliatory' understanding, “unfolds the elements of the contingency, but [is] still embedded in history”
(Lindroos, 1998: 93). This, to sum up, is a non-reconciled conceptualisation of
history as political contingency. Based on Benjamin's early, romantic period
writings the concept of 'nicht-synthesis' (non-synthesis) is an attempt to think
about the past, or 'to link the Now and the Then', which would avoid the unfolding of historicist writing; or more formally, it is attempt to discuss history as
'discontinuous' conceptualisation (“the history of oppressed people”) as opposite to 'continuous' conceptualisation of history (“continuum of oppressive
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power”) (Lindroos, 1998: 94). Since in political conceptualisation (as well, and
even more, in artistic conceptualisation) these elements have their existence only as concepts, then theoretically we have to unfold these descriptions such as
'oppressed people' and 'oppressive power' to our model also as concepts. I believe that 'nicht-synthesis' as a conceptual model offers a valuable contribution
also to, what in the theory of Louis Althusser is described as decisive distinction
between the 'object of knowledge' and the 'real object' (Althusser & Balibar,
2009: 44). By linking these two approaches I have tried to position the heterogeneity of the uneven temporality into the field of structuralist discourse. This
approach is drawn in some way from my interest in the formalization of the
politicisation of the avant-garde art.
The nicht-synthesis model has at least two methodological advances in
positioning the heterogeneity of temporalities in a structured and formalist way:
firstly, it is against historicism, which assumes the teleological, determinist
mode of transformation; and secondly, it does not posit the issue of representation as a simplified and reductionist process. This historiography is more advanced than other methodologies dealing with the past, that are usually focusing on official narrative of historicist formation of political or artistic object.
Secondly, the methodological advance of the 'nicht-synthesis' model is the
amount of resources it adds to scientific research: through the conceptualization
of different temporalities in the construction of the artwork, nicht-synthesis is
representing reality on many different and contradictory levels. The crucial distinctiveness in this methodology is that it is erasing automatism, or the spontaneity of the formation of the artwork; and presents the art work as a process of
construction. According to Benjamin “art becomes politicised through the 'construction' process” (Lindroos, 1998: 185). But two particular things in Benjamin's
conceptualisation of art as construction should be added: a) construction does
not have a functionalist meaning; it is related to destruction and antagonisms.
“For the materialist historian, it is important to distinguish the construction of a
historical state of affairs very rigorously from what one generally calls its 'reconstruction'. 'Reconstruction' by means of empathy is one-sided. 'Construction'
presupposes 'destruction'. (Benjamin, 1988: 60, Konvolut N; Osborne, 1995: 156);
and b) construction is against spontaneity and automatism.
With this we arrive at the core of the 'nicht-synthesis' model as it is applied to cinema: first, this model considers art as a construction; and second, it
separates cinematic reality from everyday life reality by underlining the distinctiveness of its parameters [“Benjamin does not express any value-aspect between the two, since both realities are equally real and important” (Lindroos,
1998: 206)].
Another important methodological aspect of elaborating the 'nichtsynthesis' model is the conceptual possibilities it can implement in the field of
political philosophy. For my purpose 'nicht-synthesis' is the conceptual possibility for evaluating the questions of Yugoslavia as questions of cinema. In this
regard we could assume that by dealing with a “second Yugoslavia” as the
“second Nature” of Benjamin (as it is developed in 'Author as Producer which
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will be discussed in following chapter) it would be possible to claim that the
“cinema-country of Yugoslavia” is field of action for my conceptualisation.
The philosophical possibilities of the 'nicht-synthesis' model for the formalization of contingencies are as follows:
1. temporal: a non-reconciliation of distinctive temporal elements in conceptualizing the historical transformation of art;
2. spatial/or as imagistic/or as syntactical: a non-reconciliation between
different realms of knowledge/perception construction (i.e. non reconciliation between the object of knowledge and real object);
3. as methodological; non-reconciliation between different conceptualisations of knowledge processes in politics and art.

4

MATERIALS OF MY RESEARCH AND PRESENTATION OF MY PUBLISHED ARTICLES

As I have explained earlier my methodological and theoretical approach to a
large extent determined my approach to the selection of materials. In discussing
Black Wave I have mainly focused on the writings of Dušan Makavejev. One
particular reason for this is Makavejev's own intellectual trajectory. Apart from
making very avant-garde and experimental films from the mid-fifties onwards,
Makavejev has worked on many different styles of films, including documentary, feature, experimental and propaganda films. Even if I did not reflect on
the form of this heterogeneity, it has designated somehow my methodology
which also included heterogeneous conceptual devices. Another aspect of
Makavejev's intellectual and artistic formation was his political activism. As I
tried to discuss especially in my text on the Cultural Policy of Makavejev and
in my two part essay The Art of Slogans, Makavejev's early involvement in
youth working actions in fifties and later on his engagement in various platforms of cultural policy have influenced his formation incredibly. I have emphasized the role of this political and cultural activism as much as I could. The
particularity of my research is that I have heavily referred to this field of
Makavejev's formation, which unfortunately in many other studies has been
silenced. In order to demonstrate my thesis that Makavejev's intellectual formation was heavily influenced by discussions on cultural policy in socialism
and that this interest towards cultural policy has driven his artistic formation I
have looked also at the materials that are little referred to in the discussions on
Black Wave. Namely I have looked at the debates and discussions published in
various Yugoslavian sociological and cultural journals on the importance and
role of New Cinema in the Yugoslavian cultural field where also Makavejev
took part.
Another reason why I have discussed Makavejev to such an extent is that
his book “Kisses for a Comrade Slogan” was one of the most concise elaborations of the issues regarding the relation between art and politics. Published at
the moment when Makavejev began to realize his internationally acclaimed feature films, this book – actually a collection of his early writings – is proof of the
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heterogeneity of his intellectual formation. This forgotten 'source' in
Makavejev's scholarship has been introduced into my research a completely
fresh view on the formal aspects of the avant-garde films that deal with the political issues.
In my article On Makavejev, On Ideology I have focused on the reception
of Makavejev's films in international film studies. Apart from not considering
any of Makavejev's writings from his formative years; many of these receptions
have reiterated certain patterns of the politicking of cinema in regard to the Yugoslavian and Makavejevian context. I have tried to deconstruct them by carefully looking at these patterns and discussing them as a reflection of two prevailing ideological tendencies. The initial drive for this extensive analysis and
critique of the existing materials of writings on Makavejev was to clarify certain
issues at stake which were referring to Yugoslavian cultural politics in vague
and ambiguous forms by alluding to them either as a practice of antitotalitarianism or a dissident approach. In both cases they were not sufficient of
explaining real structural factors involved in artistic formations. I have tried to
show that through the discourse of totalitarianism, discussions on the relation
between art and politics is reduced to binary simplifications which were treating the complexities in very vague form. By looking at these complexities not as
the symptoms of dissident artistic practice in the conditions of totalitarianism,
but as a constructive contradiction I have consciously analysed these rifts, difficulties, and conflicts. Simply put, in order to write my two part essay The Art
of Slogans and Cultural Policy of Dušan Makavejev, which are a substantial
part of my thesis, I had to go through a complex and difficult process of clarifying the ambiguities and confusions regarding the reception of Makavejev.
My text on the Cultural Policy of Post-Yugoslav Spaces is an attempt to
actualize the methodology from a contemporary perspective. More directly it is
to understand the heritage and legacy of self-management – which was experimental cultural policy that ensured the space for experimental artistic practices
in Yugoslavia – from the perspective of actual contemporary artistic practices.
My thesis in that article is that we cannot talk from a contemporary perspective
about self-management when the economic and political conditions of its existence have ceased to exist. As I tried to demonstrate by looking at the theory and
practice of contemporary art collectives, self-management today in postYugoslavian conditions can exist only as a culturalization, or psychologization
of political art practices. The materials that I have used in this text are in direct
relation with discussions on the Black Wave. Firstly, the conceptual tools, or
theory of dealing with artistic collectives are referring largely to a post-Fordist
approach that has a strong link with practice and theory of self-management.
Secondly, most of the advocates of the artistic collectives as new form of politicisation in post-Yugoslavian conditions have extensively relied on the artistic
and intellectual sources that were also important for the Black Wave, such as
Conceptual Art, Fluxus, non-figurative socialist sculpture, anti-fascist art, etc.
By following these similarities in genesis I have tried to show the differences in
the formal constitution of the art-work and its consequent politicisation.

5

EXCESSES AND CONTRADICTIONS OF BLACK
WAVE

5.1 Introduction to the Contradictions of “Black Wave”
The object of my study is Yugoslavian New Wave films from 1960's. These artistic films, usually labelled as 'Black Wave' (Crni Talas) or 'New Film' (Novi Film)
have characteristics of formal innovation, non-narrative and non-diegetic plot,
prevalence of politically and socially controversial issues, and alternative strategies in realization, production and distribution.
Surveying recent writings on 'Black Wave' we can realize that this description apart from being an imprecise and ideologically driven term, as it is rendered in historiographical, sociological and aesthetic studies, is also a term that
is charged with confusions and misunderstandings. One of the main reasons of
this confusion is that the term 'black wave' as a designation of certain artistic
films was never used by film-makers themselves. Apart from vague reference to
so-called Polish 'black' documentaries from 1956-1958, there is not any other
link between 'black wave' and other cinemas that would connect the blackness,
opaqueness, and negativity of Yugoslavian films to the blackness of films in
other genres, geographies or times.
The genealogy of the term 'black wave' can be dated to the end of sixties,
precisely to 1969 when Borba, official newspaper of the Yugoslavian Communist
League published simultaneously in Belgrade and Zagreb, launched an attack
on certain artistic films as politically and ideologically unreliable cultural productions. Written by Vladimir Joviþiü JoviĀiþ, this report titled as “'Black Wave'
in Our Film” is so far, to my knowledge, one of the first occasions of the use of
the term1. As a primer in the attack on Yugoslavian New Cinema, this text has
1

There are other, earlier accounts of labelling some Yugoslavian films as “black” movies, which go back as far as 1963. Some of these accounts were discussed in recent
studies on the historiography of Black Wave (Jovanovic, 2011). But Jovicic's article is
the first which uses “black wave” in order to designate a particular movement in Yugoslavian film production.
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been referred to as neo-Stalinist, or as a neo-Zhdanovist turn in the cultural policy of Yugoslavia; and by many it is interpreted as the text which is commissioned by a party officials in order to deal with the political contradictions of
Yugoslavia by instrumentalizing cultural and artistic fields (Ristic & Leposavic,
1998; Dragovic- Soso, 2002). Recent discussion of this text by Boris Buden has
put emphasis on the fact that JoviĀiþ's attack on 'Black Wave' was actually based
on representational policy strictly regulated by the Yugoslavian state apparatus
that saw this issue beyond the aesthetical field, and which had far reaching political and economic consequences. For firstly, the attack has criticized these
films as a negative representation of Yugoslavia, or more precisely places its
superbly economical, geographical and touristic sides in a negative light; and
secondly, it also dealt with the issue of representation on a more ontological or
general level, as a philosophy of 'blackness', 'dead-end' and impossibility. But as
Buden points rightly, what was really at stake here is that JoviĀiþ had set the
limits of the policy of art in socialist Yugoslavia as the practice of representation,
a practice which the Black Wave was failing to carry out: the “Official position
of the Party on cultural issues at the time was drawing its arguments from an
identification with a Western-Orientalist gaze that imagined Yugoslavia as an
exotic realm of the authentic enjoyment of life and natural vitality.” (Buden,
2010: 42). Accordingly, the real measure of what official Yugoslavian cultural
policy accepted as meriting the designation 'Yugoslavianism' was not “culture
as a field of struggle” (Bourdieu, 1993; Balibar & Macherey, 1996), but a field of
reconciliation where culture would play a role of affirming existing Yugoslavian conditions prescribed by the official policy of representation. In this case, art
in the service of politics would erase social conflict and contradiction (including
class conflict) was supported by state cultural policy as, to paraphrase Buden,
“an identity based symbolical position that surrenders society to culture”
(Buden, 2010: 43). This ultimate functionalization of art, or the subsuming of art
to immediate social benefits is probably the reason why Daniel Goulding has
labelled JoviĀiþ's attack as a 'neo-Zhdanovist' move (Goulding, 1985: 83).
Looking carefully at the text of JoviĀiþ we can realize that in the text, the
connection between art and politics, the issue of representation, the cultural
politics of avant-garde cinema, functionalism and national identity in Yugoslavian film are depicted in far more complicated terms than most of the critics of
JoviĀiþ's attack are ready to recognize. What is most unusual with JoviĀiþ's attack is that he is describing the cultural politics of Black Wave as correlatively
opposite, or on the other side, of conservative socialist-realist Zhdanovist cultural policy. As he claims, the latter that could be described as “the most directly affirmative,” is replaced by the position of former 'neo-zhdanovism' as ”lacking any kind of affirmative attitude.” Accordingly, as JoviĀiþ puts it, the negativity of Black Wave is a new extremism of affirmative non-representation. This
exaggerated non-representation is the true aspect of Black Wave; due to this
apparent form JoviĀiþ is labelling Black Wave as 'anti-zhdanovist zhdanovism'
(JoviĀiþ, 1969: 23). The conceptualisation of Yugoslavian cultural politics with
the terms of positively described negation, or the impossibility of negation, is
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not an unfamiliar thing; Makavejev described it in terms of a hidden Stalinism
in an anti-Stalinist Yugoslavia (Mortimer, op.cit., 2009: 169), and Svetozar Stojanovic, a philosopher affiliated with group Praxis, retroactively described the
Yugoslavian situation as 'anti-Stalinist Stalinism'.2
But instead of a further formalisation of the contradictions of Black Wave
in relation to the issue of 'non-representation', JoviĀiþ rather, symptomatically,
closes his remark with the historicist claim that Black Wave's negativity is untimely, or ill-timed, an artistic expression which does not synchronize with the
ongoing state-of-things; in general, the Black Wave is, according to JoviĀiþ, not
in harmony with the Yugoslavian 'cultural-political-ideological' progress (JoviĀiþ, p. 7). This dis-harmonious situation of Black Wave is explained through the
assumed unbalance between its form and content; even the claim of Black Wave
film directors that their films are an unmediated reflection of 'black' reality (a
claim often repeated by Zivojin Pavlovic, Aleksandar Petrovic, Krsto Papic,
Dušan Makavejev and other Black wave film directors) is according to JoviĀiþ
an un-scientific and naïve proposition. JoviĀiþ then is contradicting himself by
discarding the idea of an 'un-mediated reflection' that recalls Karl Marx's thesis
that the general development of society should not necessarily be in accord
with the general development of the arts. Subsequent to this, JoviĀiþ claims that
neither Black Wave nor any other movies can represent reality 'as it is' (JoviĀiþ,
p. 7). In this conceptual confusion, or 'ideological attack' blackness meant something more than a colour of the cinematic picture (i.e. the optico-technical disposition of filmic or pro-filmic material), or the representation of vérité; it had a
surplus of connotations, directly or indirectly linked with the extra-aesthetical
projections toward the discussed artwork.
As Dušan Makavejev has described, in one of his interviews, this blackness had a fantasy of ideological excess that in some ways exceeded the aspect
of 'negativity' in the avant-garde artistic position of 'black wave' filmmakers
themselves. “This expression, the 'Black Wave', was invented by some people
who were building their political careers at the time. … In fact, their imagination was very wild, politico-pornographic, and they took for granted much
more than we did, in our own, naive way. These passionate pursuers brought
an enormous amount of darkness into our films, having been obsessed both
with the need of that darkness, and of the need to be cleansed of it. Thus were
our films, as 'black films', used for some social exorcism, for spiritual release in
some people, … but this had nothing to do with us” (Acin, 1988: 39; Levi, 2007:
47).

2

“The biggest irony in the YCP's (Yugoslavian Communist Party) history, however,
was that its most Stalinist potential was manifested only at the time it openly resisted
Stalin. This is why I described, more than 40 years ago, Tito's initial “no” to Stalin as
a form of Stalinist anti-Stalinism.” (Stojanovic, 2009: 390).
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5.2 Theory of Cinematic Excesses
My position is that this 'excess' of Black Wave opened the door to many confusing positions in the artistic cinema of Yugoslavia of the sixties. I am here referring to the concept of 'excess' in strictly sociological terms as noise or contradiction that is involved in the constitution of social understanding, or philosophically as some kind of semiotic parasite.3 But 'excess', as an explicitly formalist
concept, has also been used for description, if we simplify, of marginalized and
oppressed stories in the construction of filmic-form. In film theory, the excess
has been used almost as a main constituent of cinematic systems. As Stephan
Heath described, in rather schematic and theoretical terms: a “filmic system
therefore, always means at least this: the 'system' of the film in so far as the film
is the organization of a homogeneity and the material outside inscribed in the
operation of that organization as its contradictions.” (Heath, 1975: 100). This
“material inscribed as contradiction” was crucial for neo-formalist cinema theoretician Kristin Thompson to develop a theory of the dialectic between narrative
and counter-narrative as a main dynamic of filmic formation. (Thompson, 1986:
130-142). But, apart from the production of cinematic narrative, the conceptualisation of excess, I believe, is very useful for applying to the development of historiography, which would be more open to the alternative counter-narratives of
the marginalized or repressed. Already apparent in the allusion of the term itself, this methodological approach would also make possible the use of historiographical contradictions, which usually are repressed as obstacles, in methodology and theory itself.
In order to navigate in this contradictory, or “noisy” field of 'black wave', I
will work on constructing some kind of 'cognitive mapping' that will indicate
certain basic theoretical and methodological tendencies in this field. My initial
step is to 'map' some of the recent writings on 'black wave' and to show that
theoretical, historiographical and methodological diversity on this issue is due
to the contradictions that are constitutive to the conceptualisation of the term;
while 'mapping' these contradictory aspects in three distinct ideological and
political fields that have certain particularities to what Yugoslavia meant (respectively in the field of ideological apparatuses, nationalism and selfmanagement socialism) I will also demonstrate the formal and theoretical consequences of these conceptualisations. As a counter-methodology to the currently
available readings that deal with the relation between art and politics in the
framework of Black Wave films, I will offer a more complex and formalmaterialist model of reading that includes both contradiction and theoretical
elaboration.
3

To the concept of noise in this text I will refer occasionally, always in relation to conflicts and contradictions that have a constitutive role in the construction of an artwork. Methodologically and theoretically, this approach can be traced to the work of
formalists and semioticians (Lotman, 1977; Eco, 1989) of epistemological philosophers (Serres, 1983: 48-63); and also in some references to ideological analyses in Althusser (Althusser, 2006: 105-110)

6

MAPPING THE CONTRADICTIONS OF 'BLACK
WAVE’

6.1 The Contradictions of Party Politics, or the Ideological State
Apparatus
The main conceptual tenet of this tendency is based on the following assumption: that Yugoslavian socialism constituted an intrinsic and irrecoverable set of
ideological contradictions that shaped its political form to such extent that the
disappearance of the state apparatus was inevitable. The most eminent theoretician of this thesis on the contradictory state of Yugoslavia is Dejan Jovic, who in
his research concentrates on the discrepancies of political discourse in state socialism and has insisted on this tension with most determined clarity. According to Jovic, the Yugoslavian ideological state was a “no-win situation” of perplexing and antagonistic political categories, where, by way of contradiction,
the theory and practice of socialist self-management, primarily supported by
Josip Broz Tito and theorized by party official Edvard Kardelj. Jovic, described
the theory and practice of self-management as the pragmatic outcome of the
irreconcilable social and political forces that constituted Yugoslav reality. In the
final analysis then the theory and practice of self-management was not a genuine “third path” of socialism, but a well-calculated strategy for avoiding the catastrophe of inevitable collapse.
Formally these political conflicts of the Second Yugoslavia (or the Socialist
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, 1945-1991) were not only of an ethnic nature,
as Jovic argues, but also of an “ideological nature”, and had mostly to do with
the conflicts of 'administrative' ('statist') and 'self-managing' ('non-statist') understanding of the objectives of socialism (Jovic, 2003: 161). This conception of
socialism had strong repercussions on the representation of what is generally
understood by 'Yugoslavism': that is, as an alternative socialist conceptualisation of the state regulating the ever-coercive ethnic and ideological antagonisms.
According to Jovic, the consequences of these contradictions between two irreconcilable tendencies in Yugoslavian ideology were grievous: “The success of
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Kardelj's anti-statist project led to weakening of the state, thus making it vulnerable and unable to defend its unity. Yugoslavia was first weakened from
within, by its own ideological concept of the 'withering away of the state' (Jovic,
2003: 158). Another consequence of this 'no-win situation' was that the paradoxes of the 'new Yugoslavia' should be all embracing or, as Jovic describes it, as a
“'catch-all' formula, which, to many sides offered something and to none everything” (Jovic, 2003: 160). As a result of this, the meaning of socialist selfmanagement became everything and nothing at the same time; it became some
kind of linguistic game that postponed the eruption of constant tension. Jovic’s
principle argumentation surrounding self-management ideologies ('anti-statists'
ideologies) was that they underestimated “real danger from the real world”,
and led to an “almost religious belief in the power of words”, which ultimately
created an un-realistic politics through “resolutions and propaganda” (Jovic,
2003: 181). Formally, this version of Yugoslavia was bound up with paradox
and contradiction, which hoped for the re-conciliation of antagonistic ideological tendencies through self-management theory. But instead of a solution, as
Jovic aims to demonstrate, self-management's “non-statism” generated more
deep structural contradictions where reality and fiction blurred through synthetic linguistic constructions.
6.1.1

Linguistic Theories on the Formation of Ideological Contradictions

There are a few different theoretical approaches dealing with the ideological
contradictions of art in post-revolutionary socialism. One of these is the theory
of the speech-act that deals with the issue of ideological contradictions usually
from the discursive angle of linguistic formation. These discussions mostly deal
with the issue of political slogans in art-works and everyday life produced in a
revolutionary and post-revolutionary context. As discussed by Alexei Yurchak
in the context of the post-Stalinist Soviet ideological field, the construction of
slogans are one of the main constituent practices in the ideological and cultural
vacuum of socialist countries. Yurchak's theory on the construction of political
speech in Stalinist and post-Stalinist ideological state, involving a complex set
of relations between performative and constative speech-act positions is a very
useful approach. He has shown, through referring to some post-structuralist
theses on language in relation to Austin's general speech-act propositions, that
the fundamental constituent of the 'performativity' of language in the field of
semantic 'constativeness' is the speech-act's ability to have a multiple, polyvalent, and transformable nature (Yurchak, 2005: 20). Instead of proposing some
kind of spontaneous anthropology of pragmatically ad hoc hermeneutics,
Yurchak is dealing with the arbitrariness of political speech in the Stalinist and
post-Stalinist ideological climate as a formal system of linguistic strategy, where
the constative and performative become inter-related to such a degree that all
meanings are turned into a combinatory of “quotations”: “[the] narrative structure of the text was becoming circular, to the point that many formulaic speeches and addresses could be read top to bottom and bottom to top with similar
results” (Yurchak, 2005: 49-50).
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The theses on the un-sustainable contradictions of Yugoslavian state ideology and its relation to speech phenomena were picked up by few cinema researchers as intellectual and sociological alibis for the explanation of the strange
and conflictual form and excess of Black Wave films. One of these was Greg de
Cuir who in his articles and book developed the thesis that the contradictoriness of Yugoslavian Black Wave film was the result of a rhetoric of antagonistic
ideological stances as an extension of state ideological rhetoric. In order to formalize Black Wave film's (extrinsic) political contradictions de Cuir put forward
certain speech act structures that he describes as rhetorical: “an oratorical mode
through which a polemical message is delivered by the characters in the films”
(de Cuir, 2012: 149). Usually, according to de Cuir, the most concrete and immediate symbol of rhetoric utilized by Black Wave filmmakers is “political
speech” (ibid). Accordingly, a distinct form of “political speech” in Black Wave
is constructed as a position opposite official or 'socialist-realist' artistic form by
encapsulating “the theme and spirit” which de Cuir describes as “methodical
Marxism”, a branch of Marxism forwarding anti-traditional, oppositional, and
critical ideas in contrast to the programmatic, optimistic, and educational ideas
of 'socialist-realism'. In applying these epistemological tenets to Yugoslavian
film, de Cuir draws the following parallel: “The Yugoslav film industry was
founded on Gorky's definition of socialist-realism, which in turn conditioned
the conservative aesthetic of classical Yugoslav cinema. Methodical Marxism
and Black Wave represent a progressive spirit and stance.” (de Cuir, 2012: 78).
For de Cuir, this contradictory aspect of Yugoslavian socialism also blurs with
the general antagonisms and rhetoric of Marxian ideology. In this case, the contradictions of Black Wave have been conceptually prolonged to a deeper level
of philosophical discrepancy. The shortcomings of De Cuir's work, especially
his brand of 'methodical Marxism' has been critically evaluated both from historical and theoretical points (Jovanovic, 2011: 161-171; Mazierska, 2012: 107109).
Despite the fact that this formalisation of Black Wave films through some
kind of philosophical model seemingly elaborates the position that prevails in
the intellectual conjuncture of most positivist and historicist approaches; the
real ideological form of Black Wave seems to be far more complex than de Cuir
is acknowledging. This could be discussed with another example of applying
Jovic's theses on the contradictory politics of Yugoslavian cinema studies.
Vlastimir Sudar’s recent publication dealing with one of the protagonists of
Black Wave cinema, Aleksandar Petrovic, extensively references Jovic and other
Yugoslav historians, such as John Lampe, through whom he depicts Yugoslavian socialist ideology as a paradoxical state of impossibility and as an ideology
abstracted from reality [“Tito was liberating with one hand but holding back
the process with the other” (Sudar, 2013: 45).]. Following this line, Sudar proposes an historico-biographical analysis of Petrovic's development as emancipation from this paradoxical and abstract conception of the state. The evolutionary
linearity of Petrovic's formal and filmic development is depicted in his research
as inversely proportional to Yugoslavian political and ideological history. Paral-
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lel to the deepening and complicating of Yugoslav self-managing ideological
contradictions, Petrovic's cinema became more and more detached from these
induced contradictions of self-management. The result, as the author shows, is
to turn more toward the concrete elements of society and emancipation from
ideology and the abstractness of political discourse. Artistically this inversion
meant the detachment from politics and culture and the movement toward the
issues of the eternal values of nature. In the case of Petrovic this evolution can
be depicted through the use of the Roma (or as Sudar names them, the “Gypsies”) in his films. As Sudar argues, the interest in nature as an alternative to
abstract politics in Petrovic already existed in his earlier films; but while shooting a short documentary Sabori/Assemblies in 1965 Petrovic discovered that the
“'other side', or the [rural, religious, superstitious] world that the official politics
of the time would have preferred not exist”, was more real than the abstract
calculations of official party ideologies. This discovery, according to Sudar, becomes a key that unlocks his artistic development (Sudar, 2013: 94). This shift to
concrete reality, peculiar to many Eastern European film-makers as a sign of
detachment from the tensions of abstract politics, transformed into a genuine
cinematic style of dissidence. Petrovic's film Skupljaci Perje/I Even Met the Happy
Gypsies which won the Cannes Grand Prix in 1967 is the most clear example of
this concreteness, or as Sudar describes: “[the film depicts] the Gypsy lifestyle
as a specific culture, which communists were not willing to understand … and
did not permit the practice of their specificity (their nomad lifestyle).” (Sudar,
2013: 133).
At the artistic and stylistic level, Sudar is interpreting the detachment of
Petrovic from the issue of politics and its contradictions, toward the issue of
nature and harmony, as the detachment from formalism; or as the “abandonment of the 'capriciousness' of formal experimentation” (Sudar, 2013: 94). In
order to contextualize this shift of de-formalization we can describe it, schematically based on the scale of Sudar's historiography of Yugoslavian artistic films,
as a shift from New Film to Black Wave4. In the case of Petrovic, who has wrote
two books on this issue, the Black Wave represents exactly this mode of giving
up the ideas of imagined socialist progress through the device of deformalization (Petrovic, 1988). Sabori in this case of historicism, as depicted by
Sudar, is a film of transition; the moment of detachment from the form that
gives way to an un-mediated truth. Methodologically speaking, this evokes the
claim that Black Wave films as an art of counter-history were a condition for the
revealing of truth in Yugoslavia that showed the contradictions buried under
the official palimpsest of confusions, lies, ideologies, and politics. Or, as Sudar
describes it, a process of the “unravelling the political picture of time and place,
as it can be deciphered from viewing Petrovic's films.” (Sudar, 2013: 6). That
purity of the Black Wave phenomenon as an “anti-dogmatist” stance is con4

In the historiography of Yugoslav artistic films one of the most difficult questions is
distinction between New Film and Black Wave. Usually New Film is seen, compared
with Black Wave, as a more formal approach of depicting urban modern life; in opposition to this Black Wave is referred to as a cinema of truth, depicting the leftovers
of urban socialist progress. (Hatherley, 2012: 180-212; Goulding, 2002).
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structed, according to Sudar viewing, not only through the harmony of story
(fabula) of these films, but also through a device of plot (sjuzet) which aims at a
more effective integration between form and content.5
Describing Petrovic's earlier political documentaries where he experimented with the new filmic-languages, Sudar claims that: “Petrovic's formal
innovation was carefully integrated into the more traditional documentary form,
making the film very dynamic and at the same time coherent in its content.”
(Sudar, 2013: 59).
6.1.2

Conceptual Consequences of the Formal Study of Black Wave Cinema

The conceptualisation of 'dissidence' with these terms is not un-familiar to Yugoslav and generally to Eastern-European socialist cinema studies and cultural
politics. For example Yvette Biro's book on modern cinema is also built on this
dualism between an abstract and concrete notion of film phenomenology;
which she discusses as a dichotomy between poetry and grammar. This device,
which in fact is based on the theory of Russian Formalism is used in the book of
Biro as some kind of paradoxical de-formalization of the artistic text; she recognizes that the artistic text is a refraction of the extrinsic reality, but adds that the
concrete reality itself has artistic (poetic) characteristics. The position of Biro’s
phenomenological formalism is complex in cinema theory because it uses formalist theories in order to propose an un-formal (non-formal) reading of cinematic works. Considering that Biro's theories of cinematic formalistphenomenology have had a large influence on the reception of Eastern European films and, in general, on the conceptualization of political cinema, it is important to clarify this theoretical model and its ideological and political repercussions. The main theoretician of Russian Formalism, Roman Jakobson from
whom Biro derives her thesis on the 'poetry of grammar', had a strong philosophical relation to Husserlian phenomenology (Holenstein, 1976). But the relation between poetry and grammar in Jakobson were formalized on two oppositional axes, as 'poetry of grammar' and as 'grammar of poetry'. Biro, referring
only to first one, delimits the scope of Jakobsonian theory exactly from the point
where it is strongest, or most formalist. For Jakobson’s 'grammar of poetry' is
one of the most crucial logics of artistic creativity; it makes art and poetry pos5

According to the Russian Formalists the difference between story and plot is crucial
for underlining the materialist analysis of the text. Initially proposed by Viktor
Shklovsky, the term “plot formation altered the traditional notion of plot as a set of
motifs and redirected it from the provenance of thematic concepts to that of compositional concepts” (Ejxenbaum, 2002: 15-16). Boris Ejxenbaum describes “plot formation” as the most important device of artistic work: “the concept of plot (sjuzet)
acquired a new meaning which did not coincide with that of story (fabula), and plot
formation itself assumed its natural place in the sphere of formal study as a specific
proponent of literary works.” (Ejxenbaum, 2002: 16). Thus, in order to execute a
proper Formalist approach to the text we have to conceptualize plot not as a depiction of events, or “story-stuff” (Shklovsky, 1990) which is only material for filling the
plot, but as artistic laws which organize, or compose these materials. For this reason
approaches to artistic works which concentrate on the issue of fabula, or story, are
missing essential devices of artistic distinctiveness.
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sible as a device to formalize extrinsic materials. Philosophically speaking, it is
about structuring the intelligibility of art through prescriptions the effects of
which do not necessarily limit artistic expression. With Jakobson we confront
artistic prescriptions which allude to the Spinozist point of geometricity; or, as
Jakobson states, “The obligatory character of the grammatical processes and
concepts constrains the poet to reckon with them; either he strives for symmetry
and sticks to these simple, repeatable, diaphanous patterns, based on binary
principle, or he may cope with them, while longing for an 'organic chaos'. I
have stated repeatedly that the rhythm technique is 'either grammatical or antigrammatical' but never agrammatical.” (Jakobson, 1987: 132).
Departing from this we could say that Biro is hoping for an “organic chaos”
of artistic creativity devoid of grammar to condition the artistic work. Furthermore her thesis of cinema as a “new mythology” which derives its richness
from a poetism of concreteness and un-mediated reality is further explicated by
a sociological observation that in modern, institutionalized, ideologically overdetermined, standardized life “events and people are becoming more and more
formalized and mechanical” (Biro, 1982: 67). As an opposition to these limits of
the mechanistic notion of abstractness, she proposes the resourcefulness of the
concrete, as a “poetics of grammar” of everyday reality. Film can arrive at this
layer of reality only at the moment it extracts all ideological meaning or, to put
it more precisely, the entire effects of the ideological state apparatus that are
inscribed in the artwork. This de-politicization of cinema, according to Biro has
far reaching philosophical consequences which she, following one aspect of
Jakobson's formalism, describes as “negative significance”: “This missing layer
[meaninglessness, “loss of deep human meaning” sic], is what the film can
make visible when it descends into the object-world's unintelligible jungle and
presents it to us for what it really is: chaos, indifference, and dreary subsistence;
it is an empty existence, of, if you will, a nonexistence.” (Biro, 1982: 89). Considering that Biro names the device of this 'negative significance' semiotic exaggeration, excess, or simply de-familiarization and estrangement (“ostannenie”) (Biro,
1982: 78) and that her proposition of “indifference” reminds us of Shkovsky's
“plotless device” we have to grasp these terms in their fully formalist aspect.
Since I will deal with the conceptual importance of the device of “ostranenie”
later on in the work of Makavejev, it is important to situate this artistic device
with another similar device, namely with Brecht's concept of “de-familiarization”
(V-effect). The literature on the comparison, influence and relation between
Shkovsky's 'ostannenie' and Brecht's 'Verhemdurnefekt' has been discussed on
many occasions (Mitchell, 1974; Brewster, 1974; Striedter, 1989); the main theoretical tenets of these discussions are divided in two; one claiming that
'ostranenie' and 'de-familiarization' refer to the device of attraction and shock
and that it has a deliberate effect on a purely perceptual mode of aesthetic experience; and another referring to them as a procedure of signifying the heuristic
process of overlooking the context of politicisation in the arts. In order to discuss these different modes of 'estrangements' or 'de-familiarizations' in a broader, politicised realm I propose to have a closer look at the writings of Darko Su-
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vin, Yugoslavian Praxis philosopher and dramaturge, who discussed the terms
in direct relation to avant-garde art. As Suvin made explicit, the V-effect in
Brecht is not only about stressing the position of audience as an alienated mass
from the artwork; but more about pointing to the procedure of alienation which
the structure of the artwork itself carries. In other words, instead of understanding the V-effect (alienation made perceptible) as a device which makes us conscious that we are in front of artwork, Suvin is claiming that the real emancipatory potential of Brecht-Shklovsky's device is that it makes the social, political
and ideological construction of certain elements involved in the constitution of
the artwork perceptible (Suvin, 1965: 579-580). But the use of V-effect solely as a
device to experience the world, of an unmediated relation to reality is according
to Suvin a “nihilist estrangement aiming at affecting a ritual and mythical, rather than a cognitive approach” (Suvin, 1984: 252). Formally, the horizon of all
nihilist estrangements, according to Suvin “is a beatific vision of the discontinuous flux of things, related to a consciousness of the limits of philosophical humanism and of the positive meaning of alienation.” (Suvin, 1984: 253). This
methodological correction about two distinct uses of estrangement, the nihilist
and political, is important for two particular reasons related to my research on
the formal and political reading of Black Wave, and particularly of Dušan
Makavejev's films. First, Suvin's intervention on the “nihilist estrangement”
(which he further describes as “religious, mystical, and mythical”) targets the
intellectual conjuncture of art theory by “substituting pseudo-biological values
for historical ones” (Suvin, 1984: 232), particularly in the work of Lee Baxandall.
As I discussed in my article On Makavejev, On Ideology, the writings of
Baxandall, especially his text Towards an Eastern-European Cinemarxism was instrumental in appropriating Makavejev's film-form as something distinctively
(Eastern-European!?) political, which does not use heuristic means of politicisation as Godard, but through mobilization of more elementary and deep biological forces and effects. (Baxandall, 1983). In criticising the shortcomings of
Baxandall’s approach and its methodological consequences I have also criticised
other examples of similar tendencies prevailing in cinema studies that refer to
Makavejev as an exemplary case of film-works de-politicizing the artistic devices by using grotesque and excess metaphorical forms.6 Suvin's description of
this stream of art theory as “nihilist estrangement” allows me to problematize
the issue further in formal terms. Secondly, following this model, one could easily situate Biro's approach in the field of “de-familiarization as desensualisation”, or of the possibility of a mythical device where “dominant fossilised views of reality should, when juxtaposed to 'unpackaged' events be revealed 'as grotesque, inadequate and dangerous' (Suvin, 1984: 249). This is strikingly similar to the cinematic position which Biro is describing with terms “ostranenie-as-lifestyle” and she is furthermore placing Makavevej as one of the
most important representatives of this “anti-film” tendency (Biro, 1982: 92). Ac6

Political cinematic modernism is here described in a larger framework as corresponding to an idea of the intersection between art and politics and the consequences of its
contradictions (Rodowick, 1994; Harvey, 1982; Kovacs, 2008).
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cordingly, as the finest example of the “poetry of grammar” and the grotesque,
this strand of 'anti-film' is distinct from Godard’s for many reasons; primarily
because it is constructive as opposed to destructive, and, moreover, because it
does not use politics as a “slogan like comic abstraction”, “as an unambiguous
and direct means of information” and as a “didactic language … of the onedimensional truth of an ideology” (Biro, 1982: 93-95). So instead of poster-like
Godard we have affirmative life-like Makavejev. Or instead of the slogans of
Godard, we have the murmurs or poetry of Makavejev. To resume this discussion from a dualist perspective regarding the relation between art and politics
in cinema, as it is depicted through the dualism of Makavejev and Godard, I
have schematized the discourse on this issue by pointing to the strict cinematic
topography that can be drawn from the writings on Makavejev. By referring to
this basic scheme which is pointing at limits and re-occurring motifs of
Makavejevian cinematic topography I have detected two general tendencies
which could be described as ‘concrete’ and 'abstract'. The division of the entire
cinematic avant-garde into two oppositional or alternative tendencies could be
placed in a general schematization of cinematic modernism, or cinematic political modernism that corresponds to the avant-garde films after sixties. Initially
discussed by Peter Wollen in his text 'Two Avant-gardes', this schematic dualism of avant-garde cinema is not based on total and definite conceptualizations.
But as Wollen indicates, this dualism (“two avant-gardes”) is about the distinctiveness of the abstract and concrete logic of avant-garde cinematic expressions.
Roughly, this division sets out to delineate the cinematic modes of productions
in two general tendencies: form based cinema, or as Wollen puts it signifier oriented cinema; and content based, or signified oriented cinema. More precisely,
the difference of these two 'counter-cinematic' streams is based on their formations; or to a difference in their historical formations, or genesis. If one is
based on visual art, another is based on theatre; if one is closed, opaque and
self-referential, another one is open, social and activist oriented; or more precisely, if one is about forms, another is about content (Wollen, 1982: 92-104). In
the Wollenian system then, Vertov, Peter Gidal, Straub & Huillet belong to former; whereas Eisenstein, Godard, Glauber Rocha to a latter orientation. (Wollen,
1982). If we follow this dualist avant-garde topography we can ask what the
position of Dušan Makavejev would be in this system?7 From the above indicated elements it is clear that the distinction between Makavejev and Godard will
not hold. If Godard is in opposition to Gidal, then in order to describe
Makavejev, which in most of the cases is described as an “anti-Godard” and as
clear opponent of structuralist film-making like Gidal, we need a third option.
We need something to situate him beyond Godard and Gidal. My proposal is
that in order to conceive this difference formally, as a distinction of devices that
determine art production, we have to approach this topography from a completely different intellectual position. We do not have to look at the similarities
7

In Wollen's avant-garde topography apart from Glauber Rocha, who incidentally
appears as an actor in one of Godard’s film, no other filmmaker that is not from
North America or Europe is mentioned.
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or differences in content, subject or signified, in the works of the abovementioned filmmakers; but at the artistic devices used by filmmakers that ultimately determine their film-form. One device that would be easy to detect is the
internalisation of the extrinsic or pro-filmic material, to the artistic text. By proceeding from this position we can thoroughly detect the relation of filmmaking
towards reality and representation. With this method it is possible, I believe, to
grasp the internalization of the contradictions of the Ideological State Apparatus in a more formalist and rigorous way.
6.1.3

Formal Approach to Slogans in Films of Dušan Makavejev

In my two-part article The Art of Slogans I have dealt with this theoretical proposal on artistic devices by applying it to the issue of the internalisation of slogans in the films of Makavejev and the art-installations of conceptual group Art
& Language. Even if Makavejev and Art & Language are coming from completely different intellectual and artistic backgrounds (similar to the Godard –
Gidal dualism) I tried to demonstrate that once we exclude the vulgar sociological components from theoretical work, and apply the formalist methodology of
artistic devices, it is possible to arrive at far reaching conclusions on the relation
of art to politics, and at the real constituents of the artwork. By analysing slogans (for sake of being concise in this explication I will not mention the consequences of Art & Language part of analysis) I showed how Makavejev from the
very beginning of his artistic practice (from the amateur period of short and
documentary film making, circa 1956-1961) was aware that material, or profilmic elements, such as slogans which were crucial elements of the ideological
landscape of the socialist period of Yugoslavia could not be represented in an
artwork by a simple veridical reflection on that reality. 8 As I explained,
Makavejev did not “arrive” at this conclusion, or did not “discover” this representational device suddenly and spontaneously; but, on the contrary, arrived at
this conclusion through a set of theoretical and abstract discoveries interwoven
with the conflicts, struggles, and debates related to this issue. My aim was not
to reflect on this “history” of the discovery of some linear development in the
understanding of the relation between realism and the artwork; but more appropriately to underline the complexities of the devices of art by concentrating
on three distinct moments in the transformation of the conceptualisation of
what constitutes the “real” as an intersection, to paraphrase Wollen's semiotics,
between signifier and signified in the artwork:
1. The necessity of reflecting on contradiction: while participating in the labour action of the youth (radna akcija) in mid fifties, Makavejev realized
that the semiotics at work in these highly politicized places were not
without contradiction, ambiguity, conflict and difficulty. Some of the
8

In this sense Eric Barnouw's description of Makavejev's film Parade (1963) as “hilarious direct-cinema kaleidoscope” (Barnouw, 1993: 266), or for Charles Warren as
“earthlike cinema” (Warren, 1996: 206) are over-simplifications of Makavejev's formal novelties.
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slogans chanted by the youth participating in the work actions, or slogans written on the walls were not necessarily in accordance with the
official political slogans of the Yugoslavian Communist Party.
Makavejev initially came to conclusion that any artwork that aims at
dealing with youth political activism such as labour actions, should include these contradictions. Or, as he wrote, “It is impossible to make
documentary films about youth work actions without including the
slogans. I decided, then, not to escape the slogans. I had to approach them,
to hear them, and to understand their inner meaning. This is the task
that we [i.e., film makers] must undertake now in a more general fashion. (Makavejev 1965, 36)”
2. The artistic-device in political formations: these contradictory and ambiguous materials, such as slogans based on non-rational semantics, or following the Futurist's, the zaum (trans-rational) poetry which I described in the first part of my text the “Art of Slogans”, belongs in the
last instance to the political sphere. They are efficient in mobilizing collective political formations (such as youth work actions) in a direct and
striking way because they, as Makavejev describes, have a sensuous,
biological and non-rational nature.9 In order to show the uncanny or artistic nature of the political formation, which in many cases mobilize the
most illogical, dark, and ambiguous parts of communication,
Makavejev described as 'dream-practices’. This artistic device involved
in the political formation of slogans is a decisive component that makes
politics something more than a set of synthetic and imaginary rules;
and furthermore adds some “innovation”, “imagination”, “spontaneity”
and “surrealism” to State slogans. It is related to a creative change in
the language of politics; or, one could say to the making of “artistic politics”. In the last instance, Makavejev introduced the device of dreampractice in order to stabilise the antagonisms between politics and art;
this schema makes clear that even if the role of “art” post facto concerns
this refreshment of social circulation its existence matters the most in
the constitution of this world as “creativity”.
3. Slogans in art have to be distinct: but these political slogans that have artistic character should not be included in the art text (or film) by simple
9

The issue of the non-rationality of slogans, or political semantics had unusual importance for the Formalist theory of political speech. Since according to the Formalists, the plot (sjuzet) as device for organization and composition of materials was
more decisive in the formation of the art text than the story (fabula) which was about
the depiction of events, or meanings out of life materials; then we can easily claim
that materials used in the artwork from the Formalist point of view could be considered as arbitrary, or as an excess of the text. Following this, it is easy to understand
why the Formalists had to work very closely with the Russian Futurist texts called
zaum (trans-rational) poems which negated the usual meaning of art semantics, and
put emphasis on the sounds, repetition, meaningless words. Marxist Formalists such
as Boris Arvatov and Vinokur had worked on underlining the social aspect of these
'meaningless' trans-rational texts (Arvatov, 1988: 217-232; Markov, 1982: 168-175).
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reflection on the contradictions inherent in them. For slogans to take
part in the art text (film) it is crucial that their structure, or plot be recomposed, or re-organized. Accordingly, the set of rules that determines the inclusion of slogans in the art-text are distinct from the set of
rules that determines the formation of political slogans. Eventually, according to Makavejev, art and politics are not interchangeable; they
have distinct rules of dealing with the contingencies.

6.2 Contradictions of Nationalism
6.2.1

Defining the Framework of National Contradiction in the Cultural Politics of Yugoslavia

Following on the previously discussed issue of the politics of representation it is
possible to claim that one of its crucial ideological assertions was based on the
assumption that the critique of representation could never properly emancipate
itself from the dictums and schemes of the state. Discussing Aleksandar Petrovic's film Three which is considered as one of the most political realizations of
the so called Black Wave cinema, Sudar criticizes it from the perspective of
failed non-representation: “[Petrovic] did not break or alter one of the key directives given by party ideologue Aleksandar Vuco, who said that films on war
should offer viewers 'a deeper understanding of the revolutionary struggle.'”
(Sudar, 2013: 110).10 A similar logic of comprehending the Yugoslavian contradictions of the politics of representation could be detected in discussions dealing with Yugoslavian official policy regarding nationalism and relation of cultural politics towards such nationalism. Nick Miller's book dealing with Yugoslavian “nonconformist” writers and artists such as Dobrica Cosic and Mica
Popovic, describes the value of this dissident art as a “source of transcendental
truths. These truths not being connected to pragmatic utilitarian goals and interests thus existed outside the framework of communism and specifically the
communist regime in Yugoslavia.” (Miller, 2007: 170). The patterns which Miller is using to discuss Mica Popovic’s policy of freedom and transcendentalism
includes also the right to nationalist beliefs, and are in some accounts pictured
as a criteria and condition for democracy. As such some of the discussions of
Yugoslavian representational politics are based on complex relations between
limits of freedom and tropes of the nation. Miller is not isolated in dealing with
consequences of this approach, and neither was Mica Popovic the only film di10

The conventional approach to Yugoslav cinema divides it in two: firstly, that which
was heavily supported by state was called 'Red Hollywood' due to its spectacular
screening of partisan struggle; and secondly, 'Black Wave' which was unofficial cinema in contradistinction with the state, picturing partisans ambiguously and impure.
But there is at least one official account in a text entitled 'Partisan Culture' by Vladimir Dedijer, the official biographer of the Yugoslav communist party and a historian
of the Second World War, where he lists the genuine and most advanced film realisations about partisans: three out of four films that he mentions are 'Black Wave' films.
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rector among the Black Wave filmmakers that dealt with the contested issue of
nationalism.
Looking back again to JoviĀiþ's critique of Black Wave cinema which considers these films as reactionary or, more precisely, as films which seek to offer
a critique of ongoing national and political contradictions in Yugoslavia generated by socialist ideology; we can claim that he has attempted to “go beyond”
the representational frame set by the theory and practice of socialist conditions11.
This attempt to transcend socialist representation, according to JoviĀiþ, usually
ended up following the pre-socialist intellectual and historical context; most
likely linked in its representations to the nationalist and religious context.12 In
relation to one of the discussed films (Uzrok Smrti ne Spominjati) Jovicis claims
that the hidden assumption behind the insistence on verist representation by
Black Wave filmmakers is the acknowledgment of the fundamental and real
essence of Serbia as spiritual orthodoxy.” (JoviĀiþ, 1969: 21). 13 Further on JoviĀiþ
labels these approaches as “cultural fashion where the cults and symbols of
monastic past reign.” (JoviĀiþ, ibid).
With this we arrive at the core of most contested field in Yugoslavian cultural politics: that of national representation, multiculturalism and nationalism
in socialist Yugoslavia. The most crucial or underlying contradiction regarding
the issue of nationalism and representation is that Yugoslavian official policy
was against any kind of nationalistic expression both in politics and in culture.
In this case adherents to the non-representational position or un-committed policy of freedom of artistic expression have always underlined this as a contradiction between the limits of state regulation and the freedom of artistic creativity.
All issues could be summed up in the following question: how is possible to
talk about freedom of expression when the state does not allow certain cultural
forms, like nationalism, to be expressed freely? But once we divert our attention
from the logic of comprehending art as subordination to politics, and put an
emphasis on art's own intelligibility, or art's own intelligibility in the handling
the nationalism, we can grasp the issue of national form in art not as a reflection
on identity politics, but as something which directly emanates its form in the
contradictions surrounding the issue of the nation.
Basically, the tendency to national-contradiction formally shares the same
structure as the contradiction that surrounds the Ideological State Apparatus or
Party Politics; but due to the history of the national-form, it situates the contra11

12

13

Jovicic in his text extensively deals with Jovan Zivanovic's Uzrok Smrti Ne Spominjati/Do not Mention the Cause of Death and Aleksandar Petrovic's Bice Skoro Propast
Sveta/It Rains in My Village, both realized in 1968. He also mentions Zelimir Zilnik's
Rani Radovi/Early Works made in 1969.
This remark is strikingly similar to Fredric Jameson's claim that: “Attempts to 'go
beyond' Marxism typically end by reinventing older pre-Marxist positions (from the
recurrent neo-Kantian revivals, to the most recent 'Nietzschean' returns through
Hume and Hobbes all the way back to the Pre-Socratics.” (Jameson, 1977: 196).
Jovicis is writing this as reply to the critique of the film by Bogdan Kalafatovic who
wrote in weekly NIN that the reason why Uzrok Smrti was not selected for official
screening in Pula Film Festival was that the organizers and selectors who did not include the film in their repertoire were ignorant of the situation in Serbia (Jovicic, 1969:
21).
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dictions of the Yugoslavian state in a deeper organic field of unevenness. Accordingly Yugoslavia, which was a federation of six different republics and two
autonomous provinces with distinct national and religious inclinations, was a
synthetic state of antagonistic co-habitation. The historicist tendency that underlies this approach to Yugoslavia shares the same ideas as the party-ideology
thesis: that the break-up and dead-end of the state were inevitable. The historiographical and political literature on this issue is substantial, just by looking at
certain researches dealing with the cultural aspect of national-contradictions
intrinsic to the Yugoslavian state would be sufficient to demonstrate the crucial
parameters of this position. On the level of culture and the arts (usually literature) national-contradictions became one of the most eminent factors in describing the state of the things. As I have shown in the discussion of cultural politics,
or the “art criteria” proposed by literary theoretician Sveta Lukic, who had considerable impact on Makavejev, the original supra-national Yugoslavian art
style was defined in vague, invented and overtly generalized terms as 'socialist
aesthetics'. By this, Lukic attempted to arrive at a state of equilibrium where the
contradictions of Yugoslavia could be solved by proposing a different definition
of socialism that would bring together distinct artistic antagonisms in one compact level. My thesis in the article on the Cultural Policy of Dušan Makavejev
proposed that Makavejev managed to come up with his own, distinct and peculiar mode of cultural politics once he broke from this conceptualisation of Yugoslavian cultural practice as a state of equilibrium.
Regarding these contradictions surrounding a national-form, the field of
cultural policy in Yugoslavia will provide more interesting and theoretically
challenging outcomes. The best way to depict this situation is to start from the
proposition that the tension between anthropological and artistic positions, as
described by Toby Miller and George Yudice, is basic to the contradiction of
cultural policy: “Culture is connected to policy in two registers: the aesthetic
and the anthropological. In the aesthetic register, artistic output emerges from
creative people and is judged by aesthetic criteria, as framed by the interests
and practices of cultural criticism and history. … The anthropological register,
on the other hand, takes culture as a marker of how we live our lives, the senses
of place and person that makes us human – neither individual nor entirely universal, but grounded by language, religion, custom, time and space.” (Miller &
Yudice, 2002: 1). This could be detected in Yugoslavia, on a large scale, as the
contradiction between the allocations of means of cultural production (in this
case, financial means of film-making) and recognition of national differences.
This gross contradiction between the aspects of culture involving redistribution
and recognition is probably essential to a second tendency: the positioning of
Yugoslavia as a state with dynamics of multicultural contradiction between, so
to speak, economy and culture (Fraser, 1995: 68-93). But if the contradiction between artistic freedom and the national cultural agenda is underlying the conflict over cultural policy, or its main impetus, then in Yugoslavia this contradiction is somehow doubled. Apart from this basic contradiction, which we can
name as the contradiction between individual and collective, there was also a
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secondary contradiction between cultural policies of distinct national Republics
and the supranational form of Yugoslavian state.14 Today in the rewriting of
Yugoslavian cinema history the general position is that artistic creativity was
shaped through the discrepancies between the national differences of filmmakers and their relation to an abstract notion of Yugoslavia; according to this,
filmmakers had to deal at the same time with their national belonging and with
the supranational construction called Yugoslavia.
As Piotr Piotrowski has pointed out, in Eastern-European countries the
notion of the avant-garde had distinct and variable meanings. Varying from the
context of the formation of the avant-garde to the institutional support of these
artistic tendencies, difference is usually something that has been eliminated
from conceptualisations of Eastern European art. Instead of the conceptualisation of the Eastern Bloc in characteristically “all-pervasive sameness”, Piotrowski proposed to emphasise the “significance of difference” as an indicator
of the true topography of the Eastern European avant-garde art movements and
tendencies (Piotrowski, 2007: 11). In a similar fashion, Yugoslavia should also
be viewed from this heterogeneous and diverse perspective; there is an insurmountable difference between artistic avant-gardes in each republic. In one
such recent attempt, the work of the Croatian video and installation artist Sanja
Ivekovic (active since seventies) has been situated in the context of Yugoslavia
as distinctively Croatian.15 As Ruth Noack has further elaborated, this distinctiveness between the conceptual art scene of Belgrade and Zagreb was, for example, not only visible in the relation between art-institutions and cultural policy, but was also determinative of the form they took. For example, in opposition
to the Belgrade conceptualists that were dealing with the “collective rethinking
of the potential of the principles of self-management,” the Zagreb conceptual
art scene was interested in the “democratisation of art.” (Noack, 2013: 50, 60).
Accordingly, the excesses of Yugoslavian differences has been directly connected to the cultural policy of republics where artists are based; in this case Yugoslavian artists were influenced both from the basic contradictions of Yugoslavian cultural policy, and from a secondary contradiction in the cultural policy
related to their respective republic. As I have shown in my text dealing with the
cultural aspects of post-Yugoslavian artistic groups, these excesses, or diversities still continue to have effects on the conceptualisation of the artistic avantgarde in these places. In that respect all the crucial discussions regarding the
cultural politics of self-management have been set in the conceptual framework
not as the excesses of the ideological apparatuses, but as contradictions inherent
to the general idea of the malfunctioning state apparatus. This conceptual shift
from the coercive, struggle oriented approach of cultural transformation to affirmative and normative cultural policy has resulted in the prevailing confusion
14

15

Echoing contemporary debate's on the EU as a supra-national conceptualisation, in
Yugoslavia this was more complicated because it was dealing with a more radical restructuration of social formation and the ideological apparatus.
This is not a recent tendency. Even Marijan Susovski, which Ruth Noack is referring
to have edited the book on New Art Practices in Yugoslavia from this diverse/heterogeneous perspective (Susovski, 1977).
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regarding what the real emancipatory potential of socialist self-management
theory and practice actually is. In order to demonstrate this I have looked at the
confusion in actual post-Yugoslav discussions in contemporary art regarding
the issue of the collective. My article New Collectives: Art Networks and Cultural Policies in Post-Yugoslav Spaces deals exactly with these moments of the
conceptual formations of cultural norms through the issue of contradiction. I
have proposed a thesis that once the conceptual framework of political art has
been set by affirmative and normative standards then the real contradictory and
complex forms of art formation have vanished. In the case of Yugoslavia, this
was performed both in theory and in practice; firstly in theory, by silencing the
inner contradictions regarding the concept of the collective as an important
component of avant-garde art; and secondly, in practice, through active engagement in state supported regulative and normative cultural policy practices.16
Most of the recent writings on Yugoslavian film, retrospectively dealing
with 'Black Wave' films position these “dissident” films as artistic works that
are in fact true documents of national sentiments; that each of them depending
on their origin are best in describing their own particular locality. As such Krsto
Papic, the Croatian filmmaker depicting true Croatian contradictions (both intrinsic and contradictions of the Croatian relation to Yugoslavia), or Bato Cengic
as a Bosnian filmmaker on the Bosnian state, and Zivojin Pavlovic, Aleksandar
Petrovic or Dušan Makavejev as a Serbian filmmaker of Serbian national sentiments. Even on the formal level, artistic devices were also interpreted in this
realm of nationalism. For example the mud, which prevails in many of these
films, is usually imagined as the most common material of Serbian “black wave”
films, which as a metaphor alludes to a gap and contradiction between the urban and the rural. Imagined in this way, mud as metaphor serves to depict the
in-between situation of Serbia, and some parts of Yugoslavia. In looking attentively at Zivojin Pavlovic's films, which extensively use mud, it is easy to
demonstrate that this mud is a device that deliberately performs the national
excesses involved in metaphorical approaches of film studies. Pavlovic, and
many others, including Makavejev and Zelimir Zilnik, use mud as a device that
enables them to produce a short circuit in the contradictory representation of
the nation in their films. Here I refer to the use of the mud not as a metaphorical
component that could be applied to certain national representations, particularly a metaphorical sediment of a certain nation's contradictions. Even if this kind
of statement (that the mud in the film is a reflection of a certain nation's structures of feeling) sounds like an anachronistic and stereotypical fallacy it can
possibly be found in many accounts that deal with Yugoslavian film. From
16

By extensively dealing with collective contemporary art and curator groups from
post-Yugoslavia I have tried to show this issue also through the actual context of
transition from socialist self-management towards the joining the European Union.
In another article which is not included in this work, I have dealt with the issues of
art collectives and their contradictions in practice and politics; solely by basing my
approach on a theoretical formalisation of the “collective as vanishing mediator”
(Boynik, 2011)
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Daniel Goulding to recent discussions of Owen Hartherley, the usual approach
is that some of the Serbian film-makers, especially Zivojin Pavlovic, have used
the mud as a spontaneous, unconscious symptom of Serbian national being
(Goulding, 2002: 60; Hatherley, 2012). The silent assumption in these accounts is
that Serbian filmmakers usually reflect on Serbian geography, landscape, materials and sources. This spontaneous approach to reflection then easily turns to
metaphorical assumption that between nature and culture there is an indispensable link. Since Serbia is usually seen through the national imagery of balkanist
discourses as a place between east and west, archaism and modernism, feudalism and capitalism, it is easy to situate the mud as the material of this imagination; material which stitches the village and urban life. This operation of stitching, known in film language as a 'suture’, maintains the village and the city in
constant tension; both as separate and united. If the ideological discourse on
Balkanism has the function of substituting the national contradictions for natural contradictions (Zizek, 1996); then the stereotypical cinematic imagery that is
in certain forms similar to nationalist imagery pictures the national contradictions as artistic contradictions. The road from nature to art is, in this instance,
paved through a culture represented through a national regeneration. I have
proposed that this circularity, in formal way, could be an explanation of the status quo nationalism prevalent in certain artistic expressions.17,18
Nebojsa Jovanovic, in series of his writings, has offered one of the most
elaborate criticisms of the nationalist tendency based on identitarian politics
and has dealt with the shortcomings of this approach. The most convincing argument in Jovanovic's writings is that the current state of historical revisionism
on nationalist discourse regarding Yugoslavian cinema is based on the assumption that Yugoslavia never existed. In his work, Jovanovic, and before him Pavle
Levi, have demonstrated that without taking the supra-national context and
contradictions of 'Yugoslavia' into consideration, whole theoretical and historical researches will be futile (Jovanovic 2012; Levi, 2007). My aim is not to deal
with the possible effects of “Yugoslavianism” to the formation of the Black
Wave, which obviously had a huge impact, but more on the inscription of contradictions of national-form into the avant-garde cinema. Furthermore my problematic was based on theoretical and methodological issues surrounding the
detection of this inscription.

17

18

I have developed a thesis on the circular form of nationalist style in film in a coauthored article with Minna Henriksson on Erkko Kivikoski's film Laukaus Tehtaalla
made in 1973 (Boynik & Henriksson, 2011). Through reflecting on mud as a material
and device of film-making in Black Wave, I have dealt with the nationalist form of
circularity and repetition in the Black Wave films of Zivojin Pavlovic; this recent article is not included here (Boynik, 2012)
In regard to this it is necessary to remember that referring to formalist theories is not
necessarily to refer to a condition of non-nationalist art production. One of the example a nationalist formalism would be the Serbian film director Zarko Dragojevic who
produced both highly nationalist films and film theory texts which have extensive
reference to Baudry, Commoli and Bonitzer (Dragojevic, 1998: 113)
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6.2.2

Theoretical and Formal Discussions of National Contradiction in Relation to Cultural Politics

Even if the nation is as construction with tendencies toward the homogeneous,
compact, ahistorical and conservative forms of expression it usually unites culture and politics without conflict; there are also national forms that are not necessarily univocal conceptions uniting political and cultural determinants as
harmonious co-existences. From the writings of Antonio Gramsci to those of
Frantz Fanon, there are many examples showing that the formation of the nation is based on continuous struggle where both emancipatory politics and culture play an important role. National independence and de-colonization
movements in most cases played this radical role of culturalization; either as an
implementation of novel cultural policy that completely breaks from the past,
or as a novel and distinct re-appropriation of the past cultural norms (Anderson,
1983; Lazarus, 1999; Fanon, 2004: 145-180). In these instances the nation is
equivalent to a newly constructed emancipatory culture that is inherently political. The allegory of the nation as a politicisation is usually linked with the theory and practice of de-colonization in Third World Countries (Jameson, 1986;
Ahmad, 1987); but there is not any theoretical reason why this politicisation
should not be applied as well to the First (Western) or Second (Socialist) World
countries (Wayne, 2001). In case of socialist theory and practice, the role of the
nation as novel cultural policy is usually established through a comparative
approach that equates the conditions of post-socialism with the conditions of
post-colonialism. As both a reappraisal and critique of this stance is by now
widely discussed, it would be appropriate to describe this equation as something which is based on the assumption that in both cases the prefix 'post'
means philosophically a deconstruction of the discourse that constituted these
positions. This deconstruction is usually applied to ideological constructions
which are perceived in terms of totality and completeness; and as such the nation in these cases of dissolution, plays the crucial role of de-constitution; in the
case of post-colonialism as opening the “third space” for “other” conceptualisations of identity (Bhabha, 1994; Bhabha, 1990: 291-322), or in case of postsocialism as a possibility for a non-totalitarian and diverse conception of unified
culture and ideology (Groys, 2011).
Here we could refer as well to Michael Shapiro who has discussed the
concept of the nation as an ideologically constructed unity: “The state's politics
of representation – its claim to house a coherent national culture – was accompanied by a series of policy initiatives aimed at imposing that coherence”
(Shapiro, 1999:45) and accordingly proposed a counter-conceptualisation which
is usually practiced by alternative cinema. He describes these practices as “uncommoning”; or as a counter-narrative or mode of articulation based on “the
production of thinking-as-uncommon-sense”, as a “critical and disruptive
thought enterprise rather than a mechanism of representation, which unreflectively participates in the production of a sensus communis” (Sahpiro, 1999: 22)
Theoretically this conceptualisation allows for another position that traces
the emancipatory and novel cultural politics as well the moments of constitu-
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tion and formation of the nation. For this theoretical application, the Gramscian
use of the nation could provide a valuable starting point. As David Forgacs
showed, in Gramsci the form of the nation and the concepts of culture and politics are fused (Forgacs, 1984); and as Franco Bianchini further evaluated from
the perspective of cultural policy, the contradictions of national formations (legislation of minorities, discrepancy between recognition and redistribution aspects of multiculturalist policies, etc.) are important driving forces in the transformation of cultural and artistic practices (Bianchini, 1987; Bianchini, 1989).
Accordingly, those artistic practices that included national discrepancies and
contradictions in their practice came up with more progressive cultural policies.
The discussion on the issue of cultural politics that I am postponing to the end
of this introduction is crucial in the politicization of art. But for now it is sufficient to state that the notion of popular, nation and counter-hegemony derived
from Gramsci has had lot of influence on political art and the conceptualisation
of cultural policy (Rifkin, 1981).
As I tried to show in my article on Cultural Policy of Dušan Makavejev,
the form of the polyvalent-nation was important for Makavejev's cultural policy
conceptualisation that could be easily theorized through the Gramscian concept
of 'rawness', 'counter-hegemony' and the 'popular' that are directly connected to
the concept of the 'nation'.19 Especially the thesis on “rawness” as a concept of
direct, vulgar and residual forms in the cultural field played crucial role in
framework of cultural studies. According to Raymond Williams, the residual
elements of the cultural field are as important as the actual forces of society in
constituting the ideological mode of nation; or as he describes it, the “structure
of feeling” (Williams, 1961: 64-88). As Williams discusses, without the “structure of feeling” a communication at the level of the nation would be impossible:
“communication that outlives its bearers, the actual living sense, the deep
community that makes the communication possible.” (William, 1961: 65). What
is most challenging in Williams’s theory is that the “structure of feeling” as an
entity that ascribes continuity to a society has a contradictory character: it does
establish continuity (which is the most essential ideological postulate for national formation, as historicist evolution), but it establishes this continuity
through elements that are conceived as discontinuous. Or through elements,
which Williams describes as “matrixes of unevenness” (Williams, 1961: 80) that
are crucial in constructing the 'structure'. Usually these elements are not indexed in the “grand” narrative of national formation: they are either raw elements of people's folklore or marginal notes in cultural field. The un-detected
parts of the 'structure of feeling', as the detritus of society, are in many ways the
19

Interest in coercive concept of “people” as raw components in national formation is
not only restricted to social theory of Makavejev. One of the most outspoken advocate of this approach was writer Bora Cosic, who have edited couple of books on this
issue, used the vernacular in his novels, and proposed a thesis that Dadaism of
avant-garde art and rawness of 'people' might have similar form (Cosic, 1984).
Makavejev also approached to this issue in similar vein when he proposed that Yugoslavian post-revolutionary reality is Dadaistic; and that this Dadaistic reality has a
cinematic characteristics. (Makavjev, 1964).
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most creative aspects of the nation. It is not unusual for Williams to use this
concept to re-write the history of art style formations, such as his history of theatre (Williams, 1971). In order to grasp these raw elements of the nation, or the
un-indexed elements of unevenness in the Yugoslavian cultural field we have to
re-draw the map of art and cinema history.
In mapping the 'national' tendency of Black Wave studies we have to be
careful to delineate between those researches that tend to silence and suppress
the national-contradictions from those tendencies that use the contradictions as
the possibility for creative and advanced cultural politics. There are, unfortunately, many examples of first tendency. It is important to note that in the first
account together with the contradictions the oppositional and emancipatory
aspect of nation-form is also silenced, which enables its use in advanced artistic
practices. In order to demonstrate the differences of use of nationalcontradictions in the formation of the novel art-work it would be useful to have
closer look at the reference to the film-concept of 'Serbian cutting', both by
Branko Vucicevic and Mihailo P. Ilic. Due to the fact that both Vucicevic and Ilic
are, respectively, from fifties and sixties actively involved with the theory and
practice of Black Wave films it is important to see the distinctive uses of the
terms in two seemingly similar accounts. Vucicevic was co-scenarist of Zelimir
Zilnik's film Early Works (1969), assistant director to Makavejev's films such as
Love Affair and Innocence Unprotected; while Ilic has edited the early Black Wave
films such as Mica Popovic's Delije (1968) and a few films of Kokan Rakonjac.
Their apparent similarity is based on the fact that both are active in the field of
culture which, following the description of Pierre Bourdieu, we could say is
“creating a new position” and introduces the “difference” in the cultural practices of avant-garde art, differentiating itself from the position of the accepted
norms of consecrated art (Bourdieu, 1993: 106). Besides the similarities between
Vucicevic and Ilic's cultural strategies as “novelty in art forms” they are part of
completely antagonistic political tendencies that shaped the current postYugoslav spaces. While Vucicevic is from the beginning of nineties active in the
cultural field that clearly opposes the nationalist and clerical neo-liberal position (Vucicevic, 2007); Ilic is politically connected with the stream of nationalist
tendencies that are directly or indirectly responsible for the destruction of the
representative public institutions (Jovanovic, 2009). Because of these political
disparities, their cultural politics and artistic forms are also differentiating in a
scale that the Bourdieuian theory of “production of belief in arts” might not be
enough sensitive to detect.20

20

Even if Bourdieu's thesis is offering an intellectual context for discussing the production of art with terms that are emancipated from the notion of idealist creativity; they
might at the same time also rule out the distinct intelligibility of the avant-garde art.
He is delegating the conceptual and formal differences of art positions to a mere strategic anomaly: “The names of the schools or groups which have proliferated in recent
painting (pop art, minimal art, process art, land art, body art, conceptive-art, arte
povera, Fluxus, new realism, nouvelle figuration, support-surface, art pauvre, op art,
kinetic art, etc.) are pseudo-concepts, practical classifying tools which create resemblances and differences by naming them.” (Bourdieu, 1993: 106).
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Apart from their political inclinations which obviously have some kind of
influence on their artistic theories, the difference of Vucicevic's and Ilic's filmconcept of 'Serbian cutting” could be traced also on the formal level. Vucicevic
coined the term 'Serbian cutting' for the first time in 1998, in his booklet on
avant-garde cinema called Paper-movies (Vucicevic, 1998: 36-43). There he depicted the abrupt and contingent montage style of some of the Black Wave films
as the formal element of the device that is based on a radical intervention in linear narrativity and any kind of historicism. But Ilic who in his latest magnum
opus publication of nine-hundred pages dealt with the history of 'black wave'
film-form, both as a practitioner and as a theoretician of avant-garde film, used
the term 'Serbian cutting' as something completely endemic to the Serbian national being. He related this style of montage, or as he calls the “methodology
and school of montage”, to the indispensability of continuity and narrative, as a
real victory of the dynamics of opposition to the static conception of avantgarde form. In the first two chapters of his book, Serbian Cutting is either necessarily Serbian essentialism, or a proper way of dynamic film-making that is in
contradistinction to formal experimentation. Or as he puts it, referring to Eisensteinian theory of the 'montage of attractions', the real distinctiveness of 'Serbian cutting' is that “it realizes both in a content and in a form the continuity of an
action; it is not a static, but a dynamic movement” (Ilic, 2008: 99). Because of the
conceptual parameters he has introduced to the discussion, the movement in
the film is essential to a dynamism of national-being, it is never a break from
circularity; but a constant re-affirmation of a circular and repetitive form of national existence. As such, this conservative model of a Black Wave device does
not recognize the most urgent and productive contradictions and excesses in
most of the films that it deals with.

6.3 Contradictions of Self-management
As a unique Yugoslavian socialist theory and practice, self-management, the
self-governing system or auto-gestion is generally considered a distinct experience of socialist democracy where workers’ egalitarian and collective management of the state is supported both in theory and in practice. As a form of socialist self-management it was also distinct through its radical emphasis on the
withering away of the state, and of the democratization of social relations which
implied decentralization and the underlining of human conditions in social reproduction, re-arrangement of social, political and cultural institutions and radical egalitarianism. Yugoslavian self-management socialism with its emphasis
on the humanist approach to Marxist doctrine was symptomatic of many Eastern European socialist theories, as Louis Althusser interestingly noted, that
have put more emphasis on the idealist and essentialist positions of Young
Marx (Althusser, 2005: 49-86). But at another level Yugoslavian selfmanagement was also interpreted as genuine socialism that was completely
emancipated from the Stalinist and reactionary notion of statist socialism. Usu-
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ally, these interpretations have emphasised the contradictions of the Yugoslavian experiment in de-bureaucratization and egalitarianism of the social, political
and cultural institutions (Lefebvre, 2009: 95-152; Castoriadis, 1988: 179-197).
Another interesting aspect in the international recognition of self-management
was based on the assumption that the Yugoslavian experience is return to original and authentic “soviet” definition of socialist theory and practice where all
fields of the state apparatus from culture to politics were reformulated and decentralized.
6.3.1

Theoretical and Philosophical Discussion of Self-management in Yugoslavia

In Yugoslavia, self-management was introduced gradually through certain decrees and laws already in the beginning of fifties and institutionalized in the
1974 constitution. The so-called “thickest constitution in the world,” the 1974
constitution was based on certain fundamental contradictions and irregularities
that had implications both to the federal national formation and to the economic restructuring of the relations of production. Before dealing with this economic contradiction of Yugoslavian self-management (that would be possible to
characterize as a contradiction between collective ownership of the means of
production and the individualization of the relations of production) that had
direct influence on the conceptualisation of the role of the state in formation of
socialist culture; it is important to reflect on the theoretical works that dealt
with the contradictions of self-management in the field of Marxist philosophy.
One of the most important philosophical platforms in socialist Yugoslavia
was a group of young theoreticians gathered around the journal Praxis and the
Korcula Summer School that was highly productive between 1964 and 1974.
The main philosophical tenets of Praxis involved an emphasis on the young
Marx's humanistic theses on alienation, the inevitability of communism, selfrealization, and the Hegelian notion of contradiction, and utopian politics influenced primarily by Lukacs, Bloch and Goldmann.
As Mihailo Markovic, one of the leading philosophers of Praxis wrote, the
main proposition of their philosophical platform was a philosophical struggle
against “transcendental and extra-human realms where the human being is reduced to a mere thing, i.e. where human is reified.” (Markovic, 1979: xxxi). He
detect this reification in many fractions of philosophy, including some fractions
of Marxist philosophy (especially the Althusserian branch of structuralist philosophy21), that could be summarized in three distinct conceptual fields: first;
reification in ontology, as a tendency to regard human conscious activity as
merely an epiphenomenon of some primary objective structure: Being, Matter,
Nature, inexorable Laws – independent of human consciousness and will. In
opposition to this, the philosophy of Praxis put emphasis on the assumption
21

Althusser's article “Contradiction and Over-determination”, that launched his international fame as a Marxist philosopher, initially was submitted to the Praxis International journal; but was rejected for publication by the editorial board on the grounds
that it exemplified the position of “Stalinist-positivism” (Kangrga, 2001: 19).
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that all objective structures are mediated by human activity and relative to it.
Second, reification in epistemology appears as tendency to regard the model of
natural science as the paradigm of knowledge in general. Characteristic to these
philosophies is transfer of concepts and methods of the natural sciences into the
social science and humanities, which results in gross simplifications and mechanistic and the uncertain application of scientific methodologies. Lastly reification in philosophical conceptualisation takes place in axiology, which has the
form of a behaviourist reduction of all purposive, goal-directed activity to a
stimulus-response scheme, thus relegating all discussion of values to an archaic,
prescientific era of theoretical development. As a result it fails in dealing with
specifically human praxis which is spontaneous, free, creative, imaginative and
self-improving action.” (Markovic, 1979: xxxi-xxxii)
The philosophical struggle against the reified conceptualisation of humanity had a more important agenda for the voluntaristic conception of political
action where workers’ subjective emancipation from the constraints of the state
apparatus could possibly be realized through the humanistic formulation of
political action, or through the praxis of un-reified subject. This re-formulation
of the subject would implement both the re-conceptualisation of politics and of
art and the culture. But as many philosophers of Praxis have argued, including
Markovic, this policy was impossible because it was in direct contradiction with
the politics of the statist (state based) conceptualisation of socialism. Even if
self-management aimed at the withering away of the state and its apparatus,
Praxis philosophers claimed that this was only half complete. As another Praxis
philosopher, Rudi Supek, in his article “Some Contradictions and Insufficiencies of Yugoslav Self-Managing Socialism” wrote, Yugoslavian selfmanagement as something between Proudhonian 'coordinating organization'
composed of producers and a vertical organization of societal power represented by the communist party, was based on irrevocable antagonisms. One of the
most obvious (negative) consequences of the contradictions of self-management
was the legal and business-like equalization of productive and mediating organizations, that is to say, those who produce the surplus of wealth and those
who have this surplus in their hands.
One of the criticism regarding the theory and practice of self-management
is its relation toward the formation of the political subject, which easily led the
discussion from political to cultural formation.
Following this, Supek listed four important problems in Yugoslavian selfmanagement:
a. legal formalism;
b. anti-functionalism as regards the social function of productive organizations;
c. middle class liberalism regarding the market and self-regulation of economic development;
d. combination of self-managing organizations on a horizontal plane with
a statist power structure on a vertical plane. (Supek, 1979: 257)
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It is interesting to note that Supek's article further intensifies the contradictions
surrounding Yugoslav socialist self-management with national and party based
components of ideological figuration. These are the two earlier components that
I discussed in relation to a conceptualisation of Black Wave's cultural politics. In
this regard we can define self-management as a binding point of Yugoslavia's
basic contradictions, which is between the collective and individual conceptualisation of political subjectivity. This in-betweenness in accounts dealing with
representative notions of the formation of artistic styles (such as the style of
Black Wave films) finds this basic contradiction as a decisive factor in understanding the relation between politics and art.
6.3.2

Yugoslavian Praxis Philosophy and Black Wave Cinema

There are many accounts dealing with the deterministic relation between Praxis' philosophical notions on self-management's reification and Black Wave's
form of ambiguous images: suggesting that the latter's ambiguity is a reflection
of the former's contradictions (Eagle, 1983; Baxandall, 1983; Goulding, 2002; Levi, 2007: 29-35).
The thesis on relation between Black Wave and Praxis, in the last instance,
argues that the philosophical propositions of Praxis on human nature as spontaneous, creative and genuinely non-reified being was a determining factor in
constituting the formal component of Black Wave film subjects. Accordingly,
Black Wave responded to the contradictions of self-management through the
lens of Praxis philosophy; or to be more precise, through the lens of the humanist theses of Marxism, which are not subsumed under the rubric of the structural conception of human formation. Most of the researches dealing with the representation of contradictions in Black Wave films tend to disclose the analysis
by conceding to it an easy applicable equation between Yugoslav un-official
cinema and Yugoslav un-official philosophy and assuming that the notion of
'un-official' or un-dogmatic could be a link between these two. In these accounts
the concept of un-official has the rather peculiar nature of blurring the lines between intrinsic elements, or forms that constitute art object, with the ideological
notion of un-mediated creativity. In order to demonstrate the shortcomings of
this representational projection of Black Wave philosophy we would have to
deal with many important components of these approaches; for example, with
the actual conditions of the unofficial nature of Praxis philosophy, or more precisely to define the basic antagonisms between the institution (until now described as platform) of Praxis philosophy and the policy of self-management;
also it would be useful to have more concrete information regarding the relation between the philosophical voluntarism of Praxis and the economic selfgoverning of Yugoslavian socialism.22 But instead, for my purposes, it is suffi22

In a recent interview of Gal Kirn with Chrstina Samary in which Gal pointed to some
of these discussions (Kirn & Sammary, 2012). But there are many accounts that deal
with the formal similarities between the Praxis' notion of freedom and the neoliberalist position of economism (Markovic, 2006: 84-88). This similarity between neoliberalism and the praxis oriented conception, sounds like Boltanski and Chiapello's
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cient to briefly look at the theses that deal with art in the Praxis philosophy. As
it might be clear from the above-indicated propositions, for Praxis the artistic
agency in this configuration would be a true guarantor of the non-reified, nonalienated, and spontaneous human expression. In many ways this echoes the
possibility of a philosophy and a lifestyle that has the artistic merit of emancipating itself from the formalist and structuralist conceptions of un-restrained
man. Probably this is the most important aspect to mention in regards to Praxis'
theses on art: even if the philosophy of Praxis, en toto, has a strong association
with actions and practices that have direct artistic connotations; not all the arts
have the characteristic of non-alienated experience. On no rare occasion did the
Praxis philosophers take the pain of delineating this Praxis based art from the
rest of the art which did not have these characteristics. Danko Grlic, a philosopher associated with Praxis group, who had dealt with the issue of art and aesthetics most thoroughly in his works, described in his programmatic text “Art
and Philosophy” published in 1963, the role of art as a chance for the “unanticipated possibilities of humanisation” (Grlic, 1963: 213). For this possibility to be
realized, art, as well as philosophy, had to comprehend reality and ideas in neither a formalistic nor intrinsic way, but as expressions of concrete and harmonious relations with the world. That is why expressions such as, “morbid eruptions in glass, with wires, around countless squares, or crumpled and glued
wreckages of irons, etc.” (Grlic, 1963: 208) should not be seen as the true and
genuine artistic positions.23 Real artistic value is in the form, but not in the form
that has been intrinsically defined; but in the form that is not in contradiction
with the “artistic way of life”, that is, with the form “that reached the highest
point of synthesis with the content.” Only in these instances, Grlic reminds us,
can “we can talk about the true meaning of art that overcame the tension between form and content” (Grlic, 1963: 209). From this schematization it is sufficient to understand that the logic that determines the non-reified humanist philosophy also designates the logic of art within Praxis theory.
The concept of the equilibrium of form and content in art works also had
an impact on the way in which art and culture generally have been connected
with politics and economy in the theory of Praxis. As Branka Curcic has shown
the difficulties with the Praxis philosophy of art rests especially on this contradiction between the assumed immateriality of the creative work and the reifica-
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concept of the avant-garde as the “new spirit of capitalism”, has already been underlined by some radical 'non' dogmatic' approaches within Marxist theory (Negation
Collective, 1975; Boltanski & Chiapello, ). But even if mentioned as an anecdote by
Kangra in his autobiographical history of Praxis, it is important to mention that the
institutional conditions of self-management and the emergence of Praxis have very
close ties. As Kangra recollects, the first appearance of a Praxis philosopher’s texts
was in the cultural pages of the magazine Industrial Worker. This periodical which
was dedicated to the problems of industrial production, had also, due to the conditions created by self-management, pages that were not dedicated necessarily to the
issues of labour and productivity. In these pages on culture, Praxis philosophers published their texts (Kangrga, 2001: 21-22).
A similar description of abstract art, according to Ernst Bloch, was made by Georg
Lukacs in 1916, who, after seeing a exhibition of group Blaue Reitter, said that it reminded him of a “nerve wracked gypsy” (Aesthetics and Politics, 2007: 13).
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tion induced by the transcendence of non-Praxis philosophy. Somehow Praxis
was trapped in between the materiality of action and immateriality of creation;
it is interesting that art suffered most evidently from this contradiction. Curcic
discussed the consequences of this Praxis conceptual approach, which separated the processes of labour of artist from the workers; and has shown that how
with this separation Praxis missed some of the most essential discussions related to artistic production in post-Fordist conditions (Curcic, 2012)
In fact the main problem with the Praxis philosophy of art is that it silenced, and postponed the contradictions inherent in the artwork itself. By refuting the tensions that are constituent to the formation of any artwork, the
Praxis philosophy of art was, somehow, conceptually responsible for the proliferation of research that assumed the immediate representational relation between art and politics. In this case we can claim that the thesis on Black Wave
films as a representation of Praxis philosophy are part of theoretical conjuncture
of Praxis philosophy itself. More precisely, the thesis on representation is a theoretical effect of Praxis philosophy.24 Following this line of thought I propose to
look at the contradictions (of self-management) in Black Wave films not
through the lens of Praxis; but through the Black Wave's own apparatus, or of
its own microscopic dispositive of cinematic intelligibility. In order to realize
this model, which is the model that I am proposing in this introduction, one has
to fully accept that the cinematic apparatus is built on an excess of contradictions, and that equilibrium between form and content has to be abandoned in
favour of a proper materialist and formal approach to the artistic device. By doing this it is possible to deal with Black Wave not as a reflection of contradictions through a philosophical lens that imagines art as a non-contradictory expression; but as a construction of contradictions through the logic of avantgarde art itself, which is based on merits of negation, conflict and antinomy.
Following Adorno's assertion that a successful art work “...is not one which resolves objective contradictions in a spurious harmony, but one which expresses
the idea of harmony negatively by embodying the contradictions, pure and uncompromised, in its innermost structure” (Adorno, 1967: 32) it is possible to
claim that art's intelligibility, its scope of conceptualization is based on this singular negativity. But this should not be understood as a reflection of philosophical concepts, as Adorno, in another instance referring to Sartre, claimed that,
“however sublime, thoughts can never be much more than one of the materials
for art” (Adorno, 1977: 182).25
24

25

Basing his thesis on the work of Emanuel Barot that “political film is the privileged
agency for the crystallisation and analysis of the contradiction of social relations,”
Gal Kirn claims that Black Wave cannot be reduced to a reflection of Praxis philosophy, because the political implications of the humanistic theses of Praxis cannot be
accommodated to the field of Black Wave's formal pluralism (Kirn, 2012a: 254-255)
Negative dialectics in art is usually related to a writings of Theodor Adorno. But it
would not be an exaggeration to claim that most of the avant-garde writings between
the Second World War – as it is depicted in the book “Aesthetics and Politics (Jameson and all, 1977) – and in the arts made during the sixties in context of social activism and conceptual art could be also discussed with the terms of refusal, negativity,
withdrawal, and destruction. For a historical and formal analysis of a politics of negation, the writings of John Roberts are very useful (Roberts, 2010). In Yugoslavia, an
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In order for this to be realized we have to look at the contradictions of selfmanagement from a different theoretical perspective; one which does not silence the struggles, excesses and confusions of ideological formation. As Althusser discussed in his later essay written in 1977, where he set out to deal
with the theoretical limits of Marxist theory, the real problem with Marxism is
that it never properly dealt with the relation of ideology to the state. Even if
there were all possible conceptual components for such a theoretical elaboration,
Marxist theory did not get a grip on the excesses of the state and its relation to
both force and struggle. As Althusser put it, the class struggle, or general ideological struggle that is constitutive of the Marxist conception of social and subjective formation is actually a never-ending struggle, and seemingly stable results such as the state apparatus are conditioned by the silencing of these excesses. In order to have a proper Marxist theory of state, it is necessary to grasp
the full implications resulting from these conflicts. In order to grasp the ideological components of the state, Althusser proposed a thesis that “the state is a machine in the full, precise sense of that term … a man-made device (dispositif)
comprising a motor driven by an energy 1, plus a transmission system, the purpose of the whole being to transform a specific kind of energy (A) into another
specific kind of energy (B)” (Althusser, 2006: 105)26. In order to fully describe
what this energy is,27what makes the machine to work, Althusser tried to avoid
metaphysical and naturalist theories of power (those dear to Schopenhauer or
the Nietzsche), and proposed that energy A, or Force or Violence, should be
conceptually approached as something designating a “conflictual difference” (Althusser, 2006: 109). As a result the true element of the state and ideological apparatus, the power which runs it, is based on radical difference, or on an excesses:

26

27

internationally renowned formalist theoretician Aleksandar Flaker's book on avantgarde art was entitled as “poetics of negation” (Falker, 1984). Pavle Levi and Boris
Buden are among the first writers who have dealt with the avant-garde artistic form
of Black Wave through the issue of negativity (Levi, 2007; Levi, 2012; Buden, 2011).
As such they are the first intellectuals to break from the assumption that Black
Wave's form had an affirmative and normative function (of human values) in socialist Yugoslavia.
This model is indeed based on a strange 'machine': “the machine which sets a whole
series of tools in rapid motion, whereas the human hand can manipulate only one,
and slowly at that.” (Althusser, 2006: 84). Probably this is a closer description of what
Althusser discussed as over-determination by contradictions, where the issue of subject is also considered as part of conceptualization. Due to this subjective factor, and
also particularly due to the mechanistic imagination as part of XIX century discourse,
Peter Steiner labelled and criticized the Shklovskian model of Russian Formalism
(differing among three other models) as mechanistic, and consequently as a reductionist model of mechanistic determinism. Here my aim is not to underline the complex-mechanism of Shkolvsky’s concepts, which was pointed out by many Formalist
scholars (Flaker, 1984: 306-315), but to allude to a conceptual approach implicit in Althusser's formalism which deals with the state and ideology as the device regulating
conflict and contradiction.
“What then is this energy A that is transformed into (legal) power by the state machine?” (Althusser, 2006: 107)
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“It is this excess of conflictual force, real or potential, which constitutes energy A,
which is subsequently transformed into power by the state-machine: transformed into right, laws and norms.”(Althusser, xxx: 104).
There are attempts to deal with the dynamics of self-management's contradictions also from the standpoint of the Althusserian theory of state, such as
Gal Kirn's work which has shown that the real productive excess in the contradictions of self-management should not be looked for in the state of equilibrium
of the co-existence of classes; but in the dynamics of class struggles which took
place in the institutions of socialist self-management (Kirn, 2012b). In this sense
the contradictions of self-management are not seen as a reification of the human
agency of creativity, but on the contrary as the true constituents of social formation. According to this analysis, the state apparatus has been seen as the reification, or silencing of such struggle and conflict. Gal Kirn indicated in his research that the economical crisis between 1965-1971 in Yugoslavia, which determined the collapse of the federation in the beginning of nineties, did not
happen because the apparatuses of the state were unable to manage the contradictions of self-management. On the contrary, the collapse of self-management
was in particular a reason for the state's reconciliatory position towards the
struggle induced by the dynamics of self-management. As Kirn puts it: “The
self-management project after the period of market socialism continued the
compromises and perfecting of legal communism, which essentially failed to
organise and promote social forces that could shift the capitalist tendency into a
more communist sphere. The self-management model did not fail, as some
would claim, because it was not liberal enough, which actually confirmed its
inadaptability and inefficiency in terms of the world economy. The project
failed because it was not communist enough: it did not continue revolutionary
politics in all fields of society; it did not reanimate the link between masses,
working class and LCY” (Kirn, 2012b: 327).
If we are to understand Yugoslavian cultural politics not as reflection of
harmonious contradictions, but as the work of excess and conflict, than it is
necessary to grasp the impurity of the contradictions of self-management.28
Here we have theory of impure contradiction that cannot be relegated to
any kind of essentialism or metaphysical historicism, but will acknowledge
these excesses within the field of material constituents. These material constituents were described by Althusser as an apparatus29, and furthermore specifically by Michel Foucault as a dispositif, with its historical and formal characteristics:

28“

29

Contradictions are 'originally' 'impure'. Because all contradictions are or have been
real contradictions they also are or have been over-determined contradictions. When,
furthermore, it is taken into account that over-and under-determination are characterised by displacement and condensation, one notices that all contradictions are or
have been displaced and/or condensed contradictions. Again, displacement and
condensation, like over-determination generally, are possible only if elements from
some other contradiction or contradictions are displaced and/or condensed into the
contradiction, and vice versa” (Lahtinen, 2009: 54)
“An ideology always exists in an apparatus, and its practice, or practices. This existence is material.” (Althusser, ISA: 158)
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“A heterogeneous set consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural
forms, regulatory decision, laws, administrative measures, scientific statements,
philosophical, moral, and philanthropic propositions, in short, the said as much
the unsaid. Such are the elements of the apparatus. The apparatus itself is the
network that can be established between these elements.” (Foucault, 1980: 194).
6.3.3

Uneven Relation between Ideology and Art: On the Use of Beethoven
in the Films of Makavejev

Talking about the relation between ideology and art, Pierre Macherey has clarified that the task of the researcher in dealing with the formation of specific artistic styles, or devices, or expressions is “not to analyse the system of ideas,
thoughts and representations (the “history of ideas” approach). It is to study the
material operation of ideological apparatuses – to which correspond a certain
number of specific practices.” (Macherey, ; op.cit. Tagg, 1988: 168).
To clarify this, we have to look at the material operation of a “network”
between the elements, which Foucault mentions, or at the concrete effects of the
contradictions of the formation of artistic, and other positions. In the history of
the theory of cinema, the apparatus thesis had a huge impact on the understanding of the political and subjective formation of film languages. Starting
with Baudry's ground-breaking works, Stephen Heath and Narbonni, for example, have dealt with the issue of the ideological apparatus as the merger between components of psychoanalysis (especially Lacanian psychoanalysis) and
the Althusserian analysis of ideology (especially collection of texts in Rosen,
1986). As I explicated before by referring to Mikko Lahtinen's work, the Althusserian concept of ideological formation has an inherent psychoanalytical
logic based on devices of condensation and displacement; through this similarity I was able to trace the same device in the work of Dušan Makavejev (“dreampractice”) and to draw a conclusion that the Althusserian notion of “overdetermination by contradictions” can be traced in avant-garde artistic devices.
But now I will add a new component to this: avant-garde art's apparent psychoanalytical device of condensation and displacement that has a form of
“over-determination by contradiction” does not happen automatically, spontaneously and by itself; the artists has to work on the various existing components
(usually highly ideologically driven elements) in order to arrange the art-work
as an ensemble of contradictions.30
I have attempted to explicate this in dealing with the use of “Beethoven”
in the films of Makavejev. Both in my text on the Cultural Policy of Makavejev
and Ideology and Makavejev I have dealt with the contradictory use of “Beethoven” in three of his films.
In his first film Man is Not a Bird made in 1965 depicting the social and political contradictions in the transformation of the means of productions in one
30

Working on, working through are models of artistic practice that have been utilised
by the conceptual art group Art & Language, which I have used in my two-part article “The Art of Slogans”.
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industrial city, Makavejev uses music and references to Beethoven as a cultural
pattern for showing the cultural gap between the workers and managers of the
factory, and furthermore to pinpoint the confusion of this uneven situation in
the cultural field. In his second film, Love Affair made in 1967, Beethoven is used
as an affirmation for workers freedom and the multiculturalism of Makavejev's
contemporary Yugoslavia. In his third use of Beethoven, in his fourth feature
film WR: Mysteries of Organism, the reference is directly linked with the issue
of impossibility, cultural dead-end, conflict and the basic contradiction between
uneven fields of cultural emancipation.
By fully granting the importance of the fact that “Beethoven” is itself a
contradictory assemblage of distinct ideological components 31 , I have asked
what was the formal and political outcome in reference to this contradictory
source. Paraphrasing the above discussions on 'over-determination by contradictions' I could say that Beethoven over-determined Makavejev. It is wrong to
assume that Makavejev was simply in contradiction because he was a communist film-maker referring to a Beethoven, who is usually considered to represent bourgeoisie values. This would be to reduce Makavejev's complex filmform to the ambiguity of humanist agency. As I am trying to show, Makavejev’s
film-form and device is far more complex and contradictory than that. My initial thesis was that Makavejev did not use “Beethoven” as something antagonistic to his filmic structure, which was about self-management. He did not display a cinematic clash – the extrinsic agency of Beethoven and his film-structure
– in order to demonstrate that “human values” in their eternality are in constant
contradiction. Makavejev included, or inscribed Colin Mercer's description, and
used Beethoven's contradictions in his film-structure. This means, to put it more
schematically, that by including this component, or network of elements such as
Beethoven in his film-structure32, Makavejev included the excess of contradiction related to Beethoven in his work. If we follow the conclusion of Esteban
Buch who has shown that “Beethoven” contradictions are primarily due to a
genealogy of formation that rested on the contradiction between the aristocratic
basis of his musical origins and the bourgeoisie intention of his artistic creativity (Buch, 2003). This tension in his music led to a formal contradiction that
made possible the use of Beethoven’s music in such antagonistic instances as
Stalinist socialism, the European Union and modern colonialism, to name just a
few instances from the twentieth century. In these episodes Makavejev’s use of
Beethoven drew attention to the fact that any cultural component in their formation bears inextinguishable/irrepressible elements of tension, contradiction
and noise. An art-text has to give voice to these noises.33 But the real problem,
31

32
33

This is reason why I am using Beethoven's name with quotation marks. As a manifest
contradiction, Beethoven will be used and referred to from now on in an antagonistic
cultural and political field: i.e., from now on it will be almost impossible to talk about
the concrete, historical and true Beethoven.
Instead of film-structure it would be possible to use also “art-text”, by referring to
Jurij Lotman. (Lotman, 1977).
Here is how Jurij Lotman defines the role of noise in art: “Art is capable of transforming noise into information. … This peculiarity of art is related to the structural principle which determines the polysemy of artistic elements; new structures which enter
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we can name a historico-temporal problem that arises when we face the fact
that the contradictions that Makavejev brought to the art-text via Beethoven
was a set of contradictions belonging to the historical antagonism between the
aristocratic and bourgeois conception of politics. Sooner or later it became obvious that this set of contradictions was insufficient for the set of political contradictions in the scope of Makavejev's cultural politics; namely, in the set of contradictions belonging to the antagonism between the bourgeois and communistic conception of politics. This, cultural dead-end, that was induced by the unevenness of contradictions, or the residual effects of contradiction, was formally
dealt with by Makavejev in his film WR: Mysteries of Organism, precisely by exposing its impossibility. Makaveje dealt with this not by surpassing the contradictions so that the art-text will be pursued in its smoothness; but by adding a
new set of contradictions, which, to be brief, we can name as “Leninist contradictions”.34 By introducing this new component, or new conceptual set, to his
art-text Makavejev combined the contradictions of socialist formation to form a
new configuration, or dispositif; he had proposed a new conceptualisation of art
for a new social and political situation. Accordingly, Beethoven did not have a
place in this new context. Going back to the previously discussed conception of
art as a state of equilibrium between form and content, or a harmonious beautiful contradiction based on the “spontaneous” human agency of Praxis philosophy, we can easily claim that the form of contradiction in Makavejev's films
were different from this conceptualisation. This difference was most radically
visible, as I elaborated in my article on Makavejev and Cultural Policy, in conceptualisation of cultural policy that was inclusive towards negative and antagonistic designations. With this new set of contradictions, that I termed “Leninist
contradictions”, Makavejev invoked the role of excess, force and struggle in
more explicit terms than any Praxis philosopher ever did, with the exception of
Darko Suvin. I have termed this a negative cultural policy; a conceptual model
for cultural policy over-determined by contradiction, conflict and struggle.
6.3.4

Postscript to a Theory of Contradiction

Following these discussions, it is of crucial importance to state that the contradictions emerging from the formal analysis of the work of Makavejev and other
Black Wave filmmakers are not something particular to Yugoslavian socialist
context. They are related more to contradictions of film and art making itself.
Previously discussed as excesses, these contradictions are of crucial importance
to understanding both the cultural and political axis of the artwork, and the real
and concrete elements and processes involved in art production. Precisely for
this reason it is important to conceptualize the relation to Godard, who is usually assumed to have an antagonistic and oppositional relation to Makavejev’s
work.

34

into a text or the extra-textual background of a work of art do not cancel out old
meanings, but enter into semantic relations with them.” (Lotman, 1977: 75)
Here I am referring to an episode recalled by Gorky in 1912, about Lenin listening to
Isaiah Dobrovein playing Beethoven’s Appassionata.
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As discussed mainly by Colin MacCabe who, referring to Brecht, has
shown that the conceptualisation of the “real” in Godard is precisely a move
which is also emancipation from reflective approaches that render the images
involved in the film as contradictory constructions. Or as MacCabe puts it by
referring to Godard, which could very easily be applied also to Makavejev, it is
the form which renders “[the montage] as the effect generated by a conflict of
discourse in which the oppositions available in the juxtaposed discourses are
contradictory and in conflict” (MacCabe, 1985: 44). It is possible to discuss this
as the form of contradictory-realism, which is common to many avant-garde
filmmakers and artists. According to this conceptualisation, the relation between art and politics is not based on devices of reflection of latter by the former; but, on the contrary, is a production of intelligibility through art that
would include the tensions of politics into art as a distinct set of conflicting elements. In order to explicate this we have to schematize the relation between the
issues of the ideological state apparatus and art more thoroughly.
A short detour through the work of Althusser on the conceptualisation of
contradictions as the over-determining effects (forces) of social and ideological
formation would bring us to a formal theoretical scrutiny that could explicate
the issues of the real – and of ideology, contradiction, art and representation –
in a more rigorous way. The conceptual topography of “over-determination by
contradiction” proposed by Althusser seemingly lies in the sphere of the Marxist understanding of the relation between base and superstructure; or more precisely in the sphere of the relation between economy and culture. If we are to
look at this relation between hard-facts and the base of economic reality and
superstructure in the arts, which is supposed to be, according to the Hegelian
conceptualisation, a reflection of that reality from the idealist and transcendental perspective, then we have to, as Althusser claims, reduce and simplify the
scope of the theory of over-determination. “The mention of the last instance in
determination thus plays a double role: it divides Marx sharply off from all
mechanistic explanations, and opens up within determination the functioning
of different instances, the functioning of a real difference in which the dialectic
is inscribed. The topography thus signifies that the determination in the last
instance by the economic base can only be grasped within a differentiated,
therefore complex and articulated whole (the "Gliederung "), in which the determination in the last instance fixes the real difference of the other instances,
their relative autonomy and their own mode of reacting on the base itself.” (Althusser, 1976: 177).35 The thesis that over-determination has distinct effects in
35

Also it is important to mention that topography in Althusserian Marxism is strictly a
conceptual device which has striking similarities to the Formalist explication of laws,
rules and constraints in the construction of a plot: “when Marx inscribes the dialectic
within the functioning of the instance of a topography, he effectively protects himself
from the illusion of a dialectic capable of producing its own material content in the
spontaneous movement of its self-development. In submitting the dialectic to the
constraints of the topography, Marx is submitting it to the real conditions of its operation, he is protecting it from speculative folly, he is forcing it into a materialist
mould, forcing it to recognize that its own figures are prescribed by the material
character of its own conditions.” (Althusser, 1976: 177).
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various instances is probably one of the most striking novelties in the Althusserian theory of ideology, but at the same time it is a term which harbours
many of the misunderstandings related to the issue. One of the main components of the Althusserian thesis is that the conceptualisation of overdetermination does not mean determinism, “it does not suggest a system of relationship structured by a governing essence, but rather refers to the limited
and differential effectivity of each and every element. ‘Limited' because structure or its elements are not subjects, in that they do not control and dictate their
own effects and secure their own conditions of existence; rather, they are overdetermined (and underdetermined) by their specific conditions and histories.”
(Ozselcuk, 2013: 216).
In order to make the consequences of an Althusserian conceptualisation of
over-determination explicit for understanding the relation between the contradictions of politics and art formation we have to move forward to the formalisation of these terms.
As Mikko Lahtinen has shown, the real methodological potential in Althusser's theory lays in the theoretical possibility of complete emancipation
from the Hegelian notion of totality, determinism, causality and historicism;
and to discuss the contradiction of the real as a mixture of conflict and struggle.
This conceptualisation of politics which is open to contingency will allow me to
theorize the field of cultural policy, an important ideological component in
Makavejev’s work, both as field which is over-determined by basic ideological
contradictions and a field which has its own set of contradictions
“Contradictions do not exist independently of one another, but become
contradictions and receive their concrete content in the same interactive process
in which they influence one another. This can be outlined as follows: the concrete existence of some particular contradiction (here called contradiction y) requires other contradictions (here called contradiction x1-xn). From this follows
that contradiction y is over-determined by contradiction x1-xn. Seen from the other angle, one of the x1-xn contradictions participating in the process of overdetermination, or a kind of subgroup of them, is not sufficient on its own to produce contradiction y. Contradiction y is underdetermined in relation to any subgroup of x1-xn. For instance, the primary contradiction of the economy is the
central over-determining factor in the evolution of secondary contradictions,
but none of these secondary contradictions can be explained merely by means
of the primary contradiction, that is, by being reduced to it. Rather, the secondary contradictions are undetermined in relation to the primary contradiction; that
is, the primary contradiction undetermines the secondary contradictions.”
(Lahtinen, 2009: 37). Or as Lahtinen further clarifies, this formalisation of overdetermination should not imply any hierarchy, or 'central' core of understanding the effect of distinct contradictions.
“When describing the contradictions that over-determine contradiction y
with the symbols x1-xn, one must not think that contradiction y would be a
kind of union or sum of x1-xn. Contradiction y (like other contradictions) has its
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own and specific (but not separate) identity and dynamic (such as, for instance,
the educational institutions)” (Lahtinen, 2009: 39).
If we continue along this line of logic and instead of educational institutions we put an emphasis on artistic institutions, such as cinematic institutions
with its own distinct dispositif (apparatus), rules and laws, it is possible to propose the thesis that in order to understand the contradictions which overdetermine the cinematic formation we have to avoid the reduction of these contradictions to a overall contradiction of the state, or of the economy. Methodologically, this de-centring conceptualisation opens up new approaches to grasp
the distinctiveness of the artistic contradiction. What seems most genuinely
novel in the theory of over-determination is that it operates as a device that has
striking similarity to the psychoanalytical “processes characterised by displacement and condensation.” (Lahtinen, ibid). Displacement and condensation
as the primary devices of the psychoanalytic processes of unconscious subject
formations are especially important if we recall that, according to Makavejev,
what constitutes the real and contradictory politics is a practice that he termed
'dream-practice', which remind us of the psychoanalytical device of construction.
One of the most striking consequences of this dualist methodology that
situates Makavejev in opposition to Godard is the reduction of certain conceptual possibilities in the complexities of his work. For example, the dualist thesis
of restrained structuralism, which theoretically opposes the complex form of
over-determination, is silent about the excess of Makavejev's artistic formation
(as I tried to show in the three moments constructing the slogan); and about the
role of cultural policy as a decisive component of his artistic system. On another
level, and also situating Makavejev as opposition to Godard, methodologically
evading such a important issues as language (slogans), organisation, and avantgarde art history from the overall field of cinema theory dealing with this particular film-maker and generally with Yugoslavian alternative film productions
is problematic. My aim was to bring all of these hidden conflicts and contradictions of the filmmaking process to the fore. In so doing I intervened in the prevailing studies on Makavejev, which prefer to minimize these disruptions and
contradictions in Makavejev's films and propose a total, yet superficial understanding of the relation between art and politics.
But what is more striking in the representational and dualist interpretation
of Yugoslavian political film is that the true artistic and dissident cinema is depicted as a strategy for overcoming state induced antagonism; and, as such, the
form of artistic cinema is seen as an expression which is above political contradiction. The structural position of these theses is that in real artistic film there
should be some strange coherence and co-habitation between form and the content.
In returning to where we set out from in this section, I have to mention
that the concept of Yugoslavia as an ideological imbalance, or politicoideological un-sustainable state is not a novelty of the post-Yugoslavian intellectual conjuncture. Already in the seventies researchers dealing with Yugosla-
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via, such as Dennison Rusinow, depicted the state of self-management socialism
as a contradictio in adiecto state, where two irreconcilable tendencies of centralism and liberalism were in constant clash over the influence on policy. As
Rusinow describes, there were 'conservatives' (they wished to conserve the
partly de-Stalinised quasi market economy and politically monopolistic party
control) and 'liberals' (they sought an expansion of entrepreneurial and civil
liberties, a diminishing role of state and the extension of the effective franchise).
(Rusinow, 1977: 142). According to Rusinow, there was not an explicit distinction between these two tendencies; their differentiation was due to pragmatic
daily needs. For this reason, the state apparatus became perplexed to such a
degree that the language available for differentiating these two distinct positions were insufficient, or as Rusinow described referring to one ordinary party
meeting, claimed that it “[was] often difficult understand why the participants
have become so angry with one another over apparently fine and unimportant
differences of phrase or emphasis.” (Rusinow, 1977: 218). It is interesting to note
that Rusinow's writings on Yugoslavian political formation have a large influence on researchers dealing with the formation of the cultural and artistic fields
in Yugoslavia. Rusinow's influence is especially visible in Daniel Goulding's
book on Yugoslavian cinema written in 1985, and for a long time considered as
one of the most important international sources on this subject.
Goulding's approach to Yugoslavian cinema is that two completely oppositional tendencies in cultural politics of Yugoslavia created an almost impossible situation for filmmakers who were expected, on the one hand to experiment
with the new forms and expressions (the liberal tendency in Yugoslavian cultural politics) and, on the other, to be respectful and conform to some essential
Yugoslavian ideological parameters (the centralised tendency in Yugoslavian
cultural politics). The effects of this impossible co-existence could be artistically
elevated only in the cases when expression tended to regard these as state produced paradoxes, discarding them as the ideological surrogates of the state apparatus. The common nominator of this position is that the real constituent of
discourse and ideology of Yugoslavian socialism was based on the paradox and
impossibility of any political position (or politicisation); and, as such, artistic
expression is possible only when it positioned itself outside these paradoxes.
In concluding this section, it is possible to say that for many Black Wave
researchers mentioned here Yugoslavian art during self-management socialism
was realized in a hyper-politicised condition which over-determined the entirety of cinema's stylistic, formal and narrative production (Goulding, 2002; de
Cuir, 2012; Sudar, 2013). Accordingly, the cinematic apparatus was inseparable
from and interwoven with the state apparatus: thus, the emancipation of art
from politics also meant the proliferation of distinct and avant-garde expressivities. This pattern is precisely similar to Liehm's work, which is a primer for
Eastern European cinema historicisation and theorization, that perceived art as
over-determined by politics in Eastern Europe and that was realized/executed
to such an extent that expressive emancipation was no longer possible even on
a formal level:
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“Even those who were not interested in the social implications of film, but
primarily in its formal aspect, were gradually brought over to the political camp
by the progressive distortion of this original conception and attempts to transform film into an instrument of state propaganda. First they encountered the
effort to place each and every formal discovery, each and every experiment,
into the “service of the Idea,” which shortly became the demand to give up all
searching “in the name of the Idea.” Consequently, even the problem of form
became political, and all efforts to assert new formal approaches became political efforts, as all subsequent efforts to consciously sidestep political issues
through form. Film language and film form did not develop smoothly in a single one of the Eastern European countries, not even in the most favourable periods, but was instead dependent on many extra-artistic influences. No analysis
of the formal structures of Eastern European film and their development, no
analysis of the best works of Eastern European film, is completed unless one
takes into consideration the close connection between film art and the development of society and politics that is characteristic of a nationalized film industry – sometimes as its boon, sometimes as its bane.” (Liehm and Liehm, 1977: 2).
As I will explicate further on this in the following pages, the statement of
Liehm's are paradigmatic in the intellectual field dealing with the relation between Eastern European art and politics. My thesis is that with a thorough formalist methodology and theory we could avoid the pitfalls of both totalising
approaches and simplified dualist reductionisms that deal with avant-garde
productions from Eastern Europe and also rigorously with the contradiction
and conflict with the Ideological State Apparatus in the formation of cinematic
expression.

7

YUGOSLAVIA AND CINEMA: TOWARDS A TEMPORAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONTRADICTIONS OF REALISM

7.1 Introduction to Theory of Realism
Once we have defined the field of cinema as a form constituted through a distinct set of elements existing autonomously from the general laws of ideology;
then we are faced with the crucial question of understanding the temporalhistorical consequences of this definition. Theoreticians dealing with the specificity of “cinematic apparatus” were most of the time referring to this distinctiveness as something related to the conditions of reproduction. But what is
most interesting and exciting in this approach is that apparatus theory enables
the historical positioning of ideological reproduction in the field of art and culture without avoiding the issues of transformation and historical change. Or
more simply put: it makes it possible to conceive the transformation of the
forms of art in relation to the transformation of politics without reducing art to
an extrinsic field. This is a crucial question especially if we want to avoid the
idealist and eternal conceptualisation of art as a sublime and timeless form of
permanent beauty. This is indeed a very strange problem, because art as an autonomous supra-historical phenomenon is not only part of the idealist philosophies of Kant or Hegel that deal with aesthetics, but can also be found in the
historical-materialist philosophy of Karl Marx were art has a form of supratemporality36.
36

As Marx famously wrote in the end of his introduction to Grundrisse: “But the difficulty lies not in understanding that the Greek arts and epic are bound up with certain
forms of social development. The difficulty is that they still afford us artistic pleasure
and that in a certain respect they count as a norm and as an unattainable model.”
(Marx, 1973: 111). This brief reference by Marx has led many art theoretician to point
both to the complex relation of the origin and transformation of art-forms in relation
to the economic-politics superstructure (Lifshitz, 1973; Rose, 1984) and to the unruly
Marxist problematic related to the historicity of arts (Roberts, 1994: 1-36; Raphael,
1982: 75-112).
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This dilemma between the extrinsic and intrinsic conceptualisation of art
in regard to a social and political forces is most aptly described by Russian
Formalists as the issue of the device and the formal concept of literariness; in
my case I am adapting this notion to a concept of cinematicness. Following this
path of theorization we can claim that between extrinsic (outer materials, and
forces, such as society, economy, politics, or general laws of ideology) and intrinsic (art's distinctive set of elements constituting its own intelligibility and
historicity) elements there is not a direct and uniform relation, but a complex
conflict, which following Colin Mercer we could describe as “inscriptions”. As
Mercer showed in regard to the inscription of the 1848 Revolutions in relation
to art, these coercive intersections do not happen logically and linearly. From
the position of temporality, the traces of these inscriptions should be achieved
through delineating the “mis-cognitions” of ideology. What Mercer is calling
for, following Althusser, is an “informed gaze” able to decipher the leftovers of
historical narrative. As he writes: “it is not the 'evidence' of a particular 'chunk'
of history; it is precisely another history, the history of a specific signifying
practice seized within and not vis-a-vis social relations.” (Mercer, 1986: 20).
Combining the Althusserian notion of the 'distinct intelligibility' of art with Voloshinov's semiotics (“this all takes place in language”, p. 24) and Benjamin's
motif of the “ragpicker”, or counter-collector, Mercer proposes historicalmaterialist theses on the art-politics relation, which do not follow the historicist
notion of transformation.
Due to the distinct temporality of art and politics, the contingency of their
intersection should always be emphasized. A similar understanding of the relation between art and politics can be also detected in T.J. Clark's book on Gustav
Courbet's relation to the 1848 Revolution. Deriving his theory of art history
from other intellectual sources than Mercer's, he arrives at more or less the same
conclusion that the only possible art history is one that in its conceptualisation
is open to contingency and unforeseen forces. As such, when T.J. Clark looks at
Courbet’s realist painting Burial in Ornans, he shows Courbet’s refusal to depict
what the peasant is in the form of a continuous narrative: “He provides a meticulous geography, but he destroys the transitions from place to place: scene
follows scene like the slides in a diorama, each one a separate world from the
next, no scene subordinate, each with an equal and often opposing weight. …
the fragments of rural society are juxtaposed rather than connected; there is no
plot save the description of those divisions, repeated and elaborated, deliberately held apart” (Clark, 1982: 119-120)37.
37

This description of peasant life is strikingly different both from Balzacian realism,
and also from the image of the peasant which Karl Marx famously draw in his Eighteenth Brumaire, which is a primer for historical materialist methodology applied to
the 1848 Revolutions in France: “Each individual peasant family is almost selfsufficient; it itself directly produces the major part of its consumption and thus acquires its means of life more through exchange with nature than in intercourse with
society. A small holding, a peasant and his family; alongside them another small
holding, another peasant and another family. A few score of these make up a village,
and a few score of villages make up a Department. In this way, the great mass of the
French nation is formed by simple addition of homologous magnitudes, much as po-
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Following these conceptual propositions it would be very useful to see
how Yugoslavian cinema-forms could be understood as the 'intersection' between art and politics. As I have shown in mapping the basic tenets of the discussions on Black Wave cinema, such theories and writings are moulded either
by the historicism of national representation, or by a representational conceptualisation of the arts. The usual approach in dealing with the cinema of Eastern
Europe is to discuss it as an absolute novelty induced by the political transformation of a post-revolutionary condition. The most elaborate and the first general historiography of Eastern European cinema, a book called “The Most Important Art” has set the intellectual standards of discussion for this field. Based
on Lenin's dictum that in cultural policy cinema is the most important art,
Liehm describes the history of Eastern European cinema as an art that takes
shape at the contradictory intersection between the political and intellectual
conditions of socialist revolution. Only by looking at the opus of Eisenstein and
Vertov is it possible to show how the political novelty and radical contingency
of the Russian October Revolution influenced the formation of avant-garde cinema. According to this reading, the unprecedented situation of the October
Revolution created a platform for a new art that had to restructure itself in order to accommodate a new reality. In this regard, the most important aspect of
this discussion is precisely the concept of the real. Especially considering the
historical fact that realism had an excess of meaning in the cultural field of the
socialist countries, it is thus important to clarify the relation between the real
and the avant-garde and experimentation. The usual approach to realism is as
an aesthetical ideology of the XIX century verisimilitude naturalism that corresponds to the bourgeois cultural field, which created a difficult and unpleasant
situation in the historiography of socialist art. In this case socialist realism has
been interpreted as a drawback, or recuperation of avant-garde principles toward the reconciled conception of naturalism: what was seen as the initial
emancipation of form in avant-garde art was quickly replaced by the conservative form of realist naturalism. There are many art historical challenges to this
notion, notably Boris Groys' account that certain principles of avant-garde art
were shared with socialist-realism due to the fact that both had a similar position toward the functionalism of art, its totalising conception, anti-humanism,
etc. (Groys, 2011). But what is most interesting in this case, and somehow more
open to sociological analysis, is the proposition that the concept of the real
should not be conceived as an aesthetical principle of representation for the social, the natural, or the concrete. This conceptualisation of realism is strikingly
different from the approaches that claim that art should be a sheer reflection of
the extrinsic and totally graspable external reality.
Both avant-garde art and realist arts are somehow different refractions of
so-called 'reality', or of the outer elements of the extrinsic. Or as Terry Eagleton

tatoes in a sack form a sack of potatoes” (Marx, 1963: 123-124). With this short detour
I want to point to the rather difficult and unruly connection between art and politics
and their intelligibility.
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put it, they are distinct Modes of Productions38; in this case, then, the historicism imbedded in the hierarchical structuring of the transformation of art is
automatically discarded. It is discarded both as a negation of any kind of consecutive conception of art history, where the avant-garde is the crown of the
slowly developing cultural field emancipated from naturalist-realist representation. Secondly, it is also an uncompromising refutation of any notion of genesis
that would point to the direct relation between the extrinsic and intrinsic materials of artistic production. By elaborating all these various artistic styles as distinct modes of production it is possible to arrive at the concept of art as a confrontation of various representations, or refractions. These two notions are interconnected and both of them refer to the understanding of art and cinema history as a field of conflict, contingency, contestation and irregularity.
Following from this we can claim that the methodology of the historiography of Eastern European art cinema as an emancipation from realism is insufficient in explaining the complexities of the relation between art and politics. In
order to sufficiently demonstrate this position it is important to show the discussions on realism in regard to avant-garde art. Or more precisely we have to
show, by using formalist theories, the device of realism itself. One of the earliest
accounts in dealing with the theoretical problems of realism in the postrevolutionary Russian context in relation to avant-garde art is Roman Jakobson's text “On Realism in Art” written in 1922. Jakobson, by schematizing the
distinct conceptualization of realism in art, demonstrated that it does not necessarily mean the proper representation of reality, or a verisimilar approach to the
concrete. Jakobson starts with two distinct realist conceptualisations:
A: “realism may refer to the aspiration and intent of the author; i.e., a
work is understood to be realistic if it is conceived by its author as a display of verisimilitude, as true to life”
B: “a work may be called realistic if I, the person judging it, perceive it as
true to life.” (Jakobson, 2002: 38)
Following these two generally accepted proposals on realism, Jakobson in order
to historicize and demonstrate the relativity of these descriptions has included
two sub-groups for each of these descriptions. For example there would be A1
designating the avant-garde approach that renders a deformation of the artistic
norms of true realism in contrast to A2 that indicates those who remain within
the tradition of artistic norms as the most accurate reflection of reality. Accordingly, in subjective merit, there would be B1 describing the artist who rebels
against given artistic codes in opposition to B2, the artist who remains faithful
38

Eagleton names them as Literary Modes of Production, but we could refer to them
either as artistic or cinematic modes of productions as well: “We are not merely concerned with the sociological outworks of the text; we are concerned rather with how
the text comes to be what it is because of the specific determinations of its mode of
production. If literary modes of productions are historically extrinsic to particular
texts, they are equally internal to them: the literary text bears the impress of its historical mode of production as surely as any product secrets in its form and materials
the fashion of its making” (Eagleton, 1976: 48).
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to a given artistic code. But as Jakobson demonstrates through looking at various artistic developments, these descriptions are very limited conceptualisations: because every artistic canon is actually an appropriation and normalization of previously conceived deformation. In this sense a strict delineation of
what is “realism” in art is not possible. Following this, it is incorrect to claim
that the meaning of realism generates a certain historico-social period of artistic
representation, which corresponds to Jakobson's third (C) meaning: “realism
comprehends the sum total of the features characteristic of a specific artistic
current of the nineteenth century.”
In this regard, it is obvious that realism as an artistic concept does not
have a strict historical connotation, nor does it have a strictly defined norm or
code; moreover, it should be conceived as something which follows certain specific artistic devices of plot construction such as those based on formal contiguity (as in the D meaning of realism, which corresponds more to a filmic conception of realism); or more specifically, it should be dealt with as a fundamental
device for constructing an artistic text as realistic, something which Jakobson
describes as the E meaning of realism: “the requirement for consistent motivation and realization of poetic devices.” (Jakobson, 2002: 45). In this final designation of realism, artistic realism is not described in relation to extrinsic life material, but strictly to a process that delineates realism within the artistic field. Erealism, or the intrinsic formalist realism of an art-text, is what makes grasping
history possible as well as the dynamics, contradictions and laws of stylistic
transformation in art in a more materialistic and rigorous way.

7.2 Realism and History in Yugoslavian Cinema Discourse
Following on this it is impossible to continue with the false distinction between
the abstract and the concrete that haunts many readings of Makavejev's films.
As I have discussed in my article on Makavejev and Ideology, the subordination of Makavejev's art form to two oppositional fields, such as abstract and
concrete is due to an ideological misconception of the contradictions surrounding the relation between art and politics. But another reason is that this dichotomy is reproduced even in the formal description of an art style itself. One crucial reason for this is the assumption that realism has specific historico-social
components, which Makavejev and Yugoslavian Black Wave cinema do not
belong to as being on a higher level of artistic evolution. In order to demonstrate this I will look attentively at one typical historicist description of the evolution of Yugoslavian cinematic realism.
Ranko Munitic, a renowned film critic, published an extensive overview of
Yugoslavian cinema history in Forum: Journal on Contemporary Literature in 1965,
which sought the “continuity and evolution of domestic cinema” (Munitic, 1965:
209-231). In this very symptomatic reading, Munitic dealt with nine films as
episodes in a continuous trajectory of development in Yugoslav cinema. He
starts with the first Yugoslavian feature film Slavica directed by Vjekoslav Afric
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in 1947, which dealt with the National Liberation (Partisan) struggle by employing formal devices of Soviet post-Eisensteinian techniques of representing reality as the extension of the human subject in a social transformation, or as Munitic described it, as an “impressionistic illusion of new reality” (Munitic, 1965:
215). Accordingly, in this film there is no clear demarcation between the subjective and objective presentation of reality: everything taking place on the screen
is part of that momentous “real” combination of personal excitement, political
slogans, concrete extrinsic forces, and radical and novel political conditions.
Accordingly, Slavica is the zero degree of writing; a total break with the past
that unselectively and “spontaneously” registered everything, from the personal to the collective, constituting the subjects of that time. In the second case in
Munitic's historiography, Fedor Handzekovic's Bakonja Fra Brne appears, which
was made in 1951 and dealt with the social issues surrounding the corruption of
the clergy. As Munitic described it, this film introduced a new conception of
“reality” to Yugoslavian cinema, which he described as a “realism of locality …
with a balzacian motif … of the precise realistic analysis of a certain spatiality.”
(Munitic, ibid). Bakonja, was one step forward formally from Slavica due to its
Balzacian formula, and had a “necessary realistic unity of content and form …
which led to the strange equation of the human subjects and objects depicted in
the film” (Munitic, 1965: 217). This equation, accordingly created a gap in this
version of realism; even if it had overcome an advanced form of representation,
it still under-estimated the role of psychology and the determinants of subjectivity. The next film is one of the first Yugoslavian films which introduced
“human feelings, fears, uncertainties and tensions as an essential constituent of
dramaturgy”, Veliki i Mali directed by Vladimir Pogacic in 1956 (Munitic, 1965:
218). This version of reality where the total unity of subjective and objective is
achieved was, according to Munitic, an important step in “realizing national
film values” (p. 219). The next important step in this historiography was another film by Pogacic Subotom Uvece/Saturday Evening (1957), which added the elements of “private, individual and happy moments” to the catalogue of the personal and the subjective (Munitic, 220). This realism accordingly was in a more
complete and full sense as it had posed the “relation between subject and society not in terms of strictly defined laws and structures, but as a dialectical realisation both of dependency and freedom, and of extrinsic and intrinsic tendencies” (ibid.). The contradictions of reality in the economic crisis of Yugoslavia in
mid-sixties became more apparent and more visible subsequent to this,39. Accordingly the next step in the evolution of Yugoslavian cinematic form was realized in Uzavreli Grad/Boom Town (1961), a film by Veljko Bulajic, where the
subjectivity of the hero is placed in the coercive domain where the entire contradictions of outer society take place (Munitic, 223). It was with this step that
the film-form of Yugoslavian cinema became “newest realism”, where the most
39

The crisis in economical production in Yugoslavia in sixties was detected and analysed both by local and international scholars (Bilandzic, 1973; Woodward, 1995). My
aim is not to deal with the over-discussed problem of the relation between the economic crisis and the prevalence of certain artistic and cultural forms.
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intimate and personal matters were inseparable from the social and the collective. In order to establish the evolution of this filmic-form along the lines of the
historicist terms of continuous progress, as in previous cases, Mutinic proposed
that “after emancipation from extrinsic social and existential material, [filmform] has to emancipate itself also from the conception of humanity as a bearer
of living dramaturgy” and with this new shift, “a new image of essential visions
can constitute the nature of the film” (Mutinic, 224). This “new vision”, or new
step is carried out by the films Balada o Trubi i Oblaku (1961) by Franc Stiglic and
Prometej S Otoka Visevice (1964) by Vatroslav Mimica, where “history is not perceived as something personal, individual, and limited; but as a rich and sensitive structure which in itself accommodates all phases and surpasses the dilemmas of the previous stages, even those archaic dilemma's.” (Munitic, 228). In
this new relation between man and the world, film-form does not represent
humanity as a product of history, but as a product of forces that go beyond given history, as some sort of cultural phylogeny. As a last step in this evolutionary progress of Yugoslavian film-form, Munitic gave the example of Aleksander
Petrovic's 1965 film Tri/Three. As one of the most successful Black Wave films,
Tri is about three contradictory partisan episodes during the Second World War
in Yugoslavia. According to Munitic, Tri introduced a new formal device to film
history which he described as the “subjectivisation of vision”, which necessarily
“leaves narration behind, [as well as the] description and compilation of objective facts as surplus and residual materials … and instead focuses on the polyvalent representation of reality” (Munitic, 229).
In order to historicize the conceptualisation of realism as an ensemble of
contradictory elements, or to grasp the concept of novelty in the field of artistic
transformation, we have to show how the 'change', or 'evolution' takes place in
the artwork itself. Following from the conceptualisation of ostranenie/estrangement as a formal device with theoretical and heuristic implications, it is possible to propose a methodology that would deal with the historical and temporal notions of art in a formal way. Through this approach it is
possible to show both the historical implications of Roman Jakobson's model of
conflicting realisms and also to make explicit what has been left out in Munitic's
narrative of Yugoslavian film-form evolution: i.e., to try to work out an alternative explication of Yugoslav cinema history. The first theoretical difficulty that
presents itself in this theorization is the theory of conflicting realisms put forward by Jakobson, who then formalized this as a “driving force through a conflict between signifier and signified” (Narboni, 1987: 49-61; Chateau, 2010: 99109). As is widely discussed, this definition led to the post-structuralist model
of cinema theory with a historiographical methodology that does not have a
form of historicist explanation for transformation.
In order to situate ostranenie in more historical context we have to discuss
the issue of transformation and evolution (Tynjanov, 2002: 66-78), which is a
predominantly Formalist problematic, in the non-historicist model which
Shklovsky described as the 'knight's move'. According to this model of historical transformation, there is no necessary link between various artistic forms and
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styles developing according to some teleologically latent laws. The predominant classical view based on historicism actually uses this description even in
order, for example, to describe the transformation of avant-garde style and form:
as the development from father to son, as some kind of identity based the evolution of form. Shklosvky proposed an uncle-to-nephew genealogy instead of
this model of history and the genealogy of art form from father to son. According to Shklosvky, history “progresses along a broken path,” whose “ruptures”
trace “reasons that have nothing to do with chronology,” or unilinear genealogy.
The legacy,” passed on from one literary generation to the next moves not from
father to son but from uncle to nephew” (Shklovsky, 1990: 189-90; Sternberg,
2006: 198). From this perspective ostranenie, as a “foundational idea of Russian
Formalism” (Sternberg, 2006: 126) is sufficient for discarding the claims that
Formalism is a synchronic metaphor for the text spatially considered; and enables the innovative temporal methodology to regard the constructed devices
and forms of art. As concerns this distinctive, contingent temporality or zig-zag
historicisation of novelty, it is possible to assume a non-historicist conception of
transformations in the field of film-forms. This model of zig-zag historicisation
also provides a conceptual framework for dealing with the origins of the forms
not necessarily in the context that seems most familiar and spontaneous to an
art work. By applying this ostranenie based historiography to changes in cinema
forms, Frank Kessler suggested that it would help if we considered the influences which have usually passed unnoticed: “The innovative act then consists
mainly in turning to a different tradition, in appropriating forms and devices
that may be automatized in their original context, but become both defamiliarized and defamiliarizing when transplanted into another realm” (Kessler, 2010:
69). In this reading of ostranenie, as in previous one proposed by Darko Suvin,
we arrive at the most important aspect of the historical-materialist reading of
defamiliarization; that “concept of ostranenie as a heuristic tool” (Kessler, 2010:
72). Empirically this methodology apart from providing a conceptual tool for
dealing with the neglected, marginalized and oppressed realms involved in the
origin of the art-form; it also proposes, at a philosophical level, a complete defamiliarization, or to “defamiliarize the defamiliarization” (Kessler, 2010: 79).
Before proceeding with these conceptual applications, it is sufficient to
note that the dimension of temporality in the work of Dušan Makavejev is
something that has been repeatedly underlined. Starting from the initial claims
of Amos Vogel who categorized the work of Makavejev as a subversive film
genre that uses temporality in a progressive way; and of Makavejev's own description of his film 'Innocent Unprotected' by way of heterogeneous and polyvalent temporality, we can claim that the distinct time of estranged historicisation is easily applicable to his films40. Common to such approaches is the im40

Vogel in his book on subversive films described Makavejev's film Innocence Unprotected (1968) as follows: “It successfully destroys the conventional concept of time and
reality in its mingling of two time's from different periods” (Vogel, 1974: 114). Or as
Makavejev noted about the time-form of Innocence Unprotected: “As they watch the
film, viewers will spontaneously make choices according to their own predispositions. Some will believe that they are following a melodrama filled with adventures
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proper conceptualisation of the temporal dimension of the artwork. One possible way of discussing the consequences of this conceptualisation through a rigid philosophical proposition would be to look at this strange and oblique temporality in Makavejev and the avant-garde art as schematized through Peter
Osborne's Benjamin influenced thesis on modernism; not as the idea of progress,
but as the “name for the cultural affirmation of a particular temporal logic of
negation ('the new', the temporal logic of the modern) (Osborne, 2000: 57). In
this case the historiography of Ranko Munitic that follows on the maturity of
the cinematic-form of Yugoslavian film is an obvious case of an ideological approach that traces the 'modernisation' of form in a directly teleological and historicist mode, which assumes an invisible link between the developments of
national-being and the maturity of film-form. Instead we are here in the field of
modernism as a “cultural condition of possibility of a particular, distinctively
future-oriented series of forms of experience of history as temporal form” (Osborne, ibid). This particularly Benjaminian materialist historiography in combination with the de-familiarization of the evolutionary patterns of artistic and
political transformations includes all the contingent and aleatory forces and effects in the conceptualisation of the artwork. For example, in dealing with the
formation of Black Wave film-form it would involve “modern” constellations of
negation such as the Yugoslavian surrealist movement between the two World
Wars, amateur cine-clubs, Mihovil Pansini and GEFF, vaudeville and circus art,
naïve art of the folklore, Dadaism, and FEKS, to name just a few of the influences and cultural 'contexts' which Ranko Munitic and many other researchers
dealing with the history and politics of Yugoslavian cinema prefer to pass by in
silence.41

41

and moral dilemmas, into which certain documentary materials have been incorporated like some large footnotes, which may also be neglected. Others will be convinced that they are watching a contemporary documentary about the still-living authors of our first sound film, combined with huge quotations from the film itself, like
in some sort of 'Time-machine' dedicated to the beginning of our cinema. Feel free to
choose one or the other approach and impression, it depends solely on what you consider
first and second, whether you move from the present towards the past, or from fiction
to reality. The third approach, the one that would please me the most, I would call rotational: the film is now fictional, now documentary, the one who pays close attention
to it has to keep 're-aligning' him/herself...This 're-alignment' is possible because all
the fragments are long enough to avoid the effect of 'film associations'” (Makavejev,
1968, as quoted in Levi, 2007: 31-32).
Among the early examples that deal with the alternative sources of experimental and
avant-garde Yugoslavian art is Milena Dragiþeviþ-Šešiþ ‘s book “Umetnost i Alternativa”/”Art and Alternative” (Dragicevic-Sesic, 1992). In previous years there have been
interesting exhibitions and publications that dealt extensively with the less discussed
alternative sources of Yugoslavian “black wave” cinema. Most notably are the exhibitions As Soon as I Open My Eyes I See Film at the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw,
and This is All Film! Experimental Film in Yugoslavia, 1951-1991 at the Museum of
Modern Art in Ljubljana (Janevski, 2011; Piskur, 2011)
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CONCLUSION: ART AND POLITICS BETWEEN
CULTURE AND POLICY

As I stated at the beginning of my introduction, the starting point of my research was the conceptualisation of the relation between art and politics. In this
introduction I elaborated on the methodological and theoretical consequences
of this relation when applied to avant-garde films. By extensively referring to
Russian Formalism I worked on a hypothesis that the representation of the contradictions that resulted in the uneven relations between art and politics should
be conceptualized with appropriate models that do not exclude these contradictions and complexities. In the case of my research the contradictions that are
bound to an uneven relation between art and politics were further intensified
by the singularity of Yugoslavian self-management contradictions, which constitutes the historical subject of my research. The main argument of my thesis is
based on the assumption that avant-garde artistic practices, such as Yugoslavian Black Wave cinema, can be positioned and accordingly discussed from the
perspective of a larger understanding of cultural politics. Due to this assumption I have conducted research and published the articles on the general issues
that reflect this larger understanding of cultural politics: such as the construction of slogans, policy and the management of art, the ideological reception of
films, linguistics and the issue of artistic collectives. My argument was that the
cultural politics of Black Wave films could not be understood in isolation from
formal experimentation. Even though the model that I am proposing is based
on a Formalist understanding of the constitution of artistic styles and genres, I
asserted the idea that without social and political dimensions, the pure formalistic understanding of artistic language would be short sighted. Instead of proposing a synthesis between politics and art, or an external social dimension and
an internal artistic formalism I conceptualized this uneven relation from the
perspective of contradiction. In the subchapter “postscript to the theory of contradiction” I proposed that this modelling had larger philosophical consequences, which could also determine our understanding of knowledge processes,
ideology and social formations generally.
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Apart from these abstract and philosophical connotations, the indexing of
the contradictions of the cultural politics of avant-garde art could be best described by looking at the discussions related to cultural policy in regard to
avant-garde art practices. The first article of my research explicitly dealt with
the notion of cultural policy; this article is the backbone of my research, which
aims to show the intersection between forms of art and social formation. Especially by looking at Dušan Makavejev’s involvement in the field of cultural policy (I am referring to my article Between Necessity and Spontaneity) I worked
out the thesis that the involvement of artists in the affairs of cultural policy is
not a sign of instrumentalisation in their practice; on the contrary, it is a perspective which adds certain complexities and creative contradictions to their
work. The starting point for this conceptualisation is the argument that cultural
policy is a site where many different and competing fields culturally and politically intersect. My assumption is that issues such as institutions and effectivity,
creativity and contingency, which are determining aspects of any art practice,
are constitutive of the category of cultural policy.
In this regard my aim is to reverse the question of the relation between
politics and cultural policy and to propose a conceptualization of cultural policy
as a site of politicisation, which includes the contingency of both art and of politics. In order to proceed with this theoretical problematic, I have worked with
the idea of a formalization of the elements that constitute the politics of avantgarde art. I have described them carefully, by indicating some formal devices
involved in this ideological construction; such as break as opposed to circularity;
non-historicism as opposed to teleology and evolution; form as opposed to content; over-determination by contradictions as opposed to representation; counter-narrative as opposed to linear storytelling; plot as opposed to fabula; and
noise and struggle as opposed to harmony and re-conciliation. By referring to a
work of Dušan Makavejev, and partially to other Black Wave filmmakers I have
applied this conceptual position to questions such as the relation between extrinsic political and historical material and intrinsic artistic form (as in this case
relation between self-management and Black Wave); the philosophical conditions of avant-garde art and their politicisation through forms (in the relation
between the philosophical group Praxis and the Black Wave); non-historicist
and non-representative discussion of artistic forms in relation to the state apparatus (the relation between Yugoslavia and the Black Wave); the contested relation between origins of national and artistic forms (the issue of nationalism and
its representation); etc. In all these discussions the issue of cultural policy
somehow appeared as a crucial quilting point for the contradictory and antagonistic relations between politics and art. Most crucially, I claim that the distinctive style of Makavejev, which is composed of contradictory and ambiguous
elements, can be properly analyzed by discussing its relation to cultural policy.
I state that the contradictory and ambiguous form of Makavejev’s films are the
result of his involvement in issues that are directly or indirectly related to the
field of cultural policy; such as the effectivity of art practice, its relation to institutions, ideological conditions and the politics of creativity, just to name a few.
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Other, more crucial reasons to underlining the issue of cultural policy are
the theoretical consequences of dealing with art and politics as contradictory
and coercive formations. According to this, as politics and art are constituted
through an indispensable contradiction, it is futile to attempt to describe them
in a hierarchical mode, as one subsumed to the other; or as one autonomous
and independent of the other. This is the usual approach of many theoretical
positions, varying from positions assuming that art is a reflection of politics; or,
in the completely opposite direction, of assuming that art is independent from
politics. As a corrective to these claims I have emphasised the idea that cultural
policy is a site where the contradictions and contingencies of both art and politics meets and produce additional contradictions, which furthermore generate
complexities that have creative effects for artistic practice.
This politicised conceptualisation of cultural policy is detected in many
different accounts and positions which I will summarize briefly. I have already
mentioned the accounts of Miller and Yudice who discuss cultural policy as a
tension between two oppositional registers, between anthropological and aesthetic registers (Miller & Yudice, 2002: 1), which due to this form of cultural policy, generate a more creative and advanced use of the term than the usual normative application. As they describe their position, they distinguish it from
“[conventional] research, which articulates knowledge with social reproduction,
with government as primary loci of power, authorization, and responsibility”.
They contrast this with their own project, which “is concerned with transforming the social order, [whereas] the alternative seeks to replicate it”; for them this
is “a struggle between cultural policy as transformative versus a functionalist
sphere”; their “starting point, therefore, [begins with] theory, history and politics, rather than efficiency, effectiveness and description” (Miller & Yudice, 2002:
3). Somehow Oliver Bennett also detected a similar tension when he claimed
that the constitution of cultural policy involves an opposition between the ‘culture’ of cultural policy as primarily an artistic expression, and the “policy” nature of cultural policy as the production of demonstrable social benefits (Bennett, 1997: 69-70). Echoing the previous tension, this approach to cultural policy
is sensitive to the shortcomings of a normative oriented policy, which in the last
instance serves to reproduce and regenerate the ideological apparatus. Miller
and Yudice have discussed this clearly in terms of an anthropological register of
cultural policy, which has direct links to national regeneration; as such cultural
policy has direct consequences on governmentality (referring to Foucault), to
collectivizing and regulating of taste, managing subjects, and the reproduction
of the state apparatus (Miller & Yudice, 2002: 3-28). The national register of cultural policy is one of the most complicated areas of the art-politics relation in
the context of Yugoslavian avant-garde art. As I theoretically discuss in my
texts, the issue of socialist self-management's cultural policy is woven with a
“fabric of contradictions” (referring to Jean-Luc Godard and Jean-Pierre Gorin’s
film on Czechoslovakia, Pravda from 1970), which still continues haunting the
way how we think about the avant-garde today. The “fabric of contradictions”
of socialist self-management's cultural policy was primarily due to the form of
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self-management itself; as a theory and practice of socialism that was caught
between the collectivisation of the means of production and the regulation of
this collectivisation. Or is usually described as a theory of socialism trapped
between communism and capitalism. On another level, more akin to Miller &
Yudice's anthropological register, there is a secondary contradiction of the supra-national form of Yugoslavia; precisely between various national cultural
policies of the distinct Yugoslav republics. Accordingly, avant-garde artists in
Yugoslavia were trapped not only in the contradictions between capitalism and
communism; but also between national (Serbian, Croatian, Albanian, Macedonian, Slovenian, etc.) and the supra-national (Yugoslavian) designation of cultural policy. Both these contradictions were registered and already discussed in
the seventies and eighties in Yugoslavia. Most of these were representative of
Stevan Majstorovic's report to Unesco published in 1980 as Cultural Policy in
Yugoslavia: Self-management and culture. Registering the problematic issues from
precarity to the disparity of the allocation of means for artistic production, or
the contradiction between cultural objectives and the market relation,
Majstorovic clearly demonstrates that culture in self-management was contested field between recognition and redistribution (Majstorovic, 1980: 55-62).
Cinema history, due to its formation, has very strong relation both to
avant-garde art and national representation; as such, in cinema both registers of
cultural policy, which Miller and Yudice have mentioned, are present and are in
constant conflict. As Andras Balint Kovacs has shown, this aspect of cinema is
an indicator of its modernist roots. Kovacs argued that cinema as an historical
phenomenon that developed in the context of avant-garde art, became related
to “narrative and visual forms of national cultural heritage”(Kovacs, 2007: 17).
The reason for the nationalisation of the avant-garde form was due to concrete
issues, as Kovacs argued, such as the impossibility for avant-garde art to survive in the conditions of a commercialized market. In order to avoid this, avantgarde art had to be part of a national cultural policy of the regeneration of cultural-national values through the arts: “artistic quality was meant to be
acknowledged only within a national context” (Kovacs, 2007: 24). If this national pattern was the context of the first cinematic modernism that corresponded
to the twenties and thirties, the second cinematic modernism of the sixties was
in the form of a supra-national context. Apart from fact that this observation is
too optimistic to be taken as factual, Kovacs description of this supranationalism in relation to Eastern European conditions also loses its grip. According to Kovacs, Eastern European political conditions in sixties was designated by “bureaucratic centralism and with the radical limitation of individual
liberties,” in these conditions the role of cinema's cultural policy was to reanimate the democratic and egalitarian sentiments of Eastern Europe (Kovacs, 2007:
354). In any case, to conceive cinematic modernism through the register of cultural policy as a national-artistic-form is problematic, as it can never grasp the
real conditions of its politicisation. As in Kovacs’ case, or Yvet Biro and others,
politicisation is always done with vague extra-political means, such as emotions,
feeling, individual freedom, liberty, sensuality, etc. As I have shown in my arti-
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cle On Makavejev, On Ideology, in internationally acknowledged film theory
Dušan Makavejev has been situated inside this extra-political context: his work
is seen as an artistic-form of Eastern European avant-garde cinema emancipated
from politics.42
Instead of discussing the issue of the national register of cultural policy for
cinema through the effects of regeneration, it would be better to grasp the inherent contradictions of cinematic modernism as an heuristic process with formal elements. To put it briefly and clearly, the aim is to formalize art, modernism, cultural policy and the nation, altogether.
If Kovacs' version of artistic modernism corresponds to a normative and
programmatic theory of politics, or to refer to Palonen to a politicking (Palonen,
2007); then we have to approach modernism from a different political theory,
one that does acknowledge its contradictions. As briefly mentioned above, one
example of such modernist theory is Peter Osborne's Benjaminian influenced
conceptualisation of temporality as an indicator of the politics of avant-garde
art. To emphasise yet again, it is theory that refers to modernism as the “universality of a philosophical context,” which derives its “concrete meaning from the
distinctive unity of its specific instances as a particular constellation of negation,
at any particular time” (Osborne, 2000: 59). This moment of a disruptive construction, or “transition to a (temporary) new order” (Osborne, 2000: 64), of
modernism is surely happening through the politicisation of forms; or as it was
in the seventies often described as the politics of forms. But aside from this, Osborne's view of modernism as a moment and temporal constellation of disruptive novelty, or constructive negation, also provides a different theoretical
framework for the historicisation of social changes. According to this perspective there is no room for regeneration and historicist continuity as any kind of
consecutive conceptualisation of history is discarded: consequently, the concept
of the nation which is directly linked to the issues of historicism and reproduction is automatically discarded as well. The notion of cultural policy that I am
pinpointing here has this philosophical background of negation, which is actually a politicisation of avant-garde art. Once the contradictions of cultural policy
are accepted as inherently avant-garde, and as inherently conflictual, it is no
longer possible to deal with the functionalism of art, or a 'cultural' dead-end of
cultural policy, to paraphrase Oliver Bennett, in pessimistic and nihilistic terms.
This conflict must back up a politicisation of cultural policy. My thesis is that
the real strength and value of artistic-form in Dušan Makavejev's films are
based on the acknowledgment of the conflicts of cultural policy. The difference
between Makavejev, and, for example Kokan Rakonjac, the “blackest” of all
Black Wave filmmakers, is made insofar as he never escaped the contradictions
induced by an involvement with cultural policy.

42

Examples of this interpretation are vast. We can mention Lorraine Mortimer who
claims that Makavejev already quit the Yugoslavian Communist Party in sixties. This
is obviously an incorrect statement, considering that Makavejev was expelled from the
party in 1972.
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The main contradiction to an involvement with cultural policy is the inclusion of an indispensable conflict between political engagement and artistic autonomy in the work of art. According to Sylvia Harvey, political modernism in
cinema has exactly this position of an art that aims at “combining radical aesthetical practice with radical social effects” (Harvey, 1982: 48). Unlike Kovacs,
who differentiates between two modernisms, a first and a second, Harvey deals
with political modernism as a formal method, derived particularly from the
theoretical and practical work of Berthold Brecht (Harvey, ibid). But this formal
method in political modernism which Harvey discusses has a strong relation to
the extrinsic material of social reality or, as she puts it, “[it] involves not only
textual properties but also extra-textual relations” (Harvey, 1982: 49). As I clearly indicated in the introduction, the inclusion of noises (referring to Jurij Lotman) into the artistic text was a particular device of Dušan Makavejev, which he
used in order to construct different sets of subjectivity, signification and reality,
the three most important concerns of political modernism that Harvey discusses.
The most important element in Harvey's conceptualisation of political modernism is that it operates as an heuristic set of aesthetic activities with a political
agenda; in this sense, the positions (political and artistic) in this version of
modernism are neither arbitrary nor relative, they are based on clear demarcated truth processes: “for a political modernism the process of displacement [i.e.
various forms of subjectivisation, signification and reality] cannot take place
within the general framework of philosophical relativism (one way of seeing
this is as good as another way of seeing and is judged according to criteria of
internal coherence). Rather, it must operate within the framework of a realist
epistemology and [in] correspondence [with a] theory of knowledge” (Harvey,
1982: 53).
With this we arrived at the core of the thesis on the contradictory character
of cultural politics involved in the practice of avant-garde art and cinema. By
introducing the formal logic of analysing the internal constituents of artistic and
cinematic practices I have shown that these contradictions, in last instance, cannot be grasped solely with reference to the autonomy of artistic forms. This theoretical approach refuses to emphasize these registers: neither the dominance of
artistic forms nor the causality of social formations. Conceived in this way, as a
struggle and tension between these two registers, this methodology hinges upon the assumption that the reduction of complexities concludes as an ideological affirmation of accepted rules and norms, which avant-garde artistic and cinematic practice aim to deconstruct. This way of formulating the relation between art and politics has far reaching conceptual and especially epistemological consequences; namely, if we are to assume the theory of cultural politics as a
clash of perspectives, then how is possible to decide on a correct policy agenda
when cultural activity is defined as contradiction and noise? Is there any such
epistemological position, which Harvey is alluding to, that would give us concise clues for delineating truth from manipulation, or modern from archaic elements? The examples that Harvey gives in describing this model are similar to
the patterns that I have been referring to throughout my work, such as the
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Brechtian model of distanciation with a heuristic self-critical formalism, and
Shklovsky's anti-historicist “knight's move”. These examples and models are far
from dealing with these issues in a proper conceptual register. In order to proceed with these questions, I agree that even if art and politics are mutually related, this convergence should be based on an un-symmetrical, uneven and coercive relation. As a result, the politicised cultural policy in avant-garde art differs from normative cultural policy, not only as an heuristic position, but as a
different heuristic position, and also as different political position; one which is
open to the negativity involved in heuristic processes, or knowledge procedures.
So in order to differentiate the politicised cultural policy of the avant-garde
from a normative one, we have to understand it as a cultural activity which is
not defined by its ability to regenerate already existing parameters; but one that
negates them, and opens the political field to the future, and unforeseen possibilities. This position requires fully acknowledging the contingencies of art and
politics .43
In the last instance, this way of dealing with cultural policy was also the
artistic model of Makavejev's political art mixed with contradiction, negativity,
and the issues of force, which exposes the unevenness and intervention of a
norm.

43

It is obviously very difficult to clearly indicate the distinctiveness of this conceptual
position; but I can at least refer to one attempt, sympathetic to formalist approaches,
which in attempting to deal with the difficulties of a cultural policy over-determined
by contradictions has, in the last instance, proposed a mediating and modest line of
cultural policy. Tony Bennett's first and highly influential book 'Formalism and
Marxism' which thoroughly deals with formal issues of political art by merging postulates from Russian Formalism and Althusserian Marxism questions if the class
struggle in theory, as Althusser referred to it, would make any sense for cultural politics: “Ultimately, Althusser's work echoes not to the sound of class struggle but to the
reverberating noise of empty ideological categories clashing with one another” (Bennett, 1978: 138). This element of sound versus noise in Bennett, which I have underlined, formally corresponds to the dichotomy between harmonious and impure contradiction. But moreover, according to Bennett the issue of class struggle in Althusser
is not a real one, but an epistemological abstraction, and as such it has attributes that
could be discussed as random, meaningless and contingent tendencies. Accordingly,
the arbitrariness and unpredictability of noise manifests itself in cultural texts in even
more confused terms, which as Bennett suggest needs the certain direction and clarification of cultural cacophony: “it should work upon literary texts wrenching them
from the forms in which they are customarily perceived or interpreted, so as to mobilize them politically in a stated direction” (Bennett, 1978: 142). The question is whether this kind of voluntarist position in cultural policy is a first step towards the reconciliation and administration of the politicisation of cultural practice?
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Väitöskirjassani ehdotan metodologiaa joka mahdollistaisi politiikan ja taiteen
välisen vuoropuhelun alistamatta niiden käytäntöjä ja konsepteja toisiinsa. Sen
sijaan, että viittaisin poliittiseen taiteeseen politiikan representaationa taiteessa,
tai poliittisena tehokkuutena taiteellisessa työskentelyssä, tavoitteenani on korostaa näiden välisiä jännitteitä. Venäläisen formalismin, Walter Benjaminin ja
Louis Althusserin teorioita ja malleja hyödyntäen ehdotan, että jännitteellä, joka
on erottamaton osa taiteellista konseptualisointia, on oma kielensä, joka hyödyntää ideologisten muodostumien ristiriitoja. Yhdistämällä kirjallisuuteen liittyviä ja formalismin erityisten ilmaisujen teorioita Benjaminin dialektiseen
nicht-syntesis malliin, tavoitteenani on sitoutua Althusserin radikaalin epävarmuuden konseptiin ja yli-määräytyminen ristiriidoihin. Väitöskirjani aiheena
on Jugoslavian Uusi Aalto elokuva vuosien 1963 ja 1972 välillä, joka tunnetaan
'musta aalto' elokuvana. Sen jälkeen kun olen käsitellyt termin 'musta aalto' historiallista ja ideologista märitelmää, jatkan soveltamalla formalistista konseptuaalista mallia aiheeseen tarkastelemalla tapoja, joilla voimme ymmärtää ristiriitoja Jugoslavian uusi aalto -elokuvassa. Erotan kolme hallitsevaa ristiriitaa mustassa aallossa suhteessa sosialistisen Jugoslavian ideologiseen kontekstiin, jotka
perustuvat valtiokoneistoihin, nationalismiin ja itsehallintaan. Hyödyntäessäni
ristiriitoja keskustellessani taiteen ja politiikan välisestä suhteesta, pääväitteeni
perustuu olettamukseen, että ristiriidat tuottavat uutta tietoa taiteellisista muodostumista. Keskittymällä erikseen jokaiseen ristiriidan tapaukseen tarjoan erilaisen luennan mustasta aallosta, joka perustuu uusiin materiaaleihin joita jatkuvasti ammennan ensikäden lähteistä elokuvaohjaajilta, erityisesti Dušan Makavejevin kirjoituksista. Keskustelemalla mustan aallon muodoista, ensisijassa
muodoista Makavejevin elokuvissa, osoitan, että ristiriidat näissä elokuvissa
voisivat tuottaa uutta tietoa myös ymmärtääksemme sosialistisen Jugoslavian
systeemiä. Esimerkiksi analysoimalla itsehallinnan ristiriidan tekstejä elokuvan
muodossa, voimme konkreettisemmin ymmärtää monimutkaista suhdetta kulttuuripolitiikan ja taiteellisen autonomian välillä. Tämä epämukava suhde kulttuuripolitiikan ja autonomian välillä, kuten väitän, on vedenjakaja Makavejevin
älyllisessä ja taiteellisessa tuotannossa. Usein väitetään Jugoslavian mustaa aaltoa käsittelevissä tutkielmissa, että nämä elokuvat ovat usein välinpitämättömiä
itsehallintoa ja sosialismia kohtaan, väitän päinvastaisesti, että niiden suhde on
monitahoisempi. Tämä voidaan havaita erityisesti katsoessamme kulttuuripolitiikan käsitettä Makavejevin työssä ja tuotannossa. Hypoteesini on, että kulttuuripoliikan konsepti Makavejeviläisittäin on radikaalisti muuttunut sosiaalisen itsehallinnan näkökulmasta. Samaa voidaan sanoa hänen tavastaan, jolla
hän käytti poliittisia sloganeja elokuvissaan. Poliittisia sloganeja Makavejevin
tuotannossa ei voi täysin ymmärtää ellei niitä oteta huomioon taiteellisen älyllisyyden konteksissa. Väitän, että poliittiset ja sosiaaliset elementit jotka ovat kirjatut taiteelliseen työhön saavat toisenlaisia muotoja kuin poliittisella kentällä.
Jotta pystyn näyttämään tämän toteen käsittelen millä tavoin Makavejev käyttää surrealismia, unta ja muita epämääräisiä elementtejä esittäessään poliittisia
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sloganeja. Sen lisäksi, tarkastelemalla historiallisia muotoja ja tiettyjen universaalien kulttuuristen elementtien, kuten Beethovenin, muutosta tavoitteenani
on näyttää millä tavoin tämä kirjaaminen tapahtuu. Ehdotan muutamaa teesiä,
jotka auttavat meitä ymmärryksemme muutoksessa realismin konseptiin sosialistisessa itsehallinnan kulttuuripolitiikassa. Vertailemalla realismin käsitettä
mustan aallon elokuvassa realismin konseptiin perinteisemmässä Jugoslavialaisessa elokuvassa, tavoitteenani on alleviivata ristriitojen merkitystä ensimmäisenämainitun tyylissä. Tätä seuraten, argumenttini on että mustan aallon kulttuuripolitiikassa, muuttuneena realismina kirjattuna ristiriitojen muodotoon, on
pitkälle ylettyviä seurauksia meidän ymmärryksemmelle historiasta ja taiteen
väliaikaisuudesta. Tämä vaihtoehtoinen väliaikaisuuden ymmärrys on myös
osallisena 'kansallisen' erilaiseen konseptualisointiin taiteessa, ja valtiokoneistojen kysymyksiin omistautumisessa monitahoisemmalla tavalla. Loppuyhteenvedossa spekuloin idealla, että muodollinen metodologia, joka perustuu ristiriitoihin voisi tarjota erilaisen ja teoreettisesti yksityiskohtaisemman luennan kulttuuripolitiikasta suhteessa luoviin taiteellisiin tuotantoihin.
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PHZ  BMJFOBUJPO  DPME WJPMFODF .PSUJNFS 

 &VDMJEFBO MJOFBSJUZ SBUJPOBM mOJUF 
7PHFM 
 7MBEJNJS -FOJO SBUJPOBM BMUSVJTUJD 
CFIBWJPVSJTU SFHJNFOUFECVSFBVDSBDZ
%VSHOBU 
 JNQFSTPOBM TDIFNBUJD TDJFOUJmDTPDJBMJTN
&MTBFTTFS 
 (PEBSE .BD#FBO 
 EJTDPOUJOVJUZ BOBMZTJT 4UBMJO $BWFMM 

 TDJFOUJmD OFP4UBMJOJTU #BYBOEBMM 
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5PEBZ.BLBWFKFWJTLOPXONPSFPSMFTTPOMZBTBmMNEJSFDUPSCVUUISPVHIPVU
UIFmGUJFTBOETJYUJFTIFXBTFOHBHFETFSJPVTMZBTXIBUJTPGUFODBMMFEBiQVCMJDJO
UFMMFDUVBMwIFXBTXSJUJOHQBNQIMFUT SFWJFXJOHCPPLTBOEmMNT DPNNFOUJOHPO
PċDJBMSFTPMVUJPOTPODVMUVSFBOEBSUT QPQVMBSJ[JOHmMNGPSFEVDBUJPOBMQVSQPTFT 
PSHBOJTJOHmMNIBQQFOJOHT QBSUJDJQBUJOHJOWBSJPVTGPSVNTPOmMNDVMUVSF.PTU
PGUIFTFFĊPSUTXFSFSFMBUFEUPDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ PSXIBUXFDPVMEHFOFSBMMZMBCFMBT
UIFJOTUSVNFOUBMJTBUJPOPGDVMUVSF*OUIJTBSUJDMF*XJMMESBXPOTPNFPGUIFTFUFYUT 
XIJDIIBWFVOGPSUVOBUFMZCFFOOFHMFDUFEJOUIFEJTDVTTJPOTSFMBUFEUP.BLBWFKFWT
XPSLɥJTPNJTTJPOJTOPUBDDJEFOUBMBNOFTJBJUJTSFMBUFEUPUIFQSFWBJMJOHDPODFQ
UJPOPGUIFSFMBUJPOCFUXFFODVMUVSFBOEQPMJUJDT XIJDIJTFJUIFSQFSQMFYJOHBTBO
PYZNPSPO PS CMVSSFE BT B QMFPOBTN .Z mSTU BJN JT UP TIPX IPX JO .BLBWFKFWT
XPSLDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ FYBDUMZCFDBVTFPGUIJTDPOUSBEJDUPSZQPTJUJPO HFOFSBUFEWFSZ
DPNQMJDBUFEBOEBNCJHVPVTUIFPSZBOEQSBDUJDFɥFDMFBSFTUEFTDSJQUJPOPGUIJTUFO
TJPOJTBSSJWFEBUXIFOMPPLJOHBUUXPEJĊFSFOUTUBUFNFOUTCZ.BLBWFKFWGSPNUIF
FOEPGUIFTJYUJFT*OBEJTDVTTJPOPO/FX:VHPTMBW'JMN PSHBOJ[FECZUIF(MFEJTUB
KPVSOBMEVSJOHUIF9*71VMB'JMN'FTUJWBMJO .BLBWFKFWJTFYQMJDJUMZJOUFSFTUFE
JOUIFOPUJPOPGUIFQPMJDZBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGmMNXPSLFSTQSPEVDUJPOT)FJT BT
NBOZPUIFSTQBSUJDJQBUJOHJOUIFEJTDVTTJPO DMBJNJOHUIBU:VHPTMBWmMNJTIFUFSP
HFOFPVTBOEOPOTZTUFNBUJD"DDPSEJOHUP.BLBWFKFW UIJTOPOTZTUFNBUJDOBUVSF
PG:VHPTMBWmMNJTBDSVDJBMFNBODJQBUPSZFMFNFOUɥJTIFUFSPHFOFJUZJTBDIJFWFE
UISPVHIUIFFYQMPSBUJPOPGBVUIFOUJDBOEBWBOUHBSEFmMNGPSNT SFGFSSJOHUP(&'' 
PS(FOSF&YQFSJNFOUBM'JMN'FTUJWBMBDUJWJUJFTCFUXFFO XIJDIQBWFEUIF
XBZGPSUIFEFNPDSBUJDBOEMJWFMZQSPEVDUJPOTPG/FX:VHPTMBW'JMN /PWJ+VHPTMPW
FOTLJ'JMN  *UXPVMECFBNJTUBLFUPJOUFSQSFUUIJTGPSNBUJPOPGDVM
UVSBMQPMJDZGSPNFYQFSJNFOUBMBSUJTUJDXPSLBTiSFDVQFSBUJPOw JOUIF4JUVBUJPOJTUT
TFOTFPGUIFDPNNPEJmDBUJPOPGSBEJDBMJEFBTJONBJOTUSFBNTPDJFUZ "DDPSEJOHUP
.BLBWFKFW UIJOHTBSFNPSFDPNQMJDBUFEɥFFYQMPSJOHPGFYQFSJNFOUBMmMNGPSNT
BUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFTJYUJFT XIJDIMFEUPUIFGPSNBUJPOPGBNPSFDPOTJTUFOU CVU
IFUFSPHFOFPVT mMNMBOHVBHFJO:VHPTMBWJB GBDFETUBHOBUJPOBTBSFTVMUPGUIFQSP
GFTJPOBMJ[BUJPOPGDVMUVSFFOUBJMFEJOUIFQPMJDJFTPGTFMGNBOBHFNFOU"T.BLBWFKFW
FYQMBJOT  wUIF TUBUF XJUIESFX JUT TVQQPSU GSPN DJOFNBUPHSBQIZ  MFUUJOH DJOFNB TVTUBJO
JUTFMGw XIJDIDSFBUFEBTJUVBUJPOUIBUMFEUPBOBCVOEBODFPGDPNNFSDJBMmMNT Q
 ɥFQSPNPUJOHPGGSFFFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQJOUIFDJOFNBCVTJOFTTBTQBSUPG
TFMGNBOBHFNFOUJO:VHPTMBWJB XIJDI.BLBWFKFWTBZTCPPTUFENFEJPDSFBOEQPQV
MJTUmMNQSPEVDUJPO JTBSFTVMUPGUIFQBTTJWFBUUJUVEFPGUIF-FBHVFPG$PNNVOJTUT
POUIFNBUUFSPGDVMUVSFɥFDPNNPEJmDBUJPOPGmMNJTSFMBUFEUPUIFMBDLPGBDVM
UVSBMQPMJDZ PSPGBOiBDUJWFBUUJUVEFPGUIF-FBHVFPG$PNNVOJTUTUPXBSETDJOFNBUPHSB
QIZwɥJTJTNPTUDMFBSMZNBOJGFTUFEJOUIFJOEJĊFSFODFPGUIF:VHPTMBWJBO-FBHVF
UPXBSETBSUJTUJDFOHBHFNFOUXJUITPDJBMBOEQPMJUJDBMJTTVFT QBSUJDVMBSMZDPODFSOJOH
UIFPSFUJDBM XPSL PO mMN FTQFDJBMMZ JO UIF mFME PG FEVDBUJPO  XIJDI SFTVMUFE JO B
GBJMVSF BT.BLBWFKFWEFDMBSFT iUPPQFOBTQBDFGPSmMNUPBċSNJUTFMGBTTPDJBMBDUJPO 
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NFSDJMFTTEPDVNFOUBUJPO BOEBTDSJUJDBMSFnFDUJPOPOTPDJBMQIFOPNFOBw Q *OPS
EFSUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFDPNQMFYSFMBUJPOCFUXFFODVMUVSFBOEQPMJUJDTJO.BLBWFKFW*
BNQSPQPTJOHUPIBWFBMPPLBUUIFWFSZEFWFMPQNFOUPGIJTUIPVHIUPOUIFTFJTTVFT
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4FMG.BOBHJOH1FPQMFGPS4FMG.BOBHFNFOU4PDJFUZ
3FBEJOHBDPMMFDUJPOPG.BLBWFKFWTFBSMZUFYUTXSJUUFOCFUXFFOUIFMBUFmGUJFTBOE
CFHJOOJOHPGTJYUJFTBOEQVCMJTIFEJOBTIPSUCPPLFOUJUMFE,JTTFTGPS$PNSBEF4MPHBO
 JUJTJOUFSFTUJOHUPOPUFIPXNVDIUIFTFXSJUJOHTBSFEFBMJOHXJUIUIFQSP
CMFNTJOWPMWFEJOUIFSFMBUJPOCFUXFFODVMUVSFBOEQPMJUJDT8IBULJOEPGDVMUVSF
JT OFFEFE GPS UIF OFX QPMJDZ TFMGNBOBHFNFOU  PG :VHPTMBWJB  XIBU BSF UIF SFTJ
EVBMGBDUPSTXIJDIDPOUJOVFUPIBVOUDVMUVSBMNBOJGFTUBUJPOTBOEQPMJUJDBMGBJMVSF 
XIBUJTUIFSFBTPOGPSUIFQFSWBTJWFQFSTJTUFODFPGEPHNBUJTNJOOFX:VHPTMBWJB 
IPX JT BOUJEPHNBUJTN QPTTJCMF JO DVMUVSF  XIBU JT PVS SFBMJUZ  XIBU LJOE PG NBO
JTOFFEFEGPSBOFXTPDJFUZ ɥFTFBSFUIFRVFTUJPOTUIBUQMBZBTJHOJmDBOUSPMFJO
BMMPG.BLBWFKFWTXSJUJOHTQVCMJTIFEJOUIFNFOUJPOFECPPLBTXFMMJONBOZPGIJT
FBSMZmMNTɥFQPMJUJDBMQIJMPTPQIZPG.BLBWFKFWJTCBTFEPOUIFTVDDJODUTVQQPTJ
UJPOUIBUTPDJBMJTU:VHPTMBWJB XJUIJUTEF4UBMJOJ[BUJPO OFXQPMJDZPGTFMGNBOBHF
NFOU PQFOOFTTBOESFWPMVUJPOBSZIFSJUBHFPGUIFBOUJGBTDJTUTUSVHHMF IBTDSFBUFE
BVOJRVFiSFBMJUZw POFUIBUJOUSPEVDFEBOFXHBQCFUXFFOUIFIVNBOTVCKFDUBOE
UIJTSFBMJUZ*OUIFQPMJUJDBMQIJMPTPQIZPG.BLBWFKFW UIJTHBQPSTDIJTN XIJDIDBO
CFPVUMJOFEBTUIFUFOTJPOCFUXFFOUIFTVCKFDUBOEUIFTUSVDUVSF BTXFNFOUJPOFE
FBSMJFS JTDSZTUBMMJ[FEBTUIFTVCKFDUPGUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIFiOFXNBOwɥFQPJOU
PGEFQBSUVSFGPS.BLBWFKFWTDPODFQUPGiOFXNBOwJTUIFQPTJUJPOUIBUUIFIPMJTUJD
DPODFQUJPOPGUIFIVNBOCFJOHJTOPMPOHFSWBMJE .BLBWFKFW  ɥFNPTU
DMFBSNBUFSJBMJ[BUJPOPGUIJTGSBHNFOUBUJPOJTNBOJGFTUFEJOUIFDPOGVTJPOPSiJSSFTPM
WBCMFNJTVOEFSTUBOEJOHwCFUXFFOUIFIVNBOBOEiSFBMJUZwɥFDPFSDJWFSFMBUJPOTIJQ
CFUXFFO UIF IVNBO BOE SFBMJUZ JT OPU CBTFE PO TZNNFUSJDBM JOFRVBMJUZ  BOE UIJT
DPFSDJPOPSUFOTJPOJTOPUBTUBUJDPOF"DDPSEJOHUP.BLBWFKFWTQIJMPTPQIZ SFBMJUZ
JTGBSNPSFQSPHSFTTJWF NVMUJMBZFSFE IBSCPVSJOHEJĊFSFOUQPUFOUJBMJUJFT DSFBUJWF
BOESFWPMVUJPOBSZɥFVTVBMTPDJPMPHJDBMFYQMBOBUJPOPGUIJTTJUVBUJPOJTCBTFEPO
UIFUSBOTJUJPOBMDIBPTPGBDDFMFSBUFENPEFSOJTBUJPO XIJDIGPMMPXFEUIFSFWPMVUJP
OBSZUSBOTGPSNBUJPOɥJTVOJRVFOFTT XIJDIIBTWFSZDMFBSFQJTUFNPMPHJDBMBTQFDUT
BTOFXLOPXMFEHF OFXDPODFQUJPOT FUD JTBUUIFTBNFUJNF BTBmFMEPGUFOTJPO 
BċSNJOHUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGFMFNFOUTGPSBDVMUVSBMQPMJDZXIJDIJTQSJNBSJMZCB
TFEPOUIFUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGUIFIVNBOTVCKFDUɥFIVNBOTVCKFDUPGUIJTQPMJDZ
JTMBHHJOHCFIJOESFWPMVUJPOBSZSFBMJUZBDDPSEJOHMZ UIFUBTLPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZTIP
VMECFCBTFEPOBUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGUIFTVCKFDUTPBTUPSFBDIUIFMFWFMPSTUBUFPG
UIJTiSFBMJUZw.BLBWFKFWEFTDSJCFTUIJTiSFBMJUZwBTi%BEBJTUJDw PSNPSFQSFDJTFMZBTB
iTQPOUBOFPVT%BEBwPGiNPEFSODJUZGPMLMPSFw .BLBWFKFW XIJDIJODMVEFTB
DMFBSSFGFSFODFUPJUTGBOUBTUJDBMBOEVODBOOZBUUSJCVUFT&WFOJG.BLBWFKFWEPFTOPU
TZTUFNBUJ[FUIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIJTiSFBMJUZw IFIBTBTPDJPMPHJDBMFYQMBOBUJPOGPS
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JU JFCMVSSJOHPGVSCBOBOESVSBMEJTQPTJUJPOT MFJTVSFBDUJWJUJFTPGUIFXPSLJOHDMBTT 
SBQJEVSCBOJ[BUJPO FUD "OPUIFSJNQPSUBOUDIBSBDUFSJTUJDPGUIJT%BEBJTUJDSFBMJUZJT
UIBUJUIBTDJOFNBUJDBUUSJCVUFTJUFWPLFTUIFMVSFPG"OUPOJPOJT/PUUFPSUIFDPNFEZ
PGFYQSFTTJPOJTUmMNTUIFQMPUTPGUIJTiSFBMJUZwEFWFMPQJODJOFNBUJDTQBDFTTVDIBT
DJOFNBTBMPPOT BOEPOUPMPHJDBMMZUIJTiSFBMJUZwIBTBDJOFNBUJDOBUVSF<iGSFFDJOFNB
VOEFSUIFCMVFTLZw  .BLBWFKFW  >
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ɥVTUIFNBJOBċSNBUJWFUBTLPGUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZGPSB/FX:VHPTMBWJBJTUPSF
TIBQFNBOUPDPSSFTQPOEUPUIJTSFWPMVUJPOBSZiSFBMJUZwɥFFMFNFOUBSZNFUIPEJO
UIJTUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGNBOJTFEVDBUJPO PSBT.BLBWFKFWOBNFTJUiBDPNQMFUFNBUF
SJBMJTUJDFEVDBUJPOw .BLBWFKFW  8JUIUIFOPUJPOPGFEVDBUJPOXFBSSJWFEBU
UIFDPSFPGUIFEJTDPVSTFPOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPO)JTUPSJDBMEJTDPVSTFPO
UIFSFWPMVUJPOBSZTPDJBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPOTPGTUBUFTMJLFUIF4PWJFU6OJPOPS)VOHBSZ
JNQMJFTUIBUUIFUSBOTGPSNBUJPOTPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDJFTXFSFCBTFEQSJNBSJMZPOFEVDB
UJPO*OUIF4PWJFU6OJPOXJUI/BEF[IEB,SVQTLBZBBOE"OBUPMJZ-VOBDIBSTLZBOE
JO(FPSH-VLBDTTiXFTUFSO.BSYJTNw XPSLPOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGTPDJBMJTUSFWPMVUJ
POJTTUSPOHMZMJOLFEXJUIFEVDBUJPO 3FBE .PSHBO  ɥFOPUJPOPGFEV
DBUJPOXBTWFSZJNQPSUBOUJOUIFEJTDVSTJWFGPSNBUJPOPG/FX:VHPTMBW$JOFNB PS
UIF#MBDL8BWF #SBOLP7VƦJƥFWJƥ %FDKJ'JMNTLJ,MVC$IJMESFOT'JMN$MVC  
%VÝBO.BLBWFKFW 'SBNFTQFS4FDPOE<4MJDJDFV4FLVOEJ > ÇJWPKJO1BWMP
WJƥ 'JMNJO4DIPPM#FODIFT<'JMNV4LPMTLJN,MVQBNB > BOE.JMFOLP,BSBOPWJƥ
'JMNJO8PSLJOHXJUI$IJMESFO<'JMNV3BEVT%FDPN > XFSFBMMWFSZJOnVFOUJBM
JOUIFUIFPSFUJDBMBOEQSBDUJDBMEFWFMPQNFOUPG/FX:VHPTMBWJBO$JOFNBBOEIBE
XSJUUFOCPPLTPODJOFNBBOEFEVDBUJPO PSPOUIFSFDFQUJPOPGmMNTBNPOHDIJMESFO
%FTFSWJOHTQFDJBMNFOUJPOIFSFJT.JMFOLP,BSBOPWJƥ UIFGPVOEFSPGUIF:VHPTMBWJ
BO'JMN"SDIJWF ,JOPUFLB BOEJUTmSTUEJSFDUPS XIPQMBZFEBTJHOJmDBOUSPMFJOUIF
BċSNBUJPOPGDPOUFNQPSBSZmMNT QSJNBSJMZUISPVHIIJTDPOOFDUJPOXJUI'*"'BOE
)FOSJ-BOHMPJTBOEPUIFSQSPQBHBUPSTPGUIFBSUPGmMN BOEXIPBGUFSEFEJDB
UFEIJNTFMGDPNQMFUFMZUPUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOFEVDBUJPOBOEDJOFNB)FGPVO
EFEBTQFDJBMDPNNJTTJPO LOPXOBT'JMNBOE$IJMESFO XIJDIXBTTVQQPSUFECZUIF
"TTPDJBUJPOPG4PDJFUJFTGPSUIF$IJMESFO:PVUIPG:VHPTMBWJB4BWF[%SVTUBWB[B
4UWBSBOKFP%FDJJ0NMBEJOJ+VHPTMBWJKF ,PTBOPWJƥ  ,BSBOPWJƥTXPSLDBOOPU
OPUCFSFEVDFEUPUIFDMBTTJDEJEBDUJDTDIPPMTZTUFNBQQSPBDIPGXPSLJOHXJUIUIF
NFBOTPGmMN'PSIJN XPSLJOHPODJOFNBUJDFEVDBUJPOXBTBMTPBQPTTJCJMJUZPGGPS
NJOHBMUFSOBUJWFDVMUVSBMBOETPDJBMGPSNTPGFYQSFTTJPO*OBOJOUFSWJFXGSPN 
,BSBOPWJƥUFMMTUIFTUPSZPGIPXUIF'JMN"SDIJWFXBTTFUVQ*OPSEFSUPDPOWJODF
"MFLTBOEFS7VDP BTVSSFBMJTUXSJUFSGBNPVTGPSIJTDIJMESFOTCPPL1FU1FUMJDBBOEUIF
mSTUEJSFDUPSPGUIF:VHPTMBW$JOFNBUPHSBQIZ$PNNJUUFF UPFTUBCMJTIB'JMN"SDIJ
WF  ,BSBOPWJƥ QVU UPHFUIFS B iTBMBEQSPHSBNNFw PS iNJYFEQSPHSBNNFw  PG NPWJOH
JNBHFT DPOTJTUJOH PG GSBHNFOUT GSPN UIF (PME 3VTI  OFXT SFFMT PG 4UPKBEJOPWJDT
TQFFDIJO1BODFWP PG6TUBTIBTLJMMJOHDPNNVOJTUT BTXFMMBTGSBHNFOUTGSPNmMNT
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GFBUVSJOH(SFUB(BSCPɥJTDPMMBHFJNQSFTTJPOMFEUPUIF:VHPTMBWJBO'JMN"SDIJWF
CFJOH FTUBCMJTIFE JO #FMHSBEF JO  +PWBOPWJD  <>    ɥF QPMZWB
MFODZPGUIJTiTBMBEQSPHSBNNFw XIJDIJODMVEFTUIFBċSNBUJPOPGFEVDBUJPO IPMET
BGPSNBMTJNJMBSJUZUPUIFDPMMBHFMBOHVBHFPG:VHPTMBW/FX'JMN#MBDL8BWFɥJT
DPMMBHF PSiNJYFEQSPHSBNNFw IBEBOPUBCMFJOnVFODFPOUIFmMNMBOHVBHFPG%VÝBO
.BLBWFKFWXIPXBTBMTPBOBDUJWFNFNCFSPGUIFDPNNJTTJPOGPS'JMNBOE$IJMESFO
*OIJTFTTBZPO,BSBOPWJƥ FOUJUMFE$SFBUPSPG)BQQZBOE*OUFMMJHFOU$PJODJEFODFT .B
LBWFKFWEFTDSJCFTXPSLJOHXJUIDIJMESFOBTCFJOHBCPVUNPSFUIBOHFOFSBMDJOFNBUJD
FEVDBUJPO8PSLJOHXJUIDIJMESFOBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFTJYUJFTXBTBMTPDPOTJEFSFE
BTBQPTTJCJMJUZUPDSFBUFBQMBUGPSNGPSUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGTQPOUBOFJUZ PSXIBU
.BLBWFKFWOBNFTiDSFBUJWFEJTPSEFSw .BLBWFKFW  
ɥFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOJTOPUBCPVUUIFBċSNBUJPOPGJOEJWJEVBMFNBO
DJQBUJPOCVUPGUIFJOUFSOBMJ[BUJPOPGDPMMFDUJWF DPNQMFYBOEBVUIFOUJDOFXQPTTJCJM
JUJFT*UXBTCBTFEPOUIFQPMJUJDBMBOETPDJBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGIVNBOTVCKFDUTɥF
NBJOEJDUVNPGUIJTQPMJDZXBTCBTFEPOUIFIVNBOCFJOH JOEJWJEVBM XIPIBTUP
BUUVOFIFSIJNTFMGUPUIFDPNQMFYJUZPGUIFDPMMFDUJWF$POTFRVFOUMZXFDBOMBCFMUIF
DVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZCFDBVTFJUJTPWFSUVSOJOHBMMUIF
QSJODJQBMBTTVNQUJPOTPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZBTUIFHVBSBOUPSPGUIFDSFBUJWFFYQSFTTJPO
PG JOEJWJEVBMT BT UIF NBJO HPBM CFIJOE UIF JOTUSVNFOUBMJ[BUJPO PG UIF EFNPDSBUJD
DPODFQUJPOPGDVMUVSF8JUIOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZUIJOHTBSFSFWFSTFEBTPQQPTFE
UPUIFDSFBUJWFNPOBEPGUIFBSUJTUJOEJWJEVBM UIFDPMMFDUJWF BTBQPMZTFNJDTPDJFUZJO
SFWPMVUJPOBSZUSBOTGPSNBUJPO JTUIFEFUFSNJOBOUPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ'PSUIFQVSQPTF
PGTDIFNBUJ[JOHXFDBODMBJNUIBUUIFTVCKFDUPGQPTJUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZJTUIFJOEJ
WJEVBM XIFSFBTUIFTVCKFDUPGOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZJTUIFDPMMFDUJWF
*OUIJTDBTFUIFSFDVQFSBUJPOPOFPGUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUBTQFDUTPG.BLBWF
KFWT mMNT  PG UIJT OFHBUJWJUZ JT BDIJFWFE UISPVHI UIF JOUSPEVDUJPO PG UIF iJOEJ
WJEVBMTVCKFDUwJOUPUIFmFMEPGUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOɥJT BDDPSEJOHUP
.BLBWFKFW IBQQFOFEXJUIJO4UBMJOJTUJEFPMPHZBTBSFTVMUPGBQPMJDZUIBUSFJOUSP
EVDFEUIFJOEJWJEVBMBOEUIFIVNBOIFSP iDVMUPGQFSTPOBMJUZw BTUIFCFBSFSPGUIF
SFWPMVUJPOɥFNPTUESBNBUJDNBOJGFTUBUJPOPGUIJTSFDVQFSBUJPOJODVMUVSBMQPMJDZ
IBQQFOFE BT.BLBWFKFWWJWJEMZEFTDSJCFTJOIJTUFYUPO&JTFOTUFJO JOUIFDFMFCSBUJPO
PGUIFmGUFFOUIZFBSBOOJWFSTBSZPG4PWJFUDJOFNBUPHSBQIZJO XIFSF&JTFO
TUFJOTmMNT JODMVEJOH#BUUMFTIJQ1PUFNLJO XFSFDSJUJDJ[FEBTPVUEBUFECFDBVTFUIFJS
IFSPXBTUIFiDPMMFDUJWFwBOEiUIFDSPXEw BTPQQPTFEUPUIFSFBMIFSPPGUIPTFUJNFT
 iDIBSBDUFSTw PS iJOEJWJEVBMTw BT GPS JOTUBODF $IBQBZFW CZ UIF 7BTJMZFW CSPUIFST
.BLBWFKFW  
*O IJT JOUFSWJFXT  .BLBWFKFW BMXBZT SFGFST UP &JTFOTUFJOT NPWJF 0ME BOE /FX
  BT IJT GBWPVSJUF #FJOH &JTFOTUFJOT POMZ iSFWPMVUJPOBSZw mMN XJUI BO JOEJ
WJEVBMBTUIFIFSP .BSGB-BQLJOB UIJTmMNDPVMEJOUSPEVDFTPNFVOFBTFUPPVS
UIFTJTPOOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ#VUVQPOBNPSFDBSFGVMJOTQFDUJPOXFSFBMJ[FUIBU
JO0MEBOE/FXUIFTVCKFDUPGUIFmMN .BSGB JTOPUUIFQSPUBHPOJTUPGDIBOHF TIF
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JTIFSTFMGDIBOHFEBOEUSBOTGPSNFEJOUIFDPVSTFPGUIFmMNGSPNUIFPMEDPOTFSWB
UJWFCVMMJFEQFBTBOUXPNBOUPUIFOFXFNBODJQBUFEFOHBHFEXPNBOBTBSFTVMUPGB
QPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOBSZFEVDBUJPO
.BLBWFKFWTJOTJTUFODFPOUIFFEVDBUJPOPGUIFOFXNBODPVMECFVOEFSTUPPEJO
UIJTMJHIU CVUTJODFXFBSFEFBMJOHXJUIDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ JUJTOFDFTTBSZUPSFUVSOUPUIF
NBJOUIFNF PSUPUIFDVMUVSFPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZXIJDIJTUIFiBSUTwBTUIFOFX DSFB
UJWJUZ BVUPOPNZ MJCFSBUJPOBOETVCWFSTJPO8FIBWFUPBOTXFSUXPRVFTUJPOTIPX
DBOXFEFmOFiBSUJTUJDwQSPEVDUJPOJOOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ BOEXIBUJTUIFSPMFPG
OFDFTTJUZBOEGPSDFJOUIFJOTUSVNFOUBMJTBUJPOPGOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ 
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"4VSSFBMJTU1PMJDZGPSB%BEBJTU3FBMJUZ
"CBDLHSPVOEGPSUIFmSTURVFTUJPOJTQSPWJEFECZBSFQPSUFOUJUMFE.PSBMBOE4PDJBM
.FBOJOHPG*OEJWJEVBM)VNBO-JGF XIJDI%VÝBO.BLBWFKFWQSFTFOUFEBUUIF4FDPOE
4USB[JMPW .FFUJOH JO   EFEJDBUFE UP UIF UPQJD PG i:PVOH *OUFMMFDUVBMT 5PEBZw
4USB[JMPWNFFUJOHTXFSFJNQPSUBOUHBUIFSJOHTPGZPVOHBSUJTUTBOEJOUFMMFDUVBMTEF
BMJOHXJUIOFXEFWFMPQNFOUTJODVMUVSBMQPMJDZJO:VHPTMBWJBɥFZXFSFBCPWFBMM
FODPVSBHJOHUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBOFUXPSLPGJOOPWBUJWFUIJOLFSTBOEBSUJTUTGSPN
BMMBSPVOE:VHPTMBWJBBOEIBEBTUSPOHDPOOFDUJPOXJUIBWBOUHBSEFUFOEFODJFT.B
LBWFKFWTUBSUTIJTQBQFSXJUIBEJSFDUDSJUJRVFPGUIFUFSNiJOUFMMFDUVBMwCZDMBJNJOH
UIBUJUJTVTVBMMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFOPSNTBUUSJCVUFEUPUIFiDJUPZFOw BMJFOBUFEGSPN
SFBMMJGFBOEJUTDPNQMFYSFMBUJPOT"DDPSEJOHUPIJTTDIFNB BOJOUFMMFDUVBMJTBOBC
TUSBDUIVNBO PSBiQTZDIPHFOJDEFGPSNBUJPOPGBIVNBOwXJUIPVUBCPEZ KVTUBIFBE
ɥF SFBM  PSHBOJD  JOUFMMFDUVBM  .BLBWFKFW TBZT  JT UIF IVNBO PG UPUBM BDUJPO 
CBMBODJOHQIZTJPMPHZBOEJOUFMMFDU PSUIFDPODSFUFBOEUIFBCTUSBDU XIJDISFTFN
CMFTUIFJEFPMPHJDBMTDIFNBPG.BLBWFKFWSFBEJOHT 4JODFJO.BLBWFKFWTTZTUFNUIF
BCTUSBDUJTOPUUIFDPMMFDUJWF BOEBDDPSEJOHMZUIFDPODSFUFJTOPUSFQSFTFOUJOHPOMZ
UIFJOEJWJEVBM UIFTPDJBMPSDPMMFDUJWFUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGTPDJFUZUIFEFTUSVDUJPOPG
CPVSHFPJTJFDJWJMTPDJFUZBOETPDJBMJTUUSBOTGPSNBUJPO BOUJ4UBMJOJTNBOEEFFUFUJ[B
UJPO BOETFMGNBOBHFNFOUJTOPUSFMBUFEUPiFYQFSJFODFwCVUTIPVMEJOTUFBECSJOH
BCPVUUIFDPODSFUFTPDJBMGBDUPSTOFFEFEGPSiIVNBOJTUJDFNBODJQBUJPOw .BLBWFKFW 
 ɥJTFNBODJQBUJPOPGIVNBODSFBUJWJUZ DVMUVSBMPSTFYVBM JTOPU
UIFUSBOTDFOEFOUBMBOEQTZDIPMPHJDBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGUIFTUBUFPGUIFJOEJWJEVBM
TFMG PSPGTVCDPOTDJPVTOFTT0OUIFDPOUSBSZ JUJTiPQFOOFTTwBOEBOiFSVQUJPOwXIJ
DISFTVMUTGSPNOFXEFWFMPQNFOUTJOUIFFDPOPNJDBOEQPMJUJDBMSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPG
TPDJFUZ JOUSPEVDJOHBDPOUSBEJDUPSZBOEDPNQMFYSFMBUJPOCFUXFFOTPDJFUZBOEIV
NBOCFJOHT.BLBWFKFWPVUMJOFTUIFQSPCMFNJOUIFGPMMPXJOHXBZUIFSFGPSNBUJPO
PGNBUFSJBMJTUFDPOPNJDBOEQPMJUJDBMSFMBUJPOTJNQMJFTBSFGPSNBUJPOPGUIFIVNBO
BOFXTPDJFUZOFFETBOFXNBO*OUIFDBTFPG:VHPTMBWJB BT.BLBWFKFWFYQMBJOT 
UIFTFMGNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFNJNQMJFTBTFMGNBOBHJOHQFPQMF XJUIUIFTPDJBMUBTLBU
IBOECFJOHUIFUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGIVNBOMJGF .BLBWFKFW  ɥFNBJO
EJċDVMUZJOUIJTQIJMPTPQIZJTUIBUUIJTiJOUFSOBMJ[BUJPOwPGTPDJFUZDPVMEBMTPCFQBSU
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PGUIFQPMJDZPGBOZDVMUVSBMPQFSBUJPOCBTFETPMFMZPOFOHBHFNFOUBOEDPVMEFBTJMZ
CFTJNQMJmFEBTUIFNFDIBOJDBMJNQPTJUJPOPGUIFQVSFJOTUSVNFOUBMJTBUJPOPGBOZ
iIJHIFS BHFOEBw .BLBWFKFW IBT DSJUJDJ[FE UIJT NFDIBOJTUJD BQQSPBDI BT iBDBEFNJD
DSFUJOJTNwBOEDPNQBSFEJUUPiCPSJOH.BSYJTUDPOGFSFODFTw*OPSEFSUPUFTUUIJTKVTUJ
mDBUJPOBOEEFNPOTUSBUFUIFDPNQMFYJUZPGUIFiUSBOTMBUJPOwPGDPMMFDUJWFJEFBTJOUP
UIFBDUJPOTPGJOEJWJEVBMT IFSBJTFTBWFSZTJNQMFRVFTUJPOIPXJTJUQPTTJCMFUIBU
OPO4PDJBMJTU BOE OPOTFMGNBOBHFNFOU  JEFBT mOE UIFJS QMBDF JO UIF IFBSUT BOE
NJOETPGTPDJBMJTUQFPQMF 0S UPQVUJUBOPUIFSXBZIPXJTJUQPTTJCMFUIBUDPMMFDUJWF
QSPHSFTTJWFJEFBTDBOOPUJOnVFODFSFHSFTTJWFJOEJWJEVBMT 
.BLBWFKFWT OPWFMUZ JT UIBU IJT QMBO GPS DVMUVSBM QPMJDZ DPOTJEFST NPSF UIBO
NFSFMZUIFSBUJPOBMQBSBNFUFSTPGIVNBOCFJOHT"DDPSEJOHUP.BLBWFKFW OFHBUJWF
DVMUVSBMQPMJDZTIPVMEQBZTFSJPVTBUUFOUJPOUPUIFJSSBUJPOBMBOEEBSLGPSDFTXIJDI
BSFEFFQMZFOUSFODIFEJOUIFIFBSUBOETPVMPGIVNBOCFJOHT0OFQSBDUJDBMJNQMJDB
UJPOPGUIJTQPMJDZJTUIBUQFEBHPHJDBMFĊPSUTBJNFEBUCSJOHJOHBCPVUUIFOFXNBO
BSFOPUPOMZCBTFEPOUIFiJOUFSOBMJ[BUJPOwPGTPDJBMJTUQPMZTFNZ CVUBMTPOFFEUP
UBLFJOUPBDDPVOUUIFJOOFSNPTUBOEQFSTJTUJOHFMFNFOUTPGUIFTFMGBOEDPOTJEFSB
OPONPSBMJTUJDDPODFQUJPOPGFWFSZEBZMJGF XIJDIJONPTUPGDBTFTJTJSSBUJPOBMBOE
BNCJWBMFOU*UJTDMFBSUIBU.BLBWFKFWJOUSPEVDFTBDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOUIBU
JTOPUCBTFEPOMZPOUIFOFHBUJWJUZPGTPDJBMJTN BTBOFHBUJPOPGUIFPSEFSPGCPVS
HFPJTJFDJWJMTPDJFUZTPDJFUZ CVUBMTPDPOTJEFSTJOQTZDIPBOBMZUJDBMNBOOFSNFOUBM
DPFSDJPOBTBEBSLFMFNFOUPGPVSJOOFSNPTUQTZDIFɥJTQSPCMFNPG.BLBWFKFWXJMM
PDDVSJONPTUPGIJTGFBUVSFmMNTBOEXSJUJOHT CVUIFSF*BNNPTUMZDPODFSOFEXJUI
UIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGIJTQIJMPTPQIZJOUIFNVDIOFHMFDUFEmFMEPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZEJT
DPVSTF*OUIFMBTUJOTUBODF UIFTFOFHBUJPOTXJMMDBQJUVMBUFUPHJWFXBZUPUIFQSBJTF
PGUIFQPTJUJWFBOEPGIVNBOJTUJDSFBMJ[BUJPOUIFJOOFS JOUFHSBUFETFMGPSIBSNPOZ
PGMJGFBTPQQPTFEUPEFBUIESJWF .BLBWFKFW  #VUUIJTUIFSBQFVUJDQSBH
NBUJTNUPCFGPVOEJO.BLBWFKFWTQIJMPTPQIZJTOPUQBSUPGIJTDVMUVSBMQPMJDZɥF
iBSUw TFHNFOU PG .BLBWFKFWT DVMUVSBM QPMJDZ IBT B NPSF DPNQMJDBUFE UBTL JU JT UP
TFSWF UIF DPOUJOVJUZ PG SFWPMVUJPOBSZ FNBODJQBUJPO .BLBWFKFWT QFEBHPHJDBM QSP
QPTBMQVUGPSXBSEJOUIJTSFQPSUJTUIFBċSNBUJPOPGUIFUIFPSZBOEQSBDUJDFPGUIF
4VSSFBMJTUNPWFNFOUJO:VHPTMBWJBGSPNUIFQFSJPECFUXFFOUIFUXPXPSMEXBST*G 
.BLBWFKFWXSJUFT PVSNBJOJOUFMMFDUVBMBOEBSUJTUJDUBTLJTUPFYQMPSFUIFiQIFOPN
FOPOPGUSBOTGPSNBUJPOw  UIFO UIF JNQVMTFT PG VOSFBMJUZ BOE TVSSFBMJUZ IBWF UP CF
UBLFOTFSJPVTMZBTiUIFOFDFTTJUJFTPGBNCJWBMFODFTw'PMMPXJOHUIFQSFNJTFPGGBNPVT
4FSCJBO4VSSFBMJTUXSJUFS0TLBS%BWJDP .BLBWFKFWJTTFUUJOHEPXOUIFQPTUVMBUFTPG
IJTDVMUVSBMQPMJDZFĊFDUJWFQSBDUJDBMBDUJPOJOSFWPMVUJPOBSZDIBOHFJNQMJFTBOFDFT
TBSZEPTFPGTVSSFBMJTNɥJTQSBDUJDBMJUZPGESFBNT IFDBMMTJUiESFBNQSBYJTw JTUIF
BSUJTUJDDPOUFOUPG%VÝBO.BLBWFKFWTDVMUVSBMQPMJDZJUJTBTZOUIFUJDFYUFOTJPOPG
UIFiTVSSFBMJTUwDIBSBDUFSPGUIFSFWPMVUJPOBSZTUBUF .BLBWFKFW  
)JTUPSJFTPGBSUTJOSFWPMVUJPOBSZNPNFOUTBSFWFSZDMFBSXIFOJUDPNFTUPFYQPT
JOHUIFDPOUSBEJDUJPOTPGUIJTOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ-FOJOTTMPHBO GPSJOTUBODF 
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UIBUimMN PGBMMGPSNTPGBSU JTUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUwJTEJTDVTTFECZ.JSBBOE"OUPOJO
-JFIN  XIP QJDLFE UIJT TMPHBO GPS UIF UJUMF PG UIFJS CPPL PO &BTUFSO &VSPQFBO
'JMNBTUIFJOTUSVNFOUBMJTBUJPOPGmMNBSUGPSSFWPMVUJPOBSZQVSQPTFTɥFZJO
UFSQSFUUIJTEFNBOEPOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGDJOFNBBTQVSFQSPQBHBOEBBOEEFTDSJCF
JUBTUIFNPWFNFOUPGQPMJUJDBMSFWPMVUJPO JFGVSUIFSJOH PG.BSYJTUJEFBTJOUIF
NJOETPGUIFQFPQMF ɥFFOUIVTJBTNUIBUBSUJTUJDNPWFNFOUT PSXIBUUIF-JFINT
EFTDSJCFBTUIFTFDPOEGPSDF GFMUGPSSFWPMVUJPOXBTBSFTVMUPGUIFMJWFMJOFTTBOEGV
TJPOPGUIFWBSJPVTFYDJUJOHOPWFMUJFTPGSFWPMVUJPOBSZUSBOTGPSNBUJPO"DDPSEJOHUP
UIF-JFINT UIFiBOBSDIZBOEDIBPTwPGSFWPMVUJPOTFSWFEBTNBUFSJBMGPSUIFBSUJTUJD
DSFBUJPOPGUIFBWBOUHBSEF5PQBSBQISBTF JGGPSUIFSFWPMVUJPOUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOU
BSUXBTDJOFNB UIFOGPSDJOFNBUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUBSUXBTUIFSFWPMVUJPO -JFIN
-JFIN  
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0OUIF1SPCMFNPG7JPMFODFJO/FHBUJWF$VMUVSBM1PMJDZ
*GUIFMBTUEFUPVSBMMPXFEVTUPEFBMXJUIUIFJTTVFPGBSUJODVMUVSBMQPMJDZ JUJTOPX
UJNFUPEFBMXJUIUIFJOTUSVNFOUBMQBSUPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ*UJTUJNFUPDPNFUPHSJQT
XJUIUIFSFBMJNQMJDBUJPOTJOWPMWFEJOUIFQPMJDJOHPSNBOBHJOHPGDVMUVSF*O83
.ZTUFSJFTPG0SHBOJTN 83o.JTUFSJKFPSHBOJ[NB  .BLBWFKFWTNPTUQPQVMBS
BOETVSSFBMNPWJF UXPZPVOHDPNNVOJTUT 7MBEJNJSBOE.JMFOB EJTDVTTUSJWJBMFWF
SZEBZMJGFJTTVFTBOEUIFJSJEFBMT XIFOTVEEFOMZPOFPGUIFN 7MBEJNJS FVQIPSJDBMMZ
QSPDMBJNTi*DPVMEMJTUFOUPJUBMMEBZʞ.BSWFMMPVT TVQFSIVNBONVTJDʞ8JUIQFSIBQTOBJWF
QSJEF *UIJOL8IBUXPOEFSTNBODBODSFBUFʞ#VU*DBOUMJTUFOUPNVTJD*UHFUTPONZOFS
WFTʞ*UBSPVTFTBZFBSOJOHJONFUPCBCCMFBCPVUOPUIJOH UPDBSFTTQFPQMF XIP MJWJOHJOB
IFMM DBOTUJMMDSFBUFTVDICFBVUZ#VUOPXBEBZT JGZPVTUSPLFBOZCPEZTIFBE UIFZMMCJUFPĊ
ZPVSIBOEʞ/PX ZPVIBWFUPIJUUIFNPOUIFIFBE IJUUIFNXJUIPVUNFSDZ UIPVHIJOQSJO
DJQMFXFPQQPTFVTJOHBOZGPSDFJOIVNBOSFMBUJPOT)NINJUTBIFMMJTIMZEJċDVMUUBTLʞw
.JMFOBTBOTXFSUPUIJTTUBUFNFOUJTFWFONPSFEJSFDUTIFHSBCT7MBEJNJSTQFOJT UP
XIJDIIFSFBDUTXJUIBTUSPOHTMBQUIBUUISPXTIFSUPUIFHSPVOE*OUIJTESBNBUJD
NPNFOU.JMFOB MPPLJOHBU7MBEJNJS -FOJO TFFTJOTUFBEUIFmHVSFPG4UBMJOGSPN
$IJBVSFMJTNPWJFɥF7PX-FOJOTUSBOTGPSNBUJPOJOUP4UBMJOIFSFJTBLFZFMFNFOU
JOVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFSFDVQFSBUJPOPGSFWPMVUJPO JUTGSFF[FɥJTJTUIFEFBEFOEPG
UIFQPMJDZ*OBOJOUFSWJFXBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGTFWFOUJFT.BLBWFKFWJTPQQPTJOHJOUFS
QSFUBUJPOTDMBJNJOHUIBUIJTNPWJFBTTFSUTBOFRVJWBMFODFCFUXFFO4UBMJOBOE-FOJO
#VUTUJMM IFBSHVFT UIFSFJTTPNFUIJOHPG4UBMJOJO-FOJOTUIFPSZBOEQSBDUJDFJUJT
FYBDUMZUIFiQPMJDZwPGDIBOHF"T.BLBWFKFWFYQMBJOT iBMMPG-FOJOTFĊPSUTUPDIBOHF
UIJOHT GPSDFGVMMZ XFSF SFJODBSOBUFE JO 4UBMJOw 4JUUPO  .BD#FBO  $BMMFOCBDI  
 ɥJTSFJODBSOBUJPO UIFXPSTUJNBHJOBCMF JTBSFTVMUPGUIFQPMJDZPGDIBOHF
8JUIUIJTXFIBWFBSSJWFEBUUIFDPSFPGUIFQSPCMFNPGOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZJG
UIFQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOJTCBTFEPOUIFUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGUIFJOEJWJEVBMJOMJOFXJUI
UIFEFNBOETPGUIFDPMMFDUJWF UIFOXIBUSPMFTIPVMEGPSDFBOEWJPMFODFQMBZJOUIF
JNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIJT"TXFLOPXGSPN#PVSEJFVBOE1BTTFSPO BOZGPSNPGFEV
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DBUJPOJTTZNCPMJDWJPMFODF #PVSEJFV1BTTFSPO  CVUIPXJTUIFWJPMFODFPG
UIFSFWPMVUJPOBSZDVMUVSBMQPMJDZEJTUJODUGSPNUIFHFOFSBMWJPMFODFBOEJOTUSVNFOUB
MJ[BUJPOPGBOZPUIFSQPMJDZ 0SNPSFQSFDJTFMZ IPXEPFTUIFJOTUSVNFOUBMJ[BUJPOBT
DPODFJWFEJOOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZEJĊFSGSPNQPTJUJWFBOEJOEJWJEVBMJTUJDDVMUVSBM
QPMJDZ #FGPSFEFBMJOHXJUIUIFTFCVSOJOHQIJMPTPQIJDBMRVFTUJPOT XFIBWFUPMPPL
NPSFDBSFGVMMZBUUIFBCPWFNFOUJPOFETDFOFGSPNUIF83ɥFTQFFDIPG7MBEJNJS
JTUBLFOGSPN.BYJN(PSLZTNFNPJSTPG-FOJO BOEUIFTFBSFUIFXPSET BT(PSLZ
SFNFNCFST VUUFSFECZ-FOJOBGUFSIFBSJOH*TBJBI%PCSPWFJOQMBZ#FFUIPWFOT"QQB
TJPOBUB4POBUB 0QVT (PSLZ 
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ɥF$VMUVSBM1PMJDZPG$PODSFUF1PMZWBMFODF
ɥF BNCJWBMFOU TDFOF XJUI -FOJO BOE #FFUIPWFO JT SFQSPEVDFE NBOZ UJNFT  GPS
NBOZ EJĊFSFOU BOE DPOUSBEJDUPSZ PDDBTJPOT JU JT POF PG UIF BOFDEPUFT UIBU TFSWF
GPSBDPOUJOVPVTSFQSPEVDUJPOPGUIFVOQSFEJDUBCMF-FOJOBTUIFTPVSDFPGBOVOQSF
DFEFOUFESFWPMVUJPO*UTEBSLIVNPVSBOEPQBRVFOFTTMFOEUIFNTFMWFTUPWBSJPVT
LJOETPGTJHOJmDBUJPOT(FPSH-VLBDTBT(PSLZJTVTJOHJUGPSDPOWFZJOHBTFOTFPG
-FOJOTHFOVJOFBOEQSPEVDUJWFiDPNQMFYJUZwBOEBDDPSEJOHUP*MZB&ISFOCVSH JUJT
UIFNBJOEJMFNNBPGUIFDFOUVSZ &ISFOCVSH  *UJT BTUIFIJTUPSJBO
SFTFBSDIJOH#FFUIPWFOTSFDFQUJPOJO3VTTJB'SFEFSJDL84LJOOFSXJUUJMZQVUTJU iB
OJDFXBZUPQPSUSBZCPUI-FOJOBOE#FFUIPWFOw 4LJOOFS  &WFOJG-FOJO TFFO
BTUIFEFNJVSHFPGSFWPMVUJPO EJEOUGFFMBUFBTFXJUI#FFUIPWFO IJTNVTJDXBTOPU
EJTMJLFEJOUIF4PWJFU6OJPO0OUIFDPOUSBSZ JUXBTWFSZQPQVMBSBOEIBOEMFEJOB
ASFWPMVUJPOBSZNBOOFSɥFQFBLPG4PWJFU#FFUIPWFONBOJBXBTUIFQFSGPSNBODF
PGUIF/JOUI4ZNQIPOZDSPXOJOHUIFQSPDFFEJOHTPGUIF&JHIU&YUSBPSEJOBSZ"MM
6OJPO$POHSFTTPGUIF4PWJFUT UIFTPDBMMFE4UBMJO$POTUJUVUJPO JO
"QBSUGSPNSFQSFTFOUJOHBOJOTUBODFPGXIBU#PVSEJFVDBMMTOPODBOPOJDBMDPO
DSFUFLOPXMFEHFJOUIFmFMEPGDVMUVSF UIJTBOFDEPUFIBTWFSZmSNJNQBDUPOUIF
mFMEPGUIFPSZBOEQSBDUJDFEFBMJOHXJUIUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOɥFBOFD
EPUFXJUI-FOJOBOEUIF"QQBTJPOBUBSFQSPEVDFTUIFEJDIPUPNZPGBSUBOEJOTUSV
NFOUBMJ[BUJPO PSPGDVMUVSFBOEQPMJDZJOUIFNPTUESBNBUJDBOEBOUBHPOJTUJDXBZ
*O MJOF XJUI UIJT  BSU UIBU JT BO FYBMUBUJPO GSPN SFBMJUZ  B USBOTDFOEFODF  BO FMFWB
UJPO DSFBUJPO FUDJTJODPNQBUJCMFXJUIUIFiSFBMwTJUVBUJPO*UJTTQPOUBOFPVTGFFMJOH
XIJDIIBTUPCFEJTDJQMJOFEXJUIUIFSJHPVSBOEUIFIBSTIOFTTPGUIFQPMJDZPGGPSDFJO
SFWPMVUJPOBSZFEVDBUJPOɥFTVQQSFTTJPOPGBSU BDDPSEJOHUPUIJTEJTDPVSTF JTOFD
FTTBSZGPSBOZDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOTPDJBMJTUSFBMJTNTSFGVTBMBOEOFHBUJPOPG
UIFBWBOUHBSEFJTBOFDFTTBSZPSMPHJDBMDPOTFRVFODFPG-FOJOJTUQPMJDZ8FDBONBLF
UIJTJTTVFFWFONPSFDPNQMJDBUFEJGXFUBLFJOUPBDDPVOUUIBUUIFSFDVQFSBUJPOPG
UIFBWBOUHBSEFJOUIFDPVSTFPGTPDJBMJTUSFBMJTNIBQQFOFEOPUWJBBEFMFUJPOPGUIF
IVNBOTVCKFDU BTUIFVMUJNBUFTVCKFDUPGBSUJTUJDDSFBUJPO CVUQBSBEPYJDBMMZXJUI
UIFSFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIFSFTJEVBMCPVSHFPJTJFOPUJPOPGUIFIVNBOTVCKFDUIFSP PS
UIFQFSTPOBMOJDIF"TNFOUJPOFEFBSMJFS UIJTXBTPOFPGUIFJNQPSUBOUJEFPMPHJDBM
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BMJCJTJOUIFTVQQSFTTJPOPG&JTFOTUFJOTSFWPMVUJPOBSZNPWJFTJOɥJTEJMFNNB 
UIJTUFOTJPOCFUXFFODVMUVSFBOEQPMJDZ JTEFUFSNJOJOHNBOZPG.BLBWFKFWTXPSLT
8JUIPVU DPMMBQTJOH JOUP TPNF LJOE PG QTZDIPMPHJDBM OFSWF UIFPSJFT XIJDI
.BLBWFKFW EPFT JO UIF BCPWF NFOUJPOFE JOUFSWJFX GPS 'JMN 2VBSUFSMZ CZ EFTDSJC
JOH -FOJO BT iOFVSPUJDw  JU JT QPTTJCMF UP DMBJN UIBU -FOJOT BUUJUVEF UP #FFUIPWFO
XBT UZQJDBM iEFOFHBUJPOw BT EFTDSJCFE CZ QTZDIPBOBMZTJT $POTJEFSJOH UIF GBDU UIBU
#FFUIPWFOXBTBOFYFNQMBSZNVTJDJBOPGIVNBOJTUVOJWFSTBMJTNBOEQBSUJDVMBSMZPG
UIFCPVSHFPJTJFTDPODFQUJPOPGUIBUVOJWFSTBMJTN UIFSFJTOPUIJOHDPOUSBEJDUPSZJO
-FOJOTSFGVTBMPGUIFSFTJEVBMGFFMJOHTBOEQMFBTVSFTPGIJTNJOEBOETPVM)JTNFS
DJMFTTOFTTTFFNTUPCFmSTUBOEGPSFNPTUEJSFDUFEUPXBSETIJNTFMG BMUIPVHIXJUI
UIFQMBOPGFYUFOEJOHJUUPUIFEJċDVMUCVUDPODSFUFMFWFMPGUIFQPMJDZ iBIFMMJTIMZ
EJċDVMUUBTLʞw #VUJUJTXSPOHUPDPOOFDUUIJTTFMGNFSDJMFTTOFTTBOESJHPVSUPUIF
QPQVMBSDPODFQUJPOPGi-FOJOJTUwSFWPMVUJPOBTBOBTDFUJDFOEFBWPVSɥJTSJHPVSBMTP
IBTBDMFBSJOUFMMFDUVBMPSUIFPSFUJDBMQVSQPTF XIJDIJTDPSSFMBUJWFUPUIFEFNBOETPG
BOZDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPJOTJTUPOUIJTJTTVF CFDBVTFSFBEJOHTPG-FOJO
BOEUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOIBWFUIFUFOEFODZPGMJOLJOHUIFSFDVQFSBUJPO
PGSFWPMVUJPOXJUIUIFSFGVTBMPGQMFBTVSFɥJTJTTVF XIJDIJTEFOTFXJUIJEFPMPHJDBM
SFBEJOHT DPVMECFSFEVDFEUPBTJNQMFTUBUFNFOUUIBUUIFGBJMVSFPGSFWPMVUJPOJTUIF
SFTVMUPGJUTSFGVTBMPGUIFIVNBOQMFBTVSFTPGGSFFMPWF.BLBWFKFWJTPOFPGUIFNPTU
FĊFDUJWF SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT PG UIJT UFOEFODZ IF BQQSPBDIFE UIF 3FJDIJBO DSJUJRVF PG
SFWPMVUJPOXJUIPVUQMFBTVSFJOJUTNPTUESBNBUJDJNQMJDBUJPOT*O83 7MBEJNJSLJMMT
.JMFOB BGUFS UIF i"QQBTJPOBUBw TDFOF CFDBVTF PG UIF VOCFBSBCMF BOE VOFOEVSBCMF
QMFBTVSFIFFYQFSJFODFEEVSJOHTFY
*UJTDMFBSUIBU-FOJOSFGVTFEUIFiBSUwPG#FFUIPWFOEVFUPUIFPSFUJDBMSFBTPOTSF
MBUFEUPUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGDIBOHFXIJDIIFXBTQSPQBHBUJOHUIFiBSUwPGQMFBTVSF
BOEFUIFSFBMFYBMUBUJPOJTOPUTVJUBCMFGPSUIFSFWPMVUJPOBSZQPMJDZPGDPODSFUFUSBOT
GPSNBUJPO*OPSEFSUPNBLFUIFJTTVFBUTUBLFNPSFBQQBSFOU XFIBWFUPBTLPOF
NPSFRVFTUJPOXIBUJTUIFSPMFPGUIFBWBOUHBSEFUIBUQSPHSBNNBUJDBMMZOFHBUFT
QMFBTVSFBOETVCNJUTJUTFMGEJSFDUMZUPUIFEFNBOETPGDPMMFDUJWFDVMUVSBMBDUJPOBT
FOWJTBHFEJO-FOJOJTUDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ0SNPSFQSFDJTFMZ XIBUJTUIFBWBOUHBSEFTSPMF
JOUIFJOTUSVNFOUBMJ[BUJPOPGDVMUVSF ɥF4PWJFU6OJPOXJUIJUTHSFBUBWBOUHBSEF
NBOJGFTUBUJPOTEFTFSWFTNPSFBUUFOUJPO CVUXFDBOSFEVDFUIJTJTTVFUPBDPODJTF
 -FOJOTSFGVTBMPGQMFBTVSFJTUBLFONPTUTFSJPVTMZCZ1JFSSF.BDIFSFZ XIPEFTDSJCFEDVMUVSBM
QPMJDZ SBUIFSUIBODVMUVSBMBENJOJTUSBUJPO BTBDFOUSBMQPJOUPG-FOJOTUIPVHIU .BDIFSFZ 
 "QBSUGSPNUIFTPVOEPGCPVSHFPJTJF#FFUIPWFO -FOJOBMTPIBEWFSZBNCJWBMFOU
WJFXTPOUIFUFYUTPGGFVEBMBOENZTUJD5PMTUPZ.BDIFSFZJOIJTJOnVFOUJBMBSUJDMF-FOJO $SJUJD
PG5PMTUPZEJTDVTTFTJOEFUBJMUIFNFBOJOHPG5PMTUPZGPS-FOJOBTUIFSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGDPN
QMFYSFBMJUZ JOUIFNFUBQIPSPGUIFiCSPLFONJSSPSw BOEJUTSFMBUJPOUPUIFBSUPGDSJUJDJ[JOHUIF
TQPOUBOFJUZPGJEFPMPHZ
 -FOJOTBNCJWBMFODFSFHBSEJOH#FFUIPWFOJTPGUFOSFMBUFEUPIJTBNCJWBMFODFUPXBSET*OOFT
"NBOEXIPBQQBSFOUMZJOUSPEVDFEIJNUP#FFUIPWFO 8PMGF  
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QSBDUJDBMRVFTUJPOIPXEJE-FOJODPOTJEFSUIFSPMFPGBWBOUHBSEFQSPEVDUJPOTCZ
UIF'VUVSJTUTBOE.BZBLPWTLZJOUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWP
MVUJPO "SBUIFSRVJDLMPPLBUUIFDPMMFDUJPOPGUFYUTJO-FOJOPO-JUFSBUVSFBOE"SU
XJMM QSPWJEF VT  BHBJO  XJUI WFSZ BNCJWBMFOU JEFBT "DDPSEJOH UP "OBUPMZ -VOBDI
BSTLZ -FOJODPVMEOUTUBOEiGVUVSJTUJDNPOTUSPTJUZw -FOJO /BEF[IEB
,SVQTLBZBSFNFNCFSTUIBU-FOJOXBTUBLFOBCBDLBOEEJTUSFTTFECZUIFSFDJUBMPG
.BZBLPWTLZTQPFUSZJOUIFBUSF Q BOE(PSLZSFNFNCFSTIPX-FOJOUSFBUFE
.BZBLPWTLZXJUIEJTUSVTUBOEJSSJUBUJPO Q 0OMZPOUXPPDDBTJPOTEPFT-FOJO
SFGFSUP.BZBLPWTLZmSTUJOUIFDBQBDJUZPGBMJUFSBSZDSJUJD SFGFSSJOHUPIJNXJUI
QSBJTFBTUIFBVUIPSPGBQPFNPODPSSVQUJPOJOQPMJUJDTBOEBENJOJTUSBUJPOXIJDIIF
SFBEXJUIHSFBUQMFBTVSF Q BOEUIFTFDPOEUJNFJOBUFMFHSBNUP-VOBDIBSTLZ
BTQPMJDZNBLFS BDDVTJOHIJNPGTUVQJEJUZBOEMBDLPGTFOTFGPSQVCMJTIJOH.BZBLP
WTLZTCPPL  JO DPQJFT Q 
1SBDUJDBMMZTQFBLJOH JUXPVMECFMPHJDBMUPDPODMVEFUIBUUIFEFOFHBUJPOPGFUIF
SFBMBOEUSBOTDFOEFOUBMiBSUwXPVMEMFBEUPBOBSUPGUIFiSBXwBOEUIFDPODSFUF"T
XFIBWFTFFOJOUIFDBTFPG.BLBWFKFWTXSJUJOHTGSPNUIFFBSMZTJYUJFT UIJTSBXOFTT
%BEBJTN XBTUIFNBJOTPVSDFBOENBUFSJBMGPSSFWPMVUJPOBSZBSUUIBUIBTTUSPOH
QPUFOUJBMGPSBOFĊFDUJWFJNQBDUPOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGUSBOTGPSNBUJPOɥFTBNF
BQQSPBDIDBOCFEFUFDUFEJOUIFXSJUJOHTPG"OUPOJP(SBNTDJGPSXIPNUIFJTTVF
PGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGBSUXBTJOEJSFDUSFMBUJPOUPUIFiDPNNPOTFOTFwPGUIFGPMLMPSF
PG UIF QSPMFUBSJBU  BOE JUT iSBXOFTTw #Z BOBMZTJOH (SBNTDJT XSJUJOHT PO 'VUVSJTN
XFDBOHSBTQUIJTQPMJDZNPSFDMFBSMZ#FGPSFCFJOHJNQSJTPOFE CFUXFFOBOE
 (SBNTDJXSPUFUISFFUFYUTPOUIF'VUVSJTUT(FOFSBMMZ(SBNTDJDPOTJEFSFEUIF
'VUVSJTUTBTBOBSUJTUJDNPWFNFOUNBSLFECZWJUBMJUZBOEDBQBCMFPGDMFBSMZFYQSFTT
JOHBOHFSBOESBXOFTT DPNQBSJOHJUUPUIFQSPMFUBSJBODVMUVSFPGOPOSFDPODJMJBUJPO
XJUINPOPMJUIJDCPVSHFPJTJFiJEFBTw*OIJTmSTUUFYU XSJUUFOGPSBVOJWFSTJUZNBHB
[JOFJO NPTUQSPCBCMZBUUIFUJNFXIFO-FOJODPVMEOUCBSFMJTUFOJOHUP%P
CSPWFJOQMBZJOHUIFi"QQBTJPOBUBw (SBNTDJFVQIPSJDBMMZQSBJTFEUIFWJUBMJUZBOEUIF
BOUJFTUBCMJTINFOUJOTJTUFODFPGUIF'VUVSJTUTɥFJSBOHFSXBTBJNJOHGPSUIFUPUBM
FMJNJOBUJPO PG UIF TPGU BOE QMFBTBOU MJFT PG NBJOTUSFBN DVMUVSF  BOE XBT B iEJSFDU
SFBDUJPOBHBJOTUUIFHFOFSBMTUBUFPGEFHSBEBUJPOw*UXBTUIFiBSUwPGUIFIJU OPUPGUIF
TUSPLFPGUIFIFBE"DDPSEJOHUP(SBNTDJ GVUVSJTUBSUXBTQSJODJQBMMZXIBUUIFBSU
PG#FFUIPWFOXJUIJUTFUIFSFBMJUZBOETVQFSnVPVTEJHOJUZXBTOPU<iUIFZBSFBSUJTUT 
OPUSVTUJDFOUFSUBJOFSTw (SBNTDJ  >*OBTFDPOEUFYU QVCMJTIFEJO 
XIFO BMM UIF 'VUVSJTUT UVSOFE UIFJS DPBUT UP CFDPNF PQFO TVQQPSUFST PG 'BTDJTN 
(SBNTDJXBTTUJMMJOTJTUJOHPOUIFQSPHSFTTJWFBTQFDUTPGUIFJSBSU*UJTJOUFSFTUJOH
UPOPUFUIBU(SBNTDJTUBSUTIJTUFYU.BSJOFUUJUIF3FWPMVUJPOBSZCZDSJUJDJ[JOHUIFVO
FRVJWPDBMTUBUFNFOUPG"OBUBPMJZ-VOBDIBSTLZ DPNNJTTBSGPSDVMUVSFBOEFEVDBUJPO

=*2'29,16.267),/0$%HWZHHQ1HFHVVLW\DQG6SRQWDQHLW\
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JOUIF4PWJFU6OJPO UIBU.BSJOFUUJJTBSFWPMVUJPOBSZJOUFMMFDUVBM(SBNTDJBSHVFT
UIBU.BSJOFUUJBOEUIF'VUVSJTUTXIPIBWFCFDPNFTVQQPSUFSTPG'BTDJTNBSFOPU
SFWPMVUJPOBSZJOUFMMFDUVBMT CVUBSFEFBMJOHXJUIUIFNBUFSJBMPGSFWPMVUJPO UIFiSBX
OFTTw JOBNPSFSFWPMVUJPOBSZXBZUIBONBOZPUIFS.BSYJTUT)FDPOTJEFSTUIBUUIF
DVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPO XIBUIFDBMMTQSPMFUBSJBODVMUVSFPSDJWJMJ[BUJPO XIJDI
JTCBTFEPOOFXGPSNTPGBSU QIJMPTPQIZ CFIBWJPVSBOEMBOHVBHFTIPVMEUBLFUIF
QSPHSBNNFPGUIF'VUVSJTUTNPSFTFSJPVTMZ0SBTIFQSPQPTFEJOIJTDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ
QMBO GPSUIFXPSLFSTUPEFTUSPZTQJSJUVBMIJFSBSDIJFT QSFKVEJDFT JEPMTBOEPTTJmFE
USBEJUJPOTyOPUUPCFBGSBJEPGNPOTUFST OPUUPCFMJFWFUIBUUIFXPSMEXJMMDPMMBQTFJG
BXPSLFSNBLFTHSBNNBUJDBMNJTUBLFT PSJGBZPVOHNBOTOFFSTBUBDBEFNJDBOEGFF
CMFNJOEFETFOJMJUZ (SBNTDJ  *OBMFUUFSUP5SPUTLZPO'VUVSJTN TFOUJO
BOEQVCMJTIFEUIFGPMMPXJOHZFBSJO5SPUTLZT-JUFSBUVSFBOE3FWPMVUJPO (SBNTDJ
DBSFGVMMZEFUBDIFTIJNTFMGGSPNUIF'VUVSJTUTBOEFYQMBJOTUIFJSUPUBMTVCNJTTJPOUP
'BTDJTN#VUTUJMM (SBNTDJJTPOFNPSFUJNFSFQFBUJOHUIBUUIFiXPSLFSTVOEFSTUPPE
UIF'VUVSJTUGBSCFUUFSUIBOUIFCPVSHFPJTJFwBOEUIBUCFGPSFUIFXBS 'VUVSJTNXBTWFSZ
QPQVMBSBNPOHUIFXPSLFST IBWJOHJUTNBHB[JOF-BDFSCBEJTUSJCVUFEXJEFMZBNPOH
UIFN (SBNTDJ  "T.BSDJB-BOEZTVHHFTUTJOIFSBOBMZTJT (SBNTDJTXPSL
IBTIBEBOJNQPSUBOUJOnVFODFPOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJUJDTPGQSPHSFTTJWFDJOFNBNPWF
NFOUTɥFJOnVFODFPG(SBNTDJTXPSLNPTUMZIBTUPEPXJUIUIFDPNQMFYDPODFQUJPO
PGUIFTPDJBMGPSNBUJPOBTBOFEVDBUJWFNPVMEJOHPGBNVMUJGBDFUFE JODPIFSFOUBOE
SBXSFBMJUZ -BOEZ  ɥJTSFBMJUZ TJNJMBSUP.BLBWFKFWTEBEBJTUTQPOUBOFJUZ 
JTOPUSBUJPOBM JEFPMPHJDBMMZDPIFSFOU PSTZTUFNBUJDJUJTBiQPFUJDMPHJDwPGQPMZTFNZ
XIJDI(SBNTDJEFTDSJCFTBTiDPNNPOTFOTFw -BOEZ ɥFSPMFPGFEVDBUJPO
JTUPUSBOTGPSNUIFiDPNNPOTTFOTFwJOUPiHPPETFOTFwXJUIUIFIFMQPGUIFNFBOTPG
UIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOɥVT UIJTUSBOTGPSNBUJPOJTOPUUIFFMJNJOBUJPOPS
TVQQSFTTJPOPGUIFDPOUSBEJDUJPOTPGUIJTiSFTJEVBMwSFBMJUZ4JODF(SBNTDJBTTFSUTUIBU
UIFDPOUSBEJDUPSZOBUVSFPGDPNNPOTFOTFJTOPUBCPVUUIFTJNQMFSFQSPEVDUJPOPG
QSFWBJMJOHDPOEJUJPOT JUGPMMPXTUIBUUIFQPMJDZPGDPODSFUFiSFBMJUZwXJMMTFDVSFUIF
FĊFDUPGDVMUVSBMBOEIFHFNPOJDSFTJTUBODF -BOEZ ɥFUBTLPGUIFDVM
UVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOTIPVMECFCBTFEPOUIFBċSNBUJPOPGSBX QPMZTFNJPVT 
BOE TVCWFSTJWF iDPNNPO TFOTFw XIJDI (SBNTDJ PO NBOZ PDDBTJPOT MBCFMT BT iGPML
MPSFw BTUIFNBOJGFTUBUJPOPGTQPOUBOFPVTSFTJTUBODFT1FEBHPHZXBTOPUQSFHJWFO 
BVUIPSJUBSJBOPSNPSBMJ[JOH iJUIBEUPEFWFMPQDSJUJDBMTLJMMTDPOEVDJWFUPUSBOTGPSNJOH
DPNNPOTFOTFLOPXMFEHFJOIFSFOUUPTVCBMUFSOHSPVQT BOE UIFSFCZFĊFDUJOHBUSBOTGPS
NBUJPOGSPNDPNNPOTFOTFUPHPPETFOTFw -BOEZ  ɥVT UIFUBTLPGPSHBOJD
JOUFMMFDUVBMTBOEmMNNBLFSTTIPVMECFUIFBċSNBUJPOPGUIFDPNQMFYBOEQPMZTFNJD
DVMUVSFPGiSBXwSFBMJUZUISPVHIUIFQPMJDZPGTPDJBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPO
*O.BLBWFKFW UIFBċSNBUJPOPGUIFQPMZTFNJDQPUFOUJBMPGiSBXwSFBMJUZJTWJT
JCMFJONPTUPGIJTmMNTɥFIZQOPUJTUT TFYPMPHJTUT BDSPCBUT SBULJMMFST XIJDIBSF
QSFTFOUJONPTUPGIJTFBSMZmMNT BSFSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTPGUIJTDPNQMFYSFBMJUZ"T#PSB
žPTJƥ USJFE UP FYQMBJO  JO UIF QIJMPTPQIZ PG .BLBWFKFW UIF DVMUVSBM QPMJDZ PG UIJT
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SFBMJUZXBTSFMBUFEUPIJTQSPHSBNNFPGiFRVBUJOHTPDJBMJTNBOEDVMUVSFw žPTJƥ 
 ɥJTiTPDJBMJTUDVMUVSFwFOWJTBHFECZ.BLBWFKFWTQPMJDZIBEUPEPXJUIIJTQSPMF
UBSJBOJ[BUJPOPGBSUJTUJDDSFBUJWJUZ PSDPMMFDUJWJ[BUJPOPGUIFBSUHFOJVT žPTJƥGVSUIFS
NPSFFYQMBJOT)FTIPXTUIBUUIFDIBSBDUFSTUIBU.BLBWFKFWVTFEJOIJTmMNT GPS
FYBNQMF%SBHPMKVC"MFLTJDJO*OOPDFODF6OQSPUFDUFE</FWJOPTUCF[[BÝUJUF >PS
ÇJWPKJO"MFLTJƥJO-PWF"ĊBJS PSUIF$BTFPGUIF.JTTJOH4XJUDICPBSE0QFSBUPS<-KV
CBWOJTMVƦBKJMJUSBHFEJKBTMVäCFOJDF155 > BSFFSBTJOHUIFCPVOEBSJFTCFUXFFO
QPQVMBS BOE DPOUFNQPSBSZ BSU CZ BċSNJOH UIF iDPODSFUF BSUw PG QSPGBOF SFBMJUZ
žPTJƥ <> *UJTJNQPSUBOUUPJOTJTUPOBDMBSJmDBUJPOPGUIJTOPUJPOPG
iDPODSFUFwUIFPSFUJDBMMZUIJTOPUJPONJHIUBMTPCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFDBSOJWBMFTRVF
PGUIFCPEJMZTUSBUVN PSUIFUSBOTIJTUPSJDBMNBOJGFTUBUJPOTPGJOTUJODUJWFDSFBUJWJUZ
XIJDIJTWFSZFĊFDUJWFJOJEFPMPHJDBMEFmOJUJPOTPGWBSJPVT.BLBWFKFWTSFBEJOHT
ɥJTOPUJPOPGUIFDPODSFUFPSSFBMJUZ EBEBJTUJDSFBMJUZ JTBMTPWFSZJNQPSUBOUJO
VOEFSTUBOEJOH.BLBWFKFWTSFMBUJPOUPDVMUVSFBOEQPMJUJDT*OPSEFSUPVOEFSTUBOE
UIF JOUFMMFDUVBM DPOEJUJPOT PG UIF GPSNBUJPO PG .BLBWFKFWT JEFBT PO UIF DPODSFUF
BOEIJTEJWFSHJOHGSPNOPOQPMJUJDBMJOUFSQSFUBUJPOTPGUIJTOPUJPO XFIBWFUPDPN
QBSFIJTJOUFSQSFUBUJPOUP4WFUB-VLJƥT*OIJTSFWJFXPG4WFUB-VLJƥTCPPL3FBTPOT
3B[MP[J .BLBWFKFWBTTFSUTUIBU-VLJƥXBTPOFPGUIFmSTUUPEJTDPWFSUIFmFMEPG
iTFMGNBOBHJOHUIFTFMGw .BLBWFKFW  "DDPSEJOHUP.BLBWFKFW -VLJƥTEJT
DPWFSZSFTVMUFEGSPNIJTJOUFSFTUJOUIFTVCKFDUBTSFBMBVUIFOUJDIVNBOCFJOHUIBU
DBOTFSWFBTBDBUBQVMUGPSUIFSFBMJ[BUJPOPGBOFXTPDJFUZ*UJTUIFXPSMEPGUIJT
QPMZWBMFOUBOESFQSFTTFEFWFSZEBZUIBUPQFOFEUIFQPTTJCJMJUZGPSUIFDPODSFUF PS
BT.BLBWFKFWFYQMBJOTUISPVHI-VLJƥ UIFIPSJ[POUBMEFUFSNJOBOUTPGTPDJFUZBTPQ
QPTFEUPWFSUJDBMEFUFSNJOBOUTɥJTIPSJ[POUBMmFMEJTXIFSFBVUIFOUJDBOEPSJHJOBM
DIBSBDUFSTDBOUBLFTIBQF BOEXIFSFUIFOFXQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOBSZDIBOHFDPVME
NBUFSJBMJ[F8JUIIJTCPPL"SUBOE$SJUFSJB 4WFUB-VLJƥ POFPGUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOU
iQVCMJDJOUFMMFDUVBMTwGPSUIFGPSNBUJPOPG.BLBWFKFWTJEFBTPOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ
PG:VHPTMBWJB USJFEGPSUIFmSTUUJNFJOUPTZTUFNBUJ[FDVMUVSBMQPMJUJDTPOUIF
CBTJTPGTFMGNBOBHFNFOUBOETFUEPXOUIFDSJUFSJBGPSUIJTDVMUVSBMBOEJEFPMPHJDBM
USBOTGPSNBUJPO )F USJFE UP FTUBCMJTI B :VHPTMBW DVMUVSBM QPMJDZ  LOPXO BT ATPDJBM
JTUBFTUIFUJDTBOECBTFEPOUIFQPMJDZPGJOCFUXFFOTɥJTOFX :VHPTMBW TPDJBMJTU
BFTUIFUJDJOWPMWFEUXPDSJUFSJB UIFmSTUCFJOHSFBMJUZ BTUIFSFMBUJWF JOEFQFOEFOU
BOEIFUFSPHFOFPVTFMFNFOUPGDVMUVSBMDSFBUJPOXIJDIJTOPUJOUIFTFSWJDFPGBOZ
QPMJUJDBMQSPHSBNNF FTQFDJBMMZPGTPDJBMJTUSFBMJTNXIJDI-VLJƥJTMBSHFMZDSJUJDJ[JOH 
BOEXIPTFNBJODPOTUJUVUJWFQBSBNFUFSJTUIFIVNBOTVCKFDUEFmOFECZUIFDIBS
BDUFSJTUJDTPGJOCFUXFFOOFTTɥFTFDPOEDSJUFSJPOGPSUIFBSUPGTPDJBMJTUBFTUIFUJDT
JTCBTFEPOVOJUZ XIJDIIBTUPTVQQMFNFOUUIFBSUXPSLTFYQSFTTJPOPGVOJRVFOFTT
BOEIBSNPOZ BOEJOQSBDUJDFXPVMENFBOUIFUPMFSBODFUPXBSEUIFDSFBUJWJUZ -VLJƥ 
   *O IJT CPPL  -VLJƥ HJWFT NBOZ FYBNQMFT PG MJUFSBUVSF  UIFBUSF  NVTJD 
WJTVBMBSUTBOEDJOFNBUJDQSPEVDUJPOUIBUGVMmMUIFTFDSJUFSJBPGTPDJBMJTUBFTUIFUJDT
"DDPSEJOHUP-VLJƥ .BLBWFKFWTiFOHBHFNFOU DVSJPTJUZ BOETZOUIFTJTPGIVNPVSBOE
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SFWPMVUJPO BT TPDJBMJTU QPFUSZw BT EFNPOTUSBUFE JO IJT TIPSU mMNT 4NJMF  0TNKFI
 BOE1BSBEF 1BSBEB  GVMmMMFEUIFTFDSJUFSJBNPTUTVDDFTTGVMMZ -VLJƥ
 &WFOJG-VLJƥDPOTUBOUMZSFGFSTUPUIFQPMZWBMFODFBOEIFUFSPHFOFJUZPG:VHP
TMBWSFBMJUZ -VLJƥ BOEBSUJTUJDQSPEVDUJPOTFNFSHJOHGSPNUIJTSFBMJUZ 
IFDPNQMFUFMZPNJUUFEUIFVTFPGiTFMGNBOBHFNFOUwBTUIFEFUFSNJOBOUPGUIJTmFME
PG DVMUVSBM BOE QPMJUJDBM USBOTGPSNBUJPO "DDPSEJOH UP B NPSF EFUBJMFE EFTDSJCUJPO
JO -VLJƥT MBUFS CPPL $POUFNQPSBSZ :VHPTMBW -JUFSBUVSF  TFMGNBOBHFNFOU DSFBUFE B
QPMJDZPGSFMBUJPOTSFHVMBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFQSPEVDFSTBOEDPOTVNFST0SNPSFQSF
DJTFMZ IFDMBJNFEUIBUTFMGNBOBHFNFOUUVSOFEDVMUVSBMQPMJDZJOUPDVMUVSBMBENJO
JTUSBUJPOCZGVSUIFSBMJFOBUJOHJUGSPNUIFDPNQMFYJUJFTPGSFBMJUZ -VLJƥ  
ɥJTTJUVBUJPOXBT BDDPSEJOHUP-VLJƥ BDPOUJOVBUJPOPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZBTDMFBSJO
TUSVNFOUBMJ[BUJPOPGBSU SFNJOJTDFOUPGUIFZFBSTMFBEJOHUPUIFGPSNBUJPOPGBNPSF
DFOUSBMJ[FE4PDJBMJTU:VHPTMBWJB<IFJTSFGFSSJOHUPBTUBUFNFOUCZ.JMPWBOƁJMBTGSPN
iMFBWFQPMJUJDTUPVTQPMJUJDJBOT XIJMFXFMFBWFBFTUIFUJDTUPZPVXSJUFST*UJTPCWJPVT
XIJDIPGUIFTFJTNPSFJNQPSUBOUw -VLJƥ >XIJDIIFEFTDSJCFTBTiJEFPMPHJDBMw
-VLJƥ ɥFNBJOEJĊFSFODFCFUXFFO-VLJƥBOE.BLBWFKFW BQBSUGSPN
UIFJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGUIFSPMFPGTFMGNBOBHFNFOU JTUIBU-VLJƥJOTJTUFEPOiSBUJPOBM
BSHVNFOUTwBOEiDPOTDJPVTMZQMBOOFEUIFSBUJPOBMDSJUFSJBwPGNPEFSBUFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ
-VLJƥ XIFSFBT.BLBWFKFW BT*IBWFTIPXO XBTTFSJPVTMZUBLJOHJOUP
BDDPVOUUIFNPTUEBSL JSSBUJPOBM EBEBJTUJDFMFNFOUTJOQSPQPTJOHBTVSSFBMJTUBOE
GBOUBTUJDDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ
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.BLBWFKFWBOE#FFUIPWFO
8JUIUIJTEFUPVSXFBSSJWFEBUUIFWFSZOFSWFPGUIFOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZEFCBUF
JGUIJTQPMJDZJTCBTFEPOUIFJOUFSOBMJ[BUJPOPGDPMMFDUJWFSFWPMVUJPOBSZQPMZWBMFODZ
GPMLMPSF  SBXOFTT  TQPOUBOFPVT%BEB  UISPVHI B DPNQMFUF USBOTGPSNBUJPO PG UIF
TVCKFDU iDPNQMFUFNBUFSJBMJTUFEVDBUJPOw UIFOXIBUJTUIFSPMFPGiBSUwJOUIJTQSP
DFTT ɥJTGVSUIFSJNQMJFTUIBUJOOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ BSUDPVMEFBTJMZCFDPNF
BO BSCJUFS GPS BOZ TPDJBM BDUJPO ɥF TQFDJmD OBUVSF BOE MBOHVBHF PG BSU XPVME CF
SFEVDFEUPUIFPSEJOBSJOFTTPGQSBDUJDBMJUZɥJTJNQPTTJCJMJUZJTNPTUDMFBSMZNBOJ
GFTUFEJO-FOJOTSFGVTBMUPBUUFOEUIFQFSGPSNBODFTPG%BEBJTUTJO$BCBSFU7PMUBJSF 
BMUIPVHIUIFZMJWFEJOTBNFOFJHICPVSIPPEJO-FOJOBOE%BEB QFSDFJWFEBT
UIFVMUJNBUFFYBNQMFPGBOUBHPOJTNBOEDPOUSBEJDUJPO BSFHFOFSBMMZSFQSFTFOUFEBT
BOBOUBHPOJTNCFUXFFOEJTDJQMJOFBOETQPOUBOFJUZ JOTUSVNFOBUBMJ[BUJPOBOEBSU PS
QPMJDZBOEDVMUVSF 4UBSS  
"TJTDMFBSGSPNIJTBNCJHVJUJFTSFHBSEJOH#FFUIPWFO 5PMTUPZBOE.BZBLPWTLZ 
-FOJO EJEOPUIBWFBOZUIFPSFUJDBMTPMVUJPOTUPUIFDPOUSBEJDUJPOTPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ
 *UJTJOUFSFTUJOHUPOPUFUIBUFWFOJONPTUiPċDJBMwTUVEJFTPOUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOTFMG
NBOBHFNFOUBOEDVMUVSFJO:VHPTMBWJB MJLFUIFSFQPSUPG4UFWBO.BKTUPSPWJƥPO$VMUVSBM1P
MJDZJO:VHPTMBWJBDPNNJTJPOFECZ6/&4$0 UIFJTTVFJTMBSHFMZBQSPBDIFEXJUIBSFGFSFODFUP
UIFGVOEBNFOUBMDPOUSBEJDUJPOTPGDVMUVSFBOEQPMJUJDT .BKTUPSPWJƥ  
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FYDFQUUIBUUIFiBSUwPGSFWPMVUJPOBSZDIBOHFTIPVMECFJOUFMMFDUVBM DPOUSBEJDUPSZ
BTUIFCSPLFONJSSPSJO5PMTUPZ BOESFmOFE*UJTWFSZTUSBOHFUIBU.BLBWFKFWEJE
OPUSFGFSUPUIFTFDPNQMFYJUJFTPG-FOJOPOUIFJTTVFPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZBOEBSUXIJMF
FYBNJOJOHUIJTJTTVFJOIJTiDJOFNBSYJTUwXPSLT #BYBOEBMM  .BLBWFKFWTTJ
MFODFPOUIJTDPNQMFYJUZJTBTZNQUPNPGIJTPXOBNCJHVJUJFTPOUIFJTTVFPGDVMUVSBM
QPMJDZ*GDVMUVSBMQPMJDZJTBOBċSNBUJPOPGQPMZTFNZ UIFRVFTUJPOBSJTFTBTUPXIBU
QMBOBOEQSPHSBNNFDBOSFOEFSUIJTBċSNBUJPOFĊFDUJWFXJUIPVUCFJOHJOEJSFDUPQ
QPTJUJPOUPUIFUIFJOEJTQVUBCMFTQPOUBOFJUZBOEDSFBUJWJUZPGUIFBSUT.BLBWFKFWT
BOTXFSUPUIJTEJMFNNBJTUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGiPSHBOJ[FETQPOUBOFJUZwJOBOJOUFS
WJFXQVCMJTIFEJO'JMN2VBSUFSMZJO.BLBWFKFWFYQMBJOTUIJTXJUISFGFSFODFTUP
XIBUXFSFQSFWBJMJOHFYUSFNJTUQPMJDJFTBUUIFUJNFi*UTFFNTUPNFUIBUUIFBMMBOBS
DIJTNPGMFUTTBZ UIF/FX"NFSJDBO$JOFNBPSUIFBOBSDIJTNPGUIF/FX-FGU UIJTLJOEPG
UPUBMMZVOPSHBOJ[FEXBZJOXIJDIQFPQMFBSFOPXSFBDUJOHUPQPXFSTUSVDUVSFT JTJOFĊFDUJWF
CFDBVTFJUMBDLTPSHBOJ[BUJPOZFUJGJUUVSOTUPPSHBOJ[BUJPOJUUBLFTUPUIFTBNFPMEGPSNT 
MJLFUIFIJHIMZPSHBOJ[FENJMJUBOU QVSJUBO TFMGTBDSJmDJOHHSPVQT TPUIJTKVTUQFSQFUVBUFT
UIFPMETZTUFNPGQPXFSBOEmHIUJOHQPXFSXJUIQPXFS"OEJUTFFNTUPNFUIBUXFIBWF
UPmHIUQPXFSXJUITQPOUBOFJUZBOEIVNPVS CVUJOBNPSFPSHBOJ[FEXBZUIBOJUJTEPOFw
4JUUPO .BD#FBO$BMMFOCBDI  *UJTQPTTJCMFUPSFEVDFUIFNBJOUFO
TJPOPG.BLBWFKFWTDVMUVSBMQPMJDZUPUIFQSPCMFNPGUIFQPMJDJOHPGTQPOUBOFJUZJO
83UIJTUFOTJPOJTFYQSFTTFEJOBOFYQMJDJUNBOJGFTUBUJPOPGBEFBEFOE PSPGWJP
MFODF 7MBEJNJSLJMMJOH.JMFOB XIJDIJTDPOTFRVFOUMZQBDJmFECZ7MBEJNJSTSFUSFBU
JOUPUIFIBSNPOJPVTBNCJBODFPG(ZQTZiOBUVSFwBOE.JMFOBTSFTVSSFDUJPOBTUIF
iQPTUDPNNVOJTUwJMMVNJOBUFEXPNBO"TBSFTVMU UIJTUFOTJPOJO.BLBWFKFWMFEUP
BDPNQMFUFBCBOEPONFOUPGUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZBTQFDU
#FGPSF DPNJOH UP UIJT EFQPMJDJOH PG DVMUVSF BOE BSU  JU JT XPSUI MPPLJOH BU
.BLBWFKFWTSFMBUJPOUP#FFUIPWFO*O83 UIFSFGFSFODFUP#FFUIPWFOWJB-FOJOT
BNCJWBMFODFJTWFSZDPNQMFYFWFOJGUIFLFZFMFNFOUPGUIFNPWJFJTCBTFEPOUIF
NVTJDPG#FFUIPWFO UIFSFJTOPUBTJOHMFSFGFSFODFUPIJNJOUIFTPVOEUSBDL8F
EPOUIFBSUIFESBNBUJDQJBOPPG%PCSPWFJOQMBZJOHUIF"QQBTJPOBUB8IBUXFIFBS
BGUFSUIFEFTDSJCFETDFOFXJUI7MBEJNJSTUSBOTGPSNBUJPOJOUP4UBMJOJTMPXLFZSFMBY
JOHLJUTDINVTJD*OUIFSFGFSFODFUP#FFUIPWFOBTBXBZUPJMMVTUSBUFUIFUFOTJPOCF
UXFFOUIFDPODSFUFBOEUIFBCTUSBDUJOUIFDVMUVSBMmFME PSHFOFSBMMZCFUXFFOQPMJDZ
BOEDVMUVSF BMMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGIJTNVTJDBOEQPMJUJDBMJODMJOBUJPOTPGIJTBSUBSF
TVTQFOEFE#FFUIPWFOTBSU BTXFNFOUJPOFEFBSMJFS JTJUTFMGBQFSGFDUTZNCPMPGUIF
DVMUVSBMBSUFGBDUJOTUSVNFOUBMJTFEJONPTUBOUBHPOJTUJDGPSNT&TQFDJBMMZIJT/JOUI
4ZNQIPOZXIJDITFSWFEBTUIFTPVOEUSBDLGPSUIFDFMFCSBUJPOPGi4UBMJOT-BXwGSPN
 4LJOOFS  GPS/BUJPOBM4PDJBMJTUTDFMFCSBUJPOT #VDI  BTUIF
TVQSBOBUJPOBMBOUIFNPGUIF&VSPQFBO$PNNVOJUZ $MBSL  BOEXIJDIXBTUIF
mSTUDPNQPTJUJPOUPCFJODMVEFEJO+BOVBSZJOUIF6/&4$0.FNPSZPGUIF
8PSMEQSPHSBNNF BOBSDIJWFGPSJOUFSOBUJPOBMDVMUVSBMUSFBTVSFT JTJUTFMGBDVMUVSBM
QSPEVDUXJUIWFSZBNCJHVPVTBOEDPOUSBEJDUPSZJEFPMPHJDBMGPSNBUJPOT.BLBWFKFWT
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SFGFSFODFUP#FFUIPWFOJOIJTmMNTBMTPIBTBWFSZBNCJHVPVTDIBSBDUFS"QBSUGSPN
83 .BLBWFKFWSFGFSTPSVTFT#FFUIPWFOBMTPJOIJT.BOJT/PUB#JSE ſPWFLOJKF
UJDB  BOE-PWF"ĊBJS mMNTXIJDIBMMIBWFWFSZEJTUJODUGPSNT*OIJTCPPL6O
TFUUMJOH4DPSFT 3PHFS)JMMNBOBOBMZTFTUIFIJTUPSZPG#FFUIPWFOTDPNQPTJUJPOTJO
WBSJPVT mMN TPVOEUSBDLT BOE SFGFST UP .BLBWFKFWT mSTU GFBUVSF mMN .BOJT/PUB
#JSEBTPOFFNQMPZJOHUIF#FFUIPWFO4DIJMMFSQJFDFGPSiUIFEFQJDUJPOPGBNVMUJGBDFUFE
WFOVFGPSBTPDJBMJTU7BOJUZ'BJSw )JMMNBO )JMMNBOSFGFSTUPTPDJBMJTNBTB
TPDJFUZPGTQFDUBDMFXIFSF#FFUIPWFO4DIJMMFSTUSBOTDFOEFOUBMIVNBOJTNTFSWFTUP
SFQSFTFOUDVMUVSF NVTJD BTPQQPTJUFUPUIFPSJHJOBMJNQVMTFTPGTPDJBMJTN )JMMNBO
 ɥFTFSFTJEVBMJNQVMTFTJOTPDJBMJTN XIJDIBSFUIFIFSJUBHFPGCPVSHFPJ
TJFDVMUVSF BSFSFQSFTFOUFEXJUIUIFIFMQPG#FFUIPWFOTNVTJD )JMMNBO 
$POTFRVFOUMZUIFBNCJWBMFODFTPGUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDJFTXJUIJOTPDJBMJTNBSFBLJOUP
UIFQPMJUJDBMBNCJWBMFODFPG4PDJBMJTUJEFPMPHZXIJDITUJMMJODMVEFTOPOTPDJBMJTUFMF
NFOUT5PQVSHFJUPGUIFTFFMFNFOUTXPVMENFBOBGVSUIFSJOUFOTJmDBUJPOBOEDPN
QMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIFQSPDFTTPGDIBOHFXIJDIBQSPQFSDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGOFHBUJWJUZ
TIPVMEBDDFMFSBUFɥFTPVOEUSBDLPG#FFUIPWFOSFQSFTFOUJOHUIFDPOUSBEJDUPSZDIBS
BDUFSPGUIFTPDJBMJTUTUBUFJTBUCFTUBNFUIBQIPSPGBMJFOBUJPOBNPOHUIFEJĊFSFOU
DMBTTFTXJUIJOUIFTFMGNBOBHFNFOUTPDJBMJTUTUBUFUIFNBOBHFSTBTUIFDVMUVSBMDMBTT
MJTUFOJOHUP#FFUIPWFO BOEUIFXPSLFSTXIPTFEBSLGBDFTIBWFUPFOEVSFUIFTQFD
UBDMFXIJMFJOSFBMJUZGBWPVSJOHQPQVMBSEPNFTUJDLJUTDINFMPEJFT&EVDBUJPO JOUIF
DBTFPG.BOJT/PUB#JSEIZQOPTJT PSCFUUFSUSVUIVOEFSIZQOPTJT JTUIFOBQBSUPG
UIFHFOFSBMDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOXIJDIXPVMESFHVMBUFUIFTFDPOUSBEJDUJPOT
JOTPDJFUZ PSNPSFQSFDJTFMZSFPSHBOJ[FUIFSFTJEVBMFMFNFOUTJOUIFTPDJBMJTUTUBUF
BOEJOUSPEVDFUIFTVCWFSTJWFQPMZTFNZPGUIFQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOɥJTBQQSPBDIJT
BMTPQSFTFOUJOUIFXPSLPGBDBEFNJDFDPOPNJTUTBOETPDJPMPHJTUTGSPNUIFTJYUJFT
XIPFYQMBJOIPXFEVDBUJPOJTUIFNPTUFĊFDUJWFUPPMGPSFSBTJOHUIFDMBTTTUSBUJmDB
UJPOT BOE UIF EFUFSNJOBDZ PG TPDJBM EJTQPTJUJPOT JO UIF TPDJBMJTU TFMGNBOBHFNFOU
TZTUFN )PSWBU  ɥFEJWJTJPOXIJDIPDDVSSFEJO:VHPTMBWJBOTP
DJFUZJTWJWJEMZEFTDSJCFEJO.BOJT/PUB#JSEXJUISFGFSFODFTUP#FFUIPWFO"UUIF
WFSZCFHJOOJOHPGUIFmMN BMPDBMNBOBHFSSFQPSUTJOBQIPOFDBMMGSPNUIFMPDBUJPO
PGUIFQMPU UIFJOEVTUSJBMDJUZPG#PSTJUVBUFEJODFOUSBM4FSCJB UP#FMHSBEFPOUIF
1IJMIBSNPOJD0SDIFTUSBQFSGPSNBODFPG#FFUIPWFO4DIJMMFST0EFUP+PZGPSXPSLFST 
EFTDSJCJOHJUBTiBNBHOJmDFOUDSFBUJPOSFnFDUFEPOUIFEBSLGBDFTPGUIFXPSLFSTw3FBM
J[JOH IJT CMVOEFS JNNFEJBUFMZ  IF DPSSFDUT UIF EFTDSJQUJPO JOUP iHMFBNJOH GBDFTw "
EJTDVTTJPOCFUXFFOBGFXNFNCFSTPGUIFPSDIFTUSBMPTUBNPOHUIFGBDUPSZNBDIJO
FSZPOUIFXBZUPUIFDPODFSUWFOVFBOEXPSLFSTSFQSFTFOUTUIJTTJUVBUJPOJOBNPTU
.BLBWFKFWJBOXBZi&YDVTFNF JTUIFDPODFSUUPCFIFMEIFSF wi8FTNFMUSBXDPQQFSIFSF
8IFSFBSFZPVGSPN wiɥFQIJMIBSNPOJD#FFUIPWFOwiɥPTFBSFDPOWFSUFSTwiɥF/JOUI
4ZNQIPOZwi8FEPOUQSPEVDFUIBUw
*O.BOJT/PUB#JSE#FFUIPWFOJTBTZNCPMPGBMJFOBUJPO PGOPOSFWPMVUJPOBSZ
IJHIDVMUVSF PGBCTUSBDUJPOEFUBDIFEGSPNUIFXPSLFSTBOEGSPNTPDJBMSFBMJUZ)FJT
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BTUSPOHFMFNFOUPGIJTUPSZ PSPGQVSFBSUJTUJDHFOJVTXIJDIJTJSSFEVDJCMFUPBOZLJOE
PGDPMMFDUJWJTUQPMJDZ
ɥF#FFUIPWFOPG.BLBWFKFWTTFDPOEGFBUVSFmMN -PWF"ĊBJS JTTUSVDUVSFEJOMJOF
XJUIUIFPQQPTJUFEFUFSNJOBOUTNBUSJYJUJTBTZNCPMPGUIFKPZPGMJGF IBQQJOFTT 
MBCPVS  DPMMFDUJWF MJWJOH  QSPTQFDUT  BOE FWFSZUIJOH SFMBUFE UP UIF SFBMJUZ PG TPDJBM
JTN'PSUXPZPVOHTPDJBMJTUMPWFST #FFUIPWFOTFSWFTBTBOPQUJNJTUJDTPVOEUSBDLPG
UIFJSUSBOTGPSNBUJPO PGMJWJOHGSFFMZJOBGSFFDPVOUSZPGTPDJBMJTUJDBMMZNPEFSOJ[FE
:VHPTMBWJB*UJTUIFTPVOEPGNVMUJFUIOJDDPFYJTUFODFJO:VHPTMBWJB PGBQPTTJCJMJUZ
PGMJWJOHUPHFUIFS SFnFDUJOHUIFIBQQJOFTTPGBOFNCSBDFCFUXFFO:VHPTMBWDJUJ[FOT
PG)VOHBSJBOBOE.VTMJNPSJHJO)FSF UIFTPVOEPG#FFUIPWFOJTDPOUSBTUFEXJUI
UIFQSPQBHBOEJTUmMNTPG%[JHB7FSUPWBOE#SFDIU&JTMFSTPOHTBTUIFTZNCPMPGB
DPODSFUFKPZPGMJGF
ɥFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPO BTJUJTQPTTJCMFUPTFFJOUIFDBTFPG-FOJOTBU
UJUVEFUP#FFUIPWFO IBTNBOZJSSFTPMWBCMFBNCJHVJUJFTBOEDPOUSBEJDUJPOT*UJTBMTP
QPTTJCMF UP SFDPHOJTF UIFTF DPOUSBEJDUJPOT JO UIF EJMFNNB PG .BLBWFKFWT DVMUVSBM
QPMJDZ"T*BNUSZJOHUPTIPX JUJTQPTTJCMFUPUSBDFUIFTFDPOUSBEJDUJPOTXJUIUIF
IFMQPGUIFBNCJHVPVTSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPG#FFUIPWFOJO.BLBWFKFWBOEBMTPHFOFSBMMZ
XIFOMPPLJOHBU.BLBWFKFWTEJMFNNBSFHBSEJOHUIFJSSFTPMWBCMFSFMBUJPOCFUXFFO
GPSDFBOETQPOUBOFJUZJOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGDIBOHFɥFUFOTJPOCFUXFFOOFDFTTJUZ
BOETQPOUBOFJUZJOUFOTJmFEUIFDPOUSBEJDUJPOTJO.BLBWFKFWTQIJMPTPQIZUPBQPJOU
UIBUMFEUPBEFBEFOEGPSUIFQPMJDZ PSUPJUTHSBEVBMFMJNJOBUJPOɥJTJSSFTPMWBCMF
UFOTJPOSFTJEJOHJOiTQPOUBOFPVTQPMJDZwIBEBWFSZTUSPOHJNQBDUPO.BLBWFKFWTGV
UVSFDJOFNBUJDXPSLPOUIFPOFIBOEJUFTUBCMJTIFEBDPOUJOVJUZCFUXFFOUIFDPO
USBEJDUJPOT PG UIJT DVMUVSBM QPMJDZ BOE UIF DPOUSBEJDUJPOT PG UIF :VHPTMBW TPDJBMJTU
TUBUF XIJMFPOUIFPUIFSUIJTUFOTJPOXBTQBDJmFEWJBUIFTVCMJNBUJPOPGUIJTDVMUVSBM
QPMJDZUISPVHIUIFDPVOUFSDVMUVSFJEFPMPHZPGUIFTJYUJFT.BOJGFTUBUJPOTPGUIFmSTU
BMUFSOBUJWFDBOCFPCTFSWFEJOIJTMBUFSNPWJFT TVDIBT.POUFOFHSP  BOE(P
SJMMB#BUITBU/PPO  XIJDIGFBUVSFUIFSFDVSSJOHUIFNFTPGVOSFQSFTFOUBCMF
TQPOUBOFPVTDIBSBDUFSTWFSTVTVOJGZJOHNPOPMJUIJDJEFPMPHZUIFTFHBWF.BLBWF
KFWUIFSFQVUBUJPOPGBUZQJDBMQPTUTPDJBMJTUQTZDIPBOBMZUJDBM EFFQNPUJWFT +VOHJBO
VOJWFSTF FUD BSUJTUTVCKFDU"MSFBEZJOUIFMBUFTJYUJFTJOBOJOUFSWJFXGPSUIFKPVSOBM
1PTJUJG .BLBWFKFWXBTQPJOUJOHPVUUIBU:VHPTMBWJBBTDPVOUSZXBTBiTPDJBMTDIJ[P
QISFOJDw  IBWJOH B QFSGFDU DPOTUJUVUJPO CBTFE PO IVNBOJTU  EFNPDSBUJD BOE MJCFSBM
QSJODJQMFTXIJDIIPXFWFSSFNBJOXJUIPVUBOZDPODSFUFBQQMJDBUJPOJOSFBMMJGF)F
EFTDSJCFTUIJTTJUVBUJPOBTBOBEWBOUBHFPG:VHPTMBWiEJSFDUEFNPDSBDZwBOEBEETUIBU
UIJTBOUBHPOJTUJDTJUVBUJPOJTBMTPWFSZHPPEGPSUIFDJOFNB $JNFOU  
.BLBWFKFWTTFDPOEBMUFSOBUJWFXBTUIFUPUBMFMJNJOBUJPOPGBOZLJOEPGQPMJDZ
PSQSPHSBNNFGPSDVMUVSF*OBOJOUFSWJFXXJUI$BIJFSEV$JOFNBJOIFTUBUFT
UIBUUIFEJĊFSFODFCFUXFFOIJNBOE(PEBSEJTCBTFEPOUIFJSBQQSPBDIUPXBSEUIF
OPUJPOPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDZDPOUSBSZUP(PEBSE .BLBWFKFWJTSFGVTJOHBOZLJOEPGFO
HBHFNFOU FWFOSFWPMVUJPOBSZ /PHVF[  *OTBNFJOUFSWJFX IFDPNQBSFT
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IJTmMNNBLJOHUPUIFHVFSSJMMBUBDUJDPGPQQPTJOHBOZUIJOHUIBUJTmYFE QSFEJTQPTFE 
TUBUJD PSBEPHNBUJDUSVUI BOEBEETUIBUUIFGPSNPGNPOUBHFJOIJTmMN*OOPDFODF
6OQSPUFDUFEXBTWFSZNVDIJOnVFODFECZPOHPJOHQPMJUJDBMUVSCVMFODF)FJTNPTUMZ
SFGFSSJOHUPUIF+VOFTUVEFOUNPWFNFOUBU#FMHSBEF6OJWFSTJUZBOEJUTTQPO
UBOFJUZ GSFFEPNBOEPQFOOFTT /PHVF[ *OUIFQBHFTPGUIFJOUFSWJFX
UIBUGPMMPX .BLBWFKFWUFMMT/PHVF[UIBUIFIBTDPNFUPVOEFSTUBOEIPXOFDFTTJUZ 
JNQPTJUJPO BOEGPSDFGBJMUPCSJOHBCPVUSFBMDIBOHF IPXUIFTFGPSNTPGUIFQPMJDZ
PGSFWPMVUJPOBSFUBMLJOHUIFMBOHVBHFPGWJPMFODF XIJDIJTUIFMBOHVBHFPGUIFPQ
QSFTTPS*UJTJOUIJTNPNFOUUIBU.BLBWFKFWSFWFBMTIJTOFXDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGOPO
JOUFSWFOUJPOJTN BQPMJDZPGQFBDFGVM IBSNPOJPVTBOEQBDJmTUDIBOHFɥJTQPMJDZ 
XIJDIIFDPNQBSFTUPUIFiIJQQZNPWFNFOUwPGOPOWJPMFODFBOEJOOPWBUJWFJOUFS
WFOUJPOT  JT CBTFE PO TMPX BOE TQPOUBOFPVT USBOTGPSNBUJPO 6OBCMF UP TPMWF UIF
DPOUSBEJDUJPOTPGUIFOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZ .BLBWFKFWFOEFEVQJOUIFmFMEPGDVM
UVSBMOPOQPMJDZBTFTQPVTFECZUIFQSFWBJMJOHDPVOUFSDVMUVSFQIJMPTPQIZɥFNBJO
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFIJQQZPSPUIFSDPVOUFSDVMUVSBMNPWFNFOUTJOUIFTJYUJFTXFSF
CBTFEPOUIJTLJOEPGDPNQMFUFOFHBUJPOPGDVMUVSBMQPMJDJFTOPOJOUFSWFOUJPO OPO
EFDJEBCJMJUZ BNCJHVJUZ UIFQFSTPOBMJTQPMJUJDBM TQPOUBOFJUZ SFGVTBMPGUIFDPMMFD
UJWF OPOPSHBOJ[BUJPO BOETFMGFNBODJQBUJPOXFSFUIFNBJODIBSBDUFSJTUJDPGUIFTF
SBEJDBMNPWFNFOUT (FPSHF4UBSS 4UBSS  'SPNUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIF
TFWFOUJFT POXBSET  UIF IJQQZQIJMPTPQIZ IBE BO FOPSNPVT JOnVFODF PO .BLBWF
KFWTmMNNBLJOH FTQFDJBMMZPO83.ZTUFSJFTPG0SHBOJTNBOE4XFFU.PWJF  "T
BDPODMVTJPOJUJTQPTTJCMFUPTUBUFUIBUUIFSFBTPOTGPSATPDJBMJTU.BLBWFKFWUVSOJOH
AIJQQZJODMVEFEUIFJSSFTPMWBCMFUFOTJPOSFTJEJOHJOUIFBOUBHPOJTNPGTQPOUBOFJUZ
BOEOFDFTTJUZXJUIJOUIFDVMUVSBMQPMJDZPGSFWPMVUJPOXIJDIXBTEJċDVMUUPIBOEMF
UISPVHIQFBDFGVMBOEUSBOTJUJPOBMNPEFTPGQSPEVDUJPO

-JUFSBUVSF
#BYBOEBMM -FFi5PXBSEBO&BTUFSO&VSPQFBO$JOFNBSYJTN w*O1PMJUJDT "SUBOE$PNNJU
NFOUJOUIF&BTUFSO&VSPQFBO$JOFNB FE %1BVM.BDNJMMJBO-POEPO#BTJOHTUPLF
#FOOFUU 0MJWFSi$VMUVSBM1PMJDZ $VMUVSBM1FTTJNJTNBOE1PTUNPEFSOJUZw$VMUVSBM1PMJDZ  
#PMUBOTLJ -$IJBQFMMP &ɥF/FX4QJSJUPG$BQJUBMJTN5SBOTMBUFECZ(&MMJPU7FSTP
-POEPO/FX:PSL
#PVSEJFV 11BTTFSPO +$3FQSPEVDUJPOJO&EVDBUJPO 4PDJFUZBOE$VMUVSF5SBOT3/JDF
4BHF1VCMJDBUJPOT-POEPO ɥPVTBOE0BLT/FX%FMIJ
#PVSEJFV 1JFSSFɥF'JFMEPG$VMUVSBM1SPEVDUJPO&TTBZTPO"SUBOE-JUFSBUVSF FE 3+PIO
TPO1PMJUZ1SFTT$BNCSJEHF
#VDI  &TUFCBO  #FFUIPWFOT /JOUI " 1PMJUJDBM )JTUPSZ  USBOT 3 .JMMFS ɥF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG
$
 IJDBHP1SFTT$IJDBHP-POEPO
$MBSL $BSZMi'PSHJOH*EFOUJUZ#FFUIPWFOTA0EFBT&VSPQFBO"OUIFNw$SJUJDBM*ORVJSZ
4VNNFS 
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žPTJƥ #PSBi*[+FEOPH*OEFYB<'SPNBOE*OEFY >JO4PEPNBJ(PNPSBw/PMJU#FMHSBEF
žPTJƥ #PSBi1PQJT"LDJKBJ['JMNB$PWFL/JKF5JDB<-JTUPGTDFOFTGSPN.BOJT/PUB#JSE 
> JO4PEPNBJ(PNPSBw/PMJU#FMHSBEF
žPTJƥ #PSBi5SJ"MFLTJƥB<ɥSFF"MFLTJƥT >JO4PEPNBJ(PNPSBw/PMJU#FMHSBEF
&ISFOCFS *MKB*INJTJÊ 7VPTJB &MÊNÊÊ<1FPQMF :FBST -JGF>5SBOT+,POLLB,BOTBOLVMU
UVVSJ0Z)FMTJOLJ
(FSPHF 14UBSS +i#FBU1PMJUJDT/FX-FGUBOE)JQQJFT#FHJOOJOHJOUIF1PTUXBU$P
VOUFSDVMUVSFw*O$VMUVSBM1PMJUJDT3BEJDBM.PWFNFOUTJO.PEFSO)JTUPSZ FE+4UBSS 1SFBHFS
1VCMJTIFST/FX:PSL
(PSLZ .BYJNi7*-FOJOw*O-FOJOPO-JUFSBUVSFBOE"SU1SPHSFTT1VCMJTIFST.PTDPX
(SBNTDJ "OUPOJP4FMFDUJPOTGSPN$VMUVSBM8SJUJOHT FET %'PSHBDT(/PXFMM4NJUI
)BSWBSE6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT$BNCSJEHF .BTTBDIVTFUUT
)JMMNBO  3PHFS  6OTFUUMJOH 4DPSFT (FSNBO 'JMN  .VTJD  BOE *EFPMPHZ *OEJBOB 6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT#MPPNJOHUPO*OEJBOB
)PSWBU #SBOLPi.BSLTJTUJDLB"OBMJ[B%SVTUWFOJI,MBTBJ4VWSFNFOP+VHPTMPWFOTLP%SV
TUWP<.BSYJTU"OBMZ[FPG4PDJBM$MBTTFTBOE$POUFNQPSBSZ:VHPTMBW4PDJFUZ>w(MFEJTUB$BTP
QJT[B%SVTUWFOV,SJUJLVJ5FPSJKV  
+PWBOPWJƥ +PWBOi3B[HPWPSTB.JMFOLPN,BSBOPWJƥFN<%JTDVTTJPOXJUI.JMFOLP,BSBOP
WJƥ >w*O.JMFOLP,BSBOPWJƥ1SWJEJSFLUPS+VHPTMPWFOTLF,JOPUFLF<.JMFOLP,BSBOPWJƥ'JSUT
EJSFDUPSPG:VHPTMBWJBO$JOFNBUIFRVF>+VHPTMPWFOTLB,JOPUFLB#FMHSBEF
,PTBOPWJƥ %FKBO.JMFOLP,BSBOPWJƥ1SWJEJSFLUPS+VHPTMPWFOTLF,JOPUFLF<.JMFOLP,BSBOPWJƥ 
'JSTUEJSFDUPSPG:VHPTMBWJBO$JOFNBUIFRVF>+VHPTMPWFOTLB,JOPUFLB#FMHSBEF
-BOEZ .BSDJB 'JMN 1PMJUJDTBOE(SBNTDJ6OJWFSTJUZPG.JOOFTPUB1SFTT.JOOFBQPMJT
-POEPO
-BOEZ .BSDJB*UBMJBO'JMN$BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT$BNCSJEHF
-FOJO 7*0O-JUFSBUVSFBOE"SU1SPHSFTT1VCMJTIFST.PTDPX
-JFIN.-JFIN"ɥF.PTU*NQPSUBOU"SU&BTUFSO&VSPQFBO'JMN"GUFS6OJWFSTJUZ
PG$BMJGPSOJB1SFTT#FSLFMFZ -PT"OHFMFT-POEPO
-VLJƥ 4WFUB6NFUOPTUJ,SJUFSJKVNJ<"SUBOE$SJUFSJB>/PMJU#FMHSBEF
-VLJƥ 4WFUB$POUFNQPSBSZ:VHPTMBW-JUFSBUVSF"4PDJPQPMJUJDBM"QQSPBDI5SBOTMBUFECZ15SJ
BOEJT6OJWFSTJUZPG*MMJPOJT1SFTT6SCBOB $IJDBHP-POEPO
.BDIFSFZ  1JFSSF ɥFPSZ PG -JUFSBSZ 1SPEVDUJPO 5SBOT ( 8BMM 3PVUMFEHF  ,FHBO 1BVM
-POEPO#PTUPO
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Historical Materialism: Research in Critical
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Amos Vogel, one of the most prominent popularisers and
theoreticians of the ‘subversive ﬁlm’ genre, proposes an
epistemological origin for this cinema genre based on discoveries in
science, in particular discoveries in Quantum Mechanics and the
Theory of Relativity. The discoveries created such a conception of
the world that, according to Vogel, who is quoting Einstein, science
has become a version of religion, which then should be speciﬁed by
terms like “the impenetrable” and “the incomprehensible”. The
opaqueness of this new science is a new state of being of the world,
which has immense consequences for our political, philosophical and
artistic conceptions as well: “to withstand these [changes] we need a
new breed of man: flexible, tolerant, innovative and questioning.”1
This “new man” who is at the edge of the “decline of Western
hegemony and bourgeoisie civilization” (p. 18) accordingly needs to
deﬁne modern art in terms of: “dissolution, fragmentation,
simultaneity and decomposition”. In sum, this is a deﬁnition of
subversion, which is the scientiﬁc, political, philosophical and artistic
replacement of the logical with the illogical in shaping the new policy
of “ﬁght against the growing international trend toward
totalitarianism” (p. 1), which could be described as some kind of
kaleidoscopic world view.
The political and artistic consequences of this new
epistemology have clear effects on the practice of cinema, which has
to be subversive or not at all. This practice of cinema, similar to the
complexity of science is, as Alberto Toscano recently argued,
referring to the turn that is fashionable in contemporary social
science, based on the “refusal of reductionism”.2 This refusal, as
Toscano concisely described, “suspends the criteria for
distinguishing between the ideal and material” (p. 181), and could be
furthermore clariﬁed as the “(re)turn” to vitalism which at the last
instance of its theoretical operation suppresses the antagonisms
between materialism and idealism. Complex turns in social sciences,
as well in the aesthetics, are based on the assumption of the “world’s
unpredictable and dynamic richness” (p. 183) in which the cognitive
position becomes impossible. This ultimate “indeterminacy” (like
Vogel-Einsten’s “impenetrability” and “incomprehensibility”) of the
world is fully penetrated by the ideology of science which is
constituted by the denegation of the antagonistic contradictions. In
this beautiful and harmonious complexity, objects of knowledge are
in endless re-ﬁguration between idealism and materialism. This

I. A New Science for Reading the Films
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constant re-ﬁguration which suspends the decision between the
antagonisms is the core of this philosophy. What was once material
might reappear as ideal, or vice versa. The philosophical effects of
this complexity turn are not the abstraction of thought, but the
disqualiﬁcation of the singularity and the “partisanship” of thought
that should be based, as Toscano writes, on the antagonistic
principles of materialism.
In reading the ﬁlms by Makavejev, Vogel is most explicit in
describing their “complexity”. According to Vogel Makavejev’s
“viewpoint is cosmic: fragmented, kaleidoscopic and multilayered”.3
This “cosmos” is completely different from the classical cosmos of
the 20th-century man. It is based on the most novel conceptions of
scientiﬁc knowledge which “[as his ﬁlms] express[es] time-space
continuums, the absence of linear realities, the proven inability of our
sense organs to ‘understand’ the world around us”. The epistemology
which is based on the “conventions of ﬁnitude, predictability,
narrowness, and order”, as was the case with the linear and narrative
cinema, no longer exists for Makavejev: “the world is now seen as
inﬁnite, more complex than ever imagined…” (p. 51). This inability is
ideological, not only because it enables to decide between
antagonistic contradictions, but also because it is suspending the
contradictions between the antagonisms. Vogel is dreaming of science
(or of Heisenberg’s principle or Schrödinger’s cat) and
retrospectively of cinema-science which would allow an entirely
different spectrum of antagonistic positions or conventions to
co-exist in one strange but nevertheless harmonious whole. This
utopia at the same time does have very social and political
consequences, and Vogel is drawing these consequences through the
reading of Makavejev’s WR: the ﬁlm is “representative of a new
breed of international subversion between the October Revolution,
Consciousness III (in the USA) and Wilhelm Reich p. 185” (p. 53). The
utopia of this tripartite is introduced as the ideological re-formulation
of contradictions, as the complexity in which the antagonisms of the
structure are held in the conceptualization of wholeness. This is
surely the philosophy of the New Age and apart from an
epistemological stalemate it also re-produces the politics based not
on struggle but on peaceful co-existence.4
Writing on Dušan Makavejev’s ﬁlms in her book-length study
thirty years after Vogel, ﬁlm scholar Lorrain Mortimer is also turning
to the new and more complex science in order to understand the ﬁlms
of this type of cinema. This science which Mortimer is hoping to
develop as a guiding principle in the reading of Makavejev’s ﬁlms is
based on the complexity of antagonisms where the peaceful
opposition is no longer between materialism and idealism, but
between the philosophies of two different interpretations of
“material”. These “materials” have different natures. One is abstract,
intellectual, sophisticated and cultural. The other is related to the
concrete, real, sensual, carnal and human. Even though throughout
5
Lorrain Mortimer, Terror and Joy: The
Films of Dušan Makavejev, University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis & London,
2009, p. 185. Bulat Okudzhava is “underground poet-singer” which enjoyed
popularity in Soviet Union at sixties and
seventies and as well in Yugoslavian ﬁlms.
His songs can be heard among others in in
Aleksandar Petrović’s The Master and Margaret (1972) and in Miloš ‘Miša’ Radivojević’s,
The Promising Boy (1981).

Parapsychology, etc.) and Reich also book
includes translation of Mariguela and
Black Panther’s manifesto’s, Situationist
International pamphlet, Cuban Cinema
discussions, Anarcho-Feminist manifesto’s
(SCUM) among the others. But this
“complexity” could be described with the
effect of pedagogical and didactical policy
of Makavejev which is important part
of his general cultural policy of what he
understood as socialism.
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Amos Vogel, Makevejev: Toward the Edge
and the Real...and Over, Film Comment 9:6,
November-December 1973, p. 51.
Vogel employs the complexity and
the impenetrability criteria in many cases
of his ﬁlm criticism, but as far as I know
he was most explicit and enthusiastic with
Makevejev and Werner Herzog which he
describes the latter as: “…working solely
with the materials of reality, Herzog, in a
cosmic pun on cinema vérité, recovered the
metaphysical beneath the visible. It is only in
such works that we achieve intimations
of the radical humanism of the future.”
Amos Vogel, On Seeing a Mirage, in Films
of Werner Herzog, ed. by Timothy Corrigan,
Methuen, London, 1986, p. 46.

the book Mortimer seemingly prefers the second “material”, there is
no explicit tension between the two that would open the ﬁeld for the
theory of contradictions. Again, antagonisms are not regarded as
contradictions, and the complexity between the two “materials” are
stalemated in the utopian co-existence. Most clearly we can see this
in her interpretation of the end of the ﬁlm WR: Mysteries of
Organism, where bewildered and confused Vladimir Illich – who has
just cut off the head of his lover Milena, following the irresolvable
tension between the intellectual and emotional or the ‘ideological’
and ‘real’ part of his consciousness – walks through the woods and
ﬁnds the Gypsies sitting around a ﬁre, a scene that is accompanied
by the soundtrack of Bulat Okudzhava. “That is harmony with
communal ethics,” writes Mortimer and interprets the conclusion as
“the Marxian ideal of creating a society that provides for each
according to his or her need, one that respects all living beings”.
Finally Vladimir Illich joins the group of gypsies warming
themselves around the ﬁre in the snow. 5 The harmony that
Mortimer sees in the last sequence of Makavejev’s ﬁlm is
psychological because it appears as the post-traumatic solution to
the irresolvable tension of the psyche. Nevertheless, this harmony
also has a more effective ideological function, as it is based on the
co-existence of two antagonistic positions of the “material”; one is
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an abstract material (the Marxian ideal) and the other is related to
concrete material (the needs of human beings). But the Ideology of
co-existence in Mortimer’s reading of Makavejev’s ﬁlms is not fully
realized before this inner tendency toward the harmony is established
at the natural setting of the Gypsies warming around the ﬁre. This
pattern of “natural” which is strictly ideological is crucial in most of
the readings of Makavejev’s ﬁlms. We have to grasp this “nature” in
its full complications. In order to realize this, we have to understand
ﬁrst and foremost the epistemology of Mortimer’s cinematic theory.
This epistemology, similar to Vogel’s, is based on the replacement of
old scientiﬁc paradigms with new ones. Mortimer is very concisely
describing this new science as non-Euclidean. She immediately
emphasizes the political consequences of this knowledge as:
“‘Euclidean mind’ haunting our thinking about utopia since Hitler’s
Germany, Stalin’s Russia and Pol Pot’s Cambodia” (p. 58). She adds
to this also “Tito’s Yugoslavia without Milovan Djilas” in the pages
following the above quotation. This “Euclidean mind”, which is the
episteme at the heart of all the various totalitarianisms, is at the same
time the scientiﬁc foundation of the classical thought.
The “non-Euclidean mind”, as the ontology of the 20th-century
man with its n-dimensionality, the Theory of Relativity and complexity combined are the epistemologies of the new science that
Mortimer intends to evaluate in the readings of the art of Makavejev.
Showing due respect to the complexity of Mortimer’s theory, we
could reduce her system to two successive sources of thought. Firstly,
to rational thinking that roughly corresponds to the ﬁrst or abstract
“material” of human knowledge. Secondly, to irrational thinking that
corresponds to the second or concrete “material” of human
knowledge. This concrete and irrational mind is what designs the
cinema of Makavejev, but not in its absolute dominancy, it has to be
in the “dialogue with the rational” (p. 29). The resurrection of the
categories of co-existence and harmony is realised by the inclusion of
the cinematic theory of Edgar Morin who in his book The Cinema, or
The Imaginary Man (1957) – which he translated and introduced
himself – imagines the “country where the animal, vegetable, and
mineral, the spiritual and material, are in some kind of mobile
continuity” (p. 28). This continuity battles against the paradigm
inherited by Descartes, of “disjunction/reduction/simpliﬁcation that
leads us to shatter and mutilate the complexity of phenomena” (p.
29).6 This idealist irrationalism has a very special relation to thought,
and in the introduction to Morin’s book Mortimer is drawing further
political consequences from it: “It was the ‘mystical epileptic reactionary’ Dostoyevsky, rather than all the great secular thinkers, who
had more clearly seen the fanatical spirit of Bolshevism before it
came into being.”7
Mortimer takes this thought further to the ﬁeld of
anthropology by elaborating on the early writings by Dennis Wrong
on a critique of “over-socialized conceptions of human nature”,
7
Translator’s Introduction to Edgar Morin,
The Cinema, or Imaginary Man, transl.
by Lorraine Mortimer, University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis & London,
2005, p. xvii.

6
As quoted by Mortimer.
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concluding that “discursively produced and abstracted human
conceptions are repressing the real human existence consisted of
flesh, blood and bones” (pp. 51-53). Conjunct to this anthropology is
the theory of Michael Jackson on re-enchantment, based on
“libidinal and occult economies”. They are not against reason, as
Mortimer stresses, but against “the fetishization of a logocentric
notion of reason…that has eclipsed our sense of the variety of ways
in which human beings create viable lives – emotional, bodily,
magical, metaphorical, practical and narrative” (p. 54). With these
two elaborations we have arrived at the heart of the conception of
“nature” in Mortimer’s reading of the world (of Makavejev), a
critique of over-socialized abstraction and an introduction of
sensuous magic. However, we have yet to describe the “materiality”
of this universe of the imagination, re-enchantment and the
concrete. We have to arrive exactly at the core of the philosophy of
the “natural”.
Mortimer, in the very beginning of her book on Makavejev,
writes: “To talk about Makavejev and his context we need to talk not
only of fruit and flowers, of animals, even rats and mice, but of the
installation of a shower, the baking of strudel, a strongman hanging
from a plane by his teeth, a man singing to a horse in the snow and
addressing him as God, and the magic of the severed head coming to
life and speaking of its convictions” (p. 7). All these small and big
things, normal and paranormal, organic and inorganic are the
“materials” of Makavejev. These “materials” are primarily alluding
to a concrete existence of things, but a more important and apparent
allusion of this concreteness is that the “material” is related to
human nature. In many readings the materiality of Makavejev’s
ﬁlms, as we will further see in examples yet to come, is concerned
with the human concreteness that has been described as the sensual
or carnal. Mortimer is constructing from this “materiality” and
“concreteness” a speciﬁc epistemology based on the ontology of the
body or the sensual. The “carnal truth” as she calls it, is the epistemology of the trans-cultural and directly related to a “phenomenon
of man”, which has its “visible continuities” through man’s existence
in history. This is why, as she explains, we are affected by old ethnographic photos of people from different cultures. Their laughter,
anger, worries and happiness are the same as ours. Over the centuries

8
There are attempts too in Marxist theory,
such as Sebastiano Timpanaro’s who in
order to strengthen the materialistic theory
of human condition and the continuity of
its existence derives the theses on constant
dimensions of aesthetic-cultural-biologism:
“But we should not forget either that
this cultural continuity – through which, as
Marx observed, we feel so near to the poetry
of Homer – has also been rendered possible
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by the fact that man as a biological being has
remained essentially unchanged from the
beginning of civilization to the present; and
those sentiments and representations which
are closest to the biological facts of human
existence have changed little.”
S. Timpanaro, On Materialism, transl.
by Lawrence Garner, New Left Books,
London, 1975, p. 52.

and millennia nothing has changed, we are still what we have always
been – men in this world. Knowledge of the “carnal truth” is nothing
more than the tautology of everyday obviousness. It speaks, as Louis
Althusser said, with the ideological language of repetition and
identity. Not only the idealist philosophies are infected by this
everlasting sameness of the human “materiality” that guarantees the
continuous re-production of the trans-historical “men” or “humans”
of ideology.8
Mortimer is so much concerned with this “carnal truth” that is
based on the re-cognition of the obviousness of “materiality” (the
sameness of the smile, cry or ﬁght) that she is not even bothered if
this “truth” is in contradiction with the truth introduced by the
sociological, cultural or political facts. The fact, for instance, that
Frank Sinatra was a puppet of the Maﬁa and a corrupted singer does
not bother her, because Sinatra is speaking of “carnal truth”. As
Mortimer puts it: “whatever he said or sang, the layer of tenderness
in the grain of his voice [will always] gave him away” (p. 31-32). We
will soon see that in the theory of Mortimer, even if less explicit, this
is also confusing the “understanding” of the carnality of Radovan
Karadžić’s racism. Nevertheless, Makavejev is a master of “carnal
truth”. His mice, acrobats, partisans, fascists, gypsies, hippies –
everything in his movies and all his “materials” are telling this truth
of human nature.
Things in Mortimer’s cosmos become more complex when she
confronts this “truth” with the concept of ideology. Considering the
proposal that this “truth” is obvious, spontaneous, idealist, transhistorical and based on re-cognition we can easily conclude,
following the writings of Althusser, that this is not a “truth” or
cognition at all, that this is based on the spontaneous knowledge of
ideology. But in confronting the concept of ideology with the “carnal
truth” Mortimer is drawing two parallel conclusions in which
languages are used that are very different from Althusser’s. Even if
in complete opposition to Althusser’s problematic, Mortimer’s
interrogation of ideology is in communication with Althusser. In
fact, she is trying to develop a counter-Althusser theory related to
“truth” and ideology. In principle Mortimer claims that the body and
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sensuality are speaking of a “truth” that the discursive and
constructed elements of ideology (such as sociology and culture) are
distorting. The closer we are to our bodies, the lesser we are manipulated and distorted by ideologies. She takes social and epistemological approaches to this claim.
Socially it is related to Makavejev’s ﬁlm subject of the
“Eastern European real people”, or to the place where “the young
are the most mad and mature”, which is the exact opposite of the
ﬁlms and lives of the petit bourgeois free world, where young
bourgeois intellectuals in the crisis of “post-pubertal” leftism
endlessly, dogmatically and abstractly discuss the revolution (p. 71).
These “Westerners” were so much under the influence of the political-theoretical “anti-humanism” of Althusser’s Marxist structuralism, Mortimer argues, that they “had not learned lessons from
history or contemporary Realpolitik about the ways that the sovereignty of an idealized ‘people’ could be used to bludgeon actual
human beings, to legitimize tyrannies and maintain the domination
of those who loved wielding power” (p. 72).
As usual, humanism is on the agenda here with the strategically calculated position of disqualifying the politics of the Eastern
European left with the realm of their sensuality. In this trans-ideology, what matters is not the “left” or “right”, but the deﬁnitive truths
which the bodies of these “left” or “right” men are reproducing in
their everyday lives. This is the “concrete” condition of the human,
where they could “appear in their existential plenitude, free from
their ideological loading” (p. 74). The epistemological relation of
carnal truth to the ideology in Mortimer’s book has been most
illuminatingly described in the passage where she compares the work
of Makavejev to the work of Jean Rouch. She claims that both men
have the ethnographic dimension of knowledge in their movies, but
this dimension would reveal itself only in “unpredictability and
mystery” (p. 100). Apart from political and social circumstances of
socialist conditions which, as the dogmatic ideologies, prevent the
“truth” from being practiced, there are also academic theories which
distort this “truth” or prevent it from being re-cognized. In the
introduction to Edgar Morin’s book, Mortimer clearly speciﬁes
which academic theories are obstacles in the realization of this
“imaginary cinema” that is “stripped of flesh, poetry, scepticism and
imagination from ﬁlm studies”. It is a theory of cinema “inspired by
Louis Althusser’s brand of Marxism, ﬁlm scholars advocated a kind
of surgical practice, one that tended to cut out the heart, soul, even
the guts of the ﬁlm experience to get out the cancer of ideology” (p.
xi). Here we have two Althussers, one that is the ideologue of the
political dogmatism, and the other who is the surgeon of the sensuality of real experience. We will in the following pages make more
explicit the philosophical and historical conjunctures of this denegation of ideology from the cinema studies, but ﬁrst we are dealing
with the content of the “truth” which Mortimer recognizes in Maka-
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Almost all the readings of Makavejev’s ﬁlms link the “sexuality”
issue – which is explicitly manifested in his ﬁlms – with a certain
ideological background. In these readings sex as the afﬁrmative
“material” of Makavejev’s concreteness has a clear ideological
association. In this chapter we will try to make this relation between
the Ideology and the Sex more explicit. According to these readings,
if a sense of alienation from the sensual means that human beings
are under the spell of ideology and abstraction, then the practice of
sex has to have an automatic afﬁrmation of the un-ideological. This
formula, as it operates in Mortimer’s conceptualization, could be
proscribed as: when there is sex, there shall not be ideology. But
things get their famous complexity when we apply the structural
dichotomy familiar to the “complex theories” to the issue of sex.
According to this schema there has to be concrete, real and true sex
as opposed to abstract, intellectual and false sex.
The readings of Makavejev’s work, including Mortimer’s,
reproduce these dual sex experiences, as the dichotomies of alienated
and non-alienated sex, or as the practices of ﬁxed ideological and
non-ideological positions. Many of these readings are related to the
two different and antagonistic sexual orientations (Milena’s and
Vladimir Illich’s) as the main forces of the dialectics in the ﬁlm WR:
Mysteries of Organism. These two orientations are strictly categorized
with their political ideologies. Milena’s orientation as the Reichian
whose ambiguity (“She is dressed, but talks about fucking,” or “She’d
rather talk about it than do it”) reminds the policy of Yugoslavia’s
non-alignment or being in-between, whereas Vladimir Illich as the
determined communist with the Soviet origins has a more direct but
Pavlovian approach to the sex. Milena’s ambiguity will make her lose
her head (literally), but Vladimir’s narrow-mindedness and simplicity
will cause him to lose his political beliefs. As we recall, at the end of
the ﬁlm, Vladimir kills Milena and joins the “natural” state of being.
Vladimir cannot survive real and concrete sex, because he is
dedicated to the abstract and kitschy sex of his ideals, which is an
obstacle for him to fully penetrate the materiality of the “earth”.
Harking back to the terms of the earlier discussion this would mean
that he was too academic and ideological to have sex with a liberated
Reichian woman. Raymond Durgnat in his full-length book on WR:
Mysteries of Organism is most exemplary in his description of
Vladimir: “[his] dominant ideology, rational, altruistic, Behaviourist,
would construct his mind, his sense of self, in toto. Vladimir’s
dismissal of ‘dying for love’ as ‘brutishly zoological’ evokes a Marxist
dismissal of Darwinism, psychoanalysis, biology (and ecology).”9

II. What is Ideological in Sex?

vejev’s carnality. This “carnality” is generally manifested as two
antagonistic ﬁelds of Makavejev’s “cosmos”. One is sex and the
other is death – joy and terror, in other words.

11
Makavejev is in interview for Cahiers du
Cinema saying that many people who heard

10
Durgnant is describing Ahmed as the
“Communist with the Muslim roots” and
derives the explanation for the tragic end of
the ﬁlm from the “afﬁnities between Islam
and Socialism” (p. 88).

9
Raymond Durgnant, WR: Mysteries of
Organism, British Film Institute, London,
1999, p. 47.
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this song in ﬁlm thought, because of the
German language, that it is a Nazi song.
He is adding that he deliberately chose this
song in order to play with this association
in Michel Delahaye, Dušan Makavejev:
Ljubavni Slucaj [Love Affair], Filmske Sveske,
number 1, January 1968, Belgrade.

In order to see the connection between Vladimir’s ideology,
his scientiﬁc postulates and politics with sex we have to look at
Thomas Elsaesser’s early text on the Love Affair, or the Case of the
Missing Switchboard Operator published in 1968. Switchboard
Operator, the second feature ﬁlm of Makavejev also deals with the
impossible relation between free-woman and rigid-man, which ends
with the madness of the man and the death of the woman. The
man’s name is Ahmed.10 In Elsaesser’s interpretation Ahmed’s
enthusiasm for Dziga Vertov’s ﬁlm and Berthold Brecht/Hans
Eisler’s music is not part of Makavejevian irony and pastiche.11 He
is fully aware of the euphoric and emancipatory roles these cultural
products are playing in the minds of Ahmed (and of Makavejev),
but he adds that the real problem starts when euphoria and
emancipation are frozen in reality and reside only as an abstraction
in the memories of its believers, or its practitioners. The real
problem is then that the revolution has lost its permanence or its
concreteness and is recuperated into the realm of ideals. This
recuperation is most explicit in the ﬁelds of sex and love: due to
“communism’s backwardness in recognizing human emotional
needs and gender problems”, together with a strong work ethic that
prevails in socialist countries, “traumatizes the relations between the
sexes”.12 Elsaesser is adding a new nuance to the familiar pattern of
Makavejev as the “ﬁlm maker of concrete versus abstract” which
has deeper historical and epistemological implications. The drive for
revolution, which went wrong, was an essential component of the
euphoria and emancipation displayed by the socialist countries. The
revolution as being made up of dense experience, vitality, vividness
of the concrete has disappeared during the course of scientiﬁc
socialism and turned to a memory “which became too impersonal,
too abstract and schematic” (p. 323). The main reasons for this
recuperation are, according to Elsaesser, sexologists and
criminologists who during the ﬁlm Switchboard Operator are
explaining scientiﬁcally the ﬁlm’s plot. Then, Ahmed as the true
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communist who loves Vertov, Brecht and the Revolution, loves them
as ideas in his mind, and cannot see the real emancipation of the
revolution on a day-to-day basis, which is joy, euphoria, excitement,
and orgasm all together.
The article of Constantin Parvulescu on the politics and
sexual revolution in the work of three Eastern European ﬁlm
directors is most explicit in its claim that the term “sexual
revolution” is a redundant one, since “revolution always, necessarily,
is also a sexual revolution.”13 Parvulescu is deducing this pleonasm
from the works of Marta Meszaros as the contradiction between the
class origin and the love relations in the Socialist state (Hungary) or
from the conflict between the labour and the sex policies through the
work of Milos Forman related to another socialist state
(Czechoslovakia). The labour policy of the respective socialist states
is in both examples the real cause of the sexual problems; dully and
gauntly it is said that “love and sexuality are distractions from the
important things on the agenda of Soviet-style communism:
production and ﬁve-year plan” (p. 87). The inability to manage sex
issues will inevitably haunt the communist states and this repression
will ruin the revolution. This has brought us to Herbert Marcuse
who in his book Eros and Civilization developed the hypothesis on
the political causes of socialized psychoanalysis; or the concept of
the popularized Freudianism adopted to the organism of the social
whole. Parvulescu is taking this tension between sex and revolution
to the ontological sphere by asking the crucial question related to
the problematic of Makavejev’s ﬁlms: how much (sexual) revolution
can man (and woman) endure (p. 92)? Considering the pleonasm of
the term sexual revolution we can easily claim that this problematic
of “to what degree can man endure the revolution” is also related to
another problematic of Makavejev, the one regarding the abundance
of corpses in his ﬁlms.
Raymond Durgnant rightly justiﬁed this conflict between man
and the revolution with the Beatles’ song Revolution from 1968 which
he took as the parole in his reading of the Makavejev’s WR: “You
say you want a Revolution/ well you know…” What is this
revolution about? It is best described by Pavlevescu through the
character of Reichian Milena as the consciousness-thing based on
the “spontaneity, noise, and natural” which supports the values of
“diversity and originality” (p. 100, 101).14 The complexity effect of
this “revolution” is an immediate task, even if we accept its
impossibility, or as Pavlevescu puts: “No revolution is ready to have
these values as its ultimate goals” (p. 101). We should not forget, as
this reading suggests, the catastrophic effects of repressed libido
and pleasure that millions of people of various socialist states
suffered. From Milena’s neighbours who are chanting in the chorus
that “life without fucking isn’t worth a thing” Pavlevescu is drawing
far-reaching conclusions about the relation between sexuality and
fascism, especially about the (red) fascism of the Soviet republic:
16
Nina Power, Blood and Sugar: The Films of
Dušan Makavejev, Film Quarterly, Spring
2010, Volume 63, Number 3, p. 44.

Also he is adding that even at the time
of Switcboard Operator he was thinking
through the problematic of Fromm, he
was “subconsciously” a Reichian.
Christian Braad Thomsen, Lets Put the Life
Back in Political Life: Interview with Dušan
Makavejev, in Art Politics Cinema: The
Cienaste Interviews, ed. by D. Georgakas &
L. Rubenstein, Pluto Press, London &
Sydney, 1984, p. 84.
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Makavejev told in many interviews that
during the making of WR: Mysteries of
Organism he was completely Reichian and
only 5% under the influence of Erich Fromm.

14
The noise in this description shall not
disconcert us; in many examples of ﬁlm,
music or literature this “noise” is manifesting as the criteria of “natural”. Recommended reading would be Juan A. Suarez, Pop
Modernism: Noise and the Reinvention of the
Everyday, University of Illinois Press,
Urbana & Chicago, 2007.

13
Constantin Parvulescu, Betrayed Promises:
Politics and Sexual Revolution in the Films
of Marta Meszaros, Milos Forman, and
Dušan Makavejev, Camera Obscura 71,
Volume 24, Number 2, 2009, p. 77.

“The promotion of free love is an opportunity to criticize the legacy
of Stalinism” (p. 99).
At the end of his intellectual elaboration the author has
reduced Makavejev’s problematic to the Frommian dilemma of
frightened men that run away from freedom. Once again we have
arrived at the afﬁrmative concept of the men with a “wealthy and
colourful nature” endlessly reproducing themselves in the presence
of the “earth”.15 This is the “man” of most of the readings of
Makavejev, the man for whom his own manhood is the sole proof of
the un-ideological nature of its concreteness, and “materiality”.
Nina Power in her brilliant recent article on sexuality in
Makavejev’s features rethinks the above-mentioned discussions on
the relation between sex and politics from the materialist point of
view, by querying the content of the “materiality of Makavejev’s
work”.16 Her answer is direct and unconditional; it is the “dark force
that lies beneath the surface of both everyday and the universal” (p.
44). Here we have arrived at a completely different terrain than we
did in the previous readings where “beneath” the Makavejev’s
“earth” lie afﬁrmation and a positive life force waiting to be
emancipated. This “dark material” as a constitutive force in
Makavejev’s ﬁlms has also a visceral effect, but this is not linked
with the celebration of sexual liberation. Power, referring to the
materialism of Deleuze and Guattari, claims that the destructivity in
Makavejev’s plots is due to the “quick ‘deteritorialization’ of this
desire [or material]” (p. 47). Furthermore she suggests that at the
core of Makavejev’s politics lies the gradualist policy of the “step-

17
This step-by-step is the part of Makavejev’s
policy which he best described in a famous
interview for Film Quarterly as:
“we have to ﬁght power with spontaneity and humour, but in a more organized
way than it is done…kind of well organized
anarchy”.
R. Sitton, J. R. MacBean, Ernest
Callenbach, Fight Power with Spontaneity
and Humor: An Interview with Dušan
Makavejev, Film Quarterly, Vol. XXV, no. 2,
Winter 1971-72, pp. 3-9.
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Alain Badiou, The Century, transl. By Alberto Toscano, Polity, Cambridge and Malden,
2007, p. 78.

18
Louis Althusser & Etienne Balibar, Reading
Capital, Verso, London, 2009, p. 148.

The dark forces that Nina Power has named as the “materiality” of
Makavejev’s work are also a constitutive part of many idealist
readings of Makavejev. Usually this dark force is related to “death”
or “corpse” and apart from their concreteness being constantly
underlined, another ideological effect of these readings is the
“re-humanization” of these corpses, which is either related to the
processes of rehabilitation or reconciliation. As Mortimer wrote: “I

III. Corpses and their “Times”

by-step organization of liberation”.17 Theoretically, for us, today,
watching the ﬁlms of Makavajev it would mean that contrary to
what is suggested in the agnosticism of the immediate flow of the
uncontrollable force or the spontaneous expulsion of the
revolutionary drive, we have to deal with these forces on their own
terrain and in their own terms. This is indeed the most practical
position. It allows possible theoretical and materialist readings of
Makavejev’s work that are detached from the ideology of man, of
freedom, “nature”, the tendency of this nature, and from all kind of
“spiritualisms”. To put it in philosophical terms, using Althusserian
terms, it is to avoid the “abstract empiricism” of confusing the
object of knowledge with the real object.18
Alain Badiou, discussing sex as one of the “passions for the
real” in the 20th century through the reading of ﬁve cases of Freud,
argued that this insertion of meaning to the object of sex has ended
up in “culturalist” and “spiritualist” formalizations: “The enduring
aim of this ploy is to reintroduce meaning into the place of, and
instead of, truth, thereby injecting the ‘cultural’ into libido. This is
hermeneutic ploy, and Freud immediately saw it as an insidious
negation of his discovery. Briefly, it was necessary to come back to
bare sex and to its radical absence of meaning.”19
Otherwise we would end up with the constant misanthropy and
nihilism of sexual politics, because as Power rightly warns that all
“politics based on desire will be [always] unfair” (p. 47).

Experiment) and the earlier version
of Cavell’s text were published in the book
which Vlada Petric edited: Film & Dream:
An Approach to Bergman, Redgrave, New
York, 1981.
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Stanley Cavell, On Makavejev On Bergman,
in Cavell on Film, ed. by William Rothman,
State University of New York Press, 2005,
p. 2005. This “experiment” (in the classical
sense of it, as the experimenting with the effects of ﬁlm to people’s behaviour) was part
of the “Bergman and Dreams” conference
organized at Harvard University.
The papers of the conference together
with the Makavejev’s statement which he
co-authored with M. Duda (Bergman’s NonVerbal Sequences: Source of a Dream Film

want to get blood, flesh, and bones in the picture, to bring back not
‘the body’, the reiﬁed and abstracted one of much social theory, but
the tortured, slaughtered, decaying bodies of people whose lives
were cut short, people loved and remembered by others” (p. 189).
The famous ﬁlm critic and ﬁlm theoretician Cavell, after
watching a ﬁlm experiment of Makavejev at Harvard University in
1978, in which he compiled silent sequences from Ingmar Bergman’s
various ﬁlms and produced a strange cinematic experience, wrote a
long article on Makavejev’s ﬁlms which is still very influential and
often referred to. Cavell’s point of departure is that Makavejev’s
ﬁlms are truly “concrete” works of art. Writing about Sweet Movie he
claims that “it is the most concentrated work that follows the idea
that the way to assess the state of the world is to ﬁnd out how it
tastes.”20 Immediately after this methodological proposition, Cavell
adds that “orthodox epistemologists” established in Film Theory
cannot penetrate this truth. Cavell’s proposal is a gustatory
methodology of knowledge, or, as he expresses it with the language
of exorcism, the method in which these things “work themselves
out” (p. 18). According to him the ﬁlms of Makavejev are formally
and spiritually complex structures (for example, they are endless
variations between the documentary and the ﬁctional form) which he
describes as “ﬁlms of excavation” (p. 19). This method which would
possibly lead to the gustatory experience of the art work is in the end
a “reconstruction of something lost or broken”, which eventually
could contribute to a better understanding of ourselves. As Cavell
puts it: “This search [the excavation] at once traces the integrity of
the individual strata of a history and plots the positions of adjacent
strata” (p. 19). This is not only important as the practices of
excavation popularized by the spiritualized psychoanalysis of
“digging to unearth buried layers of the psyche” (p. 19), but this
methodology has at the same time far-reaching philosophical
consequences. According to Cavell this philosophy based on a
“principle of aligning the adjacent strata” is directly related to the
overall ﬁlm form of Makavejev’s work. This is the principle of

21
Andre Bazin, Orson Welles: A Critical View,
tranl. Jonathan Rosenbaum, Elm Tree
Books, London, 1978, p. 77.
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Makavejev and this alignment has a different meaning than the
montage of Eisenstein and the collages of Surrealists.
Alignment of the history and plot in positions of adjacency is
possible only with the reintroducing of the historicist conception of
history. ‘Historical time’ has its own tendency, linearity, integrity, and
homogeneity and is the history of ideology, a practical ﬁeld which
makes possible the similarity or adjacency between the moments of
linear development. Before dealing with the consequences of this
historicism for Film Theory we have to ask what the “materials” of
this adjacency are. Or we could ask: What constitutes the kinship
between the various “materials” (wars, plots, revolutions, fascisms,
etc) of the historicist development? A philosophical answer to this
would obviously, by the logic of its own schema, imply that the
absence of the contradiction between different “materials” is a
pre-condition for the alignment to be realised. But this move is not
sufﬁcient to “theoretically” satisfy the adjacency between the
proximal materials. This thought would need one more step in this
operation to fulﬁl the task of historicist application. It has to name
the historical “materials” as the “concrete”, as the “real” things,
which are beyond earth and history, which actually will reside for a
long time in their “materiality” beneath our conception.
These historical materials are, as Cavell puts the real bones of
the famous and infamous actors of the various plots of history. This
principle of historicism based on the materiality of the bones has
“signiﬁcance as the intersection of nature and history, as a task of a
continuous and natural unfolding of interpretations, each felt as a
complete and each making possible the next, until a human form of
life ﬁts together” (p. 20). The same principle of alignment with
adjacency is also operative in the ﬁlm editing technique favoured by
André Bazin as ‘continuous shooting’, which Cavell compares to the
excavation method. Bazin primarily developed this principle in his
analyses of the ﬁlms of Orson Welles and has been described by
Andrew Dudley as the “invisible montage”. It is most clearly
explained in the writings of Bazin that are related to the technique of
sequence shooting as the new language of decoupage. Bazin describes
this technique as such: “If, through a deliberate effort of attention,
we try to see the ruptures imposed by the camera on the continuous
unfolding of the event represented, and try to understand clearly why
we normally take no notice of them, we realize we tolerate them
because they nevertheless allow an impression to remain of
continuous and homogenous reality…this is universal psychological
experience.”21 This is a very sensitive issue to deal with in the limited
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Charles Warren, Earth and Beyond:
Dušan Makavejev’s WR: Mysteries of
Organism, in Beyond Document: Essays on
Nonﬁction Film, ed. by C. Warren,
Wesleyan University Press, Hanover &
London, 1996, p. 206.
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Bazin described this retort and un-detoured
abstraction as neccesity: “Obliged to exercise
his liberty and his intelligence, the spectator
perceives the ontological ambivalence
of reality directly, in the very structure of
its appearance” (p. 80). For Bazin’s
metaphysical origins see Dudely Andrew,
Andre Bazin, Oxford University Press, New
York, 1978, p. 66 -69, p. 106.

scope of this essay, but we have to note that Bazin has underlined the
intelligibility and the abstractness of this process of the realization
of reality. In his philosophy this realization is too quickly happening
without taking a necessary detour for abstraction, which is based on
the postulates of revelation driven by the metaphysical conception of
history as propagated by Mounier or de Chardin.22
If the sameness of the concrete materials of the world constitutes its “nature” and “history” through continuity, the ﬁlm art that
claims to be real will be structured on the editing table as a continuous experience as well. Art has to regain its lost wholeness, “to
reconstruct its break”, or to claim its integrity. This mimicry of the
world by ﬁlm art is not a simple mimicry of the Aristotelian classical
schema; it is based on a complex set of elements. This would be clear
if we look at the thought operation of Cavell from the point of his
discovery of continuity. After this discovery Cavell expands his
philosophy with a claim that Makavejev uses a natural time of
continuity to such an extent that his ﬁlms could appear to us as being
a real world that can be “tasted”. This possible taste is acquired not
only by the historicist ideology used, but also through the ability of
these ﬁlms to reveal the hidden things, or the hidden history. In order
to achieve this, the ﬁlm work has to investigate its truth not through
the rational logic of its own discourse, but through the “intuition”
that would make the invisible montage of the world apparent. In this
case the ﬁlms of Makavejev are not about the conceptual
conﬁguration of the world, they are directly related to the world.
They are ﬁlms that become the world.
This ideology is taken further by the ﬁlm critic Charles Warren.
Under the influence of Cavell, Warren described Makavejev’s ﬁlms
as earth-like or a “commitment to the body, a quality of earth, which
insists on the body and physical quality of what is before the
camera”. Furthermore, according to Warren these are the “moments
of history apprehensible as such”.23 This apprehension to Cavell
happened at the moment of intuition of his thought which following
the feast-scene with Otto Muehl’s Commune in Sweet Movie that
associated him of Karl Marx’s characterization of religion as the
heart of the heartless world (?!) arrived at Carl Gustav Jung’s

director of Jungian soap-opera (in statement
Bergman’s Non-Verbal Sequences: Source of
a Dream Film Experiment co-authored with
M. Duda), furthermore his speech in
Source series starts and ends with Jung
(Dušan Makavejev, Little Monkeys Crawling
on My Shoulders, Source of Inspiration
Lectures, 6. September 1994, Sources,
Amsterdam, 1995).
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Interesting comparison: in his ﬁlm Hole in
the Soul (1995), Makavejev is quoting his
friend and famous Jungologist of Yugoslavia
Vladeta Jerotic saying that his problem is
having “hole in the soul”.
There are considerable accounts of
references on Jung in Makavejev, apart from
his last ﬁlm, he is referring to Bergman as a

archetype-haunted dream on the “secrets of the earth”.24 The
”missing heart of the world” is compensated by the archetypes of
the collective unconsciousness; or the world of Marx is healed by the
parapsychology of Jung. In the archetypal dream the secret of the
earth is revealed to Jung as the bones resting in the trans-historical
time at the bottom of the cave. It is not surprising that Cavell in his
intuitive investigation comes to the same conclusion; the bones and
the corpses of history as the real earthiness of the world and of
Makavejev’s ﬁlms. His moment of history of this apprehension is the
Katyn Forest massacre which he describes as the “ultimate evil” of
modern history. This sequence of the dark side of history is
re-presented in the ﬁlm Sweet Movie as archival material. This
intuition, apart from establishing the materiality that is ‘concrete’ in
the ﬁlms of Makavejev, is also describing this material with the terms
of death and terror. By underlining the Katyn massacre as the
ultimate dark force Cavell proposes a political explanation for this
morbidity, which is Stalinism. We will in the following pages see what
this Stalinism stands for, but for now it is important to stay with the
line of intuition of Cavell, which ends the story with a moral tale.
Even if Sweet Movie is “picturing the earth full of corpses”, its
ultimate lesson is that “ﬁght for freedom continues to originate in the
demands of our instincts, the chaotic cry of our nature, our cry to
have a nature” (p. 26).
Lorrain Mortimer took this intuition even further, and
developed the whole historicist explanation of the world through the
ﬁlms of Makavejev. In this world the bones and the dead occupy a
very crucial place. They do not rest in the memories of the people,
but are at the core of our understanding of the world which is based
on carnality. The bones are the ultimate of carnal truth. They are
the guarantors of our “nature” that has yet to be reconciled with the
overly socialized and secular world. They are, according to
Mortimer, the imaginary, emotional and somatic part of our
knowledge that in many cases has more far-reaching consequences
than the economical, political or cultural realms. Not to listen to and
understand this realm will inevitably end in cataclysm, as was case
with Yugoslavia – as Mortimer tries to demonstrate. The fact that
the Communist authorities in Yugoslavia discouraged the villagers
from opening the sites and removing the remains of the ones

26
This historicist view is clearing is off the
discursive terrain for many retroactive readings on the break-up of Yugoslavia.
It is not surprise that some texts are
directly performing this retro-active reading
through the ﬁlms of Makavejev; there are
many examples for this, but probably most
amazing is Warren who from the formal

27
[Intervention] consist of ‘drawing a
dividing-line’ inside the theoretical domain
between the ideas declared to be true and
ideas declared to be false, between the
scientiﬁc and ideological”, in L. Althusser,
Lenin and Philosophy in Lenin and
Philosophy and other essays, Transl.
By Ben Brewster, Monthly Review press,
New York, 2001, p. 37.

language of the WR draws this conclusion:
“the explosion in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia
may seem anticipated in a ﬁlm such as WR,
with its harsh juxtapositions, its tearing in so
many diferent directions.” p. 227.
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Not only in Yugoslavia, but as Katherine
Verdery tries to show in her anthropological
study, ‘proper burial’ and post-socialist transition has direct link in many other countries:
Political Lives of Dead Bodies: Reburial and
Post-socialist Change, Columbia University
Press, New York, 1999.

At the current philosophical “cosmos” where we have arrived, two
dichotomous strata are determining entire readings of Makavejev’s
world: an abstract world represented by the ideologies which its
ultimate expression reached with Fascism and Communism, and the
concrete which is the real material of Makavejev’s world, viz. sex
and death. The complexity that this schema implies is actually based
on the mutual re-conﬁguration of idealist and materialist
philosophies; it is suspending any world that is either materialist or
idealist. They are both at the same time. There is not a dividing line,
which is essential in any philosophical intervention.27 The silent
assumption of this worldview is that of vitalism, which at the last
instance reproduces the philosophies based on idealism. In this case
the concreteness which is essential for Makavejev’s world is not a

IV. Abstract as Ideology, Concrete as Life

massacred by the Partisans had haunted the minds of the Serbian,
Croatian and Bosnian men for decades, writes Mortimer. Referring
to an article written by Aleksa Đilas in the early 1980s in which is
argued that this resistance by the Communists to reconcile with their
own horrors (“not properly buried bodies”) might have
“implications for the future of the country” is, as Mortimer has it, a
prophetic statement. This is a prophecy of the “carnal truth” which
does not need ‘sociology’ in order to justify itself. Actually, this
discourse on postponing the reconciliation (“proper burial”) was a
crucial element in the ideological construction of the Yugoslavian
break-up and its devastating transitional aftermath.25
This is no longer about the dead who bury the dead, as Marx
warned, but a step further from this, about the dead who bury the
living and capture them in their trans-historical immobility.26
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material of the materialist philosophy. This materiality, as we have
shown, has a very strange character. It is a concreteness of
idealism, or the reality of ideology. It has a life, ontology, tendency
and homogeneity of its own. Furthermore, this concreteness is the
merit of the ultimate truth, which has been labelled as “carnal
truth”. This carnality reveals its truth either as the real spatial
performance as in sexuality or joyfulness (because fucking takes
place) or at the level of the spatio-temporality of the dead and the
bones (bones manifest themselves for a longer period of time). So
concreteness as the idealist imagination can take place both in
space and time as the real continuums of our ‘cosmos’ (the word
which continuously reappears in these readings). Only those having
the real and sex and the deep feeling of history can live the life of
un-ideological.
This tautology is visible in almost all humanist ideologies, or
as Althusser has shown, humanism is constantly reproducing itself
in its absolute self-referentiality. Althusser in his famous article
Marxism and Humanism in which he developed his anti-humanist
hypotheses is primarily dealing with the humanist Marxism of the
Eastern European thinkers. It is performed a theoretical reversal of
this situation by re-introducing the concept of the human (via
concrete and real) at the ﬁlm studies where the theory of Althusser
was most effective. This reversal is most strongly performed in the
readings of the Eastern European cinema, especially with the
readings of Makavejev’s ﬁlms.
The book by James Roy MacBean on Film and Revolution that
deals mostly with Godard’s political ﬁlms aims at the very rigorous
Marxist analysis of the cinema based on the counter-Bazinian
position of anti-mysticism and the critical reading of Metz’s
denegation of the concept of ideology.28 Especially dealing with
Godard’s Althusser-influenced materialist ﬁlms of “the break”
MacBean is aiming at the theoretization of the anti-humanism of
Godard’s ﬁlms. For example, referring to the political conflict
between Godard the materialist and Glauber Rocha who has a
spontaneous approach does not fail to describe the position
favoured by the ﬁrst: “Godard rejects the emotional approach as
one which plays into the hand of the enemy, and seeks to combat
mystiﬁcation in any form, whether it comes from the right or the
left” (p. 137). The book is devoted largely to the political-work of
Godard. In the chapter that deals with the work of Makavejev (Sex
and Politics: Wilhelm Reich, World Revolution, and Makavejev’s WR:
Mysteries of the Organism) describes the formal similarity between
the two directors (“experiments with montage and collage”) and
then repeats the famous comparison that “Makavejev’s ﬁlms have a
greater emotional density than Godard’s most recent ﬁlms” (p.
241). This emotional density re-appears in MacBean’s reading of
the famous end scene with Bulat Okudzhava’s song as the
invocation of the concrete humanisms of the “Communist
29
It is exactly with this same words that
Althusser describes the Ideological
“novelty” of Marxist humanism:
“it called on man ﬁnally – no longer
in the imaginary world of religion, in the
‘heaven of the State’, or in the alienated
abstraction of Hegelian philosophy, but on
the earth, here and now, in real society – to
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James Roy MacBean, Film and Revolution,
Indiana University Press, Bllomington and
London, 1975.
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‘realize’ his true essence, which is the human
community – ‘communism’”,
Is it Simple to be a Marxist in
Philosophy? [1975], in Philosophy and the
Spontaneous Philosophy of Scientists &
Other Essays, Verso, London and New York,
1990, p. 233. In which circumstances
MacBean’s anti-humanist hypotheses related
to Godard throughout the book turns to its
opposite of Okudzhava’s communion
humanism in case of Makavejev is probably
one of the crucial question for us dealing
with Yugoslav studies to thoroughly handle
with.

The emotionality of Makavejev as opposed to the intellectuality
and the rigour of Godard is the most common comparison
between the two directors. Nina Power, who very successfully
de-mystiﬁed the Ideology of sexuality in Makavejev’s
interpretation, has always insisted on Makavejev’s “viscerality”
and has described him as “the anti-Godard” (2010: 47). Mortimer
has reproduced this difference with far-reaching political and
religious consequences: “Godard’s work is marked by a denial of
the actual and the sensuous in their own right…he is a Calvinist
whose passions are articulated in a cerebral, masculine, asceticreligious mode akin to those of many ‘revolutionaries’ in the past
and present; Makavejev is ‘principled pagan’: hungers to
understand things as they are, his intelligence wedded to a passion
for living in this, our only world” (Mortimer 2009: 87-88).
Raymond Durgnant contrasts the “vivacity” with which Makavejev
portrayed Mao to the way Godard portrays leftist youth in La
Chinoise who are reading Mao’s Little Red Books like Christians
would read the Guide to the Inner Light”.30 This division can be

V. Makavejev and Stalin

commitment to a just distribution among all citizens, but which
also touchingly evoke the personal plight of the individual, who, no
matter how great his ideals may be, remains as frail and
emotionally vulnerable to the life’s troubles as the rest of us…even
if his name happens to be Vladimir Ilyich” (p. 252). This
humanism appears as social equality, of “each according to his
need” (p. 253).29 Even the most strict materialist analyses based on
the critique of Bazinian mystiﬁcations in Makavejev’s cinema are
letting their rigour loose and allow them to show emotions. Why is
this the case with Makavejev? What makes him so appealing to the
concrete humanist Ideologies? I think that the relation of
Makavajev to two antagonistic communist ﬁgures, Stalin and Marx,
would bring us closer to this Ideology of concreteness.
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summed up as Makavejev the ﬁlmmaker of emotions and sensuality,
and Godard as the ﬁlmmaker of the intellect and the cerebral.
Makavejev as the artist of the concrete in contrast to Godard the
artist of the abstract. This division of the concrete and abstract is
further contrasted with Makavejev’s relation to Stalin, which
ultimately is described as one of freedom contra dictatorship.
Stalin is ultimately evil, and theoretically represents the highest
position of abstractness; of a total elimination of anything real,
concrete and human. It is the ultimate spectacle, and as such corresponds to everything that is the opposite of truth. Stalin is the
ideology.
We can approach this Stalinist ideology in relation to Makavejev’s work from many different aspects:
A - Stalin as the heir of Lenin: in the ﬁlm of WR there is a scene
where Vladimir Ilyich (who obviously represents Lenin) hits Milena
after their argument. Milena looks at him from a lower position
completely petriﬁed and sees his V.I. (Lenin) turned to Stalin. The
Stalin that Makavejev uses is not a real Stalin, but the personiﬁed
one from the movie of Mikhail Chiaureli The Vow. This scene
according to many interpretations of Makavejev is directly proves
that Makavejev’s philosophy is based on the fact that Stalin is Lenin
who has gone mad. As Mortimer observes with her pop-psychoanalytic phraseology: Lenin was a true neurotic who wanted to change
people and help them. His ascetism, nonetheless, paved the way for
Stalin’s rule” (p. 183). MacBean also describes Stalinism as the
psychopathological “domination which turned all of the Soviet bloc
into an enormous network of insane asylums” (MacBean, p. 251).
(N.B. He mistakes the Nazi Germany asylum footage which
Makavejev uses in WR as originating from the Soviet Republic.)
He speciﬁes the Stalin-Lenin juxtaposition as the “attempt to
trace the authoritarian and repressive trends in Soviet Communism
to Lenin himself” (MacBean, p. 248). Actually the scene where
Makavejev is juxtaposing the image of Stalin with an image of Lenin
is based on Chiaureli’s ﬁlm where Stalin is crying to the deceased
Lenin, or the Lenin who is no longer among us. The suturing effect
of the ideological continuation from Lenin to Stalin is based on the
absence, the absence of Lenin as the signiﬁer. Nevertheless this
causality between Lenin and Stalin is not necessarily a political or
philosophical. For example, it does not always claim that seeds of
Stalinist evil lay at the heart of Leninism. It is based on the
dichotomy between the concrete and the abstract. Both Lenin as the
ascetic, neurotic and idealist and Stalin as the dogmatic, stiff and
alienated are abstractions, in contrast to the actual persons’ concreteness. This will bring us to the second important aspect.
B - Stalin as Abstraction, Abstraction as Ideology: one of the ﬁrst
critiques of the image of Stalin, as represented in the cinema, is
written by André Bazin. This comes before Khrushchev’s attack on
the cult of personality. In now classical article which caused Bazin
33
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many problems at the time when the French Communist Party was
overly Stalinist he is describing the Stalin of the Soviet cinematography as the kitsch person abstracted from the real contradictions of
the world, which could likely be compared to Tarzan of Hollywood.
The one difference between Stalin and Tarzan is that the ﬁlms about
the latter do not pretend to be documentaries. 31 Mighty as he is
represented in the movies, without any faults or lacks, Stalin is
ontological rather than psychological. It is because he is no longer
‘human’, Bazin argues, that even while he is alive he could be the
main character of a ﬁlm (p. 36). This is the Stalinism of Milan
Kundera’s totalitarian kitsch where shit does not exist: the Ideological totalitarianism of absolute. The most important thing is that this
Stalin is abstract, detached from real people, and from their pleasures
and bodies. This is also the Stalinism of Svetlana Boym who in her
article on the Soviet Perestroika documentaries detects a general
form of the history of the Russian documentaries. They blur the
clear division of the ‘factual’ and ‘ﬁctional’. Russian documentaries
of the Stalinist period are staged and camouflaged. Echoing Bazin’s
Tarzan she is stating that “they are more like the ‘docu-dramas’ on
American television and must be treated with caution”.32 As a
conclusion, nothing is true in the universe of Stalin. Makavejev’s
ﬁlms are principally anti-Stalinist because their subjects are occupied
with their “earthiness” as can be read in the account of Charles
Warren. This earthliness is deﬁned and structured with three
mutually dependent categories: of humour, people as people or
un-idealized people, and sex.33 This humanist tautology of “people
as people” can be traced in many different Makavejev and Yugoslav
Marxist problematics. Warren juxtaposes the two and declares that
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“Yugoslavia is not the USSR and it resists Stalinism. Milena tells to
Vladimir that Yugoslavs care about ‘personal happiness’ and do not
blur that with State concerns’ (p. 227). Yet we have to bear in mind
that in the case of Yugoslavia this has been very much blurred,
especially the anti-Stalinist state policy which was also widely
supported by the ‘dissident’ philosophy of Yugoslavian Humanist
Marxism known as Praxis. Praxis has based its critique of Stalinism
on the tautology of the human. This is how Gajo Petrovic, one of the
founders of Praxis, reflects on this philosophy: “What makes man
man is the general structure of his Being, which Marx called
‘praxis’”34. The way in which Praxis deﬁnes man as man is contra to
Stalin, so their philosophy is contra Stalin. This anti-Stalinist
Marxism in the case of Praxis is neither materialist nor idealist, it is
“consistent naturalism and humanism” (p. 29), which they derived
philosophically from the Erich Fromm’s version of “authentic
Marxism”. Apart from being positively deﬁned, this concreteness of
the people is at the same time far from grim and serious and is full of
joy. This is how Andrew Horton describes the carnival laughter in
Makavejev’s work in spite of the apparent Marxism in his ﬁlms:
“laughter of the people, by the people, and for the people as individuals emerges as form of salvation”.35 That is why Stalinism
cannot grasp irony, joy and pleasure.
c - Stalin the Hitler: “He was a true Red Fascist!” These are the
last words of Milena, describing Vladimir in WR. Red Fascism as the
merger of Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia in the American image
of totalitarianism is a political terminology par excellence. It has
played a crucial role in post-WWII America, constructing the policy
of anti-communism which was paved through the troubled equivalency of Hitler with Stalin. Apart from generating the discourse on
the acuteness of the task to ﬁght communism, Red Fascism also
served the fantasies of what might happen.
For example, we have to look at Hitler in the 1930s in order to
avoid a possible coming of Stalin’s Fascism.36 This fantasy is
somehow at the core of totalitarian ideology, as a bizarre
psychopathological paranoiac state that confuses the abstract and
the real. This is how Stanley Cavell in his article on Makavejev
describes the archive materials of the ultimate evil of Stalinism, or
the Katyn Forest massacre shown in Sweet Movie, as a “dreamlike
sequence” and poses the great moralist question that a freedom
lover would: “Isn’t that forest a name for the region inhabited by
regimes that no longer know that there is a difference between
dream and reality, acting out the one, wiping out the other?37 Stalin
mistook the concrete for the abstract, and according to his critics it
is this confusion that makes him so uncanny. The imagination of
totalitarianism is best described by its principal ideologue and the
architect of the “containment policy” Georg F. Kennan as: “When I
try to picture totalitarianism to myself as a general phenomenon,
what comes into my mind most prominently is neither Soviet picture
35
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nor the Nazi picture as I have known them in the flesh, but rather
the ﬁctional and symbolic images created by such people as Orwell
or Kafka or Koestler or the early Soviet satirists. The purest
expression of the phenomenon, in other words, seems to me to have
been rendered not in its physical reality but in its power as a dream,
or nightmare. Not that it lacks the physical reality, or that this reality
is lacking in power; but it is precisely in the way it appears to people,
in the impact it has on the subconscious, in the state of mind it
creates in its victims, that totalitarianism reveals most deeply its
meaning and nature. Here, then, we seem to have phenomenon of
which it can be said that it is both a reality and a bad dream, but that
its deepest reality lies strangely enough in its manifestation as a
dream…”38
d - Re-Stalinization of de-Stalinized Yugoslavia: When Gajo
Petrovic discusses the encouraging developments in the ﬁeld of
philosophy in Yugoslavia he does not fail to mention that there are
certain “remnants of Stalinism in us opposing free discussions on
philosophy” (p. 30). This is similar to what Makavejev told Jonas
Mekas in interview in 1972: “I feel that in my country Stalin’s ghost
is living in different corners and comes out from time to time just to
tell us we are not as free as we believe we are” (Mortimer, op. cit., p.
169). How we could understand these statements, coming from the
philosopher and the artist of the country which ofﬁcially declared its
socialism as non-Stalinist? We could understand this only as part of
the observation that true de-Stalinization is possible only with the
arrival of the concrete and of polyvalence in socialist politics.
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was primarily developed by the theoretician of the Yugoslavian New Film Dušan
Stojanović.

Another important pattern when reading Makavejev’s ﬁlms is that
they could have very different meaning depending on the position of

VI. Makavejev and Marx

The Yugoslavian socialism of self-management, which
necessarily brought with it the process of de-Stalinization, did not
detach from the abstractness of the socialism which is a constitutive
element of the orthodoxy and ideology of Stalinism. Their
detachment was false, it didn’t imply the cosmic re-order of things, or
it was never able to introduce the un-ideology of concreteness. Or, as
Herbert Eagle noted, the concern of Makavejev’s ﬁlms, as was the
philosophy of the group Praxis, was the failure of Yugoslavian
socialism to foster individual development.39 Accordingly, Man is not
a Bird is a ﬁlm about “un-freedom”. As Eagle puts it, the “central
conflict of all Eastern European societies is between Marxist
humanist praxis and repressive regimented institutions” (p. 136). The
possible emancipation that humanist Marxist ﬁlms might introduce is
most clearly described by Daniel Goulding as “[daily practice] of
transforming a single collective mythology into a multitude of private
mythologies”.40 Goulding is quoting from Makavejev’s essay on
another representative of the New Yugoslavian Film, Kokan
Rakonjac. He says that the physiognomy of this new tendency is
based on “viewing the world as it is, without hierarchy and
ideological intervention” (p. 72). Since Goulding has based his idea
of Socialist Yugoslavia on the fluctuating theory of the successive
policies between the centralist (latent Stalinist) and liberalist (selfmanaging) tendencies as developed by the Dennison Rusinow in his
classical book The Yugoslav Experiment 1948-1974, the “liberated
cinema” of Yugoslavia was accordingly never truly liberated from the
constrains of Stalinist strata. According to this philosophy it should
be declared that Makavejev’s utopia of an un-mediated ‘real’ society
(“as it is”) is a logical oxymoron in any state of affairs, because it
categorically suspends the possibility of the spontaneous expression
of concreteness of human creativity. Probably it is something more
than a matter of style to name this prevalence Stalinism.41
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looking at them and the ocular regimes or ideological beliefs of the
spectator who enjoys them. As Durgnant, referring to Hitchcock’s
Strangers in Train noted, this cognitive polyvalence could be
proclaimed with the term ‘the joy of perpetual analysis. This
polyvalence has been the constitutive philosophy of the entire New
Yugoslav Cinema, including Dušan Makavejev who described this as
a policy of multi-reading influenced by the psychological
investigations introduced by the Gestalt theories. These readings
could suggest that Makvejev’s ﬁlms can be reduced to the primary
tension between the artist as individual and society as a collective,
where the role of the artist is to be the creative emancipator to
represent the full potentiality of this individual and the subject.
Everything said and done, this would lead us to the ideological
position of Makavejev’s ﬁlms as the guarantors of the freedom
despite the repressive socialist state. The re-occurring Stalinism of
Yugoslavian ambiguity and the discourse of sexual emancipation as
part of political freedom could likely end up as the Marcuseian
cultural policy of the n-dimensional man, where Makavejev’s central
problematic would be labelled as Martin Walsh did in his text on WR
as “ultimate disparity between individual and the state: sex/the
individual versus politics/the state”.42 Since the potential ghost of
Stalin has been haunting Yugoslavia in the spaces of this “politics/
the state” ﬁeld, this policy of the individualism is un-conditional for
the emancipation from the constrains of society and ideology. It is
this philosophy of the “personal is political” that appeared before
postmodernism which encouraged Durgnant to label WR as the
“humanist postmodern” (p. 69). Makavejev, before being humanist
postmodernist, was for a long time a cinematic representative of
“humanist Marxism”. This cinematic Marxism, or cine-marxism is
counter to Stalin and it is in direct anti-thesis of Godard’s
Althusserian Marxism.
What is Makavejev thought in relation to Marx? In what sense
is the principle of Makavejev based on individual freedom, the
sensual, carnality, emotions, sex, the cosmos and the polyvalence of
all of these, connected to the Marxian theory and practice? It is
possible to grasp the Ideological discourses related to these
questions once we clarify Makavejev’s Marxism as related to the
dichotomy between the individual and the state. Up until now we
have seen many examples of how these discourses criticized the ﬁlm
studies influenced by certain dogmatic brands of Marxism which
repressed the concreteness of human being such as pleasure,
hedonism and sensuality. Durgnant, as many others did, called them
“political correct” ﬁlm studies “underestimating the hedonistic
counter-cultures, and emphasising Althusser-style syntheses of
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structuralism, Leninism, Maoism” (p. 88).43 But still there is the fact
that Makavejev himself was a Marxist, humanist or not, that has to
be dealt with by his appreciators. The polyvalence of his ﬁlms has
been the key for introducing the peculiarity of Makavejev’s Marx.
This was most clearly agitated by the Marxist aesthetician and the
founder, long-time international authority and the high
representative of the Naturist and Free Beach Movement, Lee
Baxandall in his article on Eastern European Cine-Marxism. This
peculiar cine-Marxism differs from the original version by Godard,
in the sense that this Eastern European version fully grasped
Brecht’s rule of “never failing to give the pleasure”.44 Apart from
this local speciﬁcity, Baxandall is introducing the ontological
multiplicity of Marxism as: “there has not been one Marxism, but
many” (p. 73), with his open preference of the “real” one which has
full “awareness of the value of subjectivity”. This Marx is precisely
the opposite of Marx as “‘scientist’ impostor concocted by such
interpreters as the neo-Stalinist Louis Althusser, who was said to
have stifled the ‘humanist’ in himself to go on to discover the laws of
‘scientiﬁc materialism’” (p. 83). The Marx of Makavejev is humanist,
that much we understood, but how does this humanism correspond
to polyvalence? Since humanism could be the signiﬁer of the ‘project
of men’ initiated by the collective socialism of the Stalin, it is not so
easy to connect polyvalence with humanism.
The usual answer is that Stalin’s humanism is based on the
abstract, ideological or kitsch concept of man, whereas real
humanism is based on real man, or “the human genotype, the innate
nature that undergoes socialization” as Baxandall clariﬁes (p. 92). A
crucial element here is the concept of human “nature”, as the eternal
and complex reality of the concrete. This schema allows the
“humanist Marxist” to avoid the possible paradoxes of the “individual versus collective” dichotomy with the polyvalence of
Makavejev. According to this schema, what has been labelled as the
collective in socialist countries does not have a polyvalent nature, it
is abstract and stiff, or granite of univocal ideology. The nature of
the individual is in its elements based on the complexity of the
concreteness, and it is truly a polysemic. This is why it is so distinctly
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In fact, we have reached the main dilemma of the relation between
polyvalence, change, knowledge, arts and politics. The readings based
on the ideological conception of the concrete are not able to propose
a dividing line between progressive and regressive politics and given
this hibernation the “carnal truth” cannot generate any other thought
except the obvious knowledge abut its own “nature” or “material”.
We can demonstrate this by showing the political implications of
carnal truth in the case of Mortimer.
Mortimer’s attempt to derive any correct political conclusions
from the carnal truth ends with the ambiguous morality of confusion.
She might call this confusion beautiful, as she did in the case of the
tenderness in Frank Sinatra’s voice, but things get problematic when
she links this carnality with the speciﬁcity of the subjects of Makavejev’s ﬁlms. This speciﬁcity is the ‘Yugoslavian people’, with notable
Balkan origins. She is very determined when explaining the emancipatory potential of these Balkan bodies in reading the immigrants
Dionysian joyfulness at the Zanzi-Bar in Makavejev’s ﬁlm Montenegro: “vitality of the immigrants, their genius for resourcefulness, the
obstinate and inveterate art of surviving, whether the circumstances”
(Mortimer, p. 239). This inveterate capability of lasting might be part
of their special material, of their different and more enduring bodies.
Also these Balkan bodies are representatives of the different epistemology that Mortimer is picturing through the character of Alex who
“embodies what serious ideologues ﬁnd hard to appreciate: an active
vulgarity that goes against too earnest and abstract a conception of
the person on the wrong end of the immigrant worker/capitalist
exploiter, poor country/rich country continuum.
It is a vulgarity that is a part of human being” (p. 232). The
antagonisms of capitalist colonization and the antagonisms of the
class struggle in this “cosmos” are done away with as political

Conclusion: Concretely Watching Films
(of Makavejev)

subversive, as Amos Vogel calls it, as “the eternal subversion”:
essence of life, under all circumstances and in all societies, was
eternal change, the constant transformation of all forms and
systems” (Film as Subversive Art). We arrived at the main Ideological
pattern of the reading of Makavejev’s polyvalence. It is referring to
the multiplicity, richness, multi-colouredness of the naked man
un-mediated by any ideological abstraction with his concrete nature
in full bloom. Real concrete is evidence of polyvalence.
Marx is redundant here, as Durgnant, who is a non-Marxist
admirer of Makavejev, observed: this ambiguity makes up the
socialist position, which is not, after all, among one man’s vision, but
a range of positions, and not a single statement, ‘once and for all’,
but a progression of reflections, a network of changing ideas. Many
of which non-Socialist can share” (p. 63).
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correctness by Mortimer, and furthermore posed the critique for this
correctness as the theoretical reductionism of people to social designations “performed by the right-minded thinkers”, which doubles the
already existing social diminishment (Mortimer, p. 233-234). The
political emancipation of the Balkan immigrants, according to this,
can only be based on their own bodies, which is proof of their durability, their resourcefulness. Throughout the article we have seen that
the carnal and sensual truths are based primarily on reference of its
own resources. It is all about the concrete truth of concrete things; or
the real knowledge of our bodies. But are there no antagonisms at the
core of carnal truth itself ? Does sensual vulgarity contradict itself ?
How to explain the confrontation of two different concrete bodies?
What are the limits of their “truths”?
Is there any “dividing line” between their truths? The most
crucial question is this: Is there a possibility to divide right from
wrong in the carnal truth? In the end, how to explain the violence of
concreteness? Mortimer in this case too re-produces two different
types of violence: the “hot” one which is a direct, erupted and
spontaneous violence; and the “cold” violence of the calculated,
opportunistic and analytical mind. For example according to her at
the Srebrenica there were two kind of violences operating, the “hot”
violence of Ratko Mladic and his pupils “equally drunk on plumb
brandy and ethnic paranoia” and the “cold” violence of the liberal
democracies of the Dutch ofﬁcers (Mortimer, p. 181-182). Trying to
explain the “material” of Radovan Karadzic himself, who is assumed
as the representative of the “hot” part of the world, Mortimer is not
able to say the last word. At once Karadzic is a representative of the
abstractness that harks back to the Lenin-Stalin “asceticism” and
alienation (p. 182-183); but at the same time he is the men of the
Balkan, with his grotesque of the carnality. He is, as Mortimer
explains in the pages discussing the Montenegro movie, one of
Montenegro’s (referring to Karadzic’s Montenegrian origin)
shameful sons (p. 250).
He is a Zanzi-Bar Dionysos gone mad, or went “uglier and
more brutal”. But still there is no possibility to divide this monster
from Dr. Frankenstein; neither the class or colonial antagonisms nor
any other discourse of “cold”, politically correct and abstract world
can help to make this decision. At the end there is only one perspective for the carnal truth in order to operate in the world of politics:
it’s the “trust”, the trust in its own truth, or as Mortimer puts: “in the
end it is the question of t r u s t” (p. 178).45
Throughout the text I have deliberately based my arguments on
the examples of the ideological readings of Makavejev’s ﬁlms in
order to make clear their theoretical and political consequences. The
consequences are the un-dialectical approach of sameness, ending
most of the time in the historicist interpretation of the development
(which consequently opens variety of regressive and retroactive
political positions). This process is grounded in the knowledge that is
45
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strictly based on self-referential and absolute truths, in the text
referred to as ‘concrete’ or precisely as ‘carnal’, ‘natural’ or
‘sensuous’, which are strictly related to human nature. The readings,
whose abundance is quite impressive, are in almost all cases reproducing the ideology of the re-humanization of the theory, especially
ﬁlm theory. The lure of these theories are their insistence on the
concept of concrete, as material of our everyday, of our intimacy,
essence, obviousness and human nature which continuously hangs on
our daily worries of bread, water, love, sex, wine or loss. These
hypotheses are not naïve; they are reproducing the most conservative
and regressive thoughts on society and politics if not handled with
caution and reserve. Their obviousness is their lure, but at the same
time it might guarantee their succession, which considering the
current state of affair in ﬁlm theory it would be fair to announce this
theoretical caution as acute.
As I mentioned earlier this text is not about the new proposal
of reading Makavejev, its sole purpose was to deal with the
ideological origins and confusions which some idealist and
phenomenologist inspired readings generates. What is most striking,
to say it scandalously, is that Makavejev ﬁlms which supposed to have
polyvalence of readings and patterns are always ending in the same
pattern of identity, carnality, sensuality, and humanist tautologies.
Are there not any other patterns which the polyvalence of
Makavejev’s ﬁlms could offer to us? There are signs of this; we can
mention the reading of Pavle Levi who clearly indicates the simplicity
of reduction of Makavejev to Herbert Marcuse’s “essential
incompatibility between the notion of human freedom and the
various institutionalized and reiﬁed forms of social and political
life”.46 Levi is instead proposing more active conception of
polyvalence, which could offer a possibility of “debate” for the
spectators of Makavejev ﬁlms, “possibility accompanying the
freedom granted to him or her, to choose a speciﬁc perspective, a
concrete idea, he or she will stand for” (p. 34). This is a full possibility
of polyvalence, or the possibility for cultural policy through the
polyvalence, which according to Levi, “does in the end, implicitly
presuppose a basic leftist political inclinations of its viewerparticipants” (p. 34). This reading is crucial in underlining underestimated possibility of pedagogy of the Makavejev ﬁlms which is
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This position of negation is important in the case of Makavejev ﬁlms,
not only because his ﬁlms are constituted by the “dark” materials, but
that this negativity is a theoretical partisanship for further
investigation of possibilities detached from humanist afﬁrmations,
phenomenologist tautologies and spiritual communions. It is not
exaggeration to claim that the negation is starting point for the
materialist reading that could bring us more closely to the concrete.

“[the black of black wave] is about where the society as
society is absent and about what politics, however
democratic, cannot represent.”47

continuously de-negated in the idealist readings based on
‘psychologization’ and ‘personalism’.
Another reading, but a less afﬁrmative one, is based neither on
policy nor culture is a recent elaboration on the Black Wave,
primarily referring to a work of another of its protagonists, Želimir
Žilnik, by Boris Buden as a practice of disengagement with the
representational identity policies of the Yugoslavian socialism. The
ﬁlms of Yugoslavian alternative cinema known as New Yugoslavian
Cinema, or better Black Wave, probably for the ﬁrst time, has been
interpreted in this reading with the non-representational politics,
which is neither the critique of that system (the socialism), nor any
engagement with this representation; “the black” stands for what it is,
without any extrapolation of culturalism, or as we have said earlier
on “the sex”, without any further additive meaning. It is this “black”
which is the material of the Makavejev, and which is the driving force
all the avant-garde arts, the negation; not the subversion, but the
simple and concise negation. Or as Buden puts:

In 1952, during the sixth Congress of
the Communist Party it was decided to give
the Communist Party of Yugoslavia a new
name, which became the League of Commu-

League of Communists
of Yugoslavia

Between 1963 and 1974 the island and city
of Korčula were a meeting point for critical
leftist intellectuals from East and West. The
local House of Culture would, for a brief
period of time, become the centre of debates
on the position of critical philosophy, sociology and political perspectives.
Henri Lefebvre, Herbert Marcuse,
Ernst Bloch, Jürgen Habermas, Zygmunt
Bauman were, among many others, frequent
guests of the summer school. The Korčula
Sumer School was organised by the Yugoslav
philosophers gathered around the journal
Praxis. One can speculate that the experiences
at the summer school impelled Lefebvre to
coin the term ‘Dionysian socialism’.

Korčula Summer School

(Belgrade, 1932). Film director and screenwriter. One of the most prominent ﬁgures
of the Yugoslav new ﬁlm. Although psychologist by education, he entered the ﬁlm
world via the Belgrade cinema club, of
which he was one of the most prominent early

Makavejev, Dušan

Love Affair, or the Case of the Missing
Switchboard Operator (1967) is a black and
white feature ﬁlm written by Branko Vučićević
and Dušan Makavejev. It has been directed
by Dušan Makavejev with assistance from
Branko Vučićević and Želimir Žilnik.
The cinematographer was Aleksandar
Petković, it has been edited by Katarina
Stojanović and the cast included Eva Ras,
Slobodan Aligrudić, Ružica Sokić, Miodrag
Andrić. Produced by Avala ﬁlm.

Ljubavni slučaj, ili
tragedija službenice PTT-a

See Interview with Želimir Žilnik, p. 57
See also Student protests, p. 188

The June Turmoil (1968) is a black and white
documentary short written and directed by
Želimir Žilnik, camera is by Dušan Ninkov,
sound by Bogdan Tirnanić and Branko
Vučićević and edited by Miodrag Petrović Šarlo. Produced by Neoplanta ﬁlm, Novi Sad.
The ﬁlm is documenting the student
demonstrations in Belgrade in June 1968.
It was primarily shot in the courtyard of
Kapetan Mišino Zdanje (Faculty of Philosophy building) where students gathered and in
which famous artists participated, showing
solidarity with the students.

Lipanjska gibanja

nists of Yugoslavia in order to reflect the
transformation the state was going through
and the change in the party’s role in society
under the influence of workers self-management and the ongoing state reforms.
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Drops, waters, warriors (1962) is a black
and white omnibus feature directed by
Marko Babac, Živojin Pavlović, Kokan
Rakonjac and written by Marko Babac,
Slobodan Novaković, Živojin Pavlović,
Olga Vujadinović, Dušan Makavejev,
Kokan Rakonjac. The cast includes Stole
Aranđelović, Ljuba Tadić, Janez Vrhovec,
Snežana Lukić, Petar Lupa, Dušan Janićijević,
Olga Vujadinović. Produced by Cinema club
Belgrade and Sutjeska ﬁlm.
Three segments, originally shot
as three short amateur ﬁlms produced by
the cinema club Belgrade, after an idea of
cinema-tographer Aleksandar Petković, were
‘packed’ as an omnibus and with the help of
Sutjeska ﬁlm from Sarajevo, presented at the
professional Yugoslav Film Festival in Pula.
It was the ﬁrst ofﬁcial stepping out of
amateurs into the professional ﬁeld.

Kapi, vode, ratnici
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NEW COLLECTIVES: ART NETWORKS AND CULTURAL POLICIES
IN POST-YUGOSLAV SPACES
Sezgin Boynik
Introduction
This article deals with cultural policies of the artistic collectives in postYugoslav contexts. Since most of the artistic collectives discussed here
were founded in the 1990s, we feel permitted to take and analyze them
as important indicators of the transitional dynamics and predicaments
that occurred within the post-Yugoslav cultural domain during that historical period. We are going to discuss the role of the artistic collectives
from diffferent angles. To presage our main thesis, artistic collectives were
playing a key role for the re-articulation of the cultural policy in the
sense of bringing about the shift from a state-centered socialist planning
strategy to de-centralized and neo-liberal open-market networking. It is
clear that the terms related to cultural politics such as ‘decentralization’
and ‘liberalization’ could invoke confusion when applied to the case of
Yugoslavia. We have the impression that this confusion must be traced
to the complex and perplexing discourse around the theory and practice
of ‘self-management,’ which had constituted one of the keystones of the
Yugoslav path to socialism. However, we will not propose any theory on
the cultural policy of self-management in Yugoslavia and its after-life in
the post-Yugoslav spaces whatsoever. Yet, a critical light must be shed
upon the contemporary, post-Yugoslav appropriation of this conceptualization put forward by artistic collectives. Here, the original meaning
of ‘self-management’ is in a positivist fashion reduced to the managerial
aspects. To discriminate between Yugoslav and post-Yugoslav artistic collectives in the following, we are going to use the terms ‘First’ and ‘Second
Collectives.’ Thereby the term ‘Second Collectives’ is reserved for the current post-Yugoslav artistic collectives. It must also be stated that most of
the Second Collectives, and especially the ones referred to in this article,
were not collectives managed by the artists, but on the contrary, they
were artistic collectives who were managing the artists. They are artistic collectives of art curators, art critics, art producers and art designers.
This demarcation is vital for the sake of preventing a generalization of the
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proposed thesis of this article – concerning the role of art collectives
during the transitional period – to the function of art as a whole.
In addition, I need to emphasize that our analytical focus in this article
does not lie on art practices as such, but rather on art systems in general. Tackling the question of the relation between art and ideology, Louis
Althusser defended the autonomy of art as a distinct way of producing
knowledge-efffects: “I do not rank real art among the ideologies, although
art does have a quite particular and specifĳic relationship with the ideology” (1971: 203). On that account, the following proposition on the relation between artistic collectives and ideology concerns the relationship
between art systems functioning as collectives on the one hand and ideology on the other – or, as Althusser would put it, between the ‘empiricist,’
‘historicist,’ and ‘humanist’ art and the ideological state apparatuses. To
sum up, the main subject of my article is the Second artistic collectives,
which typically do not possess a coherent and fĳixed organizational structure. For several reasons that will become clearer in the following pages,
I am mostly drawing from Croatian examples, especially from Zagreb. Yet,
one can assume, in principle, analogous correlations with regard to form
and content in other post-Yugoslav spaces.1
Managerial Aspects of Artistic Collectives
Before we concentrate on the ideological implications of the managerial
aspects of artistic collectives in various post-Yugoslav settings, we fĳirst
have to engage in the already existing international debates on this subject. This detour is apposite for at least two reasons: fĳirst, because signifĳicant segments of the post-Yugoslav Art Theory hinge on international
(mostly European) discourses on artistic collectives; second, because the
largest part of the post-Yugoslav artistic practices are fĳinanced by international (again mostly European) cultural agents and foundations.
For reasons that will become clear while I expose my argument, I want
to display the betoken afffĳinity by referring to Maria Lind, the renowned
curator, theoretician, and ideologue of the recent tendencies in artistic
collaborations and collectives. Lind’s approach rests upon the assumption according to which collaborations in the contemporary art fĳield
were inevitable, necessary, and even “obvious.” In her explication of this
1
The main protagonists of the Second collectives are WHW Collective, Mama (Zagreb),
Prelom Collective, RUK (Belgrade), kuda.org and Apsolutno (Novi Sad).
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stipulation, she draws on the thesis coined by Brian Holmes, which holds
“that even the lone artists in their studios are dependent upon contributions from others” (Lind 2007: 16). However, this thesis certainly does not
indicate more than an obvious and undeniable matter of fact: Throughout
the whole history of art, one may say, artists have always been dependent upon some external structures. What is problematic in Lind’s argumentation, though, is the dogmatization and rationalization of this idea
of external conditioning. At the same time, the transgressive and emancipatory potentials of art become blanked out entirely. In consequence,
the defĳinition of art is bereft of a constitutive component and reduced
to the mere managerial aspect. As I am going to delineate on the next
pages, a better understanding of the working of the indicated dogmatizing
strategy may prepare us for a critical evaluation of the current utilitarian approaches in contemporary art practices. A closer look reveals two
diffferent tactics by which this absolutization of collectivist tendencies in
contemporary art is accomplished: fĳirst, by ridiculizing and satirizing any
kind of political-emancipatory potential of contemporary art per se and,
second, by omitting any historical reference to those (leftist and avantgarde) art practices, whose collectivism was more or less explicitly bound
with the communist ideas of resistance, invention and afffĳirmation.2 Apart
from that, the crucial paradox of Lind’s approach is conveyed through her
belief that contemporary art as a creative social force would have nothing
to do with economy and monetary systems whatsoever. Accordingly, art
is seen as an abstracted creativity in which any connection with profane
matters such as economy is only ephemeral. Moreover, art is depicted as
the single remaining shelter from the cruel world of capitalist economy.
Consequently, Lind closes her article with underlining the importance
of contemporary art’s “neo-idealism” and its right for claiming “forgotten
problems of our society” (ibid., 34). This stipulation must be interpreted
from her understanding of politics and culture more generally:
[P]olitics in principle are completely steered by economics and the economy follows a capitalist logic, then culture tends to become an arena for
ideological debate. (ibid., 28)

2
To be more concrete, the fĳirst is achieved by Lind’s paraphrazing of the defĳinition
of ‘collaborative art practices,’ as put by Shollette and Stimpson, with “techno-anarchist
activism to hippie-capitalist, pseudo-countercultural imperialism.” The second line of
argument is reflected in Lind’s quotation of the glossary from Wikipedia for the defĳinition of ‘collective’, which “gives an echo of working forms within a socialist social system”
(2007: 17).
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Apparently, one is led to believe that cultural practice – abstracted from
the economical constraints – could harbor itself as a new domain of idealist, metaphysical aesthetics. As I shall try to prove in the pages to come,
this approach is symptomatic of many contemporary art collectives, collaborations, and networks from the Western as well as from contemporary post-Yugoslav cultural spheres.
*

*

*

Eve Chiapello has delineated how a “new spirit of capitalism” (Boltanski/
Chiapello 2004) emerged with “neo-management’s adoption of practices
similar to those found in the artworld” (2004: 585). Analyzing the historical transformation of ‘artist critique’, she distinguished three historical
forms of critique ranging from “complaint” (ibid., 586), in which the artist
appears as “the positive fĳigure of the excluded person: rejected, but not
exploited” (ibid., 587), over to the form of critique which “presupposes the
existence of a speaker whose status is such that other people feel they have
to listen to what she/he has to say” (ibid., 587–588), to another form which
presumes “a body of doctrine that is at once coherent, generally recognised
as something acceptable and which provides a sound basis for argumentation” (ibid., 588). Among the latter, Chiapello identifĳied two doctrines, one
that put emphasis on the “the grandeur that is associated with artistic
activities,” and a second that “sees creation as an activity which must be,
and which can only be, fundamentally free” (ibid.). On the basis of Chiapello’s records we may better understand the mysticisms that still sufffuse
the contemporary art system. We will focus on formal aspects of contemporary art and thereby ignore the phenomenological details. However, it
is clear that these attributes of art did not exist in any given moment of its
modern history. Rather, for the largest episode of art history, artist’s ideas
had been informed by mythology. Chiapello inferred that
one of the reasons why neo-management has adopted practices that are
similar to those found in the artworld is that it has listened to the complaints that emanated from ‘artist critique’. [. . .] ‘Artist critique’ has lost
much of poignancy precisely because it has been successful. (ibid., 592)

To start with the fĳirst artistic strategy that Chiapello delineated and
which according to her hypothesis is reflected in contemporary neomanagement discourse we may hint at the positive defĳinition of artist
(“rejected, but not exploited”). Secondly, a more formal correspondence
refers to a far-reaching turn with respect to the relation towards labor.
Paradigmatically, the claims raised by the French May ‘68 demonstrators
argued on behalf of providing for a particularly artistic lifestyle:
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[I]n May 1968 many of the demonstrators (especially students) had been
demanding a professional life with greater similarity to an artist’s idealised
lifestyle, meaning a creative profession where they could use all the powers
of their imagination; a job that was not routine-laden; and above all, a job
with minimal subordination, that is, without any boss who had to be obeyed
even if one did not agree with him/her. (ibid., 592)

As can also be seen from theoretical conceptualizations that still today
prevail in the current artistic discourse such as ‘immaterial labour,’ ‘postfordist art condition,’ or ‘self-management,’ art has not lost much of its
poignancy following its co-optation by neo-management. Rather, it is
more accurate to assess that the new ‘artist critique’ is striving for more
innovative strategies of operating inside the predominant neo-management paradigm, while still preserving its ancient mythology of the artist
being detached from any economic-political constraints.3
Interestingly and symptomatically, Lind takes Chiapello’s theory of
‘artist critique’ for an attempt to re-afffĳirm the neo-managements’ tactics
in an opportunistic manner for the sake of providing new profĳiciency for
contemporary art managers. However, Lind at the same time acknowledges the arguments of ‘artist critique’ to be constructive advices for managers as well:
[Y]ou must be able to alternate between working on your own, being selfmotivating, acting as part of a group and working in a team. This requires
even greater flexibility – and lack of security – than that associated with
working (in a steady job). (2007: 20)4

*

*

*

On the occasion of a panel discussion on “Collectivism and Art in Croatia after the 1990s,” a member of the Croatian curatorial collective WHW
(What, How & for Whom), Ana Dević, recalled the period of the Socialist Republic of Croatia from the 1960s (with special regard to Gorgona)
and the 1970s (particularly referring to the Group of Six Artists) as an era
of realization of the “truly radical and romantic idea” of ‘collective art.’5
3
Apart from this, ‘artistic critique’ sustains ‘capitalist’ attitudes such as risk, innovation,
and progress. The symbiosis of art and capital is far more than the result of the contemporary post-modern categorical disorientation. For a more detailed description, see the
valuable research by Wu (2002).
4
Lind herself has shown to be very skilful in applying neo-management tactics, since
in the last ten years she occupied positions as director in Kunstverein (Munich); IASPIS
(Stockholm), Graduate Programme for Curatorial Studies at Bard College (New York).
5
The discussion took place in in Zagreb in August 2005 and was moderated by Boris
Buden. Among the participants, besides Dević, were Dejan Krsić, Pero Kvesić and Tomislav
Medak.
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According to Dević, the reason why these art collectives were indeed “radical” (and “innocent” at the same time) was “because the level on which
they were organized and fĳinanced was really quite minimal” (Buden 2006:
440), i.e. economical concerns as a factor for art production did not really
matter. For example, the members of Gorgona, a conceptual artistic group
active in Zagreb between 1959 and 1966, were organizing their exhibitions
in the window display of a picture frame shop in downtown Zagreb. The
money they needed was collectively provided by the artists themselves
and managed by the cashier at the local bookstore. According to this
almost idyllic and pastoral picture of the self-sustained economy-of-art,
there was nothing but creativity, improvisation, fun, and game. Dević
continued to set herself in opposition to this idealized regime of today’s
artworld networks, which entwined with bureaucratic activities. For an
empirical proof of these two diffferent regimes belonging to the economy
of art we may refer to Mladen Stilinović’s Praise to Laziness (1993). In this
eminent document Stilinović, a member of the Group of Six, argued that,
in contrast to an artist-as-producer of today’s bureaucratic art world, a
genuine artist accounted for the importance of laziness, slowness, and
such aspects, which were not subjected to the rules of money.6 He goes
even further by stressing that there was more to the opposition of bureaucratic vs. creative art than mere individual taste of the artist, namely it
furthermore represented the distance between the Western world of capitalism and the Eastern, non-capitalist world.
Recalling Chiapello’s narration that it was exactly the espousal of nonroutine and visionary labor which rendered ‘artistic critique’ amenable
to current neo-management strategies, we may depict Dević’s reminiscence of the romantic-radical idea of art pertaining to the 1970s as an
invocation of contemporary management practices such as innovation,
flexibility, and self-management. In this sense, the fĳigure of the artist as a
self-manager emerges as the counter-foil to the bureaucratic system and
thus as the ultimate enemy of the artworld.
In the post-Yugoslav context, such debates resonated with ambiguous and disparate echoes. While the anti-bureaucratic and neo-liberal
doctrines here are commonly associated with the discourses of anticommunism, anti-totalitarianism, and all the paraphernalia of the transition-induced shock therapies, the catchword of ‘self-management’ is

6
Another of Stilinović’s renowned works entitled Artist at Work (1973–1983) consists of
a series of photographs, which expose the artist himself sleeping or resting in his bed.
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often contrasted with the famed Yugoslav ideologem of the same name.
Such reactions harken back to the habituated property to look at selfmanagement in Yugoslavia merely as an ‘economic ideology’ invented by
the Titoists to yield legitimation for their de-Stalinization policy within
the global context of the Cold War, which therefore could never really
function in practice. In both renderings, negative and positive, the notion
of self-management functions as a catalyst for a form of discourse that
detaches the term from its original socialist context, thereby blending
its contemporary meaning in neo-management theories with its Yugoslav socialist formulation by Edvard Kardelj. Even though in both cases
‘self-management’ denotes a particular type of socio-economic organization, they of course have dissimilar connotations. In the former case, it
is related to new and microscopic tactics, whereas in the second it signifĳies a particular theory and practice of workers that, accordingly, would
leave ownership and administrative decision-making in the hands of the
workers themselves. In short, the diffference lies between an individualist self-management theory (with a nod to Foucault’s terms one might
speak of “liberal biopolitics”) on the one side, and the collectivist socialist
approach towards social organization on the other. This must be accentuated against the widespread neglect of this diversity. What is more, the
socialist model of ‘self-management’ had often been defĳined down as a
cheap ideological or even psychological catalyst rather than a singular
political and ambitious economical concept of socialism. The psychologization tendency is betrayed in such accounts that claim, in the spirit
of ‘artist critique,’ that the Yugoslav self-management idea in Yugoslavia
was a sheer ‘instrumentalization of communication’, similar to the slogan ‘production means communication’ in post-Fordist systems. Here,
the main thrust is that in the post-Fordist production systems, in order
to avoid the ‘monological,’ i.e. boring, nature of labor, managers had to
fĳind means to render jobs more flexible and tolerable and to create more
sociable relations between workers and managers. The utilitarian impetus
behind this reform move is, apparently, to provide more humanist means
of exploitation of the workers. Finally, on that account the Yugoslav selfmanagement approach could be equated with the capitalist post-Fordist
productive conditions where workers’ councils are serving as some kind
of ‘psychological and consultative pseudo-participation’ in order to keep
workers calm and give them the sensation of participation.7 One could

7
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argue in this vein that socialism thus incorporated market-driven semicapitalist relations. In conclusion, we have tracked down some of the
strategies by which the Yugoslav self-management concept is misrepresented as an inherently bureaucratic, centralist, and proto-capitalist
project of ‘socialized economy.’8 Contemporary debates about art in the
post-Yugoslav context feature many cases that still distort the meaning
of the socialist self-management concept by trying to show the actuality
of local conceptual artists’ works in comparison to the developed liberal
economic trends such as immaterial labor, post-Fordism, etc.9
In her article on the Novi Sad neo-avant-garde of the 1960’s and 1970’s,
Branka Ćurčić explains how collective cultural practices in Western and
Eastern Europe as well as in Vojvodina (Serbia) existed well before the
Internet networks that ensued since the 1990s. The most famous of these
collectives from the 1970s, like KOD Group, E Group, The January as well
as The February, used to gather in the Youth Tribune in Novi Sad. One
of the most unique places was the DT 20 studio of Dejan and Bogdanka
Poznanović, where many informal gatherings of numerous Yugoslav and
European artists, theorists, critics, and writers were taking place. It was
one of the places, as Ćurčić expounds, where the Novi Sad neo-avant-garde
scene assembled, discussing issues of interest, and reading the most upto-date books, magazines and catalogues. Similarly to Ana Dević, Ćurčić
is also confronting today’s artistic practices with the ideas of 1970s artistic
collectives, which, as already seen, had valued the need for collaboration
above any opportunistic relations. In her conclusion the author points
out how
those collective cultural practices were based on values that are beyond
what can be understood through [. . .] ‘utilitarian fĳilters of economic survival’ (2006: 33).

Again, the informal contemporary art practices are set up against the
allegedly repressive ‘economic vulgarism,’ which would aim to
rearrange collective effforts through the endeavours based on the principles
of co-operation, solidarity and positive social relations that maintain the life
drive [. . .] for possible remove of the results of the death drive (ibid., 33).10

8
One of the earliest academic examples of this sort of interpretation is represented in
the ‘empirical’ research of Zukin (1975).
9
For an intimate account of a diffferent contemporary, even though not artistic,
approach towards Yugoslavia’s self-management system, see Olujić-Oluja (2008).
10
This thesis draws from the psychologist account of A. Carpintero, which also serves
as a base for an article of Ljiljana Filipović entitled Breakdown of Collective, which is going
to be discussed in the conclusion of this article.
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As we can notice, Dević’s espousal of anti-economic collectivism is replaced
by a certain psychologism, which in the same way reproduces the dualist
opposition of an ideal artistic collaboration on the one side and ‘profane’
economics on the other. This psychologism reveals important insights
into some conservative aspects of the new ‘post-socialist’ collectivism:
fĳirstly, psychologization entails a belittling of the economical part of art
practice by identifying the collective with the escape from profane materialism and economic calculation; secondly, collectivism only comes into
view because of its normalization functions (“positive social relations”)
and therapeutic potentials (“maintaining the life drive . . . against death
drive”). Yet, as I will try to disclose, there is another hidden presumption
in Ćurčić’s depiction according to which the situation in Eastern Europe
(and in the post-Yugoslav spaces in particular) has not reached its “normal state of mind,” but still was unable to transpose its “life drive” into
economic energy and relations. In this view, art and other cultural practices exist to accelerate, and if possible, to monitor the current economic
transformations.
We could observe similar interpretive schemes as depicted in Dević’s
critique of bureaucracy from the Zagreb panel discussion on the Second
Life of the Collectives. The analogous tendencies were also displayed in
the contributions by Dejan Kršić, art theorist and designer, as well as
Tomislav Medak on the same event. In each rendition, the collectives’
activities become interlinked with money and economics, thereby suggesting that if they were operating on their own terms they would rather
prefer to remain invisible. On the same footing, visibility of economics
within post-Yugoslav cultural collectives is taken for a symbol of theoretical decay and miscalculation instead – as would be more appropriate
in our view – for a starting point from which to grasp and analyze the
constraints that obstruct the collectives. This constellation might explain
why so often contemporary artists on the one side and their critics on the
other have failed to grasp even the acute problems of art.
The case of Croatia seems to provide genuine evidence on behalf of art
networks and collectives in Eastern Europe, especially because it features
one of the best-organized networks of cultural collectives and groups in
the post-Yugoslav scope. In the multi-national project Relations (2003–
2006),11 funded by the German Cultural Foundation, the “cultural positions
and political conditions” of seven European cities were presented. Interestingly, certain topics have been consigned to particular cities; Zagreb,

11
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for instance, was bestowed with a project devoted to aspects of collectivism, Prishtina with nationalism and Ljubljana with internationalism. Thus,
one could assume collectivism to be a constitutive and even ‘ontological’
quality of the contemporary Croatian cultural scene. The questionnaire,
which the curatorial collective WHW conducted for the project-related
publication on the network Zagreb – Capital of Cultural 3000 (Z – CK
3000), describes the “work in networks today as no longer a question of
choice but one of necessity” (Klingan/Kapppert 2006: 390). Z – CK 3000
is a Zagreb based network consisting of the following collectives: WHW
(initiators of the network), BLOK (Local Base for Cultural Refreshment),
Shadow Casters, CDU (Center for Drama Art), Platforma 9,81, Container,
Community Art and mi2 Multimedia Institute. Minna Henriksson, in her
map on the contemporary art scene of Zagreb (see Figure 1), described
the network as follows:
Z – CK 3000 is a collaborative platform of eight Zagreb based NGOs aiming
at establishing a cultural policy in Croatia. [. . .] They received about 500.000
Euro, which they divided between the four initial members, and each used
it as they liked – for salaries, rental fees, and projects. It didn’t create more
collaboration than would have been ensued anyway. Now Z – CK 3000 is
funded by Relations and Erste-Bank (2006).12

This network, which is bringing together a colorful spectrum of diffferent collectives from various ideological backgrounds, had such a strong
impact on the reorganization of cultural policy that one member of the
network (Platforma 9,81) defĳined it as an
idealistic attempt to outline a cultural master plan, [. . .] directed toward
reforming the institutional setting of independent culture, increasing its
influence, and strengthening its resources (Klingan/Kappert 2006: 390).

After having traced the masterplan of the cultural policy of the Zagreb
networks above, which involved many of the contemporary art practitioners, we can conclude that Dević’s invocation of ‘bureaucracy’, Krsić’s

12
Minna L. Henriksson, in the like manner, compiled several more maps depicting
the contemporary art scenes of Istanbul (2005), Zagreb (2006), Ljubljana (2008), Belgrade
(2009) and Helsinki (2009). They all disclose the ‘public secrets’ and rumor structures of
these networks, thereby indicating amicable as well as adversarial interrelations between
the active artists in the fĳield. More than a sole description of the aforementioned fĳield of
collectivist policies, the maps of Henriksson offfer valuable materials for a reappraisal of
the material conditions of contemporary art institutions. The social as well as the materialist dimensions are regularly overlooked by art historians as well.
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‘Zagreb Notes’. © 2006 by Minna L. Henriksson, by permission.

‘economism,’ or Medak’s “surplus in terms of production in collectives”
(Buden 2006: 436) are not as naïve and romantic as we might have suggested in the fĳirst instance.
An empirical research conducted by three members of another network, which is covering the entire Croatian contemporary cultural scene,
Clubture, can serve as a trigger for the theoretical investigation which
I promised to realize in the beginning of the article. Their publication
headlined Survey on Independent Cultural Sector: Clubture Network (from
now on Survey) sets out with bringing to the reader’s attention the importance of the new media and technologies, which, in contrast to traditional
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activities, would open up a new domain of cultural cooperation. As the
writers13 of the Survey explain:
[A] side efffect of the development of new technologies, as well as shortterm partnership projects, is a large number of ad hoc cultural activities that
enrich life of many communities. But cultural activities are also intervening
backwards influencing diversifĳication and fluidity of cultural market, as well
as on broad social environment that constantly changes, offfering alwaysnew products. Consequently, it is presumed that basic characteristic of a
contemporary culture worker are more likely to be compared to a characteristic of a stock broker, rather than the stereotype view of a cultural worker
as a bohemian and loner (Kardov/Pavić/Višnić 2006: 3).

This long quotation is vital for understanding the efffectiveness of the
innovations of ‘artistic critique’ and the adoption of new managerial and
market properties. The authors are emphasizing – if not yet clearly – the
aggressive character of the cultural workers in this new trend of post-socialist culture in Croatia. Accordingly, they would not display the attitude of
the old-style Bohemian, who passively analyzes ongoing transformations,
but rather take a vigorous stance and militantly participate in the active
creation of a platform for the “fluidity of cultural market.” As the authors
of the Survey expound in the following passage, collectives and networks
played a crucial role in the restoration process, because the
trend of establishment of networks and platforms produces new, more
flexible institutional forms that are imposed as an adequate answer to the
demands of the current environment (ibid.).

This “current environment” is, apparently, that of capitalism. The Survey
on also accentuates that
since independent cultural organizations are primarily oriented towards
projects and programs, institutional support has a crucial role and enables
continuity of activities and its minimal independency (ibid., 8).

This minimal support, which may have provided for basic infrastructure
and hire charges as well as for collaboration with offfĳicial institutions,
was, according to the Survey fĳindings, necessary for the maintenance of
an independent cultural sector. To be more concrete, while most organizations had some experience with cooperation with regional (62%) and
municipal (86%) authorities, the Survey indicated that the opposite tendency prevailed with respect to public administration bodies: 40% of the
13
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art organizations could not look upon any type of collaboration with the
Ministry of Culture or any other representative body of public administration (ibid., 9). Yet, it is remarkable that the Survey, which according to
its title would spotlight the ‘independent cultural sector,’ actually fails to
provide a demarcation criterion between ‘independent’ and ‘representational/state’ organizations. The nexus between them is apparent from the
fact that the former is dependent upon institutional support and thus for
providing for an autonomous cultural sphere on the one hand, and the
latter’s interest or constraint to take care for innovation and to overcome
those institutional structures which have rendered it backward in the fĳirst
place on the other hand. As shown by the example, the idea of an ‘independent cultural sector’ is not at odds with the notion of ‘representative
institutions’ in this special context. Of course, the diction of the Survey is
put in another style as the ‘romantic’ renderings introduced above. The
Survey’s authors seemed quite aware of the importance of a well-regulated
budget plan for the normal functioning of (cultural) policies. Similar to
the old verdict of Branko Horvat, dating back to the late 1960s, according
to which the normal functioning of political administration is dependent
upon professional and strictly economical rules of conduct instead of traditional habits of political decision-making,14 the Croatian ‘independent
cultural sector’ today aims at establishing professionalism in the sphere of
culture and thus getting rid of the remnants of the ‘socialist’ regime such
as a slow, corrupted, and backward bureaucratic structure.
Minna Henriksson’s Zagreb map brings to the fore how the contemporary representatives of the Croatian art scene mock at the sterility and
unproductiveness of the state institutions. For a symptomatic case, we
may quote a comment on the Zagreb Contemporary Art Museum:
Many of the people working there don’t know much about contemporary art, and they don’t like it. The museum director used to run some
ethnographic-folklore museum before. There was a scandal following from
the wiretapping of workers’ telephone calls. There is a split between two
groups – one guided by the museum director, and the other by the senior
curator. (Henriksson 2006)

14
“If Yugoslav policy-makers had been better educated in contemporary economics,
including particularly post-and-neo-Keynesian economics, they would have been more
successful in timing the reforms” (Vjesnik September 1967, No. 14–23.). The quotation of
Branko Horvat is taken from Rusinow (1978).
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We may paraphrase the alternative strategy implied in these criticisms
like follows: If the offfĳicial cultural sector worked according to more rational criteria, the cultural policy in the whole country would function more
efffectively. Yet, since this is not the case, the independent cultural sector
was forced to implement the masterplan of democratization, decentralization, transparency, and flexibility. What is more, the independent artists even portray their role as momentous for overcoming the rule of the
still prevailing ‘communist-style bureaucrats.’ Hence, we fĳind this ideology of covert anti-communism in Eastern-European cultural policies to
be symptomatic of the bulk of the academic articles and surveys on the
topic of art policy.
Frequently, this anti-communist ideology appears in the shape of an
“anti-totalitarian” outlook. Typically, this stance comes along with an ironic
distanciation from socialist traditions. Works of art are often denounced
either as a ‘burlesque’ of the Stalinist Gesamtkunstwerk (total-art-work)
(Groys) or as a reflection of the ‘terror’ of socialist-realist aesthetics. However, in contrast to this perspective, many of the contemporary artists and
art theorists in the present fĳield do not fail to recognize the emancipatory
potentials inherent to the arts of the socialist period. As had been widely
accounted, the socialist Yugoslavia had developed one of the most decentralized, heterogeneous, and interesting alternative cultural sectors. Stefan
Toepler, whose important research on Eastern European cultural policies
had a strong impact on the advancement of this fĳield,15 argued vehemently
against any misrepresentation of the cultural policies in socialist states.
As he could show, many Eastern European countries had in fact seen the
spread of a multitude of alternative and semi-independent youth cultural
practices inside the offfĳicial/state-run institutions during the era of ‘communist dictatorship.’ What is more, Toepler detects a contemporary crisis
of the cultural system in the post-socialist Eastern European states, identifying as main cause the fact that
the political leadership but not the cultural administrators and bureaucrats,
[are those] who continued to occupy the same positions they had held
under socialism, potentially limiting their ability to shed old structures and
ideologies (2000: 12).

15
This impact can also be grasped in the Survey proper, whose authors refer to him as
a key influence.
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Furthermore, he pinpointed how
the establishment of independent non-profĳit organizations for artistic and
aesthetic purposes, on the other hand, allowed a fuller exploration of formerly suppressed works or styles, as well as avant-garde and other artistic
expressions, not feasible in the context of existing institutions (ibid., 13).

Maja Breznik, a Slovenian cultural scientist concerned with similar topics as Toepler, has delineated how the use of pivotal political concepts
such as ‘democratization’ and ‘liberalization’ is not uniform, but changing
constantly according to the political development within each country
(i.e. failure of social-democracy, rise of political far-right, global economic
crisis, etc.). For instance, the slogan ‘democratization’ of culture, which
originally meant the extension of the population’s accessibility to culture, came to denote – as initially had occurred in Austria and Italy – the
‘liberalization’ of culture and arts, signifying that “culture and arts would
better serve the needs of people, if the state abandoned the paternalistic
approach that put cultural institutions to sleep” (Breznik 2004: 49). In a
similar fashion, Breznik goes on to demonstrate how
liberalization – meaning a ‘more liberal’ cultural policy and ‘modernization’
of cultural institutions that should transpose culture to a more ‘economic
platform’ – is usually advocated by artists who defend modern arts against
traditional art (ibid., 46).16

This bond between the political far-right and the artistic avant-garde,
which becomes more and more visible in basically all cultural fĳields, leads,
according to Breznik, to one important political consequence:
[B]y withdrawing its fĳinancial aid to cultural institutions the state better
serves the ‘consumer’, who can better satisfy their needs in the capitalist
market environment [. . .] based on viewpoint of ‘consumer’s choice’ (ibid.,
47–48).

Following Breznik, we must characterize the given constellation in the
post-socialist condition as ultimately twisted. Accordingly, it was because
an efffĳicient cultural market or a cultural industry had not yet evolved in
Eastern Europe that those societies would fĳirst have to strive for the institutionalization of market economy. Hence, the transitional policies were

16
The opposition between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional arts’ fĳinds its equivalent in the economic realm with the dichotomization of, for example, ‘flexible’ vs. ‘fĳixed,’ or ‘self-managing’ vs. ‘centralized’ organizations.
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reformulated in order to restore the market turbulences for the sake of the
new ‘consumer democracy,’ investment fluidity, or capital decentralization. A real – although hidden – assumption behind this ‘transitional’ art
and market ideology beholds that there is an inescapable requirement for
overcoming the Eastern European ideological heritage.
Similar to the authors of the Survey, the sociologist Jaka Primorac, in
her awarded research on South-Eastern European cultural industries, supports the argument by Milena Dragićević-Šešić and Sanjin Dragojević that
in times of transition to liberal market economy, or rather, as the latter
euphemistically put it, under ‘turbulent circumstances,’ a crisis is quite
expectable to appear, i.e. a
crisis in public policies and in the public sector; no communication flow
between the three sectors; crisis in institutional and their social role; and
crisis of participation in the local market. (Dragićević-Šešić/Dragojević 2005:
28–29)

Now, Primorac goes further in explaining that such drastic rhetorics and
threats of ‘turbulent circumstances’ could be easily dispensed with thanks
to the functional and symbolic changes, which would be provided by the
creative sector:
Changes in the functional level are such as non-hierarchical exchange of
information and products, organizations and function on project-to-project
basis, changes in the relationship between work and leisure, which can not
be said for (public) cultural institutions (2007: 18).

As is apparent from this quote, Primorac assumes that changes on the
symbolic level would have deeper political social impact than institutional
transformations. Here, culture is not any longer taken for a “burden on the
budget, [. . .] the symbolic décor of political power,” but rather
culture identifĳies more and more through production in creative industries,
and less as an instrument of ‘enlightenment’, which was the role that it
tended to be allocated in the context of planned economy (ibid., 19).17

In the same paragraph, Primorac concludes, with a nod to DragićevićŠešić/Dragojević, that in order to prepare for a more efffĳicient approach
to the problems of cultural policy one would have to follow the ‘intersectorial way,’ which introduces cultural policy into the economic, political,

17
This neo-liberal cultural policy can also be paraphrased with the demand that
“cultural productions have to survive in non-planned economy” (ibid.).
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or even the urban planning sectors. Yet, this ‘inter-sectorialism’ has been
a very well practiced strategy of an independent cultural sector, as the
Survey already marked out. In Croatia, for example, nobody would be
surprised to see an anarchist giving a lecture right after the presentation
of an architect or urban planner in the multi-media institute, which is
advocating the strategy of ‘bureaucratization’ as a new cultural policy.
However, such a twisted perplexity of (diffferent) ideologies in one and
the same network is only possible within the discourse of ‘transition,’ in
which any contradiction becomes ‘normalized’ in the fashion we have
tried to disclose in this section.
*

*

*

From the neo-managerial perspective art, collectivity, and transition could
seem as three phenomenological dimension of avant-garde history. Goran
Djordjević’s statement that “recent art history is the history of friendships,”
which he took up from the eminent article on friendship in art by Viktor
Misiano (2003: 168), should therefore be altered to: “recent art history is
the history of friendship (in difffĳicult times).”
Misiano’s article The Institutionalization of Friendship is practically about
Moscow and Ljubljana art communities and their interrelations, which
developed since 1992 with the Apt-Art International exhibition organized
in Moscow, followed up by Moscow Embassy, Interpol and Transnacionala.
What these projects have in common is their approach to accounting for
the dialectics between the Eastern Europe and the Western gaze as well
as the orientation and preservation of earlier avant-garde movements
and political systems.18 As Misiano put more concretely, they shared the
“[employment] of the resources of friendly relationships as part of the
program” (2003: 168). He therefore designates these projects as “confĳidential projects” (ibid.), based on “freedom from hierarchy and functional
specializations,” “absence of any thematic program” so that “the theme
emerges spontaneously out of the communication itself” (ibid., 170). He
goes on to defĳine the nature or rather “structure of the confĳidential project”
(ibid.) as “nothing but an attempt to create a structure for a collective
artistic practice in the situation of the absence of an art system” (ibid.).
Hence, at the bottom of the friendly relationship between the Moscow
and Ljubljana art scenes lies, as we learn from Misiano, their sufffering
from an “institutional, ideological, and moral vacuum” (ibid.) and the

18
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misfortunes induced by the transition processes. This common ground is
historically familiarized in the article by going back to the banned conceptual artists’ strategy of Apt-Art International. While during the 1960s
and 1970s ‘the common afffair’ of avant-garde artists had been the ferocity
of the communist system, the contemporary avant-garde scenes would
struggle with the “mad dynamics of social transformation” (ibid., 172). Furthermore, one can still trace a particular ‘thematic programme’ of this art
collective despite of Misiano’s suggestion at the outset of his article. For
once, the ‘confĳidential community’ is not only about ‘deconstruction,’ but
also about ‘reconstruction.’ More importantly, the “openness to the Other”
of the “confĳidential community can avoid ideological dogmatism, and can
remain open to the chaos of the transitional epoch” (ibid.). The hidden
political presumption rendered by this ‘reconstructive openness’ is that
the artistic communities managed to survive communism and can now
easily adapt to the chaos of capitalism.19
Representational Aspects of Artistic Collectives
After all, the question of how to adequately theorize and conceive of the
artistic collectives is still left to be answered. Even if the managerial aspects
warrant their support by offfĳicial institutions, they cannot fully account for
the question why art and culture continue to afffĳirm collectivism to be a
new political as well as aesthetical solution. Actually, an answer to this
question appears to be very easy. As we had already anticipated in our
theoretical introduction at the onset of this paper: due to the adoption of
managerial structures, art collectives sustain the notion of ‘co-operation’
as the ontology of their structures. In this section we want to tackle a
particular problem resulting from the indicated constellation for the art
collectives, namely how to legitimize their long lost autonomy of ‘artistic
critique.’ This autonomy is maintained with the help of representational
politics, which is widely perceptible in arts and culture. Many theoretical attempts to reckon with the complex entanglements of contemporary
art make reference to the theory of antagonistic relations developed by
Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Moufffe. Especially Moufffe’s theory of ‘agonism’ has attracted the attention of art theorists. Here ‘agonism’ denotes a

19
Misiano is demonstrating this confĳidence of friendship by obliterating the ideological fĳights between the participants, especially between Alexander Brener, Yuri Leiderman,
and the IRWIN group (2003: 172–176).
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diffferent mode of manifestation of antagonism because it involves a relation
not between enemies but between ‘adversaries’, adversaries being defĳined
in a paradoxical way as ‘friendly enemies’, that is, persons who are friends
because they share a common symbolic space but also enemies because
they want to organize this common symbolic space in a diffferent way
(2000: 13).

This quotation from Moufffe is cited in numerous catalogue essays and
articles by art curators and critics. It earns this attention because it renders a theoretical justifĳication strategy for the existence of art networks,
based on paradoxes and contradictions. As we have shown above, the contemporary form of artistic critique betrays a paradoxical amalgamation of
romantic-bohemian ideas on the one hand and neo-managerial ideas on
the other. Even curators who stand for a Marxist tradition of aesthetical
innovations, such as Charles Esche, speak highly of Moufffe’s theoretical
accounts. In Esche’s view, Moufffe’s idea of ‘agonism’ in combination with
Giorgio Agamben’s theory of communication designate the contemporary
“task of the community of art,” namely to take a
step towards an idea of creative solidarity expressed not in a common political programme but in shared speculative discourse within an agonistic art
sphere. This is neither the forced solidarity of real socialism or nationalism nor the vague shared interests of geographical communities. Rather it
is a willed and individual choice to combine and communicate collectively
without the need for clear, objective results. (2005: 17)

What becomes clear from this description about the utopian conception
of the art community is the lack of any ideological program. This trait at
the same time demonstrates the key diffference against the original avantgarde movements and eventually impels them to accept ‘agonism’ as the
ultimate summit in their agenda. For another instance we may again
return to Maria Lind, who takes Moufffe’s theory of agonistic relation for
a potent and liberal-democratic means to curb the dangers of centreright and far-right extremism (2007: 19). Lind takes it for granted that
the dispersal of diffferent and antagonistic ideas would per se provide for
the emergence of an alternative in the political arena, which, in addition,
would split up the extremist groups. Despite its appearance as entailing a
particular political reasoning – which Esche is renouncing outright – it is
quite obvious that this ‘programme’ consists of nothing but a justifĳication
of those policies which warrant artistic practices to be possible. To make
it plain, the agonistic art theories in the end purvey the aestheticization of
already established and predominating practices of liberal democracies.
The ‘resolutions,’ which are offfered by the agonistic paradigm to the art
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community, boil down to a strategy of adaptation to the contemporary
socio-economic conditions.
Claire Bishop puts the fĳinger of suspicion at this inter-relatedness of
the art community. Bishop, referring to curators like Nicolas Bourriaud
and artists like Rirkrit Tiravanija or Liam Gillick, claims that the whole
set of beliefs, which conceives of art to be communicative, collective,
relational, and experiential with respect to utopian ideas, is in fact just
referring to the art community proper, i.e. the art communities’ own relatedness. Therefore, she concludes the democratic impetus of Bourriaud’s
‘relational arts’ to be untruthful, “since they rest too comfortably within
an ideal of subjectivity as whole and community as immanent togetherness” (2004: 67). Relatedness in art, which is logically unavoidable, would
thus be reduced to gossip, chats, and flirtations of like-minded art dealers,
art lovers and art practitioners. For a decisive step to overcome such mistakes, she reiterates arguments from Laclau/Moufffe’s democratic theory,
thereby pointing out that
without the concept of utopia there is no possibility of a radical imaginary. The task is to balance the tension between imaginary ideal and pragmatic management of a social positivity without lapsing into a totalitarian
(ibid., 66).

As we have seen in these examples, the artistic collectives defend a representational politics that would be fĳit for bridging opposing ideologies
and thus provide for the symbolical readjustment to the new realities and
the suppression of ‘extremist’ formations. For another indication, we may
hint at a recent incident that had occurred in Belgrade. In the wake of
the prohibition of the exhibition entitled EXCEPTION – Contemporary Art
Scene from Prishtina, scheduled to open on 7th of February 2008, a new art
collective was formed under the name of Radnici u Kulturi (RUK, Workers
in Culture). The event, which was designed to present young artists from
Prishtina, was fĳinally cancelled due to a fĳierce protest campaign launched
by far-right extremist groups, during which one of the art works had
been vandalized. After this had happened, the police declared that it was
incapable to warrant security to the organizers and the visitors. The RUK
featured various initiatives and individuals working in diffferent fĳields of
culture. Besides the immediate agenda to have the exhibition taking place,
RUK soon expanded to stand up against the repression in the domain of
culture (censorship) and the spread of (far-right) nationalism in the country. They even succeeded in launching their own publication organ named
7/February – in commemoration of the day of the protests against the
exhibition. RUK ’s effforts must also be interpreted against the background
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of the particularities of the Serbian political discourse which is structured
along the divide between the ‘nationalist-authoritarian’ and the ‘democratic’ (the ‘Other Serbia’) factions. With providing a unique platform for
all antagonistic opposition movements, which were loosely subsumed
under the label ‘Other Serbia,’ RUK attempted to render some orientation to this chaotic and ambivalent sphere. Eventually, a wide spectrum
of anti-nationalist oriented groups, varying from liberal anti-nationalists
to Marxist leftists, found themselves under the same umbrella and unifĳied
in the goal to defend the progressive, urban, and open Serbia.20
As we have seen, the RUK strategy assumes the same representational
strategies as we had outlined above on behalf of diverse collectivist art
groups.
Concluding remarks
For a concluding remark, we can fĳinally turn to one of the Z – CK 3000
members, namely Boris Bakal. In his article Recognizing Networks he sets
out underlining the metaphysical, or ‘Emersonian,’ sense of understanding the world, according to which
everything teaches transition, transference, metamorphosis: therein is
human power, in transference, not in creation; and therein is human destiny, not in longevity, but in removal. We dive and reappear in new places
(2006: 415).

This continuous existence, according to Bakal, was
part of networks in these regions [. . .] from mid-nineteenth century to 1946,
when the new state abolished all existing networks and civic activities or
placed them under centralized control (ibid.).

Under this totalitarian and centralized power, “the individual was deprived
of the possibility of being the generator of small changes,” and, according
to Bakal, this was the reason for the “death or disappearance of socialist
models of management” (ibid.).

20
Due to the limited space I have to restrict my comments on this complex matter to
a few remarks. The question about the urban character of the ‘Other Serbia’ is highly disputed in the discussions of RUK. In his opening article to 7/February, Branimir Stojanović
distinguishes between ‘progressive’ and ‘regressive’ Serbian citizens, thereby applying the
criterion of being pro or contra the exhibition. In another article of the same edition,
Dejan Sretenović compares the EXCEPTION incident with Joseph Beuys’ expulsion from
the Dortmund Art Academy in the 1970s.
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As we can guess, this discourse aims at discarding the real historical
collective moment (of the Yugoslav socialist revolution 1941–1945 and the
post-revolutionary concept of socialist self-management) and at supporting the charity based non-governmental middle-class humanitarian organizations (such as Društvo čovječnosti – Society of Humanity). The history
of artistic collectives in Yugoslavia and, as Bakal implies, especially in
Croatia, had
rested precisely in that their work and socialization were not determined by
any material preconditions but were exclusively based on volunteering and
on spiritual strength (ibid., 417).21

The fact that these collectives with ‘spiritual strength’, such as Gorgona,
Exat, Podroom, Group of Six and New Tendencies, had been actually
fĳinanced by state foundations only receives random attention in Bakal’s
account. A true creative collaboration in Bakal’s view only ensued in the
post-Tito period, when “Yugoslavia [. . .] was turning into an inefffĳicient
obstacle to the interest groups of corporate capital” (ibid.).
One of the fĳirst initiatives was the project/group Katedrala (Cathedral),
initiated by Boris Bakal himself in 1987. It consisted of a multi-media installation set up in Zagreb, Belgrade which was intended to stimulate a new
sense of community in a scattered society by creating a broad network of
collaborations and interdisciplinary endeavors. This goal is reflected in
a particular visual imaginary such as, for instance, the collage of all the
Zagreb churches from the late 1980s, comprising the demolished Jewish
synagogue, the Catholic cathedral, the Orthodox Church on Preradović
square, and the new Zagreb mosque.22 As becomes clear from this strategy, Bakal and his colleagues had been under the impression that the
socialist society
was already deeply torn in all its aspects by great antagonisms and violent
economic conflicts that, in the hands of adroit politicians, were soon to be
turned into religious-nationalistic and ethnic wars. (ibid., 416)

21
What was a ‘positive social relations’ of non-utilitarian art collective practices in
pseudo-leftist discourse of Ana Dević and Branka Ćurčić, with the formulation of Bakal’s
discourse it gets clear formulation of its fundaments. That is the reason why we will look
at Bakal’s network-theory, because it will take this tendency to its logical conclusion.
22
For a similar case that reveals the spiritualism of art collectives in the late 1980s we
may hint at the internationally acclaimed last Yugoslav show, curated by Jadran Adamović,
Fra-Yu-Kult, exhibited in the monastery Široki Brijeg, Lištica, in 1990. See also Adamović
(1992).
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As we have so far introduced a variety of art theoretical positions from the
Yugoslav art sphere, we may summarize the predominating view among
the art groups that the Yugoslav socialist society had been an obstacle to
the normal flow of capital (“obstacle in the interest groups of corporate
capital”) as well as humanistic spiritual emancipation. Its destruction is
thus seen as the consequence of that entropic situation. Bakal’s account
of an alternative, which is based on ‘networking normalization,’ still prevails for the following reasons: fĳirst, because it provides a broad representative and neo-liberal justifĳication for art collectives; second, because
his doctrines and activities still inform a large part of the contemporary
artistic and cultural discourse in Croatia.23 Immediately after “the savagery
of nationalist extremism” broke out, Bakal and his associates founded the
Anti-War Campaign of Croatia (AWCC), which gathered many diffferent
initiatives. This organization, which collaborated with various opposing
groups such as Hare Krishna, gay movements, as well as the Catholic
University of Louvain, launched one of the most critical journals named
Arkzin. Their ideology, according to Bakal, eventually led to the formation
of the successful co-operational network Z – CK 3000. Bakal again coined
a theoretical concept to provide for a base for this social utopian movement: “tangible revenue” (ibid., 420). He defĳines it as
the surplus of social value of the community, deriving from the quality and
creativity of the collective, becomes a precondition for a potential surplus
of the production value of community. (ibid.)

This defĳinition features all of the attributes of art and cultural networks
ideology which we have outlined in this article and which typically combines ideological elements of the managerial, national, and democratic
discourses. In this way, as we already critically commented, art and culture are reduced to a pillar for the unobstructed flow of the capital, which
is thus achieved with cultural means.

23
For an excellent analysis of late 1980s enthusiasm with Laclau and Moufffe’s theories
in the Slovenian art scene see Pupovac (2006).
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1. Slogans according to Dušan Makavejev
Art cannot be politically kicked around and whoever tries to do it will break his legs.
And those who did broke their legs.
Dušan Makavejev, quoted by Bora Ćosić in Sodoma i Gomora (Sodom and Gomorrah), 1984
Slogans, explicit or implicit, are probably the most frequent form of expression that Dušan Makavejev uses in
his films. They are so full of all kinds of statements, declarations, directives, blurts, and other types of
performative speech acts, that one may well argue that slogans constitute both the form and content of Makavejev’s films. To begin, this proliferation of slogans contains a special association
to “socialism” usually connected with the language of bureaucratic decrees. Typically, this
comes as a part of a general belief that slogans, as a product of collective ideologies
(with the socialist ideology as the most enduring one), stand in direct opposition to
ordinary human communication. To penetrate into the historiography of this line
of reception, we would have to deconstruct the entire apparatus of Cold War ideological discourse, which is still with us. But for now, it will suffice to say that these
non-communicative aspects of slogans constitute the elements of the ideology of
Makavejev’s slogans. It is not an exaggeration to claim that Makavejev’s slogans
have a formally important role in suturing his film work. It is this suturing effect
of slogans that I want to address here. It is clear that this effect has a very ideological function (for example, that of unifying contradictory elements into a single
consistent narrative), but at the same time, the role of slogans in this suturing
process grounds the tension that is elementary in producing the conditions that
are necessary for any political performance, the ultimate goal of which is collective emancipation. In this text I will try to insist on an even further intensification
of this political performance, by looking at possibilities of un-suturing slogans. To
lay out the complex nature of slogans, we must begin by addressing their formal
(in our case even epistemic) nature. My position here is that in socialist theory and
practice (historical materialism), slogans possess all the elements necessary for
constituting a critical theory of language and action, which will consequently help
us to understand the role of art and politics in this theorisation. To get to this formal or theoretical aspect of slogans, one must begin by criticising their narrow or
ideological elements, or, more precisely, the practical and everyday use of slogans,
which is a fashionable critical manoeuvre in many critiques of socialist theory and
practice.

“Loudspeakers, which only
transmit decrees, orders, and
resolutions”, in Enver Hodžina
Albanija [Enver Hoxha’s
Albania], Tanjug news agency,
Belgrade, 1981.

Probably the most extreme version of this anti-slogan approach in criticising real-socialist regimes is commonly
applied in the case of the Socialist Republic of Albania. According to this interpretation, communication among
ordinary men and women was completely imbued with abstract and alienated slogans, which in the socialist Albania
penetrated every pore of one’s living being. Usually, Albanian communism is described as a place of decrees, slogans,
and orders, which continuously harassed both the souls and bodies of its population.
It is hardly surprising, then, that the title of the first successful auteur or independent film made in the postsocialist Albania was Slogans. Directed by Gjergj Xhuvani in 2001, Slogans tells the story of the good-hearted people
of Albania who happily submit to the foreign element of socialism (the slogans) without acknowledging the supposed
meanings of these condensed thoughts. It is a familiar story of misunderstanding, so dear to the intellectual atmosphere of post-socialist intellectuals, which ends with a real (tragic?) story of human relations interwoven with
endless comedy situations. Regarding not only Albania but the entire former Eastern Bloc in general, the accommodation of its socialist past in today’s cinematic and artistic imagery is based on the following anti-slogan ideology/assumption: slogans are far from everyday reality, they are alienated utterances that belong in the linguistic
domain of bureaucracy and ideology. The constant reproduction of this same old story of Cold War ideology is
common to all artistic interpretations of the socialist past, which is now making, due to the independent
institutional context (multi-capital co-productions, independent film festivals, etc.), an even more
subtle and successful impact on “democratic” audiences.1
Already in the early 1960s, Makavejev was writing about this issue in relation to filming or
documenting the ultimate practice of socialist collectivism known as the youth work
action (radna akcija):
It is impossible to make documentary films about youth work actions without including the slogans. I decided, then, not to escape the slogans. I had to approach
them, to hear them, and to understand their inner meaning. This is the task that
we [i.e., film makers] must undertake now in a more general fashion. (Makavejev
1965, 36)
Referring especially to slogans chanted in collective actions such as youth work
actions, Makavejev was underscoring here the ambivalent nature of these proclamations as manifestations of sensual as well as ironic gestures. Because of this
ambivalent nature of slogans used in socialist practice, Makavejev proposed a new
slogan, a slogan for a new cultural policy of the new socialist Yugoslavia: a new
work duty – to read the writings of comrade Oskar Davičo!
As a pre-war surrealist, a prominent member of the National Liberation Movement
during the war, and an important writer, editor, and cultural-policy maker after
the war, Davičo was an interesting choice. This slogan, which also refers to the
historical ambivalences of Davičo’s writings, or to the much acclaimed ambivalence
of Serbian surrealist writings between sensuousness, irrationality, political commitment, playfulness, and concrete antagonisms, constitutes the most serious
textual influence on Makavejev’s artistic work. In a few words it is the contradiction of a situation that induces the necessity of uttering a slogan on ambivalence.
According to Makavejev, the reality (or the index of various social realities) of the
Socialist Yugoslavia was contradictory. It is a reality that he describes as an “everyday Dadaism” (Makavejev 1965, 53) and a “spontaneous Dada of modern urban
folklore” (Makavejev 1965, 54). Reminding us of Gramsci’s optimistic conceptions
of the raw, materialist, contradictory, and rebellious common sense of the proletariat, he also provides many examples of this strange Dadaist reality, drawing
them mostly from the “transitional” social realm of mass-media popular (or folk)
culture. As I tried to show elsewhere (Boynik 2011, 12–15), Makavejev’s worldview of Yugoslav socialism was neither naïve nor idealist; rather, he developed a
very complex position on the issue of cultural policy, which in turn informed his
film-making in general. Here one must briefly note that for Makavejev there were
always two realities in the Socialist Yugoslavia: the one based on the official representation of the State and the other, which can be described as the unofficial or
unorthodox reality of the People. Accordingly, these two worlds developed their
own respective collections of slogans. At this point we can already recognise that
Makavejev was somehow aware, if only intuitively, that slogans and language have
1 In the sleeve notes to his LP Albanian Summer (performed by Jan Steele and Janet Sherbourne,
Practical Music No. 2, 1984), Dave Smith, an English avant-garde composer who worked with Cornelius
Cardew, Gavin Byars, and Christian Wolff, among others, describes the situation in Albania as one of
a “real material, social and cultural progress”, in which the “communist government enjoys an almost
unanimous support from its people”. He also cites the kinds of music he was able to hear on the radio
in Albania during 1973 – folk music, compositions, “light” music, and revolutionary songs – no mention of Tanjug’s nightmarish Orwellian dystopic loudspeakers constantly blaring the same slogans and
orders.
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very determined structural causalities. The antagonisms of these two distinct worlds of slogans were the driving
force of Yugoslavia’s contradictions. Makavejev’s decision not to escape the slogans initially referred to the slogans
of the People, about which “the newspapers were not writing much” (Makavejev 1965, 34), not to the ubiquitous slogans of the State. Examples of these People’s slogans vary from the sensuous (such as “Long live Dara the Nigger”
painted by a Belgrade secondary-school youth-work-action brigade in letters as big as those used in the “Everybody
to the polling stations” official slogan) and spontaneous (such as “A lončići a lončići u red u red u red bum bum
aaaaaaa!” / “And pots and pots into the line into the line boom boom aaaaaaah”, chanted by the Osijek brigade) to surrealist (such as the five-feet-tall lower case letter “a” painted in one of the barracks of a youth camp). Their common
characteristics include rhyming, their potential for different variables and language distortions, their grounding
in primitive expressions and frequent connotations of music and various sounds. Makavejev describes the complex
structure of the People’s slogans as an “interest toward things fresh, alive, and strange”, an interest of an “ordinary character”, the peculiar function of which is the “demystification of all possible slogans” (Makavejev 1965, 37).
A digression must be made here, to consider the emancipatory possibilities of these two dichotomous types of slogans. Makavejev does not oppose the State slogans (such as “Long live comrade Tito” or “Long live Brotherhood
and Unity”) to the People’s slogans as the utterances of a supposedly free creative individuality or expressions of an emancipated self-realisation. Both kinds of slogans are collective and social; the key
difference between them concerns their respective geneses. In other words, the State slogans
were conceived behind closed doors, under the strict censorship of the Party; with their
elitism, they were in direct contrast to the People’s slogans, which were spontaneous,
direct, down-to-earth, and considerably more imaginative.2 This imaginative moment, which Makavejev in another text describes as Dream-Practice, constitutes
the real emancipatory potential of the People’s slogans. It is the collective spontaneous pragmatic language of a new reality that is the stuff of these slogans, a
reality that could only be verbalised through slogans: “we live in a reality that is
more innovative than dreams... we are able to invite, as Mayakovski did, the sun for
tea!” (Makavejev 1965, 29). Considering that this reality is a product of innovative
labour of previous generations, now reified as the State, Makavejev quotes the
most oxymoronic and paradoxical slogan, inscribed by the side of Highway 60: “Let
us overcome our fathers so we can be their equals!” (Makavejev 1965, 29)

One can glean from the above that the world of slogans comprised two separate
configurations, the People’s slogans and the State slogans, which never came together, but were connected through the nature of their shared “reality”, which carried social and collective attributes. These different slogans related to this reality
in different ways. It is obvious that State slogans, with their force, decrees, and
statements, participated in the construction of this reality (e.g., the participation
of the communists in the National Liberation Struggle was a force that generated
a different, socialist Yugoslavia), which in turn shaped the conditions for the production of the People’s slogans (e.g., collective youth work actions and policies of
mass education are direct consequences of socialist politics). Apart from these
conditions, the “reality” had no direct influence on the production of the People’s
slogans. These slogans were an independent and spontaneously generated set of
practices that appeared to be an intrinsic part of the universal human condition
called creativity. Makavejev’s world of slogans can be divided into two fields: the
political and the artistic. In that division, politics would be the field of State slogans
and art the field of the People’s slogans. Also, Makavejev distinguished between
2 Stating that imaginative solutions in youth work actions are beneficial for the “social health” of
youth, Makavejev apparently felt obliged to clarify, perhaps owing to the fascist connotations of the
term, that he borrowed that statement from the American Marxist (?!) Erich Fromm.

those two fields by their respective degrees of appropriation (for example, the popular politics of the partisans
becomes reified and appropriated by Party “politics”, just as the popular art of collective youth could be distorted
in the form of pure or high “art”). Even if this subdivision may not be entirely arbitrary for our purposes, it will be
better to concentrate here on the main division in this world, that between politics and art. It seems that those two
fields, with their respective sets of actions (art = innovation, creativity; politics = force, decrees), are completely
detached from each other. State slogans are not influenced or impacted by those of the People. Makavejev’s proposal in his theory of slogans is most clearly manifested in his elaboration of the concept of “dream-practice”, which
offers a clue for the renewal of this alienated system. Or, in more straightforward terms, to add “innovation”, “imagination”, “spontaneity”, and some “surrealism” to State slogans. It is related to a creative change in the language
of politics; or, one could say to the making of “artful politics”. Makavejev introduced the concept of dream-practice
in order to stabilise the antagonisms between politics and art; this schema makes it clear that even if the role of
“art” post facto concerns this refreshment of social circulation (the reason might be as banal and optimistically
affirmative as “social health”), its existence matters the most in the constitution of this world of “creativity”. This
schema does not offer any clues as to how and under what conditions this dream-practice (which has an artistic
character) occurs: in the end, it concerns a pure intrusion of artistic elements (such as spontaneity) into
politics. Certain elements that are common to both worlds, such as the “collective”, “social”, and the
“popular”, are concepts that enable this intrusion, which, in the last instance, serves to enable
the appropriation of politics by means of the elements of art.
2. The Stuttering Slogans of Deleuze and Guattari
O-o-o … The Language of the Working Class is Uni-ve-er-er-sal;
Its Lyricism Lightens the Heart-art-art-tt
Art & Language, Singing Man, 1975
Associating Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari with the problematic of “language” by
means of slogans and suggesting that these slogans “stutter” might seem a very
perverse provocation. Deleuze, who was very much against the “language turn”
in philosophy, advanced, in fact, some rather strong claims regarding language,
which directly related to his overall philosophical conceptions. In A Thousand
Plateaus, Deleuze and Guatarri open the chapter on the “Postulates of Linguistics”
with the following assertion: the elementary unit of language – the statement – is
the order-word (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 76). “Order-word”, which is a translation of the French mot d’ordre, means “slogan”. So, the elementary unit of language
is the slogan. This assertion, itself a theory slogan or a transmission of a theoretical statement, is crucial in understanding the importance of the performative in
speech. Only through this performative act may language, consisting of elements
of slogans, leave its idealist associations behind and entirely move into the world
of action. This was Deleuze and Guattari’s starting point: to overcome the idea
that language is all about information and communication (or what J. L. Austin
called the “descriptive fallacy”) and to reach a more subtle and at the same time
pragmatic and political theory of language. In this world, language as “the set of
all order-words, implicit presuppositions, or speech acts current in a language at
a given moment” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 79) is by definition the transmission of collective utterances. Or, as Deleuze and Guattari explain, there is no such
thing as individual enunciation. Rather, every enunciation has a “necessarily social
character” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 80). In other words, every enunciation
is a collective assemblage. If language boils down to the transmission of slogans,
which are collective and social, as Makavejev tells us, then it makes ample sense to
presuppose that language is based on collective enunciations. It is at various moments of declarations and statements, usually pregnant with a political character
(such as 20 November 1923, the date cited in the title of the chapter on linguistics,
when the authorities of Germany declared that the Reichsmark no longer constituted money in that country; according to Deleuze and Guattari, that declaration
was an order-word with a political character) that we are constituted as subjects
with no possibility of individual enunciation. Every utterance is collective; even “I
love you”, typically considered the most intimate and individual of utterances, is,
according to Deleuze and Guattari, a declaration of a collective character. Or, to
put it more interestingly, every declaration of love is a slogan. Here, we are still
in the same field of Makavejev’s slogans of youth, full of love and passion, which in
their collective rejoicing make the most beautiful and sensuous of slogans, belonging to everyone. But this is only a seeming similarity; in their scheme, Deleuze and
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Guattari have no need for extrapolation in order to collectivise slogans. By contrast, as we saw above, Makavejev
did postulate the need for an extra – that is, political – field, the role of which was to ensure the conditions of production for spontaneous and amorous slogans. In Deleuze and Guattari – and this is the best part of their theory of
order-words – the “amorous” situations, various arts, and “ordinary daily conversation” (or more simply the “ordinary” in Makavejev) are themselves political. The way we enunciate language, through its slogan elements (that is,
collective and social), makes all our “cultural” acts necessarily political. At the same time, this suggestion implies
that the art field of slogans needs no “reality” to materialise them in it; rather, their immanence is the sole factor
or force of their materialisation.
In order to avoid any possible implications of “banality” in the arts (e.g., equating ordinary language with art-language), Deleuze and Guattari propose the concept of “incorporeal transformation”. It is this concept that
makes things complicated; the concept of slogans as collective assemblages that guaranteed the materiality of
language (and art) is now seemingly dematerialised in this new dynamic concept of incorporeal transformation.
Notwithstanding their role in saving art from everyday banality, incorporeal transformations at the same time
abolish the autonomy and stratification of the field of politics. Just as the declaration that the Reichsmark was
no longer money made it no longer money, so the act of hijacking an airplane occurs when the hijackers
declare that the plane has been hijacked; or, in Deleuze and Guattari’s explanation: “the transformation of the passengers into hostages, and of the plane-body into a prison-body, is an instantaneous incorporeal transformation” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 81). Given Deleuze and
Guattari’s aversion toward metaphors, we must take these things seriously: an incorporeal transformation is a non-material effect with a concrete figuration. In
this theory, slogans constitute the most powerful kind of utterances or declarations, which brings incorporeal transformation to its most effective. It is at this
point that Deleuze and Guattari invoke Lenin’s theory of slogans, which, according
to them, constitutes an incorporeal transformation of the new proletarian class.
In his text On Slogans, which he wrote in 1917 whilst hiding somewhere in Finland,
Lenin asserted that every slogan had its time of validity. For example, the slogan
“All Power to the Soviets” was valid only from 27 February to 4 July 1917. Deleuze
and Guattari take this as an account of the ultimately pragmatic implications
of utterances (order-words), which imply constant variables and different configurations. In more direct terms, they argue that slogans are declarations with
temporal political effectuality valid only in appropriate conditions. But herein lies
the problem: if slogans are the elementary units of language and if, reciprocally,
language is the transmission of slogans, then how may one distinguish ordinary language from political language, which initiates transformations in the existing ordinary structure? Since Deleuze and Guattari make no distinction between “just”
slogans and those that are more than “just” slogans, one may claim that orderwords, slogans, and declarations are those elements that secure the omnipresence of politics by means of their ultimate pragmatism. As a consequence of this,
any politics that becomes present everywhere ends up denying/annihilating itself.
In this theory, there is no place for an exclusive or distinct political field; rather, incorporeal transformations occur though the immanency of language pragmatism.
This is why Lenin’s theory of slogans with its pragmatism, transformation, and ad
hoc character is so dear to Deleuze and Guattari: it places language into the field of
effectivity and force (seeing it as more than just communicating information) and
introduces new elements into it. For example, Lenin argues for the necessity of a
new slogan to replace the old, reified slogan of the Bolshevik party. It seems that
what Deleuze and Guattari find really exciting in Lenin is this element of the new,
even more than his theorisation of slogans. Only by introducing a new language
(or a new set of order-words) is it possible to initiate an incorporeal transformation. Its unprecedented character is one of the possibilities for announcing this
new element – which for Lenin was the crucial element in his theory; see, for instance, Lenin’s “April Theses”, which he wrote at the same time as “On Slogans”; in
the respective cases of the replacement of the Reichsmark and the hijacking of an
airplane, discussed above, the respective declarations (that the Reichsmark is no
longer money and that the airplane has been hijacked) would constitute that new
element. But, as Deleuze and Guattari would no doubt remind us, these new elements or changes must happen without any extrapolation, inside the immanency
of language. Here we arrive to the theory of the stuttering of language, which introduces a completely new configuration of utterance and the possibility of a new
pragmatics, which they named metamorphosis. The stuttering of language is a very
strange notion, which should be, again, understood as a non-metaphorical and concrete novelty. Deleuze and Guattari make it clear that this incorporeal change will

not happen in the sphere of everyday (or a major) language (or set of slogans): it is only possible in metamorphosing,
stuttering, stammering, deconstructing, or in minor languages. Obviously enough, this definition of slogans did not
come from Lenin, but his insistence on novelty, transformation, and pragmatism does have certain similarities with
it. It seems that this element of incorporeal transformation is somehow artistic in nature. If we look at Deleuze and
Guattari’s own examples of this transformation in language, we will see that they all come from avant-garde art:
the writings of Beckett and Gherasim Luca, music by Dieter Schnebel or Luciano Berio, films by Godard or Carmelo
Bene are all examples of works that make “language itself stammer” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 98). These are moments when language completely transforms itself and because it has this immanent force in its slogan elements,
of which it consists, then any transformation in language will also impact (imply) a transformation of the world. But
this will not happen all by itself. This is the main difference between Makavejev’s and Deleuze and Guattari’s respective conceptions of artistic slogans. In Makavejev, artistic slogans spontaneously emerge from the collective being
of ideological materialist conditions and are by their nature opposed to the reified ordinary world. This was possible
in Makavejev’s world, as we might remember, only through the element of the “popular” as immanent both to the
political and the artistic fields, and always having an attribute of immersing creativity. In Deleuze and Guattari,
by contrast, this element does not exist; the transformation of language (i.e., the set of slogans) will not
happen by itself, but must be induced by working on language, or, to put it more clearly, by consciously working on language (which sometimes might imply even non-verbal variables). Deleuze and
Guattari even outline a policy for this transformation: opposing legislation by constants,
not prohibiting metamorphoses, refusing to give figures clear and stable contours, not
setting forms in binary oppositions… (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 107). By the end
of their chapter on language it becomes clear that slogans are impenetrable in this
theory of incorporeal transformation. With their overall associations or relations
to normative politics (all those “do-not’s” prescribed by Deleuze and Guattari),
slogans present obstacles to a full realisation of metamorphoses; so instead of
order-words, Deleuze and Guattari propose pass-words, which are beneath orderwords qua organised and stratified compositions (Deleuze and Guattari 1987,
110). So, whereas in Makavejev politics is to be made artful and exist separately
from art, in Deleuze and Guattari it disappears by becoming art.
Jean-Jacques Lecercle, who wrote a book-length study on Deleuze and language,
understood this theoretical problem, or contradiction, as he calls it, in the same
way as a disposition of the performativity of language. If Deleuze’s theory of language interprets utterance mostly by means of Leninist concepts of materialist
elements, pragmatism, force, and the decentralisation of the subject into collective enunciations, how may one, then, connect this set of norms to the highmodernist avant-garde deconstruction of language (Lecercle 2002, 219)? Or more
precisely, how may one combine the structure and coherence of slogans with the
stutter of the avant-garde? Or, how does one combine politics with art? This would
not be so much of a contradiction for Lecercle if he did not, in his problematisation
of Deleuze (by “Deleuze” he really means “Deleuze and Guattari”), place slogans at
the core of his theory of language. Since to “communicate is not to co-operate but
to claim and ascribe places in a power game, an agonistic exchange”, as Lecercle explains, then force and pragmatism constitute the most important aspects of this
philosophy. Lecercle accordingly concludes that “the most notorious expression
of this philosophy of forces is the question of slogans, of mots d’ordre” (Lecercle
2002, 169). Apart from adding the elements of force and materiality, slogans at
the same time allow us to conceptualise language as entirely collective and indirect (i.e., the assemblages) (Lecercle 2002, 172). This conceptualisation also has
a political character itself. But, Lecercle warns, this political character of slogans
is not restricted to political and historical events but may be found everywhere in
daily life (Lecercle 2002, 172). This clearly means that politics occurs not only in
political and historical events, but also in language and utterance itself. As Lecercle
puts it, in what almost sounds like a linguistic slogan, “Language is made up of sedimented slogans”. This notion of sedimentation is important in understanding the
Deleuzian conception of language; since assemblages are a crucial element of this
strand of linguistics and make the best examples of the sedimentation of collective
enunciation (i.e., “assemblage is described as a mode of segmentation”, Lecercle
2002, 186–187) then it seems that slogans and assemblages are similar in nature.
If the policy of Deleuze’s “new pragmatics” is a de-sloganisation of language (or
changing order-words to pass-words), then de-assemblage is its necessary conclusion. Or as Lecercle wittily puts it, the ultimate Deleuzian slogan would be: Always
experiment with assemblages! (Lecercle 2002, 185–186) This is a very arbitrary
definition of slogans; it sounds like a tautology: Our slogan is always to experiment
with slogans!
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This conclusion makes it apparent that in Deleuze slogans are those conceptual elements that make thought practical or pragmatic; or, one could say that they perform the trick of justifying the practical aspects of a theoretical
practice. Now at last may we fully understand the contradiction or tension that Lecercle has identified in Deleuze:
slogans are political, but in order to have any real political effect, they must disappear (or eliminate their contours
and stable figurations). Only in experimentation may the performativity of language flourish to its full potential. So
a real metamorphosis, pass-words, or re-assemblages, or even de-sloganisation can be expressed, as Lecercle puts
it, by parodying the famous feminist slogan: the artistic is political. As Lecerecle admits at the very end of his book,
this is “an avant-garde position: the avant-garde artist as revolutionary” (Lecercle 2002, 246).
This conclusion, which is similar to mine, has but one very serious strategic problem: it enables the artistic avantgarde to take up a pragmatic (i.e., political) position mobilising the conceptual elements of revolutionary theory. It
is about appropriating revolutionary theory. Now we must see whether one could develop a fine and complex set of
theses on language and slogans from revolutionary theory and practice.
3. How to Do Things with the Words of Slogans
People have now adopted a new slogan,
the slogan of the “different uses of language”.
J. L. Austin, “Performative Utterances”, 1956
The pragmatism of language, so crucial for Deleuze and Guattari’s theorisation of
order-words, is based on speech-act theory, first developed by Anglo-American
philosophers. The initial thrust of this philosophy of language, most famously
advanced by J. L. Austin, was to overthrow the idealist fallacy of the supposedly
neutral descriptiveness of language and put the performativity of speech and utterance at the core of the human condition. By showing that there is no such thing
as a purely verbal criterion that might enable us to distinguish between performative and constative utterances, Austin asked if “constative utterances are not,
after all, the performance of an act, namely of stating” (Austin 1971, 20). Instead
of treating communication as the transmission of information, we are invited to
treat it as the transmission of statements. Austin dubbed these units of communication “performative-constatives”, which sounds similar to Deleuze’s order-words.
Or, as Austin put it himself:
To perform a locutionary act is in general, we may say, also and eo ipso to perform
an illocutionary act [...] Thus in performing a locutionary act we shall also be performing such an act as: asking or answering a question, giving some information or
an assurance or a warning, announcing a verdict or an intention (Austin 1975, 98)
According to Austin, there is no such thing as pure and idealist communication –
language is a pragmatic business in every sense. One should note here that Austin
was not trying to posit the effects of the performativity of locutions as an extrapolated act of some hidden illocutionary remnants of our strange everyday utterances. This would be more appropriate to the romantic pragmatism of Makavejev’s
slogans. To the contrary, Austin insisted on the force as immanent to all locutions:
We must avoid the idea that the illocutionary act is a consequence of the locutionary act, and even the idea that what is imported by the nomenclature of illocutions
is an additional reference to some of the consequences of the locutions (Austin
1975, 114).
This means that in fact, locutions are illocutions and constatives are performatives. These speech-acts produce effects by securing an uptake (Austin 1975,
117) and in “certain ways”, which means that they produce changes in the natural
course of events (Austin 1975, 117). This means that an illocutionary act is most
effective when, for example, it is addressed and consumed by conditions that make
the uptake as a normal procedure. That is when perlocution takes place, or when
a certain effect is achieved by saying something. Austin provides an example of a
failed uptake with his ship-naming story:
Suppose that you are just about to name the ship [“Queen Elizabeth”], you have
been appointed to name it, and you are just about to bang the bottle against the
stem; but at that very moment, some low type comes up, snatches the bottle out
of your hand, breaks it on the stem, shout out “I name this ship the Generalissimo
Stalin”, and then for good measure kicks away the chocks. (Austin 1961, 226–227)
This is a classic case of infelicity, or an infelicitous speech-act, in which the uptake
does not take place. Following Deleuze and Guattari, Lecercle explains:

If the scandalous working-class militant in Austin’s text is only a passing example of infelicity, a wink at the reader, it
is because the universe of which he is the representative or the symptom (the universe of class struggle) is absent
from speech-act theory. (Lecercle 2002, 162)
But even if the politics of class struggle is absent from Austin’s philosophy of language, the pragmatism he offers is
enough to mobilise a politics from this theory; again, reverting to Lecercle’s explanation regarding the ship-naming:
“[even if it is a case of infelicity] it shows that politics is always near at hand, lying in ambush, eager to seize the
pretext for re-entering language that pragmatics is willing to offer it” (Lecercle 2002, 161). This automatically
political effect of language, as I tried to show in the previous section, might lead to a complete disavowal of politics
as an arbitrary element in a philosophy based on the pragmatism of language.
At this point it becomes clear that “performative-constative” could be used as a “slogan”, following Deleuze and
Guattari’s Leninism;3 but as Lecercle observes, Austin’s pragmatism is too cooperative and rooted in the status quo,
as well as not materialistic enough to realise this possibility. One can say that Lecercle’s interpretation of Deleuze’s
philosophy of language rests on enhancing Austin’s speech-act theory with certain elements of the artistic avantgarde’s deconstructive potential. Following Lecercle’s reading, apart from his ahistoricism, non-materialism,
and methodological individualism, Austin also shows a lack of consideration for institutions. What Lecercle
implies as a Deleuzean novelty, but actually and inevitably refers to Althusser, is the possibility of
using speech-act theory in institutional interpellation: institution – ritual – practice – speechact (Lecercle 2002, 163). This practically means that “performative-constatives” are the
missing link in the seemingly too representational chain of interpellation, as theorised by Louis Althusser. Even if Lecercle still sees Althusser’s theory as a constellation of Deleuzean philosophy, this should pose us no difficulties, given that he
uses “Deleuze” as a collective enunciation, or some kind of sedimented slogan of
intellectual-collective property.4
Nevertheless, Lecercle’s application of speech-act theory to Althusser’s theorisation of ideological interpellation is not an isolated example; for instance, Rastko
Močnik in his article “Toward a Materialist Concept of Literature” attempted to
concretise a rather “abstract indication” of Althusserian theory of interpellation through the work of J. L. Austin. If interpellation occurs, as Althusser wrote,
through the process of re-cognition, or, as Močnik explains: “to ‘understand’ an
(ideological) utterance is to submit oneself to its specific ‘rationality’ that is, swallow its (ideological) presuppositions”, then in the final instance communication
emerges as an elementary condition, without which no ideological interpellation
can be complete (Močnik 1986, 76). Since every ideological interpellation reaches
its completion in the process of subjectivisation, one could clearly consider communication “a nuclear instance of the ideological mediation of social integration”
(Močnik 1986, 176). The practical force of language or its performative devices,
which are crucial in Austin’s theory of speech-acts, are what enable the process
of interpellation to take place in its full materialist import. To put it more directly,
Močnik claims that the force of illocutionary acts is a precondition for any materialisation of (ideological) interpellation. Reverting to Austin’s vocabulary, then,
interpellation is thus an instance of a happily concluded proper “uptake” (Močnik
1986, 179–181). Since social integration conditions all ideologies (and Močnik is
clearly aware of this, quoting Marx that “speech, passions, and illusions are necessary for the ideological integration of a revolutionary movement”) and given that
its realisation/materialisation occurs in communication, then how may one deal
with the inherent ambiguity of speech acts? Precisely how is it possible to situate
the concept of “performative-constative” in the chain of interpellation when this
concept has a constative as well as performative character both at once? And furthermore, if the uptake is realised in the context of a particular piece of communication (i.e., in the “natural” course of events or Austin’s “normal way”), which itself
is a condition of the subjectivisation of illocution (of the integrated subject), then
we face an “unpleasant metaphysical dilemma”, as Močnik describes it. The dilemma
of illocutionary ambiguity is this: either we want to save the human condition from
3 Lecercle draws several examples from the ranks of analytical philosophers, who dealt with language and came to similar conclusions: “J. R. Ross, an early disciple of Chomsky, proposed the performative hypothesis, whereby every declarative sentence was, in deep structure, subordinate to a
performative clause, which being performative, is closer to a slogan [...]; Ann Banfield sought to add to
the first node of Chomsky’s rewriting rules a special node [...] which was meant to accommodate all ‘expressive’ utterances, insults, exclamations, perhaps even slogans; and J. C. Milner sought to develop
what he called a ‘grammar of insults’” (Lecercle 2002, 170).
4 Elsewhere, this also allowed Lecercle to propose his notion of counter-interpellation, inspired by
Judith Butler’s reading of Althusser: “The concept aims to describe the fact that, while speakers enters [sic!] into a language that is prior and external to them, they appropriate it (this is called a style)”
(Lecercle 2006, 209).
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equivocation, but then must abandon the concept of illocution to its inherent ambiguity; or, we decide to keep the
concept, but then we have to take a rather pessimistic view of the very possibility of communication among humans
(and as a consequence of that, finally have to abandon the concept altogether) (Močnik 1986, 180). This fundamental dilemma is important in helping us understand why the simplistic approach of so-called deconstructing ideology
by deconstructing language is a dead end. If we accepted that ideology = language = slogans, then a simple reversal
of this set of equivalences would imply that different slogans could induce a different social integration. Apart
from its “pureness”, this scheme would also contradict speech-act theory, that is, its claims that a proper uptake of
a slogan will hold only under proper ideological conditions. Austin’s pragmatism is very conditional and status quo
practicalism which introduces the ideology as a conscious set of beliefs which one shares about the world. He does
not have much of contradictions, in his idealist cosmos of uptakes the order-word (slogan) is a production of the
order-world (ideology) and vice-versa. But in Močnik’s conception, the performative character of illocutionary acts,
which ultimately conditions every ideological operation, is at the same time also an obstacle to an unconditional subjectivisation of ideology, idealistically predicated on human beings qua free agents of constative communication.
Simply, this metaphysical conundrum is the following: if communication is that which generates subjectivity, the
genesis of subjectivity in communication is that which suspends the subject itself. In other words, if we
assume, as it is generally assumed, that communication preconditions our entering into ideology and
that our “entrance” materialises through the “performative” characteristic of our communicating, then we end up powerless to say anything that is not ideological. The dilemma is metaphysical because a “human agent” and process of identification are among its main
concepts. But if we moved away from the “human” part and applied this problematic to the concept of slogans, we could reach a more contradictory, therefore also
materialist theory of slogans. I think that now we have reached the point where
we can pose the following question: what is the role of slogans in the process of
ideological interpellation? As the most direct manifestation of perlocution, slogans certainly aim for collective recruitment. But at the same time, slogans do not
target “ordinary” audiences (or an already existing collective), but seek to effect a
transformation in the social integration by introducing a new thought. If so, then
we have just made a long detour almost for nothing: we have reached a position
where we must admit that slogans are performative and constative both at once.
That is exactly where we began. But actually, we are in a different “move” now,
one of trying to strengthen the constative nature of slogans. As we saw above,
Lecercle, as well as Deleuze and Guattari all criticise as a fallacy the idealistic conception of language as based on constative communication and view its sloganistic
character as evidence of the materialism and performative nature of utterance.
This enables us, for example, to improvise on the idea that language itself (as the
sedimentation of slogans) is political. In adherence to the materialist conceptions
of Rastko Močnik, I would like to propose that we try to think slogans as constatives, which would initially entail considering the “content” and “theory” of slogans
more seriously than it has been done before. This would not be a simple détournement or turning Deleuze and Guattari’s position on its head; rather, it would be a
possibility to enhance Lenin’s theorisation of slogans even further.
Before making this position more explicit, I should clarify that a necessary precondition for including the notion of theory slogans (we can call them Althusserian
slogans) to philosophy is to occupy a materialist position. Lecercle introduces this
notion, which is not there in Deleuze and Guattari, through the idea of “institution”,
which he includes in the otherwise abstract process of the effectivity of orderwords. The materialistic existence of words and their transformative effects
should not be understood as simple empiricism, or, to caricature it a bit, as word
atoms flowing from those in the mouth to those in the ear and effecting changes
in those in the brain, concluding in the proximity of atoms in the lips (for example, the effect of “I love you”, Deleuze and Guattari’s favourite slogan, would be
something along those lines). Rather than a materialistic explanation of the world,
this would be more of a mechanistic, or to paraphrase Deleuze and Guattari a “machinistic” explanation, turning everything to atoms, that is, everything but “knowledge”, which always stays somewhere in between atoms, in other words, the famed
“ether” of communication. It is clear that the notion of incorporeal transformation
was added to this theory in order to keep that of a materialist “uptake” possible.
Nevertheless, the content or constative part of slogans is not important in this
conception; in Deleuze, for example, Lenin’s slogan is not important as a concrete
analysis of a concrete situation, but primarily as a potential for transformation.
When it comes to slogans and language, because the constative is less important
than the performative (i.e., “I love you” and “Power to the Soviets” are both equally

political), then the only possibility to thwart the completion of this “ideological” (or assembling) system lies in desloganization; or, as I tried to show above, in the stuttering slogans. This is a common emphasis in the deconstructive tendencies (their “artistic” character) of all critical/different theories of language. But in the last instance,
I could say that whereas Deleuze and Guattari sought to problematise language through slogans, my aim is to
problematise slogans by means of language and the notion of the Althusserian slogan. This means that if slogans
are performative, which lends force to language, then it is equally legitimate to claim that this performativity is
also of a very visible constative, or theoretical nature. Given that so many examples make it clear that slogans are
performative and constative at the same time, it is surprising to note that in most interpretations the “performative” aroused such an excitement that it completely overshadowed the constative. This means that apart from
having explicit “practical” implications, slogans are also quite “theoretical” in nature. Of course, these “theoretical”
aspects of slogans are not so easy to identify, but must be demonstrated through a rigorous research of concrete
situations inside language. My aim here is to make this more explicit. Some readers will be surprised, perhaps, that
I have chosen to perform the following survey in the field of artistic production.
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QSÓHRÓVG@SÓVDÓCNÓBTKSTQDÓHRÓVG@SÓVDÓCNÓSNÓNSGDQÓ@QSHRSR
QSÓÓ+@MFT@FD ÓÓ

RÓ,HBG@DKÓ"NQQHR Ó@ÓENQLDQÓLDLADQÓNEÓSGDÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDÓFQNTO Ó
RS@SDCÓ QDBDMSKX Ó SGDÓ QD@RNMHMFÓ HMÓ SGDÓ RÓ V@RÓ SG@SÓ bSGDÓ OQ@FL@SHBÓ
CHLDMRHNMÓNEÓK@MFT@FDÓVNTKCÓDM@AKDÓ@ÓBNMBDOST@KÓ@QSÓVHSGÓRNBH@KHYHMFÓ
ONSDMSH@KhÓ"NQQHRÓ ÓÓ@MCÓCTDÓSNÓSGHRÓ@OOQN@BGÓ@QSHRSRÓCDUDKNODCÓ@Ó
VHCDÓHMSDQDRSÓHMÓHRRTDRÓNEÓK@MFT@FD Ó3GHRÓV@RÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓSGDÓbKHMFTHRSHBÓ
STQMh ÓE@LHKH@QÓSNÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QSÓ@MCÓHSÓV@RÓ@ÓRXLOSNLÓNEÓ@ÓFDMDQ@KÓ
HMSDQDRSÓHMÓSGDÓQDK@SHNMRÓADSVDDMÓK@MFT@FDÓ@MCÓONVDQ Ó@RÓVDKKÓ@RÓSGDÓ
QNKDÓNEÓHCDNKNFXÓHMÓSGDÓOQNBDRRDRÓNEÓQDOQDRDMS@SHNM Ó KRN ÓCTDÓSNÓSGDÓ
OQ@FL@SHBÓDȍDBSRÓNEÓK@MFT@FD ÓHSÓV@RÓONRRHAKDÓSNÓDMF@FDÓSGNRDÓHRRTDRÓ
HMÓ ONKHSHB@KÓ SDQLR Ó RTBGÓ @RÓ SQ@MRENQL@SHNM Ó CDBNMRSQTBSHNM Ó @MC Ó HMÓ
LNQDÓNOSHLHRSHBÓB@RDR ÓQDUNKTSHNM Ó(MÓSGHRÓRDBSHNMÓNEÓSGDÓDRR@XÓ(ÓV@MSÓ
SNÓKNNJÓAQHDȏXÓ@SÓSGDÓONRRHAHKHSHDRÓNEÓOQNAKDL@SHRHMFÓSGDÓOGHKNRNOGHB@KÓ
HRRTDRÓCHRBTRRDCÓ@ANUD ÓHMÓSGDÓȎDKCÓNEÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDRÓSGDNQXÓ@MCÓ
OQ@BSHBD Ó
.MDÓNEÓSGDÓL@INQÓ@BSHUHSHDRÓNEÓSGDÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDÓFQNTOÓGDMBDENQSGÓ
+ÓV@RÓSGDÓOTAKHB@SHNMÓNEÓArt-Language: The Journal of Conceptual
Art Ó VGHBGÓ V@RÓ DRODBH@KKXÓ CDCHB@SDCÓ SNÓ SGDNQDSHB@KÓ CHRBTRRHNMRÓ NEÓ
K@MFT@FD QDK@SDCÓHRRTDRÓHMÓ@QS Ó6HSGÓSGDHQÓO@QSHBHO@SHNMÓ@SÓ#NBTLDMS@Ó
5ÓHMÓ ÓSGDÓFQNTOÓLNCHȎDCÓSGDHQÓRSQHBSÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓ@MCÓ@M@KXSHB@KÓ
OQNFQ@LLDÓ HMÓ E@UNTQÓ NEÓ @Ó AQN@CDQÓ RDKE QDȏDWHUDÓ CHQDBSHNM Ó 3GHRÓ HRÓ
MNSÓSNÓR@XÓSG@SÓVHSGÓSGDHQÓ(MCDWHMFÓOQNIDBSÓ +ÓQDSQD@SDCÓEQNLÓSGDHQÓ
DQRSVGHKDÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓQHFNTQ ÓATSÓ@O@QSÓEQNLÓAQN@CDMHMFÓSGDHQÓB@O@BHSXÓ
@CCHMFÓMDVÓLDLADQRÓSNÓSGDÓFQNTOÓ@MCÓAQ@MBGHMFÓNTSÓFDNFQ@OGHB@KKXÓ
AXÓ HMBKTCHMFÓ LDLADQRÓ KHUHMFÓ @MCÓ VNQJHMFÓ HMÓ -DVÓ 8NQJ Ó SGDÓ FQNTOÓ
@KRNÓCDBHCDCÓSNÓRBGDL@SHRDÓ@MCÓRSQTBSTQ@KHRDÓSGDHQÓD@QKHDQÓ@RÓVDKKÓ@RÓ
BTQQDMSÓVNQJ Ó3GDÓ(MCDWHMFÒOQNIDBS ÓVGHBGÓ"G@QKDRÓ'@QQHRNMÓCDRBQHADRÓ
@RÓ@ÓbRTLL@QXÓVNQJÓNEÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QSh ÓHRÓb@ÓLNCDKÓNEÓSGDÓRNQSRÓNEÓ
BNMMDBSDCMDRRÓ SGDQDÓ LHFGSÓ ADÓ ADSVDDMÓ U@QHNTRÓ SDWSRhÓ '@QQHRNMÓ
 Ó Ó @MCÓ  Ó 3GDRDÓ U@QHNTRÓ SDWSRÓ VDQDÓ OQNCTBDCÓ AXÓ ODNOKDÓ
@ȐKH@SDCÓVHSGÓ +ÓBQHSHPTDR ÓRS@SDLDMSR ÓCDBK@Q@SHNMR Ó@M@KXRDR ÓDSB Ó
(MCDWHMFÓV@RÓ@ÓQDȏDBSHNMÓNEÓ +RÓFDMDQ@KÓHMSDQDRS ÓNQ ÓHMÓ"GQHRSNOGDQÓ
&HKADQSRÓVNQCR ÓSGDÓFQNTORÓraison d’être ÓCDȎMDCÓAXÓbBNMUDQR@SHNM@KÓ
@BSHUHSXhÓ@MCÓHSRÓNVMÓbHMSQ@ FQNTOÓQDK@SHNMRhÓ&HKADQSÓ Ó Ó O@QSÓ
EQNLÓADHMFÓ@ÓFDMTHMDÓRNKTSHNMÓENQÓSGDÓOQNAKDLÓNEÓTRHMFÓO@ODQ SDWSÓ@RÓ
@MÓ@DRSGDSHBÓNAIDBS ÓSGDÓOQNIDBSÓQD@KHRDCÓHMÓ#NBTLDMS@Ó5Ó@KRNÓQ@HRDCÓ
@Ó ETQSGDQÓ OGHKNRNOGHB@KÓ OQNAKDL@SHBÓ QDK@SDCÓ SNÓ SGDÓ bHM@CDPT@BXÓ NEÓ
DWS@MSÓSGDNQXÓENQÓ@CCQDRRHMFÓSGDÓBNLOKDWHSHDRÓNEÓSGDÓBNMUDQR@SHNM@KÓ
L@SQHWhÓ@MCÓSNÓSGDÓHRRTDÓNEÓSGDÓQDK@SHNMÓNEÓOQ@FL@SHBRÓSNÓK@MFT@FDÓ
&HKADQSÓ Ó Ó+@SDQÓOQNIDBSR ÓHMHSH@SDCÓ@ȒDQÓSGDÓHMCDWDR ÓRTBGÓ
as Blurting in New York @MCÓDialectical Materialism ÓVDQDÓ@KKÓCD@KHMFÓ
VHSGÓHRRTDRÓODQS@HMHMFÓSNÓSGDÓFQNTORÓONRHSHNMHMFÓHSRDKEÓLNQDÓOQDBHRDKX Ó
VHSGÓSGDÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓ@MCÓOGHKNRNOGHB@KÓOQNAKDL@SHBRÓ@MCÓBNMCHSHNMRÓNEÓ
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BNKKDBSHUDÓVNQJHMF Ó3GDÓTRDÓNEÓK@MFT@FD ÓVGHBGÓV@RÓBQTBH@KÓHMÓSGDRDÓ
(MCDWHMFÓOQNIDBSR ÓOTRGDCÓSGDÓFQNTOÓHMSNÓ@ÓLNQDÓDWOKHBHSKXÓONKHSHB@KÓ
CHQDBSHNMÓ NQÓ HMÓ '@QQHRNMRÓ VNQCR Ó SNÓ bHCDNKNFHB@KÓ RDKE DW@LHM@SHNMh Ó
VGHBGÓ HMSDMRHȎDCÓ SGDÓ OQNAKDL@SHBÓ NEÓ @Ó bK@MFT@FDÓ BNLLTMHSXhÓ
@LNMFÓSGDÓLDLADQRÓNEÓ + Ó +ÓOQNA@AKXÓSNNJÓSGDÓOQ@FL@SHRLÓNEÓ
K@MFT@FDÓLNQDÓRDQHNTRKXÓSG@MÓ@MXÓNSGDQÓBNMBDOST@KÓ@QSHRSÓNQÓFQNTOÓ
CHCÓ @MCÓ DWONRDCÓ HSRÓ BNMRDPTDMBDRÓ HMÓ SGDHQÓ LNRSÓ DWSQDLDÓ ONKHSHB@KÓ
L@MHEDRS@SHNMR 1
-DUDQSGDKDRR Ó VNQJHMFÓ NMÓ K@MFT@FDÓ KD@CRÓ NMDÓ SNÓ ONKHSHBR Ó @RÓ VDÓ
R@VÓ HMÓ SGDÓ OQDUHNTRÓ HMRS@KLDMSÓ NEÓ SGHRÓ SDWS Ó ATSÓ HMÓ +RÓ B@RD Ó
VNQJHMFÓ NMÓ K@MFT@FDÓ @KRNÓ KDCÓ SNÓ @Ó LNQDÓ RNKHCÓ HMSDQDRSÓ HMÓ VNQJHMFÓ
NMÓSGDNQXÓ@RÓVDKK 2Ó6G@SÓG@OODMDCÓ@ȒDQÓSGDÓ(MCDWHMFÓOQNIDBSÓHRÓSG@SÓ
+Ó BNLOKDSDKXÓ CDCHB@SDCÓ SGDLRDKUDRÓ SNÓ SGDÓ @ANUD LDMSHNMDCÓ
HCDNKNFHB@KÓ RDKE DW@LHM@SHNMÓ NEÓ SGDHQÓ NVMÓ K@MFT@FDÓ BNMRSQ@HMSRÓ NQ Ó
SNÓ O@QS@JDÓ HMÓ SGDHQÓ DWODQHDMBD Ó VDÓ LHFGSÓ R@XÓ SG@SÓ +Ó VDQDÓ MNVÓ
ADBNLHMFÓHMSDQDRSDCÓHMÓBK@QHEXHMFÓSGDHQÓNVMÓRKNF@MRÓ@MCÓQHFNQNTRKXÓ
BQHSHBHRHMFÓ SGDÓ E@KRDÓ RKNF@MRÓ NEÓ SGDÓ E@RGHNM@AKDÓ @QSÓ CHRBNTQRD Ó %NQÓ
DW@LOKD Ó (@MÓ !TQMÓ @MCÓ ,DKÓ 1@LRCDMRÓ Comparative ModelsÓ Ó
V@RÓA@RDCÓNMÓ@ÓCDBNMRSQTBSHUDÓQD@CHMFÓNEÓSGDÓArtforumRÓK@MFT@FD Ó
3GDXÓ BNLLDMSDCÓ NMÓ SDWSRÓ OTAKHRGDCÓ HMÓ SGDÓ ArtforumÓ AXÓ L@JHMFÓ
DWOKHBHSÓ SGDÓ @MMNS@SHNMRÓ TRDCÓ HMÓ SGNRDÓ SDWSRÓ @MCÓ SQXHMFÓ SNÓ DWONRDÓ
SGDHQÓKHLHSDCÓRBNODÓ@MCÓHCDNKNFHB@KÓTMCDQOHMMHMF Ó3GDHQÓBQHSHPTDÓV@RÓ
A@RDCÓNMÓ@ÓRTQUDXÓSG@SÓRGNVDCÓSG@SÓSGDÓArtforumRÓBQHSHBRÓ@OOQN@BGÓ
SNÓ@QSÓV@RÓbDWODQHDMBD K@CDMh Ó@RÓNOONRDCÓSNÓSGDÓbSGDNQX K@CDMMDRRhÓ
NEÓSGDHQÓNVMÓOQ@BSHBD Ó3GHRÓVNTKCÓ@LNTMSÓSNÓR@XHMFÓSG@SÓVGHKDÓSGDÓ
ArtforumRÓ RKNF@MRÓ VDQDÓ bDWODQHDMSH@KhÓ VGHBGÓ MNVÓ SGDXÓ @QDÓ DUDMÓ
1 Ó3GHRÓBNMBDQMRÓSGDÓQ@SGDQÓCDKHB@SDÓHRRTDÓNEÓSGDÓbONKHSHBHR@SHNMhÓNEÓ + ÓVGHBGÓLNRSKXÓ
G@OODMDCÓHMÓ-DVÓ8NQJ ÓVHSGÓSGDÓFQNTORÓVNQJÓNMÓSGDÓOTAKHB@SHNMÓNEÓ3GDÒ%NWÒINTQM@KÓ@MCÓVHSGÓ
+RÓHMUNKUDLDMSÓVHSGÓNQF@MHR@SHNMRÓRTBGÓ@RÓ 6"Ó QSÓ6NQJDQRÓ"N@KHSHNM Ó ,""Ó QSHRSRÓ
,DDSHMFÓENQÓ"TKSTQ@KÓ"G@MFD Ó@MCÓ ("4Ó3GDÓ MSH (LODQH@KHRSÓ"TKSTQ@KÓ4MHNM Ó3GDQDÓHRÓ@Ó
KHLHSDCÓANCXÓNEÓKHSDQ@STQDÓNMÓSGHRÓHMSDQDRSHMFÓHRRTD Ó%NQÓDW@LOKD Ó9NQ@MÓ/NONUHįRÓȎKLÓBorba
u Njujorku / The Struggle in New YorkÓV@RÓL@CDÓHMÓSGDÓGD@SÓNEÓSG@SÓSQ@MRHSHNM Ó.EÓBNTQRD Ó
+RÓbONKHSHB@KÓSTQMhÓV@RÓMDHSGDQÓRHLOKDÓMNQÓD@RX Ó%NQÓDW@LOKD Ó'@QQHRNM ÓVGNÓQHFGSKXÓBDM
RTQDCÓThe Sunday TimesÓÓ)TKXÓÓENQÓQDUHDVHMFÓSGDÓ#NBTLDMS@ (MCDWÓ@RÓb@Ó2S@KHMHRSÓ
QD@CHMF QNNLh ÓHMÓSGDÓR@LDÓANNJÓBQHSHBHRDCÓSGDÓODNOKDÓHMUNKUDCÓHMÓ ("4 ÓVHSGÓVGNLÓ +Ó
VDQDÓBNKK@ANQ@SHMFÓ@SÓSGDÓSHLD Ó@RÓb,@NHRS 2S@KHMHRShÓ'@QQHRNMÓ Ó Ó
2 Ó (MÓ GHRÓ @QSHBKDÓ b"NMBDOST@KÓ QSÓ @MC@RÓ /GHKNRNOGXh Ó /DSDQÓ .RANQMDÓ VQHSDRÓ SG@SÓ SGDÓ
(MCDWHMFÓ OQNIDBSÓ bL@QJRÓ ANSGÓ SGDÓ BTKLHM@SHNMÓ @MCÓ SGDÓ CDLHRDÓ NEÓ RSQNMFÓ :H D Ó QHFNQNTR<Ó
"NMBDOST@KHRLÓSGDÓE@MS@RXÓNEÓSGDÓQDRNKTSHNMÓNEÓSGDÓBNMRSHSTSHUDÓ@LAHFTHSXÓNEÓOGHKNRNOGXRÓ
CNTAKD BNCHMFhÓ.RANQMDÓ Ó Ó!XÓbOGHKNRNOGXRÓCNTAKD BNCHMFh Ó.RANQMDÓHRÓQDEDQQHMFÓ
GDQDÓSNÓHSRÓSVNENKCÓQNKDÓHMÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QSÓȎQRS ÓSG@SÓNEÓDKHLHM@SHMFÓSGDÓ@DRSGDSHBÓNQÓ@QSHRSHBÓ
DKDLDMSÓHMÓSGDÓVNQJÓNEÓ@QSÓ@MCÓRDBNMC ÓSG@SÓNEÓHMSQNCTBHMFÓ@ÓMDVÓ@QSETKMDRRÓSNÓHS ÓVGHBGÓV@RÓ
HMÓSGHRÓB@RDÓSGDNQX Ó3GDÓHMDRB@O@AHKHSXÓNEÓ,NCDQMHRSÓ@DRSGDSHBÓDKDLDMSRÓENQLRÓSGDÓSDMRHNMÓ
NEÓSGDÓOGHKNRNOGXÓNEÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QS Ó BBNQCHMFÓSNÓ.RANQMD Ó + ÓVGNÓOQNAKDL@SHRDCÓSGHRÓ
SDMCDMBXÓSNÓSGDÓLNRS ÓAQNJDÓVHSGÓBNMBDOST@KHRHMFÓb@QSÓ@RÓOGHKNRNOGXhÓHMÓE@UNTQÓNEÓbOGH
KNRNOGXÓ@RÓ@QSh Ó#HRBTRRHMFÓSGDÓOGHKNRNOGXÓNEÓ + Ó.RANQMDÓQDEDQRÓSNÓSGDÓȎQRSÓRHWÓHRRTDRÓ
of the Art-LanguageÓINTQM@K ÓHMÓNSGDQÓVNQCR ÓSGDÓ(MCDWHMFÓOQNIDBS ÓVGHBGÓHMSQNCTBDCÓSGDÓ
RBGDL@SHR@SHNMÓNEÓSGDRDÓHRRTDRÓ@MCÓAQNTFGSÓSGDÓSDMRHNMÓNEÓOGHKNRNOGXRÓCNTAKD BNCHMFÓSNÓ@Ó
AQD@JHMFÓONHMS Ó,XÓNOHMHNMÓHRÓSG@SÓ.RANQMDRÓ@QSHBKD ÓMNSVHSGRS@MCHMFÓHSRÓFQD@SÓHLONQS@MBDÓ
QDF@QCHMFÓSGHRÓHRRTD ÓNUDQKNNJDCÓSGDÓHLONQS@MSÓSVHMÓMNSHNMRÓNEÓONKHSHBRÓ@MCÓHCDNKNFX ÓANSGÓ
NEÓVGHBGÓOK@XÓ@ÓRHFMHȎB@MSÓQNKDÓHMÓSGDÓBNMRSHSTSHNMÓNEÓOGHKNRNOGX Ó(MÓNSGDQÓVNQCR Ó.RANQMDRÓ
HMSDQOQDS@SHNMÓ@OOD@QRÓSNÓRTFFDRSÓSG@SÓNMBDÓ +ÓADF@MÓENBTRHMFÓNMÓRKNF@MR ÓSGDXÓKNRSÓSGDÓ
bQ@CHB@KÓNODMMDRRÓNEÓOTQDKXÓKNFHB@KÓONRRHAHKHSXhÓSG@SÓTRDCÓSNÓLDRLDQHRDÓSGDHQÓOGHKNRNOGXÓ
.RANQMDÓ Ó Ó
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LNQD Ó +RÓRKNF@MRÓVDQDÓbSGDNQDSHB@Kh Ó(MÓSGDÓENKKNVHMFÓXD@Q Ó +Ó
HMHSH@SDCÓ SGDHQÓ OQNIDBSÓ Blurting in New York Ó VGHBGÓ V@RÓ BNLOKDSDKXÓ
A@RDCÓ NMÓ SGDÓ FQNTORÓ SGDNQDSHB@KÓ @MCÓ HCDNKNFHB@KÓ RDKE DW@LHM@SHNM Ó
3GDÓOQNIDBSRÓO@QSHBHO@MSR ÓHMBKTCHMFÓ(@MÓ!TQM Ó,HBG@DKÓ"NQQHR Ó/QDRSNMÓ
'DKKDQ Ó )NRDOGÓ *NRTSG Ó MCQDVÓ ,DM@QC Ó ,DKÓ 1@LRCDM Ó @MCÓ 3DQQXÓ
2LHSG ÓBNMSQHATSDCÓAXÓHMSDQUDMHMFÓHMÓ@MCÓBNLLDMSHMFÓNMÓA@RDCÓNMÓ
SGDHQÓQD@CHMFRÓNEÓOGHKNRNOGHB@KÓKHSDQ@STQDÓNQÓD@QKHDQÓVQHSHMFRÓ@ÓRDSÓNEÓ
@MMNS@SHNMRÓSG@SÓSGDÓFQNTOÓG@CÓBGNRDM Ó3GDÓDMC QDRTKS ÓVGHBGÓV@RÓ@Ó
ANNJ ÓHMBKTCDCÓ@ÓRBGDL@ÓNEÓSGDRDÓbSGDNQX K@CDMhÓ@MMNS@SHNMRÓA@RDCÓ
NMÓ SGDHQÓ bM@QQNVhÓ @MCÓ bVHCDQhÓ BNMITMBSHNMR Ó (SÓ V@RÓ @MÓ @SSDLOSÓ SNÓ
CDLXRSHEXÓSGDÓBNMBDOSRÓNEÓBNKK@ANQ@SHNM ÓQDK@SHNM ÓVNQJ Ó@MCÓHMSDQDRSÓ
H D ÓHCDNKNFX ÓAXÓLD@MRÓNEÓ@ÓQHFNQNTRÓQD DW@LHM@SHNMÓNEÓSGDÓO@SSDQMRÓ
HMUNKUDCÓHMÓSGDRDÓENQL@SHNMR Ó%QNLÓSNC@XRÓODQRODBSHUD ÓSGDÓVNQJÓSG@SÓ
+ÓODQENQLDCÓHMÓBlurting in New YorkÓBNTKCÓBKD@QKXÓADÓCDRBQHADCÓ
@RÓ@MÓ@SSDLOSÓSNÓ@RRDLAKDÓSGDHQÓNVMÓbSGDNQDSHB@KÓK@CDMMDROQ@BSHBDh Ó
A@RHMFÓ SGDHQÓ QDEDQDMBDRÓ DWBKTRHUDKXÓ NMÓ SGDHQÓ NVMÓ @MMNS@SHNMR
RKNF@MR Ó3NÓOTSÓHSÓHMÓ KSGTRRDQH@MÓSDQLR ÓSGDXÓVDQDÓVNQJHMFÓHMÓ SGDÓ
ȎDKCÓNEÓSGDÓbNAIDBSÓNEÓJMNVKDCFDhÓ@MCÓMNSÓNMÓSGDÓbQD@K NAIDBShÓ@MCÓ
+ÓSNNJÓFQD@SÓB@QDÓMNSÓSNÓBNMȏ@SDÓSGNRDÓSVN Ó RÓSGDXÓVQNSDÓHMÓSGDHQÓ
b(MSQNCTBSHNMÓ SNÓ !KTQSHMFÓ HMÓ -DVÓ 8NQJhÓ bSGDÓ  NCCÓ AKTQSRÓ G@UDÓ
ADDMÓ@OOQN@BGDCÓSDWST@KKX Ó@RÓ@ÓRDKE CDȎMHMFBNMS@HMHMFÓ?HLOKNCDCÓ
?VNQKC Ó3GDÓNMKXÓQDK@SHNMRÓRTFFDRSDCÓ@QDÓHMSDQM@K ÓH D ÓADSVDDMÓAKTQSR Ó
MNSÓ EQNLÓ SGDÓ AKTQSRÓ SNÓ @MXSGHMFÓ DKRDhÓ  QSÓ Ó +@MFT@FDÓ  Ó +Ó
Q@SGDQÓ RBGDL@SHB@KKXÓ CDRBQHADÓ SGDÓ RSQTBSTQDÓ NEÓ SGDÓ BNMITMBSHNMRÓ
ADSVDDMÓHMCHUHCT@KÓAKTQSRÓGNVDUDQ ÓSGDQDÓ@QDÓCHȍDQDMSÓONRRHAHKHSHDRÓ
NEÓTRHMFÓSGNRDÓBNMITMBSHNMR Ó RÓSGDXÓMNSDÓHMÓSGDÓb(MSQNCTBSHNMh ÓSGDÓ
LD@MHMFRÓDLADCCDCÓHMÓSGDÓU@QHNTRÓBNMMDBSHNMRÓADSVDDMÓHMCHUHCT@KÓ
AKTQSRÓ@QDÓbMNSÓLD@MHMFRÓHMÓSGDÓMNQL@KÓRDMRDÓNEÓQDEDQDMBDÓATSÓHMÓSGDÓ
RDMRDÓNEÓOQ@FL@SHBÓETMBSHNMh Ó3GHRÓLD@MRÓSG@SÓQD@RRDLAKHMFÓSGDLÓHRÓ
@KV@XRÓONRRHAKDÓ@MCÓSG@SÓSGHRÓONRRHAHKHSXÓQDRTKSRÓEQNLÓSGDÓOQ@FL@SHBÓ
M@STQDÓNEÓK@MFT@FDÓATSÓ@SÓSGDÓR@LDÓSHLD Ó@MXÓQD@KHR@SHNMÓNEÓHSÓLTRSÓ
ADÓHMSDQM@KÓ@MCÓMDDCRÓMNÓDWSQ@ONK@SHNMÓEQNLÓNTSDQÓbQD@KHSXhÓNQÓbMNHRDh Ó
@RÓ +ÓRNLDSHLDRÓB@KKDCÓHS ÓVGHBGÓBNTKCÓ@KRNÓADÓOQNCTBSHUD ÓSGNTFGÓ
HSRÓHMBKTRHNMÓVNTKCÓDMS@HKÓRSQHBSDQÓ@MCÓG@QCDQÓHMSDKKDBST@KÓVNQJ Ó RÓ
VDÓ B@MÓ RTQDKXÓ SDKK Ó SGHRÓ HRÓ @Ó BNLOKDSDKXÓ TM ,@J@UDIDUH@MÓ VNQKCÓNEÓ
VNQCR ÓVGHBGÓHMÓRNLDÓV@XÓL@XÓQDLHMCÓNMDÓNEÓRNLDÓNEÓ#DKDTYDÓ@MCÓ
&T@SS@QHRÓ BNMBDOSHNMRÓ D F Ó HLL@MDMBD Ó OQ@FL@SHRL Ó @RRDLAK@FD Ó
DSB Ó !TSÓ (Ó SGHMJÓ SG@SÓ HMÓ SGDHQÓ SGDNQXÓ @MCÓ OQ@BSHBDÓ +Ó SNNJÓ SGDRDÓ
BNMBDOSHNMRÓDUDMÓETQSGDQÓȎQRS ÓSGDXÓCHCÓMNSÓQDCTBDÓSGDÓHLONQS@MBDÓNEÓ
VNQJHMFÓVHSGÓK@MFT@FDÓAKTQSR Ó@MMNS@SHNMR ÓRKNF@MRÓSNÓHSRÓB@O@BHSXÓ
NEÓ ADHMFÓ TKSHL@SDKXÓ ODQENQL@SHUDÓ @MCÓ RDBNMC Ó SGDXÓ BNMRDPTDMSKXÓ
TMCDQRBNQDCÓSGDÓMDBDRR@QHKXÓBNMRS@SHUDÓBG@Q@BSDQÓNEÓTSSDQ@MBDR Ó +Ó
SGDQDAXÓCQDVÓ@ÓBKD@QÓCDL@QB@SHNMÓKHMDÓEQNLÓ@KKÓSDMCDMBHDRÓSG@SÓLHFGSÓ
ADÓB@KKDCÓbDWODQHDMSH@Kh Ó(MÓOQ@BSHB@KÓSDQLR ÓSG@SÓLD@MRÓSG@SÓ@QSHRSRÓ
VGNÓVHRGÓSNÓVNQJÓNMÓSGDÓOQ@BSHB@KÓHRRTDRÓNEÓSGDÓbVNQKChÓRTBGÓ@RÓ
ONKHSHBRÓ@MCÓK@MFT@FDÓLTRSÓADÓUHFHK@MSÓ@MCÓQHFNQNTRÓ@ANTSÓSGDHQÓNVMÓ
SGDNQDSHB@KÓONRHSHNMR ÓNQÓSNÓOTSÓHSÓCHȍDQDMSKX ÓSGDXÓLTRSÓADÓ@V@QDÓNEÓ
SGDÓBNMITMBSHNMÓRBGDL@ÓNEÓSGDHQÓNVMÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓQDEDQDMBDR Ó3NÓL@JDÓ
HSÓ DUDMÓ LNQDÓ DWOKHBHS Ó @QSHRSR Ó R@LDÓ @RÓ BNLLTMHRSR Ó LTRSÓ JMNVÓ
SGDHQÓNVMÓRKNF@MR Ó(MÓSGHRÓQDRODBS ÓMNÓBQHSHB@KÓONRHSHNMÓBNTKCÓA@RDÓHSRÓ
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OQ@BSHBDÓHMÓSGDÓHLOQNUHR@SHNM@KÓM@STQDÓNEÓSGDÓTRDÓNEÓK@MFT@FD ÓNQÓHMÓ
SGDÓ DWSQDLDÓ BNMCHSHNMRÓ NEÓ K@MFT@FD RTRODMRHNMR HM SGD ȎDKC NE
K@MFT@FD ÓVGHBGÓVDQDÓBQTBH@KÓHMÓ#DKDTYDÓ@MCÓ&T@SS@QHRÓVNQKC Ó@RÓVDÓ
R@VÓHMÓSGDÓȎQRSÓBG@OSDQÓNEÓSGHRÓDRR@X Ó3GHRÓCNDRÓMNSÓLD@MÓSG@SÓ +Ó
VDQDÓ@ȒDQÓRNLDÓOTQD ÓM@STQ@KÓK@MFT@FDÓMNSVHSGRS@MCHMFÓRNLDÓQ@SGDQÓ
BTQHNTRÓQDEDQDMBDRÓSGDXÓL@CDÓSNÓ-N@LÓ"GNLRJXÓ@SÓNMDÓONHMS ÓNQÓ
RNLDÓSNS@KHRHMFÓK@MFT@FD Ó3NÓSGDÓBNMSQ@QX Ó +RÓOQ@BSHBDÓNEÓJMNVHMFÓ
SGDHQÓRKNF@MRÓKD@CRÓSNÓ@ÓUDQXÓRDQHNTR ÓGDTQHRSHBÓOQ@BSHBDÓNEÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓ
ODC@FNFX Ó VGHBGÓ BNMRDPTDMSKXÓ OQNCTBDRÓ @Ó RS@SDÓ NEÓ O@MCDLNMHTLÓ
VHSGÓSGDÓONRRHAKDÓQDRTKSÓNEÓbTMRNQSHMFhÓNQÓbQD @RRDLAKHMFhÓK@MFT@FDÓ
 QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDÓ 3Ó!TSÓRTBGÓ@MÓ@CUDMSTQD ÓSGDÓOQNCTBSHNMÓNEÓMDVÓ
RKNF@MR ÓHRÓONRRHAKDÓNMKXÓHMÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓVNQJÓNQÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBD Ó
3GHRÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDÓ@KRNÓOQNCTBDRÓRNLDÓM@RSXÓBNMRDPTDMBDRÓ
HMÓ@QS ÓVGHBGÓB@KKRÓENQÓETQSGDQÓCHRBTRRHNM Ó RÓ3GNL@RÓ#QDGDQÓMNSDR Ó
writing on the BlurtingÓOQNIDBS ÓLTST@KÓQDK@SHNMRÓADSVDDMÓ@MMNS@SHNMRÓ
BNMRSHSTSDÓ@ÓJHMCÓNEÓbK@MFT@FDÓDMUHQNMLDMShÓVGDQDÓbONRRHAHKHSHDRÓNEÓ
RDKE HLADCCHMFÓHMÓSGDÓ@QS VNQKCÓ@QDÓOQDRDMSDCÓ@RÓBNMCHSHNMRÓNEÓ SGDÓ
K@SSDQRÓSQ@MRENQL@SHNMÓEQNLÓSGDÓHMRHCDÓSGQNTFGÓ?SGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDh Ó
3GHRÓHRÓSGDÓCHȐBTKSX Ó3GDÓQD@KKXÓM@RSXÓRHST@SHNMÓHRÓDW@BSKXÓSGHRÓHEÓAXÓ
LD@MRÓNEÓSGHRÓbSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDhÓVNQJHMFÓNMÓNMDRDKEÓOQNCTBDRÓ@Ó
BDQS@HMÓ@RRDLAK@FDÓSG@SÓQDK@SDRÓSNÓSG@SÓBKNRDCÓRXRSDL ÓSGDMÓGNVÓCNDRÓ
SGHRÓRXRSDLÓBNMMDBSÓSNÓSGDÓNTSDQÓVNQKCÓ@MCÓVG@SÓHRÓSGHRÓbSGDNQDSHB@KÓ
OQ@BSHBDhÓHEÓMNSÓ@ÓRHLOKDÓBNMRSQTBSHNMÓNEÓ@MÓ@QSHRSHBÓHCDMSHSXÓ'NVÓ
L@XÓNMDÓ@UNHCÓSGDÓHRRTDÓNEÓȎW@SHNMÓ@RÓHSÓQDK@SDRÓSNÓ@KKÓBNMRSQTBSDCÓ
HCDMSHSHDRÓ @MCÓ HRÓ HSÓ ONRRHAKDÓ SNÓ BNLLTMHB@SDÓ VHSGÓ HCDMSHSHDRÓ NSGDQÓ
SG@MÓSGNRDÓNEÓ@ÓRHLHK@QÓM@STQDÓ RÓ"G@QKDRÓ'@QQHRNMÓMNSDR ÓADSVDDMÓ
Ó@MCÓ ÓNMÓANSGÓRHCDRÓNEÓSGDÓ SK@MSHB ÓSGDÓL@HMÓPTDRSHNMÓENQÓ
+ÓV@RÓSGHRÓbGNVÓV@RÓ@ÓCNL@HMÓNEÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDÓCHRBNTQRDÓSNÓ
ADÓCHRSHMFTHRGDCÓEQNLÓSGDÓVNQKCÓNEÓ@KKÓNSGDQÓTSSDQ@MBDRhÓ'@QQHRNMÓ
 Ó  Ó 3GHRÓ OQNAKDL@SHBÓ V@RÓ CHQDBSKXÓ QDK@SDCÓ SNÓ SGDÓ HRRTDÓ NEÓ
HCDNKNFX ÓNQÓLNQDÓOQDBHRDKXÓSNÓSGDÓHRRTDÓNEÓHCDNKNFHB@KÓHMSDQODKK@SHNM Ó
(EÓbSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDhÓ@BGHDUDRÓRNLDÓJHMCÓNEÓRNBH@KÓHMSDFQ@SHNMÓAXÓ
LD@MRÓ NEÓ RXMSGDSHBÓ RTAIDBSHȎB@SHNMÓ H D Ó AXÓ LD@MRÓ NEÓ RBGDL@SHRDCÓ
BNMITMBSHNMR ÓSGDMÓSGDQDÓ@QHRDRÓSGDÓPTDRSHNMÓNEÓSGDÓQDK@SHNMÓNEÓSGHRÓ
CHRSHMBSÓHCDNKNFHB@KÓSDMCDMBXÓH D Ó +RÓFQNTOÓHCDNKNFXÓSNÓSGDÓFDMDQ@KÓ
CHRONRHSHNMÓ NEÓ HCDNKNFXÓ NQÓ LNQDÓ OQDBHRDKXÓ SNÓ SGDÓ (CDNKNFHB@KÓ 2S@SDÓ
OO@Q@STRDR Ó(MÓBlurting in New YorkÓNMDÓB@MÓSQ@BDÓRNLDÓGHMSRÓNEÓ
SGHRÓ bOQNAKDL@SHR@SHNMhÓ SGDÓ @MMNS@SHNMÓ QDK@SDCÓ SNÓ problematicÓ -N Ó
ÓCHQDBSKXÓQDEDQRÓSNÓ KSGTRRDQRÓBNMBDOSHNMÓNEÓbSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDh Ó
TMCDQRSNNCÓ@RÓSGDÓOQNONRHSHNMÓSG@SÓbBNMBDOSRÓB@MMNSÓADÓBNMRHCDQDCÓ
HMÓHRNK@SHNMh Ó3GHRÓAKTQSHMFÓBNTKCÓADÓE@LHKH@QHRDCÓNQÓBNMINHMDCÓVHSGÓ
another two annotations on theory Ó-N Ó ÓVGHBGÓRS@SDRÓSG@SÓSGDNQXÓ
LTRSÓADÓTRDCÓHMÓHSRÓNVMÓCNL@HMÓ@MCÓVHSGÓ-N Ó ÓVGHBGÓCDEDMCRÓSGDNQXÓ
@RÓ@ÓCHR@UNV@KÓNEÓDWODQHDMBDÓ@MCÓODQRNM@KHSX K@CDMÓNQHDMS@SHNMR Ó-N Ó
ÓLanguageÓSDKKRÓTRÓSG@SÓVNQJHMFÓNMÓK@MFT@FDÓHRÓHMÓRNLDÓQDRODBSRÓ
RHLHK@QÓSNÓVNQJHMFÓHMÓSGDNQXÓ@MCÓ-N ÓÓSGDÓlanguage environment
@MMNS@SHNMÓ SDKKRÓ TRÓ SG@SÓ K@MFT@FDÓ HRÓ BNMMDBSDCÓ SNÓ HCDNKNFX Ó 3GDÓ
3 Ó(MÓSGDHQÓb#Q@ȒÓENQÓ@MÓ MSH 3DWSANNJhÓ +Ó@KRNÓVQNSDÓSG@SÓbLNRSÓNEÓNTQÓRGNVRÓ: <ÓCD@KÓ
VHSGÓONRRHAKDÓBTKSTQ@KRNBH@KÓSQ@MRENQL@SHNMÓHMÓK@MFT@FDhÓPTNSDCÓEQNLÓ&HKADQSÓ Ó
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annotations on ideologyÓB@MÓADÓODQOKDWHMF ÓATSÓSVNÓNEÓSGDL Ó-NR ÓÓ
@MCÓ ÓRTFFDRSÓGNVÓCHȐBTKSÓHSÓHRÓSNÓQDK@SDÓSNÓHCDNKNFHDRÓNSGDQÓSG@MÓ
XNTQÓNVMÓVGHBGÓBNMRDPTDMSKXÓB@TRDRÓBNMBDQMÓ@ANTSÓSGDÓONRRHAHKHSXÓ
NEÓ O@QSHBHO@SHMFÓ HMÓ SGDÓ QD@KÓ VNQKCÓ H D Ó ONKHSHBR Ó BNLLTMHB@SHMFÓ
VHSGÓ NSGDQÓ @QSHRSHBÓ HCDNKNFHDR Ó @MCÓ @FQDDHMFÓ NMÓ @Ó RHMFKDÓ HCDNKNFHB@KÓ
CHRBNTQRDÓVHSGHMÓ@ÓFQNTOÓNEÓU@QHNTRÓ@MCÓGDSDQNFDMDNTRÓHMCHUHCT@KRÓ
VNQJHMFÓSNFDSGDQ Ó&DMDQ@KKXÓROD@JHMF ÓSGHRÓHRÓ@ANTSÓSGDÓCHȐBTKSXÓNEÓ
VNQJHMFÓNMÓNMDRÓNVMÓRKNF@MR ÓSQ@MRK@SHMFÓSGDLÓSNÓSGDÓNTSDQÓVNQKC Ó
@MCÓSQXHMFÓMNSÓSNÓADÓMNQL@SHUDÓVHSGÓSGDÓRS@SDLDMSRÓSG@SÓSGDXÓOQNONRD Ó
(SÓHRÓ@ÓCHȐBTKSÓS@RJ ÓATSÓ + Ó(ÓADKHDUD ÓSNNJÓTOÓSGHRÓDMCD@UNTQÓHMÓSGDÓ
LNRSÓDȍDBSHUDÓV@X Ó%NQÓSG@SÓQD@RNMÓ +RÓLNCHȎB@SHNMÓNEÓ"@QKÓ MCQDRÓ
RKNF@MÓb QSÓHRÓVG@SÓVDÓCN ÓBTKSTQDÓHRÓVG@SÓHRÓCNMDÓSNÓTRhÓSNÓb QSÓHRÓVG@SÓ
VDÓCN ÓBTKSTQDÓHRÓVG@SÓVDÓCNÓSNÓNSGDQÓ@QSHRSRhÓRGNTKCÓADÓTMCDQRSNNCÓ
EQNLÓSGHRÓODQRODBSHUD ÓSGDÓODQRODBSHUDÓNEÓONKHSHB@KÓO@QSHBHO@SHNM Ó!TSÓ
TMKHJDÓ MCQDRÓRKNF@M Ó +RÓMNSHNMÓNEÓONKHSHB@KÓO@QSHBHO@SHNMÓCNDRÓMNSÓ
DPT@SDÓHCDNKNFXÓSNÓMNQL@SHUDÓBTKSTQD ÓMNQÓCNDRÓHSÓONRHSÓ@TSNMNLNTRÓ
@QSÓ@RÓ@ÓRGDKSDQ Ó@ÓONKHSHB@KÓCDBHRHNMÓRSHKKÓVHSGHMÓHCDNKNFXÓqua MNQL@SHUDÓ
BTKSTQD ÓNQÓ@ÓCDS@BGLDMSÓEQNLÓHS Ó!TSÓ +RÓONKHSHBRÓHRÓNMKXÓG@KEV@XÓ
ONKHSHBR Ó O@QSÓEQNLÓ@SS@HMHMFÓ@MÓ@KSDQM@SHUDÓNQF@MHR@SHNM@KÓOQ@BSHBD 4
@QSÓHRÓ@KRNÓSGDÓOQ@BSHBDÓNEÓATHKCHMFÓMDVÓENQLTK@SHNMR ÓMDVÓBTKSTQDR Ó
@MCÓMDVÓHCDNKNFHDR Ó3GHRÓbVG@SÓVDÓCNÓSNÓNSGDQ:R<h ÓVGHBGÓHRÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓ
HLO@BSÓ@MCÓDȍDBSÓ@RÓSGDÓLNLDMSÓNEÓSQ@MRENQL@SHNMÓHMÓ@QSÓHRÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓ
@ÓbBTKSTQDh ÓHRÓVG@SÓ +ÓRSQNUDÓSNÓQD@KHRDÓHMÓSGDHQÓNVMÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓ@QSÓ
OQ@BSHBD Ó3GDXÓTMCDQRSNNCÓODQEDBSKXÓSG@SÓRTBGÓ@ÓOQ@BSHBDÓBNTKCÓMNSÓADÓ
QD@KHRDCÓVHSGÓ@ÓQDSQD@SÓSNÓb@TSNMNLXh 5ÓATSÓVHSGÓO@QSHBHO@SHNM ÓVHSGÓSGHRÓ
bVG@SÓVDÓCNÓSNÓNSGDQ:R<hÓ@SSHSTCD ÓVGHBGÓRDDRÓ@QSÓ@KRNÓ@RÓ@ÓOQ@BSHBDÓNEÓ
HRRTHMFÓCDBK@Q@SHNMR ÓRS@SDLDMSR Ó@MCÓRKNF@MR Ó ÓS@RJÓENQÓSGDÓETSTQDÓ
LHFGSÓ OQNA@AKXÓ ADÓ SNÓ HMSDMRHEXÓ SGDRDÓ CHRBTRRHNMRÓ AXÓ SQ@MREDQQHMFÓ
SGDÓ QSÓ@MCÓ+@MFT@FDÓCHRBNTQRDÓHMSNÓ@ÓKDRRÓDTOGDLHRSHB@KKXÓ QSÓ@MCÓ
2KNF@MRÓOQ@BSHBD

 ô *#,',ô-,ô1*-%,1
:(<MÓb M@QBGXÓHMÓSGDÓ4 * hÓSGDXÓG@CÓC@LMDCÓSGDÓOQDRDMS Ó@MCÓHMÓb&NCÓ
2@UDÓSGDÓ0TDDMhÓSGDXÓG@CÓC@LMDCÓSGDÓO@RSÓVHSGÓ@ÓBTQRDÓRNÓG@QCÓSG@SÓ
HSÓSNNJÓSGDÓETSTQDÓVHSGÓHS Ó: <Ób-NÓ%TSTQDÓHMÓ$MFK@MCRÓC@G QQQQDDLHMFhÓ
$MFK@MCRÓCQD@LÓNEÓHSRÓFKNQHNTRÓO@RS Ó@RÓQDOQDRDMSDCÓAXÓSGDÓ0TDDM Ó
SGDÓ bLNQNMh Ó SGDÓ M@SHNMRÓ A@RHBÓ SNTQHRSÓ @SSQ@BSHNM Ó KHMBGOHMÓ NEÓ @MÓ
DBNMNLXÓA@RDCÓNMÓMNSGHMF ÓR@KUDÓNMÓ$MFK@MCRÓBNKKDBSHUDÓ@LOTSDDRÓ
4 Ó2NLDÓBQHSHBRÓSDMCÓSNÓCHRLHRRÓ +RÓOQNAKDL@SHBÓNEÓVNQJHMFÓSNFDSGDQÓ@RÓRNLDÓJHMCÓ
NEÓDRB@OHRSÓ@MCÓHMSQNUDQSDCÓRNBH@KHRHMF Ó%NQÓDW@LOKD Ó&HKADQSÓRDDRÓHSÓ@RÓG@UHMFÓb@ÓONKHSHB@KÓ
RHFMHȎB@MBDÓVGHBGÓSGDXÓNAS@HMDCÓAXÓNODMHMFÓ@ÓRO@BDÓNEÓKD@QMHMF ÓNQÓ@ÓRGDKSDQDCÓBNMUDQR@
SHNM@KÓBNLLTMHSX ÓVHSGHMÓSGDÓGHFGKXÓ@CLHMHRSQ@SDCÓBTKSTQDÓNEÓ@CU@MBDCÓB@OHS@KHRLhÓ&HKADQSÓ
 Ó
5 Ó'DQDÓ@QDÓSVNÓAKTQSRÓNMÓSGDÓ@MMNS@SHNMÓ@ANTSÓautonomyÓSG@SÓ@QDÓKHMJDCÓSNÓD@BGÓNSGDQÓ
b3GDÓRBHDMSHRSÓCNDRÓMNSÓ@RJÓGHLRDKEÓ@ANTSÓSGDÓGHRSNQHB@KÓOQDRTOONRHSHNMRÓNEÓGHRÓVNQJÓVGHKDÓ
VNQJHMF Ó'DÓS@JDRÓSGDÓSQHUH@KHSHDRÓVGHBGÓGDÓKHUDRÓ@MCÓVNQJRÓVHSGÓGHRÓ+DADMRVDKSÓENQÓFQ@MS
DC Ó'TRRDQKÓG@RÓR@HCÓSG@SÓXNTÓB@MSÓHFMNQDÓSGDRDÓSQHUH@KHSHDRÓHEÓXNTÓV@MSÓSNÓTMCDQRS@MCÓSGDÓ
LD@MHMFÓNEÓRBHDMBDhÓ-N ÓÓ@MCÓb TSNMNLXÓG@RÓADDMÓ@ÓBNMCHSHNMÓNEÓ@QSRÓHCDNKNFX Ó MÓ@QSÓ
VHSGNTSÓ@TSNMNLXÓVNTKCÓADÓ@MÓHCDNKNFHB@KKXÓCHȍDQDMSÓ@QShÓ-N ÓÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FD Ó
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HSBGÓENQÓ$LOHQDjÓ2NÓNMDÓGD@QC ÓVGDMÓ)NGMMXÓ1NSSDMÓQNKKDCÓGHRÓQRÓ:
1HBG@QCÓ'TDKRDMADBJRÓ#@C@HRLÓEQNLÓ Ó1@MSDQÓ AHDYDQÓ"NOODRÓ
BQTDKSXÓEQNLÓ Ó@MCÓSGDÓ2HST@SHNMHRSÓ(MSDQM@SHNM@KRÓOQNOGDBXÓEQNLÓ
<Ó,@QBTRÓ Ó Ó
(ÓVNTKCÓB@KKÓSGHRÓRXRSDLÓ+KNXC &DNQFHRL Ó@ȒDQÓSGDÓ$MFKHRGÓ,HMHRSDQÓ
+KNXCÓ&DNQFD ÓNMDÓNEÓSGDÓENQDLNRSÓ@MCÓLNRSÓCDWSDQNTRÓQDOQDRDMS@SHUDRÓ
NEÓSGHRÓRXRSDLÓHMÓSGDÓBK@RRHBÓK@MCÓNEÓSGDÓbANTQFDNHRÓK@ANTQÓO@QSXh Ó Ó
ȎQRS BK@RRÓ ANTQFDNHRÓ L@MHOTK@SNQ Ó @MÓ @RSTSDÓ ONKHSHBH@M Ó @Ó ONOTK@QÓ
NQ@SNQÓVGNÓVHKKÓCDKHUDQÓ@MXÓRODDBGDRÓXNTÓKHJD ÓDUDMÓQ Q QDUNKTSHNM@QXÓ
NMDR ÓSNÓ@ÓK@ANTQÓ@TCHDMBD Ó@MCÓ@ÓL@MÓVGNÓHRÓB@O@AKDÓNEÓNAS@HMHMFÓ
RHYD@AKDÓ RNORÓ ENQÓ CNBHKDÓ VNQJDQRÓ HMÓ SGDÓ RG@ODÓ NEÓ RNBH@KÓ QDENQLRÓ
HMRTQ@MBD ÓDSB  Ó+KNXCÓ&DNQFDÓRDQUDRÓSGDÓANTQFDNHRHDÓROKDMCHCKX Ó@MCÓ
RDQUDRÓHSÓOQDBHRDKXÓ@LNMFÓSGDÓVNQJDQR ÓAQHMFRÓHSRÓHMȏTDMBDÓOQDBHRDKXÓ
SNÓSGDÓOQNKDS@QH@S ÓSNÓVGDQDÓSGDÓANTQFDNHRHDÓMDDCRÓHSÓLNRSÓ@MCÓVGDQDÓ
HSÓȎMCRÓHSÓLNRSÓCHȐBTKSÓSNÓRTAIDBSÓSGDÓL@RRDRÓLNQ@KKX Ó+DMHMÓ Ó
d
+DMHMRÓRGNQSÓSDWSÓOn SlogansÓE@BDRÓTRÓVHSGÓ@ÓRSQ@MFDÓRHST@SHNMÓDUDMÓ
SGNTFGÓGDÓBQHSHBHRDRÓTMITRSÓ@MCÓE@KRDÓRKNF@MR Ó+DMHMÓCNDRÓMNSÓOQNONRDÓ
@ÓBNQQDBSÓRKNF@MÓSNÓQDOK@BDÓSGDÓNKCÓNMDR Ó,NRSÓNEÓ+DMHMRÓSDWSÓHRÓ@Ó
BQHSHPTDÓNEÓbRKNF@MRÓVGHBGÓKNRSÓ@KKÓLD@MHMFÓdÓKNRSÓHSÓ@RÓ?RTCCDMKXÓ@RÓ
SGDÓRG@QOÓSTQMÓHMÓGHRSNQXÓV@RÓ?RTCCDMhÓ+DMHMÓ Ó Ó+DMHMÓHRÓ
@KKTCHMFÓSNÓSGDÓRKNF@MÓb KKÓ/NVDQÓ,TRSÓ!DÓ3Q@MREDQQDCÓSNÓSGDÓ2NUHDSRh Ó
VGHBGÓV@RÓU@KHCÓEQNLÓÓ%DAQT@QXÓSNÓÓ)TKXÓ ÓVGHKDÓ@ÓOD@BDETKÓ
SQ@MREDQÓNEÓONVDQÓSNÓSGDÓ2NUHDSRÓV@RÓRSHKKÓONRRHAKD Ó!TSÓSGDÓBNTQRDÓ
NEÓGHRSNQXÓBG@MFDCÓ@MCÓ@ȒDQÓ)TKXÓSGDÓOD@BDETKÓNOSHNMÓV@RÓMNÓKNMFDQÓ
SGDQD ÓRNÓSGDÓNMKXÓONRRHAHKHSXÓENQÓQDUNKTSHNMÓV@RÓ@ÓUHNKDMSÓS@JDNUDQÓNEÓ
ONVDQ Ó!TSÓMNVGDQDÓHMÓGHRÓSDWSÓCNDRÓ+DMHMÓOQNONRDÓSGHRÓbMDVÓRKNF@MhÓ
SNÓ QDOK@BDÓ SGDÓ NKCÓ NMDR Ó 'DQDÓ VDÓ RDDÓ SG@SÓ RKNF@MRÓ @QDÓ BNKKDBSHUDÓ
DMTMBH@SHNMRÓH D Ó@ÓRKNF@MÓB@MMNSÓADÓVQHSSDMÓAXÓ@MÓHRNK@SDCÓHMCHUHCT@K Ó
SG@SÓSGDXÓJDDOÓDUNKUHMFÓ@KKÓSGDÓSHLD Ó@MCÓSG@SÓSGDXÓ@QDÓDKDLDMSRÓNEÓ
K@MFT@FDÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓONVDQÓ+DMHMÓHRÓHMSDQDRSDCÓHMÓRKNF@MRÓOQHL@QHKXÓ
CTDÓSNÓSGDHQÓODQENQL@SHUDÓBG@Q@BSDQ ÓVGHBGÓVHKKÓADÓQD@KHRDCÓVGDMÓSGDÓ
QDUNKTSHNMÓBNLDRÓbSGDÓETMC@LDMS@KÓHRRTDÓNEÓQDUNKTSHNMÓHRÓSGDÓHRRTDÓNEÓ
ONVDQhÓ+DMHMÓ Ó Ó KKÓNEÓSGDRDÓBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÓ@MCÓDKDLDMSRÓ
NEÓ RKNF@MRÓ VDQDÓ @KRNÓ TRDCÓ @MCÓ SGDNQHRDCÓ AXÓ #DKDTYDÓ @MCÓ &T@SS@QHÓ
HMÓHMSDQDRSHMFÓ@MCÓDWBHSHMFÓV@XR Ó!TSÓSGDQDÓHRÓNMDÓBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBÓNEÓ
RKNF@MRÓ@BBNQCHMFÓSNÓ+DMHMÓSG@SÓ#DKDTYDÓ@MCÓ&T@SS@QHÓNUDQKNNJDCÓNQ Ó
ODQG@OR ÓBGNRDÓSNÓHFMNQDÓRKNF@MRÓLTRSÓSDKKÓSGDÓbSQTSGh Ó3GHRÓNAKHF@SHNM Ó
VGHBGÓHRÓSHFGSKXÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓSGDÓbSGNTFGShÓBNMSDMSÓNEÓRKNF@MR ÓHRÓ@SÓSGDÓ
R@LDÓSHLDÓ@KRNÓRSQNMFKXÓBNMMDBSDCÓSNÓENQBDÓ@MCÓONVDQÓNQÓHMÓ+DMHMRÓ
NVMÓVNQCRÓbOQHL@QHKX Ó@MCÓ@ANUDÓ@KK ÓSGDÓODNOKDÓLTRSÓJMNVÓSGDÓSQTSGÓ
dÓSGDXÓLTRSÓJMNVÓVGNÓ@BST@KKXÓVHDKCRÓRS@SDÓONVDQhÓ+DMHMÓ Ó
 Ó3GDÓHMSDKKDBST@KÓNQ Ó@RÓVDÓCTAADCÓHSÓ@ANUD ÓBNMRS@SHUDÓ@RODBSÓNEÓ
RKNF@MRÓ+DMHMÓCDȎMDRÓSGTRÓbDUDQXÓO@QSHBTK@QÓRKNF@MÓLTRSÓADÓCDCTBDCÓ
EQNLÓSGDÓSNS@KHSXÓNEÓRODBHȎBÓED@STQDRÓNEÓ@ÓCDȎMHSDÓONKHSHB@KÓRHST@SHNMhÓ
+DMHMÓ Ó Ó3GHRÓHRÓ@ÓOTQDKXÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓ@WHNLÓNEÓRKNF@MÓONKHSHBR Ó
@SÓKNFFDQGD@CRÓVHSGÓ#DKDTYDÓ@MCÓ&T@SS@QHRÓONKHSHBRÓ@MCÓHSRÓNOONRHSHNMÓ
SNÓ @MXÓ KDFHRK@SHNMÓ AXÓ BNMRS@MSRÓ NQÓ RS@AKDÓ BNMSNTQR Ó &HUDMÓ SG@SÓ SGDÓ
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ODQENQL@SHUDÓ NQÓ force-QDK@SDCÓ BG@Q@BSDQÓ NEÓ RKNF@MRÓ HRÓ NAUHNTRÓ
HMÓ SGDHQÓ @OOD@Q@MBD Ó (Ó ADKHDUDÓ SG@SÓ HMRHRSHMFÓ NMÓ SGDHQÓ HMSDKKDBST@KÓ
NQ Ó ADSSDQ Ó SGDNQDSHB@KÓ @RODBSÓ HRÓ UDQXÓ HLONQS@MS Ó MNSÓ NMKXÓ ENQÓ @MXÓ
bSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDh ÓATSÓ@KRNÓENQÓ@MXÓDU@KT@SHNMÓNEÓSGDÓOQNFQ@LLDÓ
NEÓ@QSÓOQHL@QHKXÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QSÓ@RÓ@ÓGDTQHRSHBÓOQ@BSHBD Ó
+NTHRÓ KSGTRRDQÓ DUDMÓ VQNSDÓ HMÓ RKNF@MRÓ D@QKHDQÓ NM Ó (Ó B@KKDCÓ SGHRÓ
SGDNQDSHB@KÓL@MHEDRS@SHNMÓNEÓRKNF@MRÓAlthusserian slogansÓReading
"@OHS@K Ò%NQÒ,@QW Ò+DMHMÒ@MCÒ/GHKNRNOGX ÓBNMRHCDQHMFÓITRSÓSGDÓSHSKDRÓNEÓ
GHRÓ ANNJR Ó #DRBQHAHMFÓ KSGTRRDQRÓ OGHKNRNOGXÓ HMÓ +DMHMHRSÓ SDQLR Ó @RÓ
bSGDÓ@AHKHSXÓSNÓCQ@VÓKHMDRÓNEÓCDL@QB@SHNMÓVHSGHMÓSGDÓSGDNQDSHB@Kh Ó K@HMÓ
!@CHNTÓQDLHMCRÓTRÓSG@SÓSGNRDÓKHMDRÓ@QDÓCQ@VMÓVHSGÓSGDRDRÓ!@CHNTÓ
 Ó  Ó 3GHRÓ HR Ó @RÓ !@CHNTÓ VQHSDR Ó @Ó OGHKNRNOGXÓ BNMBDHUDCÓ @RÓ @Ó
declaration ÓVGHBGÓHR ÓNQÓLTRSÓAD Ó@ÓONKHSHB@KÓVNQCÓ!@CHNTÓ Ód
 Ó6G@SÓL@JDRÓ KSGTRRDQRÓOGHKNRNOGHB@KÓSGDRDRÓRNÓBKNRDÓSNÓRKNF@MRÓ
HRÓMNSÓNMKXÓGHRÓHMRHRSDMBDÓNMÓCDL@QB@SHMFÓGHRÓL@SDQH@KHRSÓOGHKNRNOGXÓ
NȍÓEQNLÓSGDÓHCD@KHRSÓHCDNKNFX ÓATSÓ@KRNÓGHRÓBNMBDOSHNMÓNEÓOGHKNRNOGXÓ
MNSÓ@RÓHRNK@SDCÓBNFMHSHUDÓ@OOQNOQH@SHNMÓATSÓ@RÓ@ÓENQBDETKÓCDBK@Q@SHNMÓ
@MCÓRS@SDLDMS
(MÓ GHRÓ @QSHBKDÓ b+DMHMÓ SGDÓ )TRS Ó NQÓ ,@QWHRLÓ 4MQDBXBKDChÓ @MCÓ ANNJÓ A
,@QWHRSÒ/GHKNRNOGXÒNEÒ+@MFT@FD Ó)D@M )@BPTDRÓ+DBDQBKDÓCHRBTRRDRÓ
+DMHMRÓ O@LOGKDSÓ NMÓ RKNF@MRÓ @RÓ BQTBH@KÓ HMÓ ,@QWHRSÓ KHMFTHRSHBR Ó (MÓ
+DBDQBKDRÓ UHDV Ó MNSÓ NMKXÓ #DKDTYDÓ @MCÓ &T@SS@QHÓ ATSÓ @KRNÓ KSGTRRDQÓ
@MCÓGHRÓENKKNVDQRÓF@SGDQDCÓ@QNTMCÓ+DRÒ"@GHDQRÒL@QWHRSDR K~MHMHRSDR
VDQDÓ HMȏTDMBDCÓ AXÓ +DMHMRÓ O@LOGKDS Ó +DBDQBKDÓ @M@KXRDCÓ SGDÓ b5HUDÓ
KDÓ K~MHMHRLDhÓ HRRTDÓ NEÓ +DRÒ "@GHDQRÒ L@QWHRSDR K~MHMHRSDR Ó VGDQDÓ @Ó
BNMRHCDQ@AKDÓMTLADQÓNEÓCHRBTRRHNMRÓBNMBDQMDCÓRKNF@MR Ó BBNQCHMFÓ
SNÓ+DBDQBKD ÓVG@SÓV@RÓLNRSÓHLONQS@MSÓENQÓ KSGTRRDQÓHMÓGHRÓQD@CHMFÓ
NEÓ b.MÓ 2KNF@MRhÓ V@RÓ GHRÓ TMCDQRS@MCHMFÓ SG@S Ó @O@QSÓ EQNLÓ ADHMFÓ
BNMBQDSDÓ @M@KXRDRÓ NEÓ BNMBQDSDÓ RHST@SHNMR Ó RKNF@MRÓ @KRNÓ BNLL@MCÓ
FQD@SÓ RSQ@SDFHBÓ HLONQS@MBD Ó (MÓ SGHRÓ QD@CHMF Ó RKNF@MRÓ BNMRSHSTSDÓ @Ó
BNMITMBSTQ@KÓ@M@KXRHRÓSG@SÓHRÓRSQNMFKXÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓSGDÓRSQTFFKD ÓNQÓSNÓ
bSGDÓ ONVDQÓ QDK@SHNMRGHOÓ SG@SÓ HSÓ DRS@AKHRGDRh Ó @RÓ VDKKÓ @RÓ @Ó bBNMBDOSÓ
linguistic conjunctureÓVGHBGÓBNLAHMDRÓSGDÓRS@SDÓNEÓSGDÓDMBXBKNO@DCH@Ó
SGDÓ BNLODMCHTLÓ NEÓ JMNVKDCFDÓ @MCÓ ADKHDERÓ NEÓ SGDÓ BNLLTMHSXÓ NEÓ
ROD@JDQRÓSGDÓRS@SDÓNEÓSGDÓK@MFT@FDÓRDCHLDMS@SHNMÓNEÓSGDÓGHRSNQXÓ
NEÓSGDÓBNLLTMHSXÓNEÓROD@JDQRÓS@JDMÓSNFDSGDQ ÓSGDÓK@MFT@FDÓ@MCÓSGDÓ
DMBXBKNO@DCH@ÓEQNLÓVG@SÓ&Q@LRBHÓB@KKRÓ@Ó?BNMBDOSHNMÓNEÓSGDÓVNQKCÓ
@MCÓSGDÓONSDMSH@KHSHDRÓNEÓHMSDQODKK@SHNMÓ@MCÓBNTMSDQ HMSDQODKK@SHNMÓSG@SÓ
DWHRSÓHMÓSGDÓRHST@SHNMhÓ+DBDQBKDÓ Ód Ó
(MÓ NQCDQÓ SNÓ @RRDRRÓ SGDÓ TRDÓ NEÓ +DMHMHRSÓ RKNF@MRÓ @MCÓ RKNF@MRÓ @RÓ @Ó
SGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDÓHMÓSGDÓ@QSR ÓHMÓSGDÓBNMBKTCHMFÓO@QSÓNEÓSGHRÓDRR@XÓ
(Ó VHKKÓ @CCQDRRÓ SGDÓ TRDÓ NEÓ b+DMHMhÓ AXÓ QSÓ Ó +@MFT@FDÓ @MCÓ #TĀ@MÓ
,@J@UDIDU ÓQDOQDRDMSHMFÓSVNÓ@MS@FNMHRSHBÓ@QSHRSHBÓCHQDBSHNMR Ó
ȒDQÓSGDÓ Blurting project Ó +ÓBNMSHMTDCÓVNQJHMFÓNMÓHRRTDRÓHMÓSGDÓ
OGHKNRNOGXÓNEÓK@MFT@FD ÓVHSGÓRODBH@KÓDLOG@RHRÓNMÓSGDÓBNMUDQR@SHNM@KÓ
L@SQHWÓ HMRHCDÓ SGDHQÓ BNKKDBSHUD Ó 3GDHQÓ CHRBTRRHNMRÓ BNMBDQMHMFÓ SGHRÓ
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OQNAKDL@SHBÓVDQDÓOTAKHRGDCÓHMÓSGDHQÓBNKKDBSHUDKXÓRHFMDCÓ #Q@ȁÒENQÒ@MÒ
MSH 3DWSANNJÓHMÓ Ó ÓRHLHK@QÓSDWSÓV@RÓOTAKHRGDCÓSGDÓENKKNVHMFÓXD@QÓ
TMCDQÓSGDÓSHSKDÓNEÓb3GDÓ+TLODM 'D@C@BGDh ÓVGHBGÓCHRBTRRDCÓHRRTDRÓ
HMÓSGDÓOGHKNRNOGXÓNEÓK@MFT@FDÓ@RÓVDKKÓ@RÓbSGDÓ:FQNTOR<ÓQDK@SHNMÓSNÓSGDÓ
M@LDÓ? + ÓHSRÓBNLLHSLDMSÓSNÓRNBH@KHRLÓ@MCÓHSRÓA@RHRÓNEÓTMHSXhÓ&HKADQSÓ
 Ó  Ó 3GHRÓ BNLLHSLDMSÓ SNÓ RNBH@KHRLÓ HMSQNCTBDCÓ bDWSDQM@KÓ
DKDLDMSRhÓ HMSNÓ +RÓ OQ@BSHBD Ó DKDLDMSRÓ SG@SÓ VDQDÓ ENQDHFMÓ SNÓ SGDHQÓ
OQDUHNTRÓVNQJÓTMCDQS@JDMÓHMÓSGDÓ (MCDWHMFÓOQNIDBS Ó3GHRÓAQN@CDMHMFÓ
NEÓ +RÓȎDKCÓNEÓHMSDQDRSÓV@RÓRDDMÓ@RÓ@ÓRBGHRLÓADSVDDMÓSGDÓFQNTORÓ
4*Ó @MCÓ -DVÓ 8NQJÓ E@BSHNMR Ó !DFHMMHMFÓ VHSGÓ SGDÓ Blurting OQNIDBS Ó @Ó
MTLADQÓNEÓVNQJRÓSG@SÓHMBNQONQ@SDCÓSGHRÓbRNBH@KHR@SHNMhÓDȍDBSÓHMÓ +RÓ
SGDNQXÓ @MCÓ OQ@BSHBDÓ BNLLTMHB@SHMFÓ VHSGÓ DWSDQM@KÓ DKDLDMSRÓ @MCÓ
AQN@CDMHMFÓSGDÓFQNTORÓȎDKCÓNEÓHMSDQDRSÓVDQDÓQD@KHRDCÓHMÓ-DVÓ8NQJÓ
VHSGÓRHFMHȎB@MSÓHMSDQM@SHNM@KÓO@QSHBHO@SHNM Ó,@MXÓNEÓSGDÓO@QSHBHO@MSRÓHMÓ
SGDRDÓOQNIDBSRÓQDF@QCDCÓ +RÓVNQJÓ@RÓMNSÓONKHSHB@KÓDMNTFGÓSNÓL@JDÓ
@ÓLD@MHMFETKÓHLO@BSÓNMÓBTKSTQ@KÓONKHSHBRÓHMRHCDÓSGDÓUDQXÓQDOQDRRHUDÓ
@QSÓRXRSDLÓNEÓSGDÓ4MHSDCÓ2S@SDR Ó2NÓSGDXÓCDBHCDCÓSNÓBNKK@ANQ@SDÓVHSGÓ
CHȍDQDMS ÓLNQDÓONKHSHB@KKXÓDMF@FDCÓ@QSHRSHBÓFQNTOR ÓRTBGÓ@RÓ 6"Ó@MCÓ
4(" ÓSNÓDWO@MCÓSGDÓVNQJÓLDSGNCRÓNEÓOQDUHNTRÓ +ÓOQNIDBSRÓRNÓ@RÓ
SNÓHMBKTCDÓU@QHNTRÓNSGDQÓBNLLTMHSHDR ÓRTBGÓ@RÓQDOQDRRDCÓRDWT@KÓ@MCÓ
DSGMHBÓFQNTOR Ó@MCÓSNÓVNQJÓLNQDÓNODMKXÓVHSGÓK@ANTQÓLNUDLDMSR Ó3GHRÓ
V@RÓSGDÓQNTSDÓSG@SÓ(@MÓ!TQMÓSNNJ Ó@LNMFÓNSGDQRÓENQÓRNLDÓSDMÓXD@QRÓ
ENKKNVHMFÓSGDÓCDȎMHSDÓRBGHRLÓADSVDDMÓ +RÓb@QSHRSHBhÓ@MCÓbONKHSHB@KhÓ
E@BSHNMR Ó !TQMÓ BNMBDMSQ@SDCÓ DWBKTRHUDKXÓ NMÓ U@QHNTRÓ NQF@MHR@SHNM@KÓ
@BSHUHSHDRÓ@LNMFÓ TRSQ@KH@RÓK@ANTQÓLNUDLDMSR Ó!XÓÓ3GDÒ%NWÓ@MCÓ
@KNMFÓVHSGÓHSÓSGDÓ-DVÓ8NQJÓRDBSHNMÓNEÓ +ÓBD@RDCÓSNÓDWHRS Ó3GHRÓV@RÓ
MNSÓ RHLOKXÓ ADB@TRDÓ NMDÓ RDBSHNMÓ V@RÓ KDRRÓ ONKHSHB@KÓ SG@MÓ SGDÓ NSGDQÓ
SGDÓ BNMUDMSHNM@KÓ VHRCNLÓ G@RÓ HSÓ SG@SÓ +RÓ 4*Ó E@BSHNMÓ V@RÓ LNQDÓ
HMSDQDRSDCÓHMÓSGDÓENQL@KÓOQNAKDL@SHBÓNEÓSGDÓOQ@FL@SHBRÓNEÓK@MFT@FD Ó
@RÓNOONRDCÓSNÓSGDÓ-DVÓ8NQJÓE@BSHNM ÓVGNRDÓONKHSHB@KÓ@BSHUHRLÓV@RÓ
LNQDÓDWOKHBHSKXÓOQNMNTMBDC Ó3GHRÓHRÓO@QSKXÓSQTD ÓADB@TRDÓSGDÓFQNTORÓ
UDQXÓBNMRHCDQ@SHNMÓNEÓSGDHQÓFQNTOÓOQNAKDL@SHBR ÓHMBKTCHMFÓHRRTDRÓNEÓ
SGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBD ÓHCDNKNFX Ó@TSNMNLX ÓDSB Ó@RÓBNMRS@SHUDRÓNEÓSGDÓ
ODQENQL@SHUHSXÓNEÓK@MFT@FDÓV@RÓSG@SÓVGHBGÓL@CDÓ +ÓNMÓANSGÓRHCDRÓNEÓ
SGDÓ SK@MSHBÓHMSNÓ@ÓONKHSHB@KÓ@QSÓSGDNQXÓ@MCÓOQ@BSHBDÓFQNTO Ó(ÓADKHDUDÓSG@SÓ
SGDÓHMBKTRHNMÓNEÓDWSDQM@KÓDKDLDMSRÓHMÓSGDÓFQNTORÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDÓ
VHSGNTSÓ CD@KHMFÓ VHSGÓ SGDÓ HRRTDRÓ NEÓ BNLLTMHB@SHNM Ó QDK@SHNM Ó @MCÓ
HCDNKNFXÓHMÓSGDHQÓETKKÓBNLOKDWHSXÓBNMSQHATSDCÓSNÓSGDÓCHRRNKTSHNMÓNEÓSGDÓ
FQNTO Ó6HSGNTSÓG@UHMFÓCD@KSÓQHFNQNTRKXÓDMNTFGÓVHSGÓSGDÓOQNAKDL@SHBÓ
NEÓSGDÓHMȏTDMBDÓNEÓSGDHQÓbBTKSTQDhÓH D ÓbVG@SÓVDÓCNÓSNÓNSGDQÓ@QSHRSRh Ó
+Ó CDBHCDCÓ HMÓ E@UNTQÓ NEÓ @MÓ TMQDRSQHBSDCÓ NODMMDRR Ó 3GHRÓ HRÓ MNSÓ SNÓ
RTFFDRSÓSG@SÓSGDÓOQNAKDLÓV@RÓB@TRDCÓAXÓ LHQHÓ!@Q@J@RÓb2S@KHMHRLh Ó
SNÓVGHBGÓSGDXÓCDBHCDCÓSNÓNODMÓTOÓQ@SGDQ ÓHSÓV@RÓLNQDÓNEÓ@ÓSDBGMHB@KÓ
HRRTD ÓHMUNKUHMFÓTMBQHSHB@KÓBNNODQ@SHUDMDRRÓSG@SÓRDDLDCÓSNÓ@QHRDÓEQNLÓ
SGHRÓ @BSHUHRSÓ OQ@BSHBD Ó +Ó QDF@QCDCÓ BNNODQ@SHNMÓ @MCÓ G@QLNMXÓ @RÓ
RS@KDL@SDÓOQ@BSHBDRÓSG@SÓVNTKCÓAQHMFÓMNSÓNMKXÓSGDNQXÓSNÓ@ÓCD@C DMCÓ
ATSÓ@KRNÓ@MXÓJHMCÓNEÓGDTQHRSHBÓ@BSHUHSX ÓVHSGNTSÓVGHBGÓSGDQDÓBNTKCÓADÓ
MNÓQDUNKTSHNM@QXÓOQ@BSHBD Ó RÓ +RÓ4*ÓE@BSHNMÓRS@SDCÓHMÓ ÓSGDHQÓ
ONKHSHBRÓ V@RÓ A@RDCÓ NMÓ BNMȏHBSÓ b(SRÓ MNÓ FNNCÓ ITRSÓ B@QQXHMF NMÓ VHSGÓ
FNNCÓ HMSDMSHNMR Ó 3GDÓ OQNFQDRRHUDÓ HMSDKKDBST@KRÓ S@RJÓ HRÓ SNÓ FDMDQ@SDÓ
HCDNKNFHB@KÓBNMǾHBShÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDÓ Ó
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!DENQDÓQDSTQMHMFÓSNÓb+DMHMh Ó(ÓVNTKCÓKHJDÓSNÓQDLHMCÓTRÓNEÓ,NĵMHJRÓSGDNQX Ó
SGDÓ RS@QSHMFÓ ONHMSÓ NEÓ VGHBGÓ V@RÓ SG@SÓ bBNLLTMHB@SHNMÓ HRÓ @Ó MTBKD@QÓ
HMRS@MBDÓ NEÓ SGDÓ HCDNKNFHB@KÓ LDCH@SHNMÓ NEÓ RNBH@KÓ HMSDFQ@SHNMh,NĵMHJÓ
 Ó Ó RÓ,NĵMHJÓBKD@QKXÓQD@KHRDC ÓRNBH@KÓHMSDFQ@SHNMÓV@RÓHMSDFQ@KÓ
SNÓSGDÓBNLLTMHRSÓHCDNKNFXÓ@KRN ÓSGDÓBNLLTMHRSRÓTRDCÓbRODDBGDR Ó
O@RRHNMRÓ@MCÓHKKTRHNMRhÓSNÓHMSDFQ@SDÓ@MCÓBNMRNKHC@SDÓSGDHQÓNVMÓQ@MJR Ó
(SÓRDDLRÓSGDMÓSG@SÓSGHRÓHCDNKNFHB@KÓHMSDFQ@SHNMÓSQ@MRBDMCRÓ@KKÓHMCHUHCT@KÓ
bHCDNKNFHDRhÓ@MCÓBNMRSHSTSDRÓHSRDKEÓ@RÓ@ÓFDMDQ@KÓbGTL@MhÓBNMCHSHNMÓNEÓ
RNQSR Ó 3GDÓ FQNTMCÓ ENQÓ HSRÓ RDKE BNMRSHSTSHNMÓ HRÓ BNLLTMHB@SHNMÓ SG@SÓ
RTBJRÓ DUDQXSGHMFÓ HMSNÓ HSRÓ ENQBDÓ ȎDKC Ó 3GDMÓ GNVÓ @QDÓ VDÓ SNÓ SGHMJÓ
SGDÓ CHȍDQDMBDÓ ADSVDDMÓ BNLLTMHRSRÓ @MCÓ MNM BNLLTMHRSRÓ (RÓ HSÓ
SGDÓ R@LDÓ bRODDBGDR Ó O@RRHNMR Ó @MCÓ HKKTRHNMRhÓ ATSÓ VHSGÓ CHȍDQDMSÓ
constativesÓ@MCÓSGDHQÓRSQTBSTQDRÓNEÓBNMITMBSHNMÓSG@SÓCHRSHMFTHRGÓSGDÓ
RODDBGDRÓNEÓBNLLTMHRSRÓEQNLÓSGNRDÓNEÓMNM BNLLTMHRSRÓ(ÓSGHMJÓRN Ó
6DÓB@MÓKHJDVHRDÓ@QQHUDÓ@SÓSGDÓR@LDÓOQNAKDLÓEQNLÓSGDÓONHMSÓNEÓSGDÓ
CHRBTRRHNMÓ@ANUDÓHEÓVDÓBNMRHCDQÓSG@SÓBNLLTMHB@SHNMÓS@JDRÓOK@BD ÓNQÓ
SG@SÓK@MFT@FDÓL@SDQH@KHRDRÓHMÓSGDÓOQNBDRRÓNEÓHCDNKNFHB@KÓHMSDQODKK@SHNMÓ
SGQNTFGÓ SGDÓ ENQBDÓ NEÓ bBNMRS@SHUD ODQENQL@SHUDRh Ó VGHBGÓ VDÓ B@KKDCÓ
RKNF@MR Ó2NÓVDÓLHFGSÓBK@HLÓSGDMÓSG@SÓANSGÓBNLLTMHRSRÓ@MCÓMNM
BNLLTMHRSRÓBNLLTMHB@SDÓSGQNTFGÓRKNF@MR ÓATSÓSG@SÓSGDÓBNMRS@SHUDÓ
@RODBSRÓ NEÓ SGDHQÓ RKNF@MRÓ @MCÓ SGDHQÓ HMSQ@ QDK@SHNMRÓ CHȍDQ Ó %NKKNVHMFÓ
+DMHMRÓ@QFTLDMS Ó@O@QSÓEQNLÓG@UHMFÓSGDÓDȍDBSRÓNEÓENQBDÓ@MCÓONVDQÓ
SGDÓRSQ@SDFHBÓONHMS ÓBNLLTMHRSÓRKNF@MRÓ@QDÓ@KRNÓTSSDQ@MBDR ÓVNQCRÓ
SG@SÓ@QDÓQDK@SDCÓSNÓSQTSGÓ@MCÓJMNVKDCFD Ó3G@SÓHRÓVGXÓVDÓL@XÓQDEDQÓ
SNÓSGNRDÓRKNF@MRÓ@RÓSGDNQXÓRKNF@MR Ó3GDQDENQDÓHSÓHRÓONRRHAKDÓSNÓR@XÓ
SG@SÓBNLLTMHRSÓRKNF@MRÓ@HLÓ@SÓSQTSG DȍDBS Ó3G@SÓVNTKCÓADÓDMNTFGÓ
SNÓCDL@QB@SDÓSGDLÓEQNLÓ@CUDQSHRDLDMS 6
!TSÓ HSÓ HRÓ BNLLNMÓ JMNVKDCFDÓ SG@SÓ BNLLTMHRSÓ RKNF@MRÓ @QDÓ HMCDDCÓ
CHȍDQDMSÓ EQNLÓ MNM BNLLTMHRSÓ RKNF@MR Ó %QNLÓ SGHRÓ ODQRODBSHUDÓ
HSÓ RDDLRÓ SG@SÓ SGDÓ bOQNAKDL@SHBhÓ HRÓ CHȍDQDMSÓ GNVÓ HRÓ HSÓ ONRRHAKDÓ
ENQÓ SVNÓ BNLLTMHRSRÓ SNÓ BNLLTMHB@SDÓ (EÓ SGDXÓ @QDÓ SNÓ HMSDFQ@SDÓ
RNBH@KKXÓ VHSGÓ SGDÓ BNLLTMHRSÓ HCDNKNFXÓ AXÓ LD@MRÓ NEÓ BNLLTMHB@AKDÓ
bODQENQL@SHUD BNMRS@SHUDRhÓ qua BNKKDBSHUDÓ DMTMBH@SHNMR Ó SGDMÓ GNVÓ
L@XÓBNLLTMHB@SHNMÓADSVDDMÓSGDÓSVNÓNEÓSGDLÓ@LNTMSÓSNÓ@MXSGHMFÓ
DKRDÓ SG@MÓ S@TSNKNFXÓ 3GDÓ PTDRSHNMÓ BNLDRÓ CNVMÓ SNÓ SGHRÓ GNVÓ HRÓ HSÓ
ONRRHAKDÓSNÓBNLLTMHB@SDÓCHȍDQDMSKXÓ@RÓ@ÓBNLLTMHRSÓ3G@SÓHRÓVGXÓ
SGDNQXÓRKNF@MR ÓVHSGÓSGDHQÓCNTAKDÓQNKDÓNEÓ@QSHBTK@SHMFÓSGDÓBNKKDBSHUDÓ
M@STQDÓNEÓDMTMBH@SHNMÓ@MCÓOQNUHCHMFÓ@SÓSGDÓR@LDÓSHLDÓDKDLDMSRÓENQÓ
MNM ODQRNM@KÓBNLLTMHB@SHNM Ó@QDÓBQTBH@KÓGDQD Ó
2NÓE@Q ÓVDÓG@UDÓRDDMÓSG@SÓHSÓHRÓONRRHAKDÓSNÓBK@HLÓSG@SÓNMDÓNEÓ +RÓ
OQHL@QXÓ BNMBDQMRÓ V@RÓ OQDBHRDKXÓ SGHRÓ OQNAKDL@SHB Ó +RÓ ONKHBXÓ
V@RÓ SNÓ HMSDMRHEXÓ QDRD@QBGÓ NMÓ SGDHQÓ SGDNQXÓ RKNF@MR Ó SNÓ RBGDL@SHRDÓ
SGDLÓ VHSGNTSÓ RTBBTLAHMFÓ SNÓ @MXÓ JHMCÓ NEÓ bODQRNM@KÓ HRÓ ONKHSHB@KhÓ
6 Ó.QÓ@RÓ+DBDQBKDÓCHRSHMFTHRGDRÓADSVDDMÓSGNRDÓSVNÓb3GDÓHMRHRSDMBDÓNMÓSGDÓBNQQDBSMDRRÓ
NEÓSGDÓM@LHMFÓNEÓSGDÓLNLDMSÓNEÓSGDÓBNMITMBSTQDÓAXÓSGDÓRKNF@MÓHRÓVG@SÓCHRSHMFTHRGDRÓFNNCÓ
NKCÓ?OQNO@F@MC@ ÓHMÓSGDÓ+DMHMHRSÓRDMRDÓNEÓSGDÓSDQL ÓEQNLÓSGDÓ?ONKHSHB@KÓBNLLTMHB@SHNMÓSG@SÓ
SGDÓHLODQH@KHRSRÓ@QDÓRNÓENMCÓNE ÓVGHBGÓ@HLRÓSNÓRDKKÓ@ÓONKHBXÓHMÓSGDÓR@LDÓV@XÓSG@SÓ@MÓ@CUDQSHR
HMFÓRKNF@MÓRDKKRÓ@ÓOQNCTBShÓ+DBDQBKDÓ ÓÓ Ó
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DLNSHNM@KHRL Ó SNÓ OK@BDÓ SGDHQÓ OQNCTBSHNMÓ NTSRHCDÓ RTAIDBSHȎB@SHNMÓ AXÓ
LD@MRÓNEÓ@ARSQ@BSÓDKDLDMSRÓNEÓSGDNQX Ó@MCÓSNÓSQXÓSNÓBNLLTMHB@SDÓ
VHSGÓ NSGDQÓ BNLLTMHRSRÓ @KNMFÓ SGDRDÓ KHMDRÓ QDLDLADQ Ó +Ó V@RÓ @Ó
b,@QWHRS +DMHMHRShÓ FQNTO 7Ó (MÓ +RÓ B@RD Ó SGHRÓ V@RÓ @MÓ HLLDMRDKXÓ
CHȐBTKSÓ S@RJ Ó ADB@TRDÓ SGDHQÓ HMSDFQ@SHNMÓ V@RÓ SNÓ ADÓ QD@KHRDCÓ HMÓ SGDÓ
FDMDQ@KÓȎDKCÓNEÓ@QSHRSHBÓOQNCTBSHNMÓNQ ÓLNQDÓOQDBHRDKX ÓHMÓ@ÓSGDNQXÓ@MCÓ
OQ@BSHBDÓNEÓ@QSÓSG@SÓHMBKHMDCÓSNV@QCÓSGDÓBNLLTMHRSÓSQ@CHSHNM Ó
BBNQCHMFÓSNÓ,NĵMHJ ÓVGNÓRDO@Q@SDRÓb@DRSGDSHBÓHMSDQODKK@SHNMhÓEQNLÓ
MNQL@KÓ HMSDQODKK@SHNM Ó SGDÓ ENQLDQ Ó @O@QSÓ EQNLÓ RTAIDBSHEXHMFÓ HKKTRHNMÓ
VGHBGÓHRÓBNLLNMÓSNÓ@KKÓHCDNKNFHDR ÓLTRSÓ@KRNÓLDDSÓSGDÓBNMCHSHNMÓ
NEÓADHMFÓRTAUDQRHUDÓHMÓNQCDQÓSNÓQD@KHRDÓHSRDKEÓ@RÓ@MÓ@QSHRSHBÓOQNBDRRÓ
,NĵMHJÓ  Ó  Ó 3GHRÓ C@TMSHMFÓ S@RJ Ó @KLNRSÓ HLONRRHAKD Ó HRÓ NMKXÓ
SGHMJ@AKDÓHMÓSGDÓBNMSDWSÓNEÓSGNRDÓ@QSVNQJRÓSG@SÓG@UDÓ@ÓbLTKSH RDQH@KhÓNQÓ
polyphonicÓBG@Q@BSDQ ÓVGHBGÓ@KV@XRÓL@M@FDRÓSNÓSGV@QSÓHMSDQODKK@SHNM Ó
(MÓ,NĵMHJRÓVNQCR ÓSGDÓHKKTRHNMÓMDUDQÓDMCRÓdÓATSÓMDHSGDQÓHRÓHSÓDUDQÓ
BNMRTLL@SDCÓ,NĵMHJÓ Ód Ó3GHRÓO@QSHBTK@QÓED@STQDÓNEÓSGDÓ
M@STQDÓNEÓ@QSÓHRÓVGXÓ +ÓHMRHRSDCÓNMÓVNQJHMFÓNMÓSGDHQÓSGDNQXÓRKNF@MRÓ
EQNLÓVHSGHMÓSGDHQÓȎDKC Ó3GDÓLD@MHMFÓNEÓBNLLTMHB@SHNMÓADSVDDMÓSVNÓ
BNLLTMHRSRÓL@XÓADÓTMCDQRSNNCÓ@RÓL@JHMFÓDWOKHBHSÓSGDÓRSQTBSTQDRÓ
HMUNKUDCÓ HMÓ SGDÓ BNMRSHSTSHNMÓ NEÓ SGDHQÓ HMSDFQ@SHNM Ó 3GHRÓ OQNBDRRÓ HRÓ HMÓ
HSRDKEÓ@ÓQD @RRDLAK@FD Ó@RÓVDÓR@VÓEQNLÓSGDÓb(MSQNCTBSHNMÓSNÓ!KTQSHMFÓ
HMÓ -DVÓ 8NQJhÓ ATSÓ HSÓ HRÓ MNSÓ SGDÓ R@LDÓ @RÓ SGDÓ #DKDTYH@MÓ ONRHSHNMÓ NEÓ
DRB@OHMFÓRBGDL@SHR@SHNMÓSGQNTFGÓBNMRS@MSODQL@MDMSÓU@QH@AKDRÓNQÓ
SGQNTFGÓ SGDÓ SQ@MRHSHNMÓ NEÓ DSDQM@KÓ O@RR VNQCR Ó 3GDÓ OQNAKDLÓ LHFGSÓ
ADÓ RHLOKHȎDCÓ DUDMÓ ETQSGDQÓ HEÓ VDÓ BNMRHCDQÓ VG@SÓ HRÓ SGDÓ LHMHLTLÓ
QDPTHQDCÓOQ@BSHBDÓSG@SÓ@DRSGDSHBÓHMSDQODKK@SHNMÓDMS@HKRÓSNÓKNNJÓ@SÓ@QS Ó
6G@SÓVDÓV@MSÓSNÓJMNVÓHRÓVGDSGDQÓSGDQDÓHRÓ@MXÓCHȍDQDMBDÓ@RÓSNÓGNVÓ
BNLLTMHRSRÓKNNJÓ@SÓ@QS Ó ȒDQÓÓSGHRÓPTDRSHNMÓV@RÓOQNA@AKXÓSGDÓ
L@HMÓRNTQBDÓNEÓGD@C@BGDÓENQÓ +
3GDHQÓOQNUHRHNM@KÓ@MRVDQÓV@RÓA Portrait of V. I. Lenin in the Style of
Jackson Pollock VGHBGÓ BNLOQHRDCÓ @Ó RDQHDRÓ NEÓ O@HMSHMFR Ó @MÓ DRR@X Ó
@MCÓ @Ó RNMFÓ QDBNQCDCÓ VHSGÓ 1DCÓ *Q@XNK@ Ó @KKÓ QD@KHRDCÓ HMÓ  Ó 3GHRÓ
bHLONRRHAKDÓOHBSTQDhÓNQ ÓHMÓ'@QQHRNMRÓVNQCR Ó@ÓbLNMRSQNTRÓC~SDMSDh Ó
V@RÓ @Ó RTLL@QXÓ NEÓ +RÓ KNMF SHLDÓ bBNLLTMHRSÓ GD@C@BGDh Ó @RÓ
HSÓVDQD Ó'NVÓ@QDÓVDÓSNÓTMCDQRS@MCÓ@ÓO@HMSHMFÓNEÓ+DMHMÓQDMCDQDCÓHMÓ
@Ó RSXKDÓ SG@SÓ @QSÓ BQHSHBHRLÓ SXOHB@KKXÓ RDDRÓ @RÓ PTHMSDRRDMSH@KKXÓ MNM
BNLLTMHRS ÓNQÓDUDMÓ@MSH BNLLTMHRSÓ'@QQHRNM ÓVGNÓSNNJÓO@QSÓHMÓHSRÓ
OQNCTBSHNM ÓHMSDQOQDSRÓHSÓ@RÓ@ÓbBQHSHPTDÓNEÓE@RGHNM@AKDÓ@QSHRSHBÓENQLRÓ
NEÓ KDȒ VHMFÓ SGDNQXhÓ '@QQHRNMÓ  Ó  Ó !TSÓ @SÓ SGDÓ R@LDÓ SHLD Ó
@BBNQCHMFÓSNÓ'@QQHRNMRÓHMSDQOQDS@SHNMÓSGHRÓV@RÓ@ÓOQ@BSHB@KÓRNKTSHNMÓ
7 Ó(MÓ"G@QKDRÓ'@QQHRNMRÓNOHMHNM ÓVGDMÓ +ÓTRDCÓRKNF@MR ÓENQÓDW@LOKDÓHMÓNine Gross and
Conspicuous Errors ÓSGDHQÓLTRHB@KÓVNQJÓQD@KHRDCÓHMÓBNKK@ANQ@SHNMÓVHSGÓ1DCÓ*Q@XNK@ÓHMÓ Ó
SGDXÓVDQDÓbRDKE BNMRBHNTRKXÓHQNMHBÓSNÓM@HUDÓNOSHLHRLÓ@RRNBH@SDCÓVHSGÓ"GHMDRDÓOQNO@F@MC@Ó
ONRSDQRhÓ'@QQHRNMÓ Ó Ó-DUDQSGDKDRR Ó'@QQHRNMÓHRÓHMCDDCÓ@V@QDÓNEÓSGDÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓdÓ
DUDMÓHEÓQDCTBDCÓNMKXÓSNÓ@DRSGDSHBRÓdÓBG@Q@BSDQÓNEÓBNKKDBSHUDÓDMTMBH@SHNMRÓ@RÓCHUDQRDÓ@R ÓENQÓ
HMRS@MBD Ó"NMRSQTBSHUHRSÓ@MCÓ2TQQD@KHRSÓHL@FDQXÓbANSGÓVDQDÓSQD@SDCÓRHLOKXÓ@RÓDOHRNCDR Ó
EQNLÓVGHBGÓBDQS@HMÓCTQ@AKDÓ@MCÓB@MNMHB@KKXÓ@BBDOS@AKDÓVNQJRÓNEÓ@QSÓLHFGSÓMDUDQSGDKDRRÓ
ADÓDWSQTCDCÓHMÓNQCDQÓSNÓADÓ@CLHSSDCÓHMSNÓ,NCDQMHRSÓBQHSHB@KÓ@MCÓSDBGMHB@KÓB@SDFNQHDRhÓ'@Q
QHRNMÓ Ó Ó
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@F@HMRSÓSGDÓ@OOQNOQH@SHNMÓNEÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QSÓAXÓ@ÓRTODQȎBH@KÓCDS@BGDCÓ
RDLHNSHBÓ@DRSGDSHBÓSG@SÓV@RÓRS@QSHMFÓSNÓKNNJÓ@ÓKNSÓKHJDÓBNLLDQBH@KÓ
@CUDQSHRDLDMS Ó BBNQCHMFKX Ó SGDÓ Lenin-PollockÓ OQNIDBSÓ BNTKCÓ ADÓ
RDDMÓ@RÓ@ÓONRRHAHKHSXÓNEÓAQHMFHMFÓSVNÓBNLOKDSDKXÓ@MS@FNMHRSHBÓRHFMRÓ
HMRHCDÓ@ÓRHMFKDÓEQ@LDÓ@MCÓNEÓFDMDQ@SHMFÓSDMRHNMÓADSVDDMÓ@SÓKD@RSÓSVNÓ
LNCDQMHRSÓBNKKDBSHUDÓDMTMBH@SHNMR Ó!TSÓHEÓSG@SÓV@RÓHMCDDCÓ@KK ÓSGDMÓHSÓ
BNTKCÓADÓRDDMÓ@RÓ@ÓRSDOÓA@BJÓEQNLÓ +RÓSGDNQXÓ@MCÓOQ@BSHBD ÓVGHBGÓ
G@CÓADDMÓRNÓB@TSHNTRÓMNSÓSNÓHMBKTCDÓDWSQ@ONK@SHNMRÓHMÓSGDHQÓRXRSDLÓNQÓ
KHLHSÓSGDHQÓHMSDQDRSÓSNÓSGDÓ@DRSGDSHBÓOQNAKDLRÓNEÓSGDÓ,NCDQMHRSÓB@MNMÓ
RDDÓ MMNS@SHNMÓ-N Ó Ó%HQRSÓVDÓG@UDÓSNÓADÓBKD@QÓSG@SÓ +ÓVDQDÓMNSÓ
GNLNFDMNTRÓNQÓUDQXÓBNMRHRSDMSÓ@ANTSÓSGDHQÓSGDNQX ÓVGHBGÓHMBKTCDCÓ
L@MXÓ BNMSQ@CHBSNQXÓ DKDLDMSR Ó Q@MFHMFÓ EQNLÓ @M@KXSHB@KÓ OGHKNRNOGXÓ
SNÓBNLLTMHRSÓSGDNQX Ó!TSÓVDÓRGNTKCÓQDLDLADQÓSG@SÓ@SÓSHLDRÓ +Ó
BNLOQHRDCÓ@RÓL@MXÓ@RÓSDMÓCHȍDQDMSÓODNOKD Ó2NÓNMDÓLHFGSÓBK@HLÓSG@SÓ
SGDÓ HCD@Ó ADGHMCÓ Lenin-Pollock, HMÓ SDQLRÓ NEÓ AQHMFHMFÓ BNMSQ@CHBSHNMR
together,ÓG@CÓADDMÓOQDRDMSÓHMÓSGDÓVNQJÓNEÓ +Ó@RÓE@QÓA@BJÓ@RÓSGDÓ
D@QKXÓ R Ó 2DBNMC Ó @SÓ SGDÓ SHLDÓ NEÓ Lenin-Pollock Ó ONKHSHBRÓ HMÓ $TQNODÓ
@MCÓSGDÓ4MHSDCÓ2S@SDRÓV@RÓTMCDQFNHMFÓ@ÓRVHMFÓSNÓSGDÓQHFGS ÓVGHBGÓ
QDRTKSDCÓ HMÓ SGDÓ NOOQDRRHNMÓ NEÓ @KKÓ JHMCRÓ NEÓ BNLLTMHRSÓ SGNTFGS Ó 3GDÓ
Lenin-PollockÓ OQNIDBSÓ V@RÓ @KRNÓ RSQ@SDFHBÓ HM@RLTBGÓ @RÓ HSÓ AQNTFGSÓ
LTBG MDDCDCÓ@ARSQ@BSHNMÓSNÓSGDÓHRRTDÓNEÓBNLLTMHRL ÓVGHBGÓV@RÓ
OQDUHNTRKXÓ K@BJHMF Ó DHSGDQÓ CTDÓ SNÓ E@RGHNMÓ NQÓ QDCTBSHNMHRL Ó (MÓ NQCDQÓ
SNÓ@UNHCÓSGDRDÓBNMRSQ@HMSR ÓVGHBGÓ@ȍDBSÓSGDÓV@XÓNMDÓRDDRÓ@ÓOHBSTQD Ó
+ÓOQNONRDCÓSGDÓbQDBNMRSQTBSHNMÓNEÓSGDÓB@TR@KÓQDK@SHNMR ÓQ@SGDQÓSG@MÓ
@MXÓ HBNMHBÓ BNMRHCDQ@SHNMh Ó VGHBGÓ LD@MSÓ RGHȒHMFÓ SGDHQÓ HMSDQDRSÓ EQNLÓ
RSQTBSTQ@KÓSNÓFDMDQHBÓ@M@KXRDRÓ QSÓÓ+@MFT@FDÓ Ó Ó3GHRÓLHFGSÓ
@KRNÓRSQHJDÓNMDÓ@RÓ@ÓUDQXÓQDFQDRRHUDÓCDBHRHNM ÓRHMBDÓ +ÓHMSQNCTBDCÓ
SGDÓ RBGDL@SHR@SHNMÓ NEÓ SGDÓ BNMCHSHNMRÓ NEÓ OQNCTBSHNMÓ HMÓ HSRÓ LNRSÓ
DWSQDLDÓL@MHEDRS@SHNMRÓ@RÓHMCDWDRÓ@MCÓ@MMNS@SHNMRÓNEÓSGDÓDWHRSHMFÓ
BNMITMBSHNMRÓ @RÓ @Ó BQHSHB@KÓ OQ@BSHBDÓ @Ó QDSQD@SÓ SNÓ bB@TR@KHSXhÓ LHFGSÓ
SGDMÓRDDLÓKHJDÓ@ÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓRSDOÓA@BJÓSNÓCDSDQLHMHRL ÓGHRSNQHBHRL Ó
NQ Ó VNQRD Ó DUNKTSHNMHRL Ó +RÓ HMSDQDRSÓ HMÓ SGDÓ FDMDQHBÓ BNMCHSHNMRÓ
NEÓ@ÓOHBSTQDÓNQ ÓR@X Ó@ÓRKNF@MÓCHCÓMNSÓBNLDÓNTSÓNEÓSGDÓAKTDÓHSÓV@RÓ
@KQD@CXÓ OQDRDMSÓ HMÓ SGDÓ OQNAKDL@SHBÓ NEÓ "NMBDOST@KÓ QS Ó (SÓ HRÓ G@QCKXÓ
RTQOQHRHMFÓSG@SÓ(@MÓ!TQM ÓVQHSHMFÓ@SÓSGDÓR@LDÓSHLDÓ@ANTSÓGHRÓODQRNM@KÓ
CHRR@SHRE@BSHNMÓVHSGÓ"NMBDOST@KÓ QS ÓBNMBDOST@KHRDCÓHSRÓE@HKTQDÓ@RÓSGDÓ
CHR@OOD@Q@MBDÓNEÓGHRSNQX ÓÓ
+RÓHMRHRSDMBDÓNMÓSGDÓBNMBDOSÓNEÓFDMDRHRÓHMRSD@CÓNEÓHBNMHBÓ@M@KXRHRÓ
RGNTKCÓ SGTRÓ ADÓ TMCDQRSNNCÓ @RÓ @MÓ @SSDLOSÓ SNÓ QD GHRSNQHBHRDÓ SGNRDÓ
RKNF@MRÓ SG@SÓ VDQDÓ MNÓ KNMFDQÓ TRDCÓ @MC Ó ODQG@ORÓ LNQDÓ HLONQS@MSKX Ó
SNÓSQ@BDÓSGDHQÓSQ@MRENQL@SHNMRÓAXÓKNNJHMFÓ@SÓVG@SÓG@CÓG@OODMDCÓSNÓ
SGDL Ó3G@SÓHRÓVG@SÓ +Ó@SSDLOSDCÓSNÓCNÓVHSGÓSGDHQÓONQSQ@HSÓNEÓ+DMHMÓ
HMÓSGDÓRSXKDÓNEÓ/NKKNBJÓSNÓCHQDBSÓNTQÓ@SSDMSHNMÓSNÓENQFNSSDMÓATSÓRSHKKÓMNSÓ
SGNQNTFGKXÓOQNBDRRDCÓBNMITMBSHNMRÓHMÓLNCDQMHRSÓBTKSTQ@KÓGHRSNQX ÓNEÓ
QNTSDRÓNEÓHCD@RÓEQNLÓNUDQ@KKÓ@LAHSHNMÓSNÓRSTODȎDCÓQDBTODQ@SHNMÓ@MCÓ
LNQDÓHLONQS@MSKXÓSNÓ@KK AD@TSHETKÓRKNF@MRÓSG@SÓLD@MSÓRNÓLTBGÓENQÓSGDÓ
DL@MBHO@SHNMÓNEÓLHKKHNMR Ó(MÓSGDHQÓNVMÓVNQCR ÓbSGDÓMNSHNMÓNEÓFDMDRHRÓ
CHQDBSRÓNTQÓ@SSDMSHNMÓSNÓSGDÓVNQKC ÓSNÓSGDÓOQNAKDLÓNEÓL@SDQH@KÓB@TR@SHNMÓ
@MCÓMNSÓSNÓSGDÓO@SQHBH@MÓHMSQHB@BHDRÓNEÓ@MÓHCD@KHRDCÓBTKSTQ@KÓBNGDQDMBDhÓ
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 QSÓ Ó +@MFT@FDÓ  Ó  Ó "NMRHCDQHMFÓ +DMHMÓ HMÓ BNMITMBSHNMÓ
VHSGÓ @QSÓ HRÓ RNLDGNVÓ TRT@KKXÓ @Ó AHSÓ NEÓ @Ó OQNAKDL Ó VGHBG Ó (Ó ADKHDUD Ó
+RÓSGDNQXÓ@MCÓOQ@BSHBDÓLHFGSÓGDKOÓTRÓSNÓ@CCQDRR Ó(EÓVDÓSQHDCÓSNÓ
QDBNMRSQTBSÓ+DMHMRÓQDK@SHNMRGHOÓVHSGÓ@QSÓA@RDCÓNMÓSGDÓQDBNKKDBSHNMRÓNEÓ
+TM@BG@QRJX Ó&NQJX ÓNQÓ*QTORJ@X@ Ó@MCÓSGDÓRMHOODSRÓSG@SÓGDÓVQNSDÓNMÓ
SGDÓRTAIDBS ÓVDÓVNTKCÓE@BDÓ@ÓL@MÓVGNÓV@RÓ@OO@QDMSKXÓTMD@RXÓ@ANTSÓ
@QS Ó,NRSÓMNS@AKX ÓSGHRÓVNTKCÓHMBKTCDÓGHRÓTMOQDCHBS@AKDÓQDK@SHNMRGHOÓ
VHSGÓ ,@X@JNURJX Ó @RÓ VDKKÓ @RÓ RNLDÓ VNQJRÓ NEÓ @QSÓ SG@SÓ GDÓ @CLHQDC Ó
RTBGÓ@RÓSGDÓRNM@S@RÓNEÓ!DDSGNUDM Ó'HRÓQDL@QJRÓ@KKDFDCKXÓL@CDÓSNÓ
&NQJXÓVGHKRSÓKHRSDMHMFÓSNÓ(R@H@GÓ#NAQNUDHMRÓQDMCDQHMFÓNEÓ!DDSGNUDMRÓ
AppassionataÓ@QDÓOQNA@AKXÓSGDÓLNRSÓBNLLNMKXÓPTNSDCÓO@RR@FDÓHMÓ@KKÓ
NEÓ+DMHMRÓVQHSHMFRÓ
(ÓCNMSÓJMNVÓNEÓ@MXSGHMFÓADSSDQÓSG@MÓSGDÓAppassionata Ó(ÓB@MÓKHRSDMÓ
SNÓHSÓDUDQXÓC@X Ó L@YHMF ÓRTODQGTL@MÓLTRHBÓ(Ó@KV@XRÓSGHMJÓVHSGÓ@Ó
OQHCDÓSG@SÓL@XÓADÓM@UDÓKNNJÓVG@SÓLHQ@BKDRÓODNOKDÓB@MÓODQENQLÓ!TSÓ
(ÓB@MSÓKHRSDMÓSNÓLTRHBÓNȒDM ÓHSÓ@ȍDBSRÓLXÓMDQUDR ÓHSÓL@JDRÓLDÓV@MSÓ
SNÓR@XÓRVDDSÓMNSGHMFRÓ@MCÓO@SÓSGDÓGD@CRÓNEÓODNOKDÓVGN ÓKHUHMFÓHMÓ@Ó
ȎKSGXÓGDKK ÓB@MÓBQD@SDÓRTBGÓAD@TSX Ó!TSÓSNC@XÓVDÓLTRSMSÓO@SÓ@MXNMDÓ
NMÓSGDÓGD@CÓNQÓVDKKÓFDSÓNTQÓG@MCÓAHSSDMÓNȍÓVDUDÓFNSÓSNÓGHSÓSGDLÓNMÓ
SGDÓGD@CR ÓGHSÓSGDLÓVHSGNTSÓLDQBX ÓSGNTFGÓHMÓSGDÓHCD@KÓVDÓ@QDÓ@F@HMRSÓ
CNHMFÓ@MXÓUHNKDMBDÓSNÓODNOKD Ó'L GLÓdÓHSRÓ@ÓGDKKHRGKXÓCHȐBTKSÓS@RJÓ
&NQJXÓ ÓÓ
3GHRÓO@RR@FDÓNBBTOHDRÓ@ÓBDMSQ@KÓOK@BDÓHMÓ#TĀ@MÓ,@J@UDIDURÓ Ó
ȎKLÓW. R. – Misterije organizma (WR: Mysteries of the Organism Ó(MÓ
SGHRÓȎKLÓBK@RRHB ÓVGDMÓ,@J@UDIDUÓONRHSRÓ@Ó+DMHMÓTM@AKDÓSNÓBNMEQNMSÓ
@QS ÓGDÓHRÓ@BST@KKXÓQDOQNCTBHMFÓ+DMHMRÓNVMÓVNQKC ÓHMÓVGHBGÓONKHSHBRÓ
@MCÓ @QSÓ ENQLDCÓ SVNÓ BNLOKDSDKXÓ RDO@Q@SDÓ ȎDKCRÓ NEÓ HMSDQDRS Ó RÓ @MÓ
HQQDRNKU@AKDÓSDMRHNM ÓSGHRÓHMBNLO@SHAHKHSXÓHRÓ@ÓCD@C DMCÓENQÓSGHMJHMFÓ
@QSÓHMÓSDQLRÓNEÓBNMBDOSR ÓSGDNQDSHB@KÓONRSTK@SDR Ó@MCÓCDBK@Q@SHNMR Ó RÓ
(ÓSQHDCÓSNÓRGNVÓDKRDVGDQD ÓSNÓS@JDÓTOÓSGHRÓONRHSHNMÓHRÓMNSÓSNÓCHR@UNVÓ
+DMHM ÓATSÓQ@SGDQÓSNÓHMBKTCDÓGHLÓ@RÓ@MÓDWSDQM@KÓE@BSNQÓHMÓ@MÓNSGDQVHRDÓ
SQ@MRBDMCDMS@KÓ @MCÓ DWODQHDMSH@KÓ @QSÓ OQ@BSHBD Ó ,NQDÓ OQDBHRDKX Ó HSÓ
@LNTMSRÓ SNÓ @Ó BTKSTQ@KÓ ONKHSHBRÓ A@RDCÓ NMÓ SGDÓ ENKKNVHMFÓ ONRSTK@SDÓ
SNÓ BQD@SDÓ @MÓ b@QSHRSHBÓ ONKHSHBRhÓ AXÓ LD@MRÓ NEÓ @MÓ @QSHRSHBÓ HLL@MDMBXÓ
A@RDCÓNMÓDWODQHDMBD ÓBQD@SHUHSX Ó@MCÓRONMS@MDHSX Ó!XÓONHMSHMFÓSNÓ QSÓ
Ó+@MFT@FD Ó(ÓSQHDCÓSNÓRGNVÓSG@SÓSGDQDÓHRÓ@MNSGDQÓONRRHAHKHSX ÓSG@SÓNEÓ
SGHMJHMFÓ@QSÓ@RÓ@ÓOQ@BSHBDÓHMÓHSRDKE Ó@ÓbSGDNQDSHB@KÓOQ@BSHBDhÓSG@SÓONRDRÓ
SGDÓPTDRSHNMÓNEÓOTQHSXÓMNSÓ@RÓ@ÓPTDRSHNMÓNEÓHCDMSHSXÓ@MXLNQD ÓATSÓ@RÓ@Ó
ONRHSHNMÓNEÓCDL@QB@SHNM 8
8 Ó'DQDÓVDÓLTRSÓ@CCÓNMDÓLNQDÓQDBNKKDBSHNMÓNEÓ+DMHMRÓQDK@SHNMRGHOÓVHSGÓ@QS Ó LNMFÓNSGDQÓ
SGHMFR Ó+DMHMÓL@CDÓSGDÓENKKNVHMFÓQDL@QJRÓSNÓ"K@Q@Ó9DSJHMÓb(ÓG@UDÓSGDÓBNTQ@FDÓSNÓCHROK@XÓ
LXRDKEÓ@RÓ?A@QA@QH@M Ó(ÓB@MMNSÓQDF@QCÓSGDÓVNQJRÓNEÓ(LOQDRRHNMHRL Ó%TSTQHRL Ó"TAHRL Ó@MCÓ
NSGDQÓ?HRLRÓ@RÓSGDÓGHFGDRSÓQDUDK@SHNMRÓNEÓ@QSHRSHBÓFDMHTR Ó(ÓRHLOKXÓCNMSÓTMCDQRS@MCÓSGDLÓ
@MCÓ(ÓFDSÓMNÓOKD@RTQDÓEQNLÓSGDLhÓ9DSJHMÓ Ó ÓÓ(MÓGHRÓ@QSHBKDÓb+DMHMÓHMÓ+@RÓ,DMHM@Rh Ó
&DNȍQDXÓ6@HSDÓTRDRÓSGHRÓQDBNKKDBSHNMÓSNÓCDUDKNOÓGHRÓSGDRHRÓSG@SÓCDL@QB@SHNMÓHRÓSGDÓBNMCH
SHNMÓ@MCÓ@SSHSTCDÓMDBDRR@QXÓENQÓ@ÓSQTKXÓGHRSNQHB@KÓL@SDQH@KHRSÓCDRBQHOSHNMÓNE Ó@LNMFÓNSGDQÓ
SGHMFR Ó@QSVNQJR Ó6@HSDÓ@OOKHDRÓGHRÓSGDRHR ÓVGHBGÓ(ÓG@UDÓ@KRNÓENTMCÓDWSQDLDKXÓTRDETK ÓSNÓ
5DKĝYPTDYRÓLas MeninasÓ6@HSDÓ Ó
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